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6" Jointer 
wi th two sets 

of knives 
and $25 rebate 

Total Fackage 5avings' $14200 
noo CFM Dust Collector 

with free I-tool hook-up 
accessory kit and $20 rebate 

Total Fackage 5avings' $6900 

.. 

14" Bandsaw 
with rip fence 

and mitre gauge 
and $25 rebate 

Total Fackage 5avings' 

$12200 

A special 

3 HP 10" Tablesaw 
Both left- and right-tilt 

XACTA SAW'" with table and legs 
and $100 rebate 

Total Fackage 5avings' $27700 
15" Planer 

With enclosed stand, 
rollers and extra knife set 

and $100 rebate 

Total Fackage 5avings' $20900 
'''Total Package Savings" reflects savings on accessories after manufacturer's mail-in rebate, effective October 1, 1999 to February 29, 2000. 



accessorIes package ... 
a rebate? 

16 1/2" Drill Press 
with mortise attachment 

and 3 chisel bits, sizes 1/4'\ J/I", 'h" 
and $20 rebate 

Total Fackage 5avings' $14500 

an 

C ontractor's Style 

Table Saws 
with carbide tipped blade 

and $50 rebate 

Total Fackage 5avings' $13800 

• 

(Think ot them as 
whipped cream ... 
and a cherr!J.) 

Beginning October 1, we're packaging 
our best-selling woodworking tools 

with the accessories you want, 
along with the famous JET rebate, 
at savings of up to 71 percent! 

Call 800-274-6848 or visit www.jettools.com for a catalog or the name of a JET dealer near you! 
READER SERVICE NO.2 
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Contributors 
Brian Boas (·Choose the Right 

Dri l l  Bit for the Job") makes chairs 

derived from the traditional 

Appalachian post-and-rung chair. 

His chair designs are widely 

admired for both their technical 

and aesthetic sophistication, 

not to mention their comfort. 

In addition to giving chair-making classes around the country, Boggs has 

helped establish a self-sustaining chalr-maklng program In Honduras. He 

lives In Berea, Ky., with h is wife and two sons. 

Paul Ruhlmann ("The 

R udiments of R ust ic  

Furnit ure") took t he 

normal detour into 

woodworking. He 

st udied marine biology 

and cl inical psy chology 

in  college and t hen got 

a job i n  community 

menta l  healt h.  He 

made his abrupt U-t u rn 

in 1975 after visit ing the handmade home of New 

Hampshire sculptor and furnit ure maker Jon 

Brooks. After st udy ing wit h Brooks for several 

months, he st ruck out on his own as a furnit ure 

maker. Since 1978 he has been t he high school 

woodworki ng teacher at Buckingham Browne & 
Nichols School in Cambridge, Mass. And y es, t h is 

exponent of rust ic  furnit ure is a distant relative of 

Jacques-Emi le R uhlmann, t he French designer of 

elegant Art D eco furnit ure. 

Bill Ewing ("Arched 

Top Cabinet D oors" )  

st art ed h i s  wood

working career in t he 

early 1980s by sel l ing 

Shaker boxes t hrough 

magazine ads. These 

days, while kit chen 

cabinets are his bread 

and butter, he prefers 

to build his own 

designs. Most 

recent ly, Ewing designed and bui lt pieces for a 

local magician. One piece is a dove's cage that 

disappears, and another is a box called Twister, 

used to make the magician's assist ant appear as 

t hough she is tied in knots. 
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Allan Breed (Master Class) has been making 

period furnit u re i n  a one-man shop since 1976. In 

addition to his private commission work, he has 

bui lt reproduct ions for a number of historical 

museums. In 1990, he was asked by Christie's 

auct ion house to reproduce t he Nicholas Brown 

Desk and Bookcase, a Goddard-Townsend 

masterpiece. (Christ ie's auctioned t he original for 

$12.1 mi l l ion.) Breed also lect u res on American 

furnit u re at various museums and is a consultant 

to furnit ure collectors. 

Will Neptune ("Sideboard 

Strategies") graduated from 

t he furnit ure-making 

depart ment of Nort h Bennet 

St reet School in Boston in 

1979. For a t ime he t aught 

woodworki ng to fi rst- through 

sixth-graders at nearby 

Belmont D ay School-where an average sixth

grader could t urn out a beaut iful ly dovetai led 

box-and later ran his own furnit ure and 

architectural mi l lwork shop in Hartford, Conn.  Now 

back in Boston and teaching woodworking at 

North Bennet Street School, Nept une st i l l  

manages to t urn out a steady flow of 

commissioned pieces. He is current ly at work on a 

set of eight Chippendale chairs. 

John White ("A Survey of R outer Tables") spent 

many years working as a cabinetmaker and 

cont ractor in Ver mont . He current ly divides his 

t ime between managing the Fine Woodworking 

shop (where he keeps t he editors on t heir toes) 

and his own woodworking and machine shop. On 

weekends, he, his wife and t heir son enjoy 

roami ng t he Nort heast , searching for vi nt age 

cloth ing, jewelry and tools. 
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Nothing warms wood like ZAR� Wood 
Stains. From a palette of 20 natural 
wood tones you can choose the colors 
of your life. And thanks to our unique 

Make Your Own 
Antiques 

Nothing brings warmth and vitality 
to a home like Cohasset Colonials ,. 

furniture and accessories. OUT 
new fall catalog is filled with 

authentic reproductions of early 
American furniture. Make your 

antiques from our accurately 

handcrafted kits, or let us 
custom finish our furniture for you. 

Send for our FREE Fall Catalog now! 

��,. 
Box 548-FWO, Ashburnham, MA 01430 

READER SERVICE NO. 233 

formulation, you don't need to be a 
professional to get professional 
results. ZAR. The best thing that 
ever happened to wood. 

THE BEG INNER'S STAIN PROFESSIO NALS PREFER. 

READER SERVICE NO. 198 
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Letters 
Router-bit review is criticized and 
applauded-Thank you very much for 
the revealing article "Router-Bit Matchup" 
(FWW #137, pp. 84-89). I was surprised at 
the results in that my latest purchase did 
not score well. They say such items as 
router bits are blind items, in that a con
sumer cannot generally ascertain qualiry 
simply by examining the item Most of us 
need a router bit when we need it-right 
now-so we head for our local hardware 
store or home center. Now prepare your
self for a ton of bad letters from your ad
vertisers. But remember this: There are 
more of us (your loyal readers). I look 
forward to your next series of tests. 

-Roger S Apted, M ilton, Wis. 

In his review of router bits, Anatole 
Burkin may have had a bright idea (he 
thought) about the methodology of 
testing, but he ended up providing very 
misleading information to your readers. 
Router bits that work well on CNC 
(computer numerically controlled) 
machines have wide-open gullets for 
easy disposal of wood chips. These rypes 
of bits are unsafe for normal router use 
where operator safery and kickback are 
an issue. Grizzly's SY brand router bits 
are of an anti-kickback design, with 
narrower gullets and radially relieved 
cutting edges meant to protect the 
operators from kickbacks and at the 
same time provide smooth cuts. They are 
not meant to be used on CNC machines. 

All Mr. Bm'kin has established in his 
article is which straight bits work best in 
a CNC router at extremely fast and 
computer-controlled speeds. You might 
want to do another extensive test using 
humans with routers and a variery of 
bit profiles. We will put up our SY bits 
against any others within tv.ro times 
our price range. 

-S Balolia, president, Grizzly 
I ndustrial, Inc., Bellingham, Wash. 

Your article on router-bit comparisons 
was great. I found it to be very 
interesting, factual and valid. Your 
comparison of one product against 
another is on a par with Consumel' 
Reports testing. 

I am motivated to write because I am so 
impressed by the integriry of your 
articles. This is not the first of its rype that 
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you have published where you call a 
spade a spade in no uncertain terms. It is 
without parallel that you would describe 
a product's performance without 
apparent concern that the company 
advertises in your magazine, as it was 
without parallel that you pointed out that 
75% of all IS-in. planers come out of the 
same factory in Taiwan. 

As a woodworker, but also as the 
technical director of a respected research 
institute, I now know that Fine 
Woodworking is the only woodworking 
magazine whose product testing I will 
rely on for honesry and integriry. 

-Rob Levin, Ne w York, NY 

Your readers knew that Eagle America 
would find some faults and discrepancies 
in your router-bit review. Our family has 
been manufacturing and marketing router 
bits for over 50 years. In the past 10 years 
alone, we have brought out 500 new bits 
and have sold over 1 million router bits. 

You shouldn't judge an entire product 
line with the test of just one bit. We offer 
over 900 bits in our line. The one bit you 
purchased and tested started out strong 
with one of the best ratings. It is difficult 
for me to comment on your test, as I was 
not present and did not see the results 
firsthand. I do, however, have a concern 
about why it seemed to fail after 140 ft. 
when the identical bit under a different 
name made it through all 248 ft. with 
flying colors. 

You might find it interesting that of the 
17 bits you tested, only seven different 
sources made them-and seven of the 
bits came out of the same factory in 
Taiwan. 

Our loyal customers know that we have 
a 100% lifetime satisfaction guarantee on 
all of our products. Our greatest asset has 
always been a satisfied customer. We are 
not happy unless the customer is. We 
want your readers to test this 1/2-in. 
straight bit in their own shops. The bit 
(#102-0905) currently sells for $17.99. 
Send us a copy of this letter with your 
check for $8.99, and I will ship you one at 
half price. You be t11e judge. 

-Dan Waltel� preside nt, Eagle America, 
Chardon, Oh io 

I subscribed to Fine Woodworking at t11e 
beginning and for most of the 25 years 

you have been published. From time to 
time I quit subscribing because I was not 
getting much out of the magazine. I was 
just about to this point again when I 

received the August issue, which included 
the "Router-Bit Matchup." This really 
caught my attention. 

Your router-bit test was a well-thought
out experiment providing very 
meaningful and useful data. This is the 
kind of stuff we want from Fine 
Woodworking. I am sure that this kind of 
a project takes a lot more time, energy 
and money than the usual build-a
cabinet-rype article. But it is much more 
valuable to us out here doing 
woodworking. Keep up the good work, 
and I will continue my subscription. 

-Charlie Mead, R ockwood, Tenn. 

I enjoyed Anatole BUl'kin's "Router-Bit 
Matchup." Between working in a router
bit factory for a brief period, writing The 
Router Table B ook and acting as an 
expert witness in a major router-bit 
lawsuit, I have spent a good deal of time 
looking into the qualiry of router bits. I 
have also visited router-bit manufacturing 
facilities in Taiwan, the United States and 
Europe. I have conducted tests similar to 
yours, except that I used MDF (medium
densiry fiberboard) instead of MFB 
(melamine-coated flakeboard). I have 
conducted destructive and nondestructive 
testing of router bits in the forms of 
microfinish examination, spectrographic 
analysis of the steel bodies and the 
carbide, and micrographs of the carbide 
and t11e silver brazing that attaches the 
carbide. My findings generally agree with 
your generalization that country of origin 
says much about bit qualiry. 

I take some exception to your test in 
that you did not have a representative 
sampling from any company tested. One 
bit does not make a sample. 

A major factor in bit qualiry, which was 
not mentioned in the article, is the issue 

Writing an article 
Fine Woodworking is a reader-written magaz ine. 
We welcome proposals, manuscripts, photo
graphs and ideas from our readers, amateur or 
professional .  We' l l  acknowledge al l  submissions 
and return those we can't publ ish. Send your 
contributions to Fine Woodworking, PO Box 
5506, Newtown, CT 06470-5506. 
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The Adjust-a-Clamp, a new, 
lightweight spring 
clamp from the 
Adjustable 
Clamp Co. 

MAO SHAN is now online 
Come visit our website and see all of our Do-It-Yourself 
Woodworking Machinery! 
• Affordable prices I 
• 18 Years' of experience 

in woodworking machinelY manufactuting. 
• We are ISO 9002 Certified! 

• Local distributors wanted. 

OEM inquiries are welcome. 

Visit our Website: http://www.maoshan.com 

E·mail: maoshan@mslS.hinet.net Fax: 886·4·2792667 
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Finest Quality Reproduction Brass and 
Iron Hardware I'" 
Since 1932, BALL AND BALL has been 
manufacturing the finest quality antique 

reproduction furniture hardware, 
builders hardware, lighting fixtures, and 

fireplace accessories available. Call for our 
1 08·page catalog, available for $7.00 
(catalog cost refunded on first order). 

BaU and Ball 
463 W Lincoln "Ughway 
Exton, PA 19541 
Phone: 610-565-7530 • Fax: 610-363-7659 
Orders: l-BOO-257-57t I 
Visit our website - www.ballandball-us.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 67 

With a simple turn of the 

screw, clamping pressure is set to 

precise requirements of the 

project at hand. Soft, pivoting 

jaw pads hold irregular 

surfaces together without 

damage, securely gripping 

them with light or up to 

50 Ibs. of clamping force. 

Made in USA 

Easy-To-Use MicroTropic 
Gel Pa/yfin;,h! ��I 
Simply apply to any wood 
surface for a tough Satin 
Finish! Allows Interior and 
Exterior Application. No tools or 
brushes needed ... just a lint free cloth. 

Apply With Ease 
And Confidence! 
• No Brushes • No Spills 
• No Drips • No Mess 

perfect For Use On 
• Unfinished Wood 
• Cabinets & Floors 
• Doors & Frames 
• Marine Trim 
& Woodwork 

And much more! 
Deoler Inquires Welcome 
PETRI Paint Co. www.pelripointcompony.com 

Call Toll Free: (888)393-4758 
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L e t  t e r S (continued) 

of virgin as opposed to reprocessed, or 
recycled, carbide. Top manufacturers use 
nothing but virgin carbide. Under a 
powerful microscope, reprocessed 
carbide shows voids and oversized 
chunks. When such a void or chunk 
occurs at the cutting edge, a bad edge 
is the result. Top manufacturers also grind 
the cutting faces to a better microfinish. 
The result is a keener edge that cuts 
cleaner, quieter (as you pointed out) and 
lasts longer. This is also why a mediocre 
bit sent to a first-rate sharpening service 
will often come back better than new. 

Finally, let me say that your readers 
should not get too excited about any of 
this. Bits are perishable tooling: You use 
them up and throw them away. If your 
bit came out poorly, try another brand 
next time. 

-Ernie Conover, Parkman, Ohio 

Thank you so much for the router-bit 
comparison. Again it is shown that one 
doesn't necessarily get what one pays for. 
Unfortunately, most of my bits are Amana 
(not too bad) andJesada (not very good). 
As a rank amateur woodworker, I 
suspected something might not be right 
with some of the bits, but I didn't know 
for sure. 

I think that you would be doing your 
readers a significant service by including 
reviews of some other basic bit types. We 
have seen all sorts of reviews of all sorts 
of products but not of router bits. 
Considering the price of bits, it is a badly 
needed service. 

-Ron Lutz, R io Del Mar, Calif. 

The "Router-Bit Matchup" article raises 
several issues that require further 
explanation. First of all, most good-

quality router bits should perform ade
quately in this type of material. Utilizing a 
CNC router was a good benchmark to 
even out the playing field, but the rpm 
and feed rate were not mentioned. 
Altering the rpm and feed rate based on 
tool size, chip load and material type 
would give differing results. Also, the type 
of router bits tested would normally be 
used in a handheld or table-mounted 
router. No plunging was done in the test, 
but if it had been, the bits would have 
dulled at a much faster rate than just 
straight routing. 

Besides these details, it should be 
mentioned that the geometry of any 
cutting tool can and will greatly affect its 
performance, especially in an abrasive 
material such as melamine-coated 
flake board. Keep in mind that heat is 
enemy No. 1 to cutting tools. We at 
Amana Tool Corp. are familiar with some 
of the other brands in the test. The 
geometry among them is quite different. 
Specifically, as the "hook" or "rake" angle 
of the carbide relative to the center of the 
bit gets larger, the bit is more aggressive. 
The advantage of this feature is that it will 
perform better in certain materials but 
will most likely dull faster as a result. It 
would be difficult to know exactly at 
what point the dulling would take place, 
but probably beyond the 250 ft. used in 
the test. 

Our latest catalog shows four distinct 
types of straight bits: standard, high
production, hardwood and super plunge. 
All have different geometry and are 
intended for specific applications. The 
one selected for your test was the 
standard bit, but the high-production bit 
should have been chosen because it has a 
different hook angle. 

I do not agree that an entire product 
line can be judged on a one-time test 
using a simply shaped router bit. It would 
be interesting to know the results if, say, 
different materials and more complicated 
router bits, like a Roman ogee or rail-and
stile, were chosen. 

-Brian Corbley, technical director, 
Amana Tool Corp., Farmingdale, NY 

Fine Woodworking's reputation as one of 
the leading publications in its field is 
based on maintaining the highest editorial 
standards. Our reputation atJesada Tools 
is based on establishing and maintaining 
the highest quality standards in the 
manufacturing of our tools. We feel your 
comparison of router bits drew an 
incorrect conclusion about the quality of 
the Jesada bit tested, and moreover, a test 
limited to only one router bit cutting 
melamine does not evaluate our entire 
line of tools. 

We were troubled by the review, and 
we asked Steve Potter of Peninsula 
Woodworks in Largo, Fla. ,  to test the 

About your safety: 
Working wood is inherently danger
ous. Using hand or power tools 
improperly or ignoring standard safe
ty practices can lead to permanent 
injury or even death. Don't try to 
perform operations you learn about 
here (or elsewhere) until you're cer
tain they are safe for you. If something 
about an operation doesn't feel right, 
don't do it. Look for another way. We 
want you to enjoy the craft, so please 
keep safety foremost in your mind 
whenever you're in the shop. 

- T imothy D. Schreiner, editor 
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100's of Carbide Tipped 
Router Bits and Unique 

l=s.=� Woodworking Accessories! 

The NEW Merle Clam/f has pivoting jaws that Perl��� adjust to any angle! '1:'///3::"" 
• NEW Dual Pivots c lamp virtually 

any size or shape securely! 
• Adj ustab le, uniform clamp-

ing pressure on a ll sides 
• Great for circles, ova ls, 

and wide cabinet frames 
• Almost limit less capacity 
• Durable cast a luminum 

and steel construction 

rile New 
�CIF. to Woifr W •• cI. 

WOOd Magazine 

INCRA Twin Linear 
More than twice the capability 
of any ordinary router table 
fence. Features incremental 
accuracy, unlimited fence gap 
and offset, dust collection, and 

Highly Rated by Fine Woodworking, see review 
in Fine Woodworking #133. pages 68-73. 

ENDURO 
WAT-R-BASE® 
Laquers, Polyurethane, 
Stains, Color Coats, 

Wash Coats and Primers 

1-800-696-0615 
Local: (949) 366-2322 Fax: (949) 366-3471 

COUP' 'ANt SPAA'" S'ISYI8S 

3011 Vma Vial, San Oemente, CA 92673 
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Furniture 
on the Internet 
--I� 

Join Our Collection of 

Fine Furniture and 

Accessory Makers 

Horton Brasses Inc. 
Nooks Hill Rd., Dept. F 

Cromwell, cr 06416 
860-635-4400 

catalog: $4.00 
www.horton-brasses.com 

Introducing a remarkable new way to do fast, accurate and easy fluting 

§§�QUICK FLUTETM 
No clamping, no measuring. no material handling. 
Indexed stop strips and index plunger for flawless repetition. 
Perfect 'locked in' flutes every time. 

The Quick FAIte uses the simple 
concept of aT-square trtJdUng in 8 
6xedrail C'Nefastar/dard2'xS-B' ____ -- __ __ __ ___ ____ ---{expandBble)1'W'Ige Themovabve ��i����i��!�ii�i;; new indeHIg system gIVeS mvlf-
/Iule repeatabity Ihat wi h"slate 
from board to board to boatd 't'/thoul 
• singI8 set up change " accepts 
wtJai/y 8tly router on the market 

fri£IIl!L Quick Flute System + Stop/Indexing Kit $369.00' 
Order (rom this ad and we," Day the shipping 

To Wdft( qr mr mcn mfqrmalKw cit/! Dr ItT!!e tq' 
Br8dbury Industries, 239 Gaiflsborough Rd., 

Toronto, Canada M4L 3C7 
Ph. 416461·9148 Fax 416 461·1601 

ToIFree800668- 1757 
much more. Call today for 

your '111 Video I 
-Shipping (nor mally S2S.00excsptAJaska & Hattaii) and !axes (dappkableJ are extra 
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rtW & PIIE·_IN, lWD, lIE & fU SlID PlAI'tRS, WIlE _ .IINIBIS, 
BAM! _!lIEN & laID IAIIIRS, MIIlSBIS, DC ... IN SID M All TMS M\ 

The only table saw fence with perfect 
repeatability and machine shop accuracy. Get the 
video, and see why demanding woodworkers love it. 

foodpeckers Inc. 
The Incra Tool Source 

www.woodpeck.com 

�mm:.mB 
READER SERVICE NO. 238 READER SERVICE NO. 95 
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same product. Using your testing 
procedures, we cut 248 ft. at 1/4-in. depth 
in %-in. melamine-coated particleboard, 
entering from the side on a CNC router 
with a 7-hp motor. The speed was set at 
18,000 rpm and the feed rate was 236 in. 
per minute. We used a (#612-627) bit from 
our inventOlY, manufactured prior to the 
publication of the article. The bit easily 
completed the test with the following 
results: chips per foot on the first 25 ft. ,  
1.12; chips per foot on the last 25 ft . ,  2.38. 

These results are in sharp contrast 
with your findings. This contradictory 
outcome suggests that there are many 
variables in your test that merit furtiler 
investigation. At Jesada Tools, quality and 
value are of paramount importance, and 
we are working harder than ever to 
maintain and improve our leading role in 
the industry. 

-Carlo M. Venditto, CE. 0., Jesada Tools, 
Oldsmar, Fla. 

EDITOR REPLIES: Fine WOOdWOI"king is 
determined to make our product reviews 

as scientific and objective as we can. We 
went a long way toward achieving tilese 
goals with our router-bit matchup. 

Router manufacturers, an engineer and 
a mill-shop operator helped us design a 
test that would level the playing field and 
remove human error and subjectivity. A 
human would get tired running a 
handheld router til rough 4,216 ft. of 
board, leading to grossly inconsistent 
feed rate and pressure. So we used a 
computer-controlled router. As every 
woodworker knows, solid wood has very 
mixed density-and knots-from one 
board to the next, let alone from one tree 
to tile next. So we used melamine-coated 
flake board. We did push the bits hard. 
You wouldn't think much of an 
automobile test if the testers only took it 
out for a Sunday drive. We wanted to test 
the bits' mettie. 

Some have suggested that we should 
have tried more than one bit from each 
manufacturer. In tile case of the bit that 
broke, we did. To uy to be fair, we 
tested three bits. The first two broke, and 

we ordered a third, reengineered, bit 
for a test follow-up. We bought all of 
our test bits off tile shelf, tile way 
woodworkers do. 

Granted, one item from a company 
doesn't absolutely reflect upon its entire 
product line, but when we and other 
publications test tools, whether drill bits 
or tablesaws, we generally review one 
sample. How that sample does is akin to a 
spot check. It's unrealistic to expect that 
every manufacturer produces flawless 
products every time. Over time, as other 
products are reviewed, an informed 
measure of overall quality and 
consistency will emerge. And that's what 
we aim to do by testing more and 
different router bits in the future. 

Sprayer must have been faulty-Chris 
Minick's review of HVLP sprayers, "Tur
bine HVLP Sprayers Keep Getting Better" 
(FWW # 137, pp. 62-67) pictures a distort
ed pattern for the Apollo 700 HVLP spray 
gun tested. While we do not dispute the 
results that Mr. Minick discovered, it dis-

Dust Collection 
The only choice for woodworkers! 

Eliminate Fine Dust Problems! 
2hp 

& 
3hp 
with 

Integral 
Fan/ 

Blower 
No MaHer How You Cut It 

Ten� Gold Meclalls 
The Winning Combination 

1.5 hp* 
with 
Integral 
Fan/ 
Blower 
and Filter 
Cartridge 
*Patented: 
u.s Patent NO. 
5.746,795. 

- Free Engineering & Tech. Help. 
-Free Duct Design & Price Quote. 

Now, make exceptionally clean and accurate cross, rip and miter 
cuts in all woods with the TENRYU Gold Medal 10" x 401 blade. 

• Splinter-free cuts in all woods-even chip-free cuts in melamine 

• Unbelievably quiet-even when cutting thick hardwoods 

• Less than .002" run out for smooth and accurate cuts 

• Extra hard carbide teeth remain sharp longer than the best 
competing brand-even when cutting abrasive materials 

Ask for the Gold Medal at your favorite dealer or caIiSOO-9S1-SAWS 

TENR� • TENRYUAMERICA,INC. 
l • ..." 4301 Woodland Park Dr., Ste. 104, W. Melbourne, FL32904 Making quality saw blades since 1910 Fax: (407) 951·2250· www.tenryu.com 

READER SERVtCE NO. 20 
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Made in 

U.S.A. 

- 15 Years of Experience. 
- No Dust Problem Too Small. 
- Economical Ductwork Packages . 

ONEIDA AIR SYSTEMS, INC.™ r---::::> OJ:::=-� -> (315) 476-5151 FAX (315) 476-5044 
� :::> 1005 W. Fayette St. Syracuse, Y 13204 

CALL or WRITE for a FREE BROCHURE 
Visit us at www.oneida-air.com Email: info@oneida-air.com 
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Cabinet ShDp Ownels ... 

Is the SIMPLE IRA Plan 
right for 'au? 
T. Rowe Price can 
help you find out. If 
you're a small business 
owner and want to start 
a retirement plan for 
you and your employees, 
you should consider 
this option. 

The SIMPLE IRA retire
ment plan is like a 401 (k) 
in that both you and your 
employees contribute to 
the plan. The difference 
is that the SIMPLE IRA 
is much easier to set 

Retirement plans for 
small-business owners 

Our free guide 
will help you 
compare your 
retirement plan 
options. You 
can choose 
the one that's 
best for you 
and your 
business. 

up and less expensive to maintain. Plus, your contributions to 
the plan are generally tax-deductible as a business expense, and 
there are no IRS filings required. 

Act before the October I deadline. Call T. Rowe Price today. 
We'll send you our free Retirement Solutions guide, along with 
our SIMPLE IRA kit. Remember, you only have until October 1 
to set up your plan for 1999. 

For your free kit, call our 
retirement representatives today 

1-800-831-1410 
www.tlOweprice.com 

Invest With Confidence® " 
T.RoweItice. 

T. Rowe Price Investment Services, Inc., Distributor. 
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SlMPI049646 

BUILD YOUR 
OWN POWER 

TOOLS & SAVEl 

-

Gil-Bilt kits include step-by-step plans, 
full scale patterns, and all the necessary 
metal parts and components (except 
wood parts and the motor). Made in 
America with pride since 1946 by Gilliom 
Manufacturing, Inc. 

For QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP 
choose GIL-BILT and construct 
your own: 

I2-inch Band Saw 
IS-inch Band Saw 
lO-inch Tilt/Arbor Saw 
Lathe/Drill Press Comb 
9-inch Tilt Table Saw 
6-inch Belt Sander 
Spindle Shaper 
Circular Saw Table 

Send $10 per plan, $25 for any 4 tool plans, or 
$2 for brochure. Satisfaction Guaranteed! 

GILLIOM MANUFACTURING, INC. 

Dept. FW909, P.O. Box 1018 
St. Charles, MO 63302 

PHONE (314) 724-1812 

READER SERVICE NO. 156 
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appoints us that he did not call us to 
question his results. 

The pattern was so unusual that a red 
flag should have gone up immediately, 
especially to someone as knowledgeable 
and experienced as Mr. Minick. This is 
what any of our customers would have 
done if they had discovered a less-than
perfect spray pattern. Mr. Minick knows 
that Apollo Sprayers has been success
fully designing, manufacturing and selling 
HVLP sprayers for 34 years and has a 
reputation for offering precision 
equipment. One does not stay in 
business selling spray guns with faulty 
or distotted patterns. 

It is unfortunate that the reader is led to 
believe that all Apollo spray guns are 
shipped with distotted patterns. This is far 
from true. While we institute a quality
control procedure on all spray guns 
shipped, we admit to being human, and it 
is possible that one spray gun slipped by 
our testing, and this is the one that ended 
up in Mr. Minick's workshop. We do not 
handpick any unit or spray gun for 

...... \ 

testing. We always supply stock 
equipment right off of our shelves. 
All Apollo equipment comes with a 30-
day money-back satisfaction guarantee. 
We at Apollo hope that the readers of 
Fine WoodwQ1'king are understanding 
and will evaluate our products based on 
our history and our many happy and 
satisfied customers. We are always 
pleased to talk with you and share our 
HVLP knowledge. 

-John A. Darroch, Apollo Sprayers, I nc., 
V ista, Calif. 

Comments on dovetail jig review-I 
would like to thank you for including the 
Katie Jig system in Gary Rogowski's 
"Dovetail Jig Review" CFWW# 134, pp. 84-
89). I would like to comment on a few as
pects of the review. 

It should be noted that with two routers 
in use, the pins and tails can be cut in the 
same single setup with the Katie Jig. This 
unique feature to our system makes 
cutting just one box a very convenient, 
fast and accurate event. Mr. Rogowski's 

�t-� LENOX" 

PRO Master™ 
B�D SAW BLADES 
FOR THE PROFESSIO�AL 

KEEP CUTTIMG 
LOMGER OR YOUR 

MOMEY BACK. 
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comments and photos lead me to believe 
he cut the jOint with two setups per joint, 
as he would have to with our 
competitors' jigs. Our method is twice 
as fast. 

As for excess stock or proud ends, our 
manual shows a setup to add a spacer 
that reduces the amount of excess stock 
to trim. My personal advice is to always 
leave trim or sand stock on the joint, 
about 1/16 in. to I/S in. After the 
polyurethane glue dries, a sanded 
corner always looks smoother and tighter. 
This is the best way to get that joint 
with an inlayed look, without 
overstressing the joint. 

Mr. Rogowski notes that our backer 
board can get chewed up over time 
because the bit cuts into it as a way of 
preventing tearout. The backer boards 
can be easily replaced by loosening two 
screws. The Katie Jig is the only true 
adjustable spacing through-dovetail jig 
that offers no-tearout ability. 

-Terry Hampton, Hampton House, I nc ., 
G reenwood, I nd. 

Order the recommended 

Lenox® PRO Master™ band 

saw blade under our No-Risk 

Trial Offer. 

If the Lenox PRO Master blade 

doesn't outperform the blade 

you're using now, there's 

absolutely no charge. 

PRO Master I - Carbon -
designed for softwoods. 

PRO Master II - Bi-metal -
designed for hardwoods. 

PRO Master III - Carbide Tipped -
designed for tropical hardwoods. 

It's that simple. 

See for yourself. 

With no risk, you can't lose. 

Call 1 -800-628-3030. 
Ask for the Pro Master! 
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Methods of Work 
Adj usta ble dust-col lection port 

Panel s lides to position a i r
i n let beh i n d  blade. 

Dust-col lection h ose 

'Is-i n .  bend i n g  
p ly wood 

Dust-
collection 
h ose 

I nter ior of box 
rounded to 
improve a i rflow. 

I n l et box pivots to a l ign with 
radia l-arm saw d ust chute .  

Blast gate 

Collecting sawdust from a radial-arm saw is difficult because the 
sawdust is thrown in different directions, depending on the angle 
of the cut. Here's a solution that has considerably reduced cleanup 

E D I T E D  A N D  D R A W N B Y  J I M  R I C H E Y 

at my saw (see the drawings at left). The device is a movable dust
collection port that can be swiveled to catch dust at just about any 
angle the saw can throw it. 

Make the inlet box from 3f4-in.- or %-in.-thick plywood, then 
round the interior walls of the box with 'Is-in. bending plywood to 
improve the airflow and to avoid congestion. Attach a pair of rails 
to the wall with a sliding plywood panel between them. Hinge the 
box to the sliding panel and connect a gated dust-collection hose 
to the box. Make sure the collection hose is flexible and long 
enough to allow free movement of the hinged box. 

Mount the box on the wall so that the floor of the box is about 
2 in. below the level of the radial-arm table. That's it. Just remem
ber to line up the inlet box with the exhaust chute of the saw be
fore each cut. -William C Wright, Conroe, Texas 

Ta blesaw insert from a kitchen cutting boa rd 

Plastic cutting board 

Finger hole 

Zero-clearance 
tab lesaw i nsert 

Leve l ing screws 

When I discovered the cost of aftermarket zero-clearance throat 
inserts for my tablesaw, I decided to make my own. I bought an 
ordinary white, high-density plastic kitchen cutting board, '/2 in. 
thick. I marked and cut out several inserts, using the existing met
al one as a template. I then drilled and tapped four holes in each 
insert to install leveling set screws. I also drilled a finger hole to 
make it easy to remove the insert from the saw table. The cutting
board material is ideal because it is inexpensive, friction-free, 

A reward for the best tip 
William C. Wright received an engraved Lie-Nielsen plane for the best tip in this issue. When we called to notify him, we 
learned that he already owned six smaller Lie-Nielsen planes and that he once visited the factory in Maine. William is a 
retired architect who arrived at the design of his adjustable dust-collection port (shown above) as "just another solution to 
a problem.' He keeps busy in his workshop on projects for his children and grandchildren. Send us your best tip, along 
with any photos or sketches (we'll redraw them) to Methods of Work, Fine Woodworking, P.O. Box 5506, New
town, CT 06470-5506. 



Smart Furniture Choice: Southern Pine 

Superior workability & finishing 
Readily available ' Natural good looks 

504/443-4464 FAX 504/443-6612 www.southernpine.com 
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THE "'APAN WOODWORKER 
1 731 Clement Ave . • Alameda, CA 94501 · 1 -800-537-7820 

� GRO� '" C,b,," M"'," I e- �- I Furniture, CarpentrY, S�-B It Framing! Clamping, ... Lammatmg & Glumg 
ISO 9001 CERTiFIED COMPANY 

Call (800) 671-0838 for dealers near you 
READER SERVICE NO. 184 

The Toughest Glue 
on Planet Earth™ 

Longest Shelf Life & Working Time. Bonds Wood, 
Stone, Metal, Ceramics, Plastics and More! 
Now at your local hardware store or home center. 

If /lot, tell the big ape u'ho runs the place to get it fur you 

Toll Free: 1-800-966-3458 • www.gorillaglue.com 
Lutz File & Tool Co . • 3929 Virginia Ave., Cincinnati OH 45227 

A portion of every sale is donated to Koko and The Gorilla Foundation. 

THE ONLY T I M E  TESTED AND PROVEN POLY U R ETHANE 

READER SERVICE NO. 91 

Making attractive cabinet doors is fast and easy 
with our one piece router bit rail & stile cutter! 
Just lower the bit to make the matching cut or 
better yet! shim the material and you don't 
have to move the bit at all! 

qr� itS 8L 1U'� �S! 
S� 

• Euro Anti KickbacK Design 
• T etlan coaU:a 

• 112" Shank 
• Same day service 
• Free 32 page catalog 

with every order 

• Only $3.7S delivery charge 
with any size order 

Available in 7 attractive profiles 
(3/4" bore shaper cutter only $89 · 1  1/4" bore $99) 

Order Toll Free • 1-800-472-6950 

Craft Supplies USA offers wood turners the finest 
selection of woodruming tools and accessories 
anywhere! 

• Signature Tools by Henry Taylor Tools 
• Richard Raffan. Ray Key Tools 
• Stabilized Pen Blanks 
• Woodfast Lathes 
• Vicmarc Mini Lathes 

READER SERVICE NO. 18 
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dense and stable. I was able to make several inserts for less than 
the price of one commercially available piece. 

-Scott Spierling, Sunnyvale, Calif. 

Quick tip: I live in Vermont where the winters are long and cold, 
and my driveway is often icy. Instead of spreading sand and salt, 
once or twice each winter I cover the driveway with a layer of 

wood shavings. The shavings attract solar heat and quickly begin 
to melt into the ice, providing an incredibly nonskid surface. When 
the snow is gone, the shavings that have not yet decomposed sim
ply dry up and blow away. -Denny DeCojJ, Stockb ridge, Vt. 

Retrofitt ing bar  clamps for clamping leverage 

%-in .  ----........... 
. dowel � 

As a woodworker who occasionally suffers from carpal-tunnel 
syndrome, I have found a measure of relief by retrofitting my bar 
clamps with 1/4-in. dowels, as illustrated above. I first drill a l/4-in.
dia. hole in the wood handle with a brad-point bit and follow that 
with a %2-in. twist bit to enlarge the hole enough so that the dow
el slides freely. In that hole I insert a section of dowel just long 
enough that it doesn't interfere with the bar, and I tape the ends of 
the dowel so that it doesn't slide out of the handle. 

The increased leverage enables me to tighten the clamps with 
much less effort and strain on my wrists, and I have yet to break a 
dowel or a clamp handle. -Dan DeKoven, Evergreen, Colo. 

Peg-Board template for adjusta ble shelf h oles 

Bookcase side 

When I recently built a series of bookshelves, I made this simple 
template that allows me to drill the holes for adjustable shelf rests 

18 F I  E W O O D W O R K I N G  

quickly and accurately. The template takes advantage of the I-in. 
spacing of the holes in standard Peg-Board. Starting with a IS-in. 
by 6O-in. piece of Peg-Board, I glued and screwed plywood fences 
to one side and one end, carefully locating each fence at the cen
terline of a row of holes. This makes the first set of adjacent holes 
a convenient 1 in. away from the fences. 

To use the template, I simply place it on top of the inside of my 
bookcase piece. By counting inches, I locate where I want to start 
and stop the holes, then drill a series of I-in. spaced holes directly 
through the template. -Michael Yost, McLean, Va. 

Su rfacing stock with a router 

Aluminum 
a ngle at top 

Steel a ngle 
at b ottom 

Threaded 
rod 

Workpiece 

( 
Cams raise or lower 
workp iece i nto track 
assembly. 

For the woodworker in a small, low-budget shop, Tim Hanson's 
router-surfacing fixture (FWW #77, pp. 42-43) offers the advan
tages of simplicity, accuracy and small storage requirements. 
When I set out to build Hanson's fixture, I couldn't find some of 
the components he used, so I revised the design as shown above. 

As a substitute for the square, extruded-aluminum box girders in 
Hanson's fixture, I made the side rails of 1/2-in.-thick, 7-in.-wide 
pieces of hard maple. To stiffen the rails I added two angle irons to 
each one, iron below and aluminum at the top. The aluminum is a 
safety feature in case the rotating router bit ever contacts the met
al. Other components include six cams with locking knobs, for 
aligning the top surface of the workpiece, some threaded rod to 
clamp the workpiece in place and a carriage for my router. For tl1e 
surfacing I use a I I/4-in. mortising bit. 

To use the fixture, set the rough board between the rails and ad
just the cams to expose the desired amount of wood to the bit. 
Then lock the board in place by tightening the threaded rods, and 
plane the board from right to left, advancing about half the diam
eter of tl1e bit with each new cut. Try to maintain a regular pattern 
of movement of the router and bit. When one side is finished, turn 
the workpiece over, readjust the cams, if necessary, and plane the 
other side. 

There are two important points to consider in constructing and 
setting up this fixture. First, the height of the rails must remain uni
form along their entire length. Second, the rails must both lie in the 



Free Catalog 
s�"-A / Cabinetmaker's Clamps Are 
Very Inexpensive - And Incredibly Useful 
High quality German-made. With a rhroat 
depth of 2 W: these small fast-acting clamps are 
endlessly useful. Light and strong. And the vinyl 
capped swivel end and perfectly flat jaw mini-
mizes marring. R J S J egu,ar a,e 
37FO l . l0 
37F0 1 .20 
37F0 1 .30 

4" Cab. Clamp ( 1 0) $62.95 $44.95 
8" Cab. Clamp (10) $68.95 $48.95 

1 2 " Cab. Clamp (10) $ 73.95 52.95 
Combination Set consists of 10 of each of the 3 
sizes of clamps. 30 Clamps rotal- only $4.65 each. 
37FlO. 1 O  Combination Set 205.85 1 39.50 

B / Anchor Knife 
Made by one of the oldest establish�d knife mak
ing firms in Solingen Germany - a solid tool for 
recreation or day-to-day use in the shop. Single, 
ready to use 2 W' long blade. 
lOH07.01 Anchor Knife 29.50 

C / A Great Woodworker's Belt Watch 
It's a nifty timepiece in a leather carrying case, 
with an integral belt loop. The snap holds it 
closed until you want to check the time. 
Nothing is on your wrist to be a safety hazard or 
to be "vibrated-to-pieces" while working with 
machinery. Great for shop work, yard work - you 
name It. 
02B03.02 Woodworker's Belt Watch ·64.50 

Sj\.,-,"- D / Starrett Classic 6 Ft. Folding 
Hardwood Rule -At An Exceptional Price 
This style of rule is perhaps one of the most fa
miliar "working tools" used in in the USA. Star
rett made. Solid Brass fittings. Clear markings. 
Here it is - at a huge saving to you. 

Regular Sale 
20K1 2.01 6 ft. Starrett Rule 29.95 $14.95 

E / A Self Centering Punch 
It's tricky to center pilot holes when mounting 
hardware. This clever and inexpensive tool does 
the job easily. A cone shaped nose insures that 
the prick-pointed plunger will hit exact center. 
35K08.01 Self Center Punch 9.95 

�"- F / Universal Table Saw Feather Board 
Exceptionally effective in controlling a rip cut. 
Keeps the stock tight against the fence and saw 
table throughout the Cut. Top-mounted hold
down arm ensures smooth feed. Unique expand
ing table slot bar makes positioning quick and 
easy in the W' wide slot standard on most saws. 
On large saws use 2 feather boards. 

Regular Sale 
88KO l .Ol  Feather Board (single) 17.95 1 3.95 
88KO l . l 0  Feather Board (Pair) 35.90 24.95 

G / Deluxe Dowel Centers 
A Full Set of 32 centers, 8 of each size. Outside 
diameters are: 14, Yt6, ¥a & W: inside measutes ¥t6, 
14, Yt6, & W 
35K09.01 Set of 32 Dowel Centers $ 9.95 

sl'>-"V- H / The Historic Stanley "# 1 Odd-Job" 
Originally made by Stanley from 1 888 to the 

early 1 930's, as useful to us today as it was then. 
Made in the USA of solid manganese bronze 
casting, carefully machined to .00 1 5 "  tolerances 
on all sides. The screws are stainless steel. 
It's an inside mitre and try square, a depth gauge, 
a scribing tool for arcs and circles, a T-square, a 
depth marking scribe, a plumb level, and a 6" 
brass bound rule (also marked in mm). Rules are 
laser engraved. R l. S J egu ar a,e 
23N02.01 # 1  Odd Job 54.95 $49.95 

Garrett Wade Co. 
1 6 1  6th Avenue 
New York, NY 1 00 1 3  
(USA & Canada call) phone- 800-221 -2942 
/ax- 800-566-9525 

Shipping Charges 
Normal shipping 
charges apply. We will 
ship all over the world. 
Int'l 2 1 2-807 - 1 1 5  5 
fax 2 1 2-255-8552 

FREE CATALOG 
Our high quality Woodworking Catalog has 
thousands of tools to choose from .  Visit our 
web site at www.garrettwade.com or call/fax 
us at the numbers above to order a catalog. 

Free Catalog 
1 /  Get A Gross Of Utiliry Brushes 
Clean, wipe, spread, rub - and then throw away. 
At JUSt over . 10 each, these W' wide metal-clad 
disposable brushes are endlessly useful in a wide 
variety of shop tasks. 
83K04.01 Gross ( 1 44) Utility Brushes 1 8.50 

J / Small Brass Quick Check Square 
Slips Right Into Your Pocket 
This precise, solid brass square has legs 1 :W" and 
2 W' long. Weighs less than Y.! oz. Perfect to keep 
with you all the time to check your work as it 
progresses. Made in England. 
70N02.01 Quick Check Square 9.95 

K / Solid Brass Dovetail Marker 
Overall length 2 W: it can mark dovetails up to I" 
long. 2 ratios: 1 : 5  for sofrwood and 1 :8 for hard
wood. Made in England. 
7 1J08.01 Brass Dovetail Marker 28.50 

L / Engineer's Squares - Made In England 
An extremely accurate square (± .0005" per linear 
inch) that is of particular value in setting up 
power tools. Beware of competitor'S squares made 
in India or China. They may be cheaper, but Out 
quality is guaranteed according to British engi
neering standards. 
39N04.05 2" Engineer Square 
39N04.04 3" Engineer Square 
39N04.0 1 6" Engineer Square 

Sj\.'-'''- M / "Wonderbar" Makes 
Your Old Tools Look Like New 

10.75 
1 2.35 
1 5 .95 

These 314 x 2 x W' blocks work on metal like an 
eraser works on paper. Won't clog up or load. Can 
be Cut with a utility knife to fit any shape. Can be 
used dry or with any standard lubricant, includ
ing water. Clean rust, corrosion, scratches or 
stains from most metal surfaces. R l. S l egu ar a e  
06K03.02 Ser All 3 Blocks 1 7.25 $ 14.95 

N / Key Knife For Your Key Ring 
You have to hold one of these in your hand. Bare
ly larger than an ordinary key, this German made 
pocket knife will easily slip on YOut key chain. 
02B05.01 Key Knife 19.95 

To Order Cal l 800-221-2942 or Visit us at www.garrettwade.com 
READER SERVICE NO. 82 
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same plane. This must b e  carefully checked with a level a t  both 
ends of the rails. Failure to do this will result in a workpiece that 
has been carefully planed with a twist along its length. Install 
shims as needed between the bottom rails and the bench top to 
level the top of the rails. 

I wouldn't want to tackle 100 bd. ft. of lumber at one time with 
this fixture. But it does offer those with a small, low-budget shop 
the ability to work with rougb wood and to mill it to any thickness. 
It joints and tapers with precision. And it produces a beautiful sur
face on curly woods that are difficult to work with other tools. 

-Joh n M Van B uren, Her ndon, Va. 

A m i n isaw i n  m i n utes 

Reciprocating
saw b lade 

� Locking pl iers 

Need a saw that's useful in tight areas? Or a saw that can cut at odd 
angles? If so, simply choose the right reciprocating-saw blade to fit 
your needs and clamp it in dle jaws of a pair of locking pliers, as 
shown above. You can create a wide array of specialized minisaws 
in minutes. -R.B. Himes, V ienna, Ohio 

Quick tip-To compress an oversized biscuit, fold a strip of paper 
over the biscuit and squeeze the paper and biscuit in a vise. This 
not only compresses the biscuit but might also remove some of the 
moisture that made it swell. -Robert H Gray, San Francisco 

Jointing with sa ndpa per 

Reposition sandpaper often 
to expose fresh grit. 

Screws lock 
sandpaper 
in  position .  

Jo inting j ig  

I designed the j ig shown above for jointing edges when I was us
ing thin, salvaged timber to be glued up into wide panels for cab-
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inet doors. To get nearly perfect joints, I needed square, straight 
edges on the thin workpieces, and my cast-iron jack plane is too 
heavy and clumsy for such delicate work. The jointing jig I came 
up with is a bit slower than a plane, but the finished edges are 
square and smooth. 

My experiments with this technique have produced two models. 
One model, shown in the sketch, is handheld and moved against 
the clamped workpiece like a plane. The other, which is very sim
ilar, mounts upside down in a bench vise, and the workpiece is 
moved against it. I use sheet sandpaper in the handheld model and 
a strip of abrasive sanding cloth (like the kind used in belt sanders) 
in the bench model. In both, as the sanding grit wears down, I 
loosen the screws and move the abrasive paper or clodl to place 
fresh grit in dle sanding area. 

-A nthony Clarke, Moonta Mines, A ustralia 

Quick tip-Adjusting the blade guides on my bandsaw is easier now 
that I don't have to look for the necessary Allen wrench. I use a re
frigerator magnet with a clip on it to hold the Allen wrenc.h to the 
upper door of the bandsaw. I also have one on my tablesaw to hold 
the Allen wrench that adjusts dle throat-plate leveling screws. 

-Mike Sch warz, A tlanta, Ga. 

S h a rpen i ng with a flying wedge 

Diamond 
plate or 
sharpen ing 
stone 

I was looking for a method to sharpen my plane irons that was 
quick, accurate and didn't remove too much metal. And I have an 
aversion to roller guides that are messy and push waste metal into 
dle stone. I found me solution with this simple fixture. 

Start with a hardwood board dut is a couple of inches wider dlan 
your sharpening stone. Attach one track (made from a hardwood 
strip, '/4 in. square) about 3/4 in. in and parallel to one edge of the 
board. ow place the stone against the track as it would be placed 
during use, and use it to mark where to attach dle second track to 
the other edge. 

Make the wedge specific to your own bevel-angle needs. The 
runners of the wedge must straddle bodl dle stone and the tracks 
and slide freely without play. A litde wax on the runners will help. 
To complete the fixture, attach a fence to the wedge so that the 
piece being sharpened will remain square to the stone. If you pre
fer to use two grades of stones, you can make the board long 
enough to hold both stones. -Scott E. Davis, Schofield, Wis. 



The QUICK-GRlp® QUICK CHANGE'" 

Bar Clamp/Spreader - the new and 

improved clamp that easily 

changes to 

a spreader 

without the 

use of tools. Simply unsnap the 

multi-position jaw, 

slide it off, tum it 

and voila, it's a spreader. No 

kidding, it's that fast. And with 

the QUICK-ADVANCE'" trigger, you 

can clamp or spread faster. Which 

means you can turn most any task 

It's a clamp 
that's a spreader. 

into half 

the work 

because you 

hold twice the tool. So, get the 

clamp that's a spreader from the 

company that has just re-invented 

the bar clanlp, again. 

Quick CHANGEI1I 

OUIC�GRIP 
BJlR ClAMP SPREADER 

S E P T E M B E R / O C T O B E R  1 9 9 9  2 1 



Our Diamonds are Turning the 
Sharpen ing World on Edge 

Conceal, Reveal, 
Swivel with the 
touch of a finger. 

YOU BUILD THE FURNITURE 
WE'LL PROVIDE THE AUTOMATION 

Since 1955, the Auton Company has served 
the design community with quality motorized 
systems that utilize remote controls and pow-ri erful motors. Motorized platform 

glides smoothly on four racks and 
o pinions, even swivel at the touch 

of a button 

AUTON MOTORIZED SYSTEMS 
P.O. Box 802320 • Valencia, CA 91380-2320 
(661) 257-9282 • Fax (661) 295-5638 
Beverly Hills (310) 659·1718 ' Honolulu (808) 734-1260 
e·mall: TVLlFT@auton.com • Internet: http11www.auton.com 
us & Foreign Pat. Pend . • Made in USA ' Auton does not make fumrtu .. 

FOOTIBED POP·UP TV COMPUTER UFT POP·OOWN SPEAKER 

READER SERVICE O. 55 
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�. PORT-A-FENCE TM � "A I c amp, a fence and a protractor working together" 
Q5l to 9Q2 Settings. For use with circular saw or router. 

1 - 8 0 0 - 4 2 4 - 5 5 4 3  

IMPRESSIVE DESIGNS 
43S6 Coliseum Woy 
Oakland, CA 94601 

READER SERVICE NO. 125 

The 
Lion Miter 
Trimmer • • •  
"The 
best tooi 
foryour 
mitering 
needs. " 

Cuts any angle: 45 90°-perfectly! 
Cuts any wood: hard or soft. 

-USED BY CRAFfSMEN SINCE 1900-
"Made In New England" 

POOTATUCK CORP. 
P.O. Box 24, Windsor, VT 05089 

674-5984 
READER SERVICE NO. 180 

\. .!!.. actInr & Distributor of 
.. SQUD HARDWOOD FLOORING 

,..� MIl ready to finish. Available in 
RED � WHIIE' O �  ASH, HICKORY, HARD 

� .cH � WALNUT 
Choice 01 4 widths and 3 grades 

Unlimited choice of mouldings 
Most orders shipped within M hrs 

LAUNSTEIN HARDWOODS 
384 S. Every Road, 

Mason, Michigan 48854 
PHOtoIE FAX 
76-1 133 517-676-6379 

://www.vmall.nct/Iaunstclnl 
READER SERVICE NO. 62 

Call or write, mention offer # 7001, 
receive our FREE color catalog! 

1-800-642-001 1 
• Clock & Furniture Kits 

• Mecnanical & Quartz Movements 

• Daailed Clock Plans ol>o�\ AS'" _"'� 
• We Ship Anywhere "r I�r o pIG'" 

Emperor Clock, LLC. Dept 7001 P.O. Box 1089 
Fairhope, Alabama 36533 � 
www. .com � 
READER SERVICE O. 15 



You will have 
sol ower. 

The Home Depot carries more power tool brands than anyone. Period. 
Do we have Ryobi? What about DeWalt? How 'bout Ridg id? Black & Decker? Delta? Makita? Mi lwaukee? Porter-Cable? Ski I? 
Dremel? Stanley? Campbell Hausfeld? DESA? Bosch? Rota Zip? Arrow? Do we real ly have a l l  of these brands? Yes. Absolutely. 

READER SERVICE NO. 167 

Cl999liOMERnc.Irc:Alr9'(sleserwd 



Notes & Comment 
N ew H a m psh i re fu rn itu re o n  the  a u cti o n  b l ock 

New Hampshire furniture. This Sheraton cylinder-fall secretary is just one of many items on 

auction through the New Hampshire Furniture Masters Association; tea table by David Lamb. 

These days, you'd be hard-pressed to find 
a more organized group of woodworkers 
than the New Hampshire Furniture Mas
ters Association (NHFMA). But it wasn't a 
woodworker who revolutionized the busi
ness. It was Tony Hartigan, a stock broker 
with Merrill Lynch. 

ganization's 26 woodworkers, a library of 
articles on the craft of furniture making, a 
calendar of events and help on locating 
whatever woodworking information you 
are likely to need. The HFMA can also be 
reached by phone at (603) 863-4795. 

-Matthew Teagu e, assistant editor 
of Fine Woodworking 

Wood webs 

"Wood webs" features useful and in
teresting woodworking web sites. For 
additional sites, check out Sites to 
See at www.finewoodworking.com. 
If you have a woodworking web site 
you would like to share with us, send 
the address to mteague@taunton.com. 

Dating an old plane 
Got an old (or new) Stanley plane 
and want to know when it was made? 
The Stanley Bench Plane Dating Page 
(http://peta.ee.comell.edunay /ww /p 
lanes/dating) gives you a flow chart 
to do just that. It asks you a series of 
questions about your plane-what is 
the patent date, how does the frog 
adjust-to pinpoint when your plane 
was made. 

Chair  talk 
If you're surfing for information on 
Windsor chairs, start with Windsor 
Chair Resources at www.windsor
chairresources.com. You won't find a 
Windsor encyclopedia here, but you 
will find the names and addresses of 
nearly 50 Windsor chair makers and 
10 instructors, more than a dozen tool 
sources, a few on-line links, 14 books 
and a couple of magazines. Take it 
from there. 

In 1994, Hartigan met with six estab
lished furniture makers in New Hamp
shire. He introduced a new concept for 
marketing their work outside the state-a 
curious but successful approach in which 
underwritten pieces are put up for auction. 
If a piece sells for more than its original 
price, which happens often, the craftsman 
simply builds a replacement piece for the 
original patron. 

Eve ryth i n g  yo u wa nted to know a bout  woodwo rki n g  . . .  

The first auction, in 1996, showcased 13 
pieces, and the current auction, now an 
annual event, is showing about 35. The 
auction has been a booming success, and 
the NHFMA now regularly holds shows 
throughout New England. 

To see the current items up for bid or to 
place a bid yourself, point your comput
er's web browser to www.furnituremas
ters.org. While there, you can also find 
impressive portfolios from each of the or-
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The Woodworking Companion. I ntel
lec timedia, I nc. ,  Brossard, QG, Canada 
(877-966-3975); 1998. $2595 plus sh iP
ping and handling Requ ires IBM compat
ible 386 or h igher; Windows 3.1x or later; 
8 mb RAM, 10 mb free disc space. 

The amount of information (400 mb) on 
this CD-ROM is roughly equivalent to a 
300-page book, only the CD can fit in your 
pocket The Woodworking C ompanion 
makes an ambitious attempt to cover the 
basics of just about every topic in wood
working. The attempt falls short in some 
areas, lacking a sharpening section, for ex
ample. But in a lot of ways, this new medi
um is used to advantage. 

There are four sections to the CD-ROM: 
wood, tools, techniques and safety. The 
section on wood has an identification pro
gram, a wood-movement prediction pro
gram and lots of information on the 

Photos, this page, Dean Powell Photography (top) and Michael Pekovich (bottom) 



F rust rated wi th i n stall i ng 
you r  dado set -up? 0 

You Need Our 

MAGNETIC 
DADO SHIMS 

- Flexible & Durable -
- Easy to Install & Remove -

Keep your blades 
from shifting during set-up 

REVIEWED Bv ... 
Shop Notes - May 1997 , pg . 31 
Woodsmith - Feb . 1998 , pg . 29 

Each package contains 2 each 
. 010" , . 012" & . 015" thicknesses 

in 5/8" and 1" arbors 

For Retail Inqui ries : 
GRIl2lY INDUSTRIAL o 800-523-4777 

grizzlyindust rial . com 

THE WOODWORKERS CHOICE 
800-TWC-4TOOLS 
1-800-twc-4tool s . com 

Wholesale Inquiries Welcome : 
J . H . L .  Company 0 
800-636-2601 
patent #5537728 

8 .. . 
Look for new and exciting future 
developments 

on our site. 

Call for 

Free Catalog 

• Industrial Vacuum Bags 
...--"--'-'=-"-----:::::;, 

• Vacuum Pumps & 
Generators 

Membrane Presses 
I M E R C U R Y  ",\C ll U l'l I' R ESSES, I N C . 

P O. 2232 • Fort Bragg. CA 95437 U S A  
1 - 800 -995 --lS 06 • \\\\ W m e n  org/c/mvp 
707 - 964- 7 5 5 7  • Fax 7 07 -96-1 - 7 606 

READER SERVICE NO. 56 

Contact US for a complete catalog and check out the rest of our award winntng line of tools and accessories. 

I.�2���L�� Solc DlStnbutor for FESTO 
Tel:888-337-8600 / Web:www.toolguide.net I Fax:888-550-6425 / email:festo@toolguide.net 

READER SERVICE 0. 239 

S E P T E M B E R / O C T O B E R  1 9 9 9  25 
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characteristics o f  different species. The 
techniques section contains an encyclope
dia of woodworking joints, with concise 
information on the application for each 
joint and basic instructions for cutting it. 

The CD-ROM is perfect for shop math-it 
has lots of useful formulas that allow you 
to plug in numbers, and then it computes 
them. A measurement-conversion feature 
automatically keeps track of that pesky 
decimal point. 
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Although there was a spreadsheet to 
keep track of parts, I was disappointed that 
I didn't find a panel optimizer nor even a 
basic drawing program to help figure the 
number of boards or sheets of plywood a 
given project would take. Some parts of 
the program were very easy to print out, 
some harder and some I never did figure 
out. The safety and tools sections were 
sparse and text-book dry. 

Though incomplete in some ways, The 

Woodworking Companion covers a broad 
enough range of topiCS to be useful, has 
enough features to be interesting and is 
generally easy to operate. And the format 
certainly opens a new way to package 
woodworking information. I'll reach for 
the CD the next time I need to convert mil
l imeters to thousandths or predict the 
amount of wood movement in a plank. 

-Lon Schleining, stairbu ilder and wood
working instru ctor in Long Beach, Calif. 

B i g  boa rds  

We were pretty amazed when we saw this 
photograph of Doug Mooberry (left), a 
furniture maker in Unionville, Pa., and his 
son, Brinton, standing in front of two ele
phantine siabs of sapele mahogany. The 
taller board is 35 in. wide by 17 ft. long by 
1 in. thick; the shorter board is 52 in. wide 
by 14 ft. long by 2 in. thick. Both came 
from the same 5 ,000-bd.-ft. log. Also from 
the same log are the boards stacked on the 
floor and some 24-in.-wide 16/4 stock that 
took a full year to dry in Moobeny's kiln. 

The shorter of the two standing boards is 
now a dining-room table 10 ft. long and 
48 in. wide, with skirts and legs from the 
same log. To surface the board, Mooberry 
had to track down someone with a 52-in. 
abrasive planer and then move the board, 
which took four strong men to lift .  The 
taller board still sits in the barn. 

A woodwo rki n g  sch o o l  
with i ts o w n  h ote l 

Like a lot of woodworkers who are self
taught, I picked up most of my skills from 
magazines and from my own experimen
tation. After deciding that a little formal 
training was in order, I signed up for a 
Chippendale-style chair class at a little
known school run by North Carolina cabi
netmaker Ben Hobbs. Hobbs is a natural 
teacher with an easy smile and a just-firm
enough approach to woodworking. He 
easily handled our group of eight, which 
was about three more than his usual class 
size. We all walked away happy with our 
own reproduction of an elegant, Colonial
era, North Carolina side chair. 

Hobbs, his furniture and his class pro-

Photo, this page: Bill Deering 



LEARN THE ART OF SEAT WEAVING FOR FUN 
OR PROFIT 

• Cane • Chair and stool kits 
• Cane webbing • Wood parts 
• Rush • Upholstery Supplies 
• Binding Cane • Shaker Tape 

. . .  And much more 

Fran k's Cane and Rush Supply 
7252 Heil Aven u e, Dept. FW1 
Huntington Beach, Ca. 92647 

ph: (71 4)847-0707 fax: ( 7 1 4)843-5645 
www.franksupply.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 108 

measuring depth. 
Also available as Mini E, 6-36% 
Lignomat USA Ltd. 
503-257-8957 800-227-2105 

READER SERVICE NO. 79 

Shape 
a New 
Career 
Check out our intensive nine month 

Fine Woodworking Program, 
Fine Woodworking 

University of Rio Grande 
Rio Grande, Ohio 45674 

740-245-73 1 1  

Call or write for our new comprehensive 1 74 page 
catalog of the world's finest furniture and cabinet 

hardware in brass and iron_ $5.00 refundable. 

PO BOX 136, WILSON, WY 83014 1 -307-739-9478 
www.whitechapel-Itd.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 7 

4-WAY 
MONEY-MAKER! 
-Planes -Molds-Sands -Saws 

ow you can tum a $2 . rough board into $25 worth 
of finished molding in just 

-... seconds! Make over 350 
standard moldings,tongue 
& groove, picture frame 

stock, any custom design! 

Just a twist of the dial 

Quickly converts to 
Power-Feed Drum 

Sander or Gang Rip 
Saw. Commercial

Duty Machines in 
1 2", 1 8  and 25" 

widths. 

adjusts the Woodmaster from 
70 to over 1 ,000 cuts per inch. 
Produces a glass-smooth finish 
on tricky grain patterns no other planer can 
handle. Exclusive two- motor system with plenty 
of "muscle" to handle low-cost, rough-cut lumber. 
Made in USA. Five Year Warranty. 

Call Today For FREE FACTS! 
1 -800-821 -6651 

Ask for extension PE7S 
Woodmaster Tools, Inc. 1431 N. Topping Ave. Dept PE78 
Kansas City, MO 64120 

www.woodmastertools.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 42 

The Laguna Tools New 
� 18 Bandsaw. 

HAVE YOU 
D ISCOVERED THE 
POCKET HOLE 
ADVANTAGE? 

WE O F F E R  A COMPLETE L I N E  O F  POCKET H O L E  TOOLS 

RANGI NG FROM $20-$ 1 685. 

co 
CO 

"Cuts project time in half, eliminates the needfor an 

expensive arsenal of clamps." WOOD magazine 

"A pocket hole jig that changed my mind about pocket 

hole joinery. " FINE HOMEBUlWING magazine 

You OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO GIVE IT A TRY - NOT ONLY FOR 

FACE FRAMES BUT FOR ANY T I M E  YOU WANT TO JOIN TWO 

PIECES OF WOOD TOGETHER. LET US SHOW YOU HOW! 

CALL FOR A FREE CATALOG AND THE DEALER N EAREST YOU .  

800-447-8638 • WWW.KREGTOOL.COM 
READER SERVICE O .  205 

PROBABLY THE BEST 
18" BANDSAW EVER BUILT! 

Compare to other manufacturers: 

./ 3 HP motor 

./ Heavy-duty cast iron trunion 

./ Dynamically balanced cast iron 
flywheels 

./ Heavy duty fence 

./ Foot brake 

./ Rack-and-pinion adjustment of 
0lIlIIII1-1·-___ upper guide 

Call now for a free video! 
LAGlNA TOOLS 

(800) 234-1976 
(714) 494-7006 

http://www.lagunatools.com 

./ European-style guide 
bearings 

./ Optional mobility kit 

./ Optional heavy-duty 
miter-gauge 

./ 1 2" resaw capacity 

./ Tension indicator 

./ Excellent dust collection 

2265 Laguna Canyon Road 
ulguna Beach, CA 9265 ) 

READER SERVICE O. 243 
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jects are steeped in North Carolina lore, 
even though the mostly hand-tool skills he 
teaches are universal to all woodworking. 
By the time our five-and-a-half-day class 
was finished, we had used not only band
saws, a scroll saw, a table saw and router 
but also handplanes, scrapers, chisels, 
draw knives, Surforms, rasps, files, hand
saws and a host of other hand tools. 

Hobbs and his wife, ]ackie, have collect
ed several houses built before 1846 and re
stored them, outfitted them with Hobbs' 
reproduction furniture and use them for 
the bed and breakfast they run on the 
property. The tuition does not include the 
modest room charges but does include 
lunch every day in the family dining room. 
In a typical year Hobbs' classes include: 
bedside table; blanket chest; pencil post 
bed; Chippendale chair; hanging cup
board; and a Queen Anne bench. Tuition 
runs from $400 to $900. For more informa
tion, call (252) 426-7815 or visit his web 
site at home.inteliport.netj hobbs. 

-T im Schreiner, editor 
of Fine Woodworking 

Class (almost) dismissed. A recent class on the morning of the last day at Ben Hobbs' 

furniture-making school in North Carolina. Hobbs, third from left, makes a piece with each class. 
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A COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL COURSE IN MAKING FINE FURNITURE Australian 
School 
af Fine 
Furniture 

Do you have the desire and the aptitude to study 
the centuries-old craft of fine cabinet making at a 
professional level? 

The Australian School of Fine Furniture is  a national centre of 
excellence, set i n  the beautiful, friendly island-state of Tasmania, 

with access to some of the world's finest timbers. 

You wi l l  study tool usage, joint making,  construction, ornamentation and polish
ing whi le bui lding finished items of furniture in a two-year ful l-t ime course . 

Other major components of the course i n clude design. bus i ness management and 
marketing. The em phas is  is always on the highest standards in all these areas. 

Housed in a historic bui ld ing in Launceston (population 80,000) yet only minutes 
from the countryside and an hour or two from famous World Heritage areas, the 
school will be taking its first students early in 2000 . 

For further information please contact: Phone: 6 1  3 6 3 3 1  3 988 
Russel l  Reid, CEO Fax: 61 3 6 3 3 1  6378 
Business North, PO Box 603 E-mail:  bnorth@businessnorth.com.au 
Launceston, Tasmania 7250 Australia Web-site: www.bus inessnorth.com.au 

READER SERVICE NO. 179 

CUTS ON THE 
PULL STROKE 
THE NEW VAUGHAN 
BEAR SAWS"" 
CUT CLEANER, 

FASTER AND EASIER 
THAN ANY 
OTHER SAW. 

o 

/II1AlJ6HAN''1 
BEA�c& SA � 

Vaughan & Bushnell Manufacturing Co. 
1 1 414 Maple Ave .• Hebron, Il 60034 ·  815 648-2446 

READER SERVICE NO. 104 



N o t  e s & C 0 ill ill e n t ( c o n t i n u e d )  

Resto ri n g  the D e a rb o rn Te l esco pe 
Until recently, the 1863 Dearborn Telescope, once the largest tele
scope in the world, was covered in so many coats of varnish that a 
few members on staff at Chicago's Adler Planetarium and Astron
omy Museum failed to see that the wooden tube was covered in 
beautiful walnut veneer. 

The museum, home to the telescope since 1930, conu'acted Craig 
Deller, principal of The Deller Conservation Group, Ltd., to re
move the varnish and expose the original shellac. "We knew the 
original shellac layer was there by both microscopy and ulu'avio
let fluorescence," Deller said. "The trick was finding a safe method 
to remove the many layers of added varnish without harming the 
original shellac." Deller and his associates gelled an acetone and 
mineral spirits blend that worked slowly enough to remove the 
darkened added layers without attacking the shellac. The conser
vation process took more than a year and a half to complete, but 
the telescope is now the museum's centerpiece. -MT 

Notes & Comment 

A wooden telescope. Multiple coats of varnish were dissolved off this 

1863 Dearborn Telescope, but the original shellac was left intact. 

We welcome news stories, anecdotes about the triumphs and pitfalls of 

woodworking, photographs of unusual work-anything that you think oth· 

er woodworkers would like to know about. We pay for the material we use. 

Send submissions to Notes & Comment, Fine Woodworking, P. O. Box 

5506, Newtown, CT 06470-5506. 

FREE TOOL CATALOG 
Helping You Become a Better Woodworker 

�� , high& ardWare 
Our giant tool catalog gives more 

than just manufacturer's specs. We 
provide detailed tool descriptions, 

useful techniques, as well as a 
schedule of educational seminars. 

Call Tol l Free for Free Catalog 
� 1 -888-500-4466 

Visit us on the Intemet at http://www.highland·hardware.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 37 

No Guide-bushes 
and No Templates 
gives you the freedom 
to make dovetails to 
rival hand-cut work 

It's a different 
and much more flexible 

approach to cutting joints 
with a router 

www.woodrat.com 
write WoodRat, Godney, Wells, BA5 lRY UK 

tel. Oll 44 1458 832744 fax 011 44 1458 833038 

READER SERVICE O. 206 
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BED POSTS 

STOCK ITEMS 
NO MINIMUM 

VARIOUS 
WOODS 

Free Color Catalog 

Aoe02 Aoeoe A080' Aoeoo AOe07 AOe03 
PENCIL PLAIN CANNON BALL REEDED RICE 

CANOPY POST POST BED l JikIrIlIM GJrrxx! [Jfioc!"ct; LTD.,LP. 
974 FOREST DR., DEPT. Q26 
MORRISTOWN, TN 378 14 www.adamswoodproducts.com 

, --- TEL 423·587·2942 ' FAX 423·586·2188 

R EADER SERVICE NO. 36 

Heavy Glass 
Table Tops 

� "-----

• Table tops 

FACTORY 
DIRECT 

DISCOUNT 
PRICING 

• Shelves TABLE 
• Doors TOPS 
• Display BY PHONE 
• Entertainment Centers SATISFACTION 
• Tempered Glass GUARANTEED! 
WGB • SHAPES . THICKNESSES . EDGE DESIGNS Use Reader Service For FREE Catalog 

SALES 1 -800-288-6854 
READER SERVICE NO. 26 

� Dunham �L � Hardwoods, Inc. 
Specializing in Red Oak 

Kiln Dried Exotics & Domestics; 
44 Species in various thicknesses & grades. 

• All lumber is clear & selected for color. 
Surfaced & straight lined one edge. 
• We supply only the best! We won't send you 2" or 

3" widths or remanufactured lumber. 
• Finishes, wood pegs, buttons, hardwood dowels, etc. 
• Ship UPS or common carrier. 

www.dunham-hardwoods.com 

Call or Write For Free Information 
Phone: 71 2-643-5320 3385 1 30th SI. 
FAX: 71 2-643-21 42 Dunlap, IA 51 529 

READER SERVICE NO. 53 



READER SERVICE NO. 168 

INCA TV LIFTS 
... 
--

INCA makes a wide selection of robotic machines to serve the home 

entertainment industry. INCA machines feature rack and pinion drives 

to smoothly, quietly and precisely move TV's and Projectors. The 

INCA family of products include: 
• TV & Proj ector Lifts • Pullout & Swivels 
• Plasma Screen Lifts • Door Openers 
• Automatic and Manual Swivels • Infra Red Controls: 

�'NICA 
13030 Cerise Avenue, Hawthorne, CA 90250 

(310) 6 76-0070 · Fax (310) 6 76-0339 

Email: INCA 1 @}.fSN. COM · Website: www.inca-tvlifts.colII 
READER SERVICE 0. 69 

New! 
From the makers of the 

Collins Coping Foot 

(cut exaggerated/or clan"ty) 
The Ply Prep router bit gives you a perfect glue line every time! 
The Ply Prep cuts out just a little of the core, making space for inner plys to expand 
with glue. Eliminate the need for putty, clamp thin moldings with masking tape, use 
fewer clamps for heavy trim, and make plywood splices that are virtually invisible! 

CollinsTholComnany $24,95 plus s/h 
Call 1-888-838-8988 
Fax 1-614-873-1676, 
All major credit cards, 

Innovative Tools for the Professional Woodworker 

p.o. Box 4 1 7, Plain City, Ohio 43064 -Pat Pend 
READER SERVICE NO, 155 

• Variable Speed from 2 [Q 12 M/Min, 
• Can easily be reset from a venical [Q 

a horizontal position, 
• Dust-Hood, 
• Easily allached [Q shapers, circular saws, 

jointers, and router tables, 
• Quick cutler and blade replacement, 
• Reversible Feeding, 
• Durable PU Roller. 
• Fine Sliding Adjustment, 

I'm,>roP'nru Switch, 

MADE EASY 

I C E  ,� ..... ,.5U ISO 9002 
RecognIzed by UL TOv certified 

DISTRIBUTOR: 
SUNHILL MACHINERY I Sunhlll Machinery, 500 Andover Park East, Seanle, WA 98198 I U,S,: HlOO·929-4321 1 CANADA: 1 -8Q(}544·1361 

READER SERVICE NO, 220 
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PERFECT OVALS IN 

The ELLIPSE MASTER® • • • • • • 
• SETS UP IN MINUTES 
• PROOUCES CONCENTRIC CUTS TO .01 0 IN . 
• HAS A MINIMUM SIZE OF 21 II x 27" 
• OPTIONAL EXTENSIONS CAN BE ADDED IN 
MINUTES TO PRODUCE ELLIPSES OF 
PRAGICALLY ANY SIZE AND SHAPE 

• CUTS CIRClES TOO! 
. IS COMPLETELY PORTABLE 

NOW AVAILABLE 
Demollnstructional Video 
Just $9.95 plus $2.95 S/H 
Fully refundable with the 

purchase of the 
ELLIPSE MASTER® 

M B K 
IE�TIE�IP�ISIES 
I n c o r p o r a t e d  
p.o. Box 7692 Hilton Head Island, SC 29938 Fax:(843) 689-3709 

See why the ELLIPSE MASTER® is 

the quickest, easiest and most accurate 

way to cut true ellipses in practically any 

combination of sizes. You will see cuts 

being made from smaller picture frame 

sizes to large conference table sizes. 

Call Toll Free 1 -877-ELLIPSE 

READER SERVICE NO. 24 

WE- HAVE 

[TALL IN 
WOODWORKING 

SUPPLIES 

3001 RAMADA WAY, GREEN BAY, WI 54304 
1 -800-891-9003 FAX (920) 336-8683 

www.wQodworkersdepot.com 
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY AT A WAREHOUSE PRICE 

READER SERVICE NO. 236 

• 
•• CELTA 
cM' ��.I 

Preferred By Professionals 3 To 1 
The least expensive item in your workshop 
just might be the most important. With all 
the time and money you've invested in your 
project, why trust anything else? 

Because you shouldn't have to compromise. 

Technical Service 1-800-347 -GLUE 
READER SERVICE NO. 59 
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JAMES MACHINERY CO. INC. 
q4ie�,tj� 

PORTER+[ABLE 
Porter Cable Model 557 

Deluxe Plate Joiner Kit 

$ 198 
• 7.5 AMP ' Now 
with 2" & 4" dia. 
blades for both 
standard, and our 
new, smaller 
face-frame 
biscuits Porter Cable Model 

BN1 25 Brad Nailer Kit 

' 18 GA 5/8" - 1 -114" 
• Includes: 1/4" male 
quick coupler, box of 

1 ,000 brads, oil & Allen 
wrenches 

$83 
223 North MacArthur 
Springfield, II . 62702 
1 .800 . 522-9 1 1 5  
I '  2!l·522·9 1 1 5 local Number 
1'2!l'698-9179 FAll 

PORTABLE TOOLS ' MACHINERY ' SUPPLIES 

READER SERVlCE NO. 103 

===- Ecan-Abrasives 
WEMANI/lI\CJVIU I\HllA�NI Hli TSANYSI//-,ANYGIlII I 

ABRASIVE SHEETS: 
(9X 11) 

CABINET PAPER 

� loo/pk 
400 518.90 S35.60C 
500 1 7.BO 32.25 
600 16.70 30.00 
BOD 15.60 27.80 

1 00  thru 1 SOC 14.50 25.60 

FINISHING PAPER 

80A $1 1 .1 5  $1B.90C 
1 00  thru 280A 1 0.00 1 6.70 

NO LOAD PAPER 

1 80 thru 400A $1225 S21.25C 

'C' _ 100 SHEETS 

STEEL BAR CLAMPS 

ABRASIVE BELTS 
PLEASE SPECIFY GRITS 

1X30 $ .81 ea. 3X24 S 
l X42 .81 3X27 
, X44 .81 4X21 3/4 1.06 
2 112X16 .S5 4X24 1 . 1 0  

3X18 .86 4X36 
3X21 .90 6X4S 
3X23 3/4 .93 6XS9 

Quick release feature, available . Q..d! Price I Ql.!, §!l! Price 
in four different lengths, these S' 60 $ .48 ea. 6" 60 $ .6Se.. 
clamps are fast adjusting with S' 80 .46 6" 80 .63 

:::��n :WS

S�i; .. � � 5�E J�K B��H 5 & �' HOt�ATI��NS 

����� : �� �:� PSA DISC ROli.S/White) �?J 
allie� carbide lor 0 A sanders""'" 7' - ' 

2·1/2 X 36 9.50 "-J----------i s:� � ��::I Dsc·1;��1 
HEAVY DUTY SPRING CLAMPS 

Clamps com. with PVC tips and grips. 

sa. Price � 
4" $1.7S .a. � 
6' 2.25 � 
S' 3.50 "6.... 

OTHER PRODUCTS 

5" 120 1 6.35 125 

5' 1 BO 32.70 250 
5' 220 32.70 250 
5' 320 32.70 250 

Q!!! Pric:e/Roll Discs Per RoM 

524.1 5  125 
22.30 125 
44.55 250 

• Atlanta 
• Baltimore 
• Boston 
• Charlotte 
• Chicago 
• Cleverand 
• Columbus 

VISIT THE SHOW NEAR rOUl 
• Dallas/Ft. Worth • Milwaukee 
• Denver • New Orleans 
• Detroit • No. California 
• Houston • North Jersey 
• Indiana�olis • No. Virginia 
• Kansas City • Pittsburgh 
• Massachusetts • Oregon 

• Seattle 
• So. California 
• St. Louis 
• Tampa 
• Twin Cities 
• Western New York 
• plus othersl 

Call for free brochure Monday - Friday 8:30 am - 5 pm Pacific Time 
1 -800-826-8257 E-Mail: ;nfo@thewoodshows.com Web Site: www.thewoodshows.com 

READER SERVlCE NO. 44 
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J:1kdJfJ&�9� � ...... �J SEPTEMBER 10th .. 11th 
Featuring: 

-Special Guest Scott Phillips 
-Woodworking Demonstrations 

-Factory Representatives -Sawmill Tours 
-Lumber Auction -Great Deals! 

For More Info Call :  1 .800.292.5937 
www.theworkbench.com 

To cut tenons for twig 
furniture easily, quickly 
and accurately. 

The Veritas'" power tenon cutters will cut perfect, smooth tenons with a radiused 
shoulder up to 2 VI" long. Mounted in an electric drill, the anodized aluminum body 
is balanced to minimize vibration and has an integral level for accurate in-line drililinliri;i�� 
The blade is adjustable to cut the exact size of tenon required. There is even a built-in 
honing guide for easy sharpening. Hex shank. Listed below are the cutting diameters that 
are popular for chair making. We also have sizes from ,--,,.------;=---' 
\f.j " to 9/16"and I Y2 " to 2 '� Patent pending. 
FW0120 Power Tenon Cutter - 5/s" $ 52.75 
FW01 2 1  Power Tenon Cutter - 3/4 " $ 54.75 
FW0122 Power Tenon Cutter - I "  $ 56.75 
FW0123 Set of 3 Power Tenon Cutters $145.00 Built-in level vial helps you 
(N.l� residellls, add sales 11<\'.) to cut a straight tenon. 

i Lee Valley & vemt:as® 
VeriIas- is the manufacturing arm of Lee Valley Tools Ltd. 

12 East River Street, Ogdensburg, N.Y. 13669 
Visit our Web sile al lllllllll.ieevalley.com 

Our 248-page catalog of woodworking tools and 
accessories is sent free with an order or is 
available for $5 (refunded with first order). 

Call: 1-800-871-8158 C!C 
or fax: 1-800-513-7885 : _ • 

Overseas, call: 1-613-596-0350 or fax: 1-61 3-596-6030. 

READER SERVICE NO. 164 
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READER SERVICE NO. 123 

DREAMS AND 
WOODEN 
BOATS 
CRAFTED 
HERE. 

NW School of Wooden Boatbuilding 
From one-week workshops to nine-month 
degree programs. Accredited school. 

360/385-4948 

www.olympus.net/woodboat! 
251 Otto Street, Port Townsend, WA 98368 

READER SERVICE NO. 121 

RAISED PANEL 
DOORS 
V' Check Out Our Features: 

.... Fast Delivery 
.... Great Prices 
.... Drawer Fronts 

.... Superior Quality 
.... 1 3 5  Door Designs 
.... to Wood Species 
.... No Order Too Small 
.... Dovetail Drawers 

Order our brochure, please enclose $2.00 for shipping. 

Scherr'S 
. Cabinet & Doors. Inc. ,,��'" 5315 Burdick Expressway East ·  Minot. ND 5870 I jfpi:Phone 701 -839-3384 • Fax 701 -852-6090 

email: doonnker@minol.com 
www.scherrs.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 212 



Ideal for the finish carpenter on the 

Miters 47° left and 57° right; Bevels 

Cuts 90 pieces of 6" crown molding 

Weighs only 23 .S lbs. for easy job-site ""'�.r"",r+ 

High quality 40 tooth carbide-tipped 



Tools & M ateria ls 
Y2 K co rd l ess j i gsaws from DeWa lt  a n d  M a kita 

Both DeWalt and Makita are staking their claims t o  cutting-edge 21st
century technology by offering the latest in cordless tools: jigsaws. 
The DeWalt DW933K and the Makita 4332D share some common 
traits: They have variable speed, orbital cuning action, T-slot blade 
holders, sliding shoes, and they come with one nickel-cadmium (Ni
Cd) battery and charger. The similarities end there. 

DeWalt's 7 1/4-lb. tool is powerful,  comfortable and user-friendly. 
This model is driven by an 18-volt battery. To test the run time of the 
battery, I crosscut slabs of 2xlO Douglas fir planks. The tool made it 
through 23 cuts. 

The DeWalt's handle, angled toward the rear, is comfortable, well
proportioned and has a vinyl grip insert. Its practical features include 
a toolless, twist-lock blade holder, a slide-switch safety lock that op
erates independently of the trigger and a lever-operated shoe
adjustment system. This model is rounded off with a dust blower and 
a well-marked bevel-angle indicator, and it comes with a removable 
shoe cover. The tool retails for about 280. 

Makita's 6 1/4-lb. tool is powered by a 14.4-volt battery. I tested the 
run time using the same Doug fir and managed 16 cuts. Taking into 
account voltage differences, the tools have nearly the same cutting 
capacity per volt ratio. But the Makita falls short of the DeWalt when 
it comes to several other features. 

The Makita's safety-lock button is on top of the handle, just for
ward of the trigger. To operate the saw, you must keep your thumb 
on the safety lock. After prolonged use, I practically lost all feeling in 
my thumb. Additionally, the angled handle flares out at its base, and 
unless you have gigantic hands, the tail end of the grip is too fat. 

The Makita hasn't joined the ranks of saws with toolless adjust
ments, either. It requires an Allen wrench for changing the blade 
and for adjusting the angle of the shoe. There is no dust blower, and 
the bevel-angle indicator is not clearly marked. The Makita sells 
for $200. Even though the DeWalt weighs 1 lb. more and costs 80 
more than the Makita, if I were to upgrade to something that won't 
be out of date soon in the new millennium, I'd pick the DeWalt. For 
more information, contact DeWalt at (800) 433-9258 or Makita at 
(800) 462-5482. -Chr istopher Baumann 
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Jigsaws go cordless. DeWalt's 1S-volt DW933K and Makita's 14.4-

volt 43320 have nearly the same cutting capacity per volt ratio. 

Self-cente ri n g  
h a n d l e- b o r i n g  j i g 

The Euro Handle It drilling jig speeds up 
the installation of pulls and knobs. With 
easy-to-read scales in both inches and mil
limeters, setup is a snap. The jig can be ad
justed for practically any size pulls and any 
size door or drawer. Once the adjustments 
have been made, holes are drilled using 
the jig's built-in steel guide bushings. Made 
of tough polycarbonate, the jig should sur
vive years of use and abuse. It sells for $39; 
for more information, call the manufactur
er at (800) 877-3876. -A natole Burkin 

Pharos, this page: Christopher Baumann (top); Anatole SUI·kin (bottom) 





To 0 I s & M a t e r i a  I S ( co n t i n u e d )  

Po rte r-Ca b l e  ta kes the 2 - h p  p l u n ge 

Midsized variable-speed router. When connected to a shop vacuum, the Porter-Cable model 

No. 7529 router, with its hollowed-out base, greatly reduces the amount of sawdust left behind. 

Two-horsepower routers, plunge or plain, 
are selling fast these days. Porter-Cable just 
entered the game with the model 0. 7529. 
This tool has just about everything you 
could ask for in a plunge router. It's light 
enough to do handheld work but power
ful enough to go into a table and be used 
with large-diameter bits. 

The router has the familiar three-stop set
up for plunge cuts. A microadjusting knob, 
for setting the bit height in a router table, 
makes precise adjustment a snap once you 
figure out how it works. The instruction 
manual seemed a bit fuzzy on this proce
dure. The arbor lock leaves you with only 
one wrench to lose instead of the usual 
two. The router comes with 1/4-in. and 
1/2-in. collets. 

The tool's speed-control switches allow 
you to set the speed conventionally via a 
dial or to conu'ol it by squeezing the trig
ger. The electronics brings the motor up to 
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speed smoothly and puts the brakes on 
when power is shut off. 

The router's plunge-cutting operation 
feels just right. There is plenty of spring 
pressure holding the router up but not so 
much that the plunge is stiff. The spring
loaded plunge-locking lever is easily 
locked and released with one finger. 

The router is as vibration free as any I 
have ever used. All of the controls are easy 
to operate without removing your hands 
from the handles. The baseplate has a 
large cutout covered with clear plastic, so 
you can actually see what you're cutting. 
This single router could replace all seven 
of the routers I now have in my shop. The 
router sells for $220; the kit, which in
cludes an edge guide and carrying case, 
goes for $260. If you plan to use the router 
in a table, Eagle America (800-872-2511 )  
sells a n  aftermarket crank-style height ad
juster for 35. -Lon S chle ining 

lie- N i e l s e n  scra p i n g  
p l a n e  m ay ta ke s o m e  
getti n g  u s e d  to 

When I first put  the new Lie-Nielsen No. 
1 12 large scraping plane to work, I was dis
mayed by what happened. The tool chat
tered terribly and left deep ridges in a 
plank of hard, curly maple. I angled the 
blade forward a bit and set it for a very 
shallow cut. Performance improved, but 
still I experienced some chatter. 

After I looked at the instruction sheet, the 
answer was plain. I was fighting the tool. A 
scraper plane, the instructions explained, 
requires very little downward pressure, es
pecially on the forward knob. And instead 
of the long, slow, deliberate strokes re
quired by a smoother, the scraper seems to 
favor quicker, shorter swipes. Pulling the 
scraper also works well, especially in 
problem areas. 

I practiced on some friendlier lumber; 
straight-grained mahogany, cherry and, fi
nally, some quartersawn white oak with 
ever-improving results. Then I went back 
to the original curly maple plank and was 
able to turn it into a nicely smoothed 
board using my improved technique. 

The Lie- ielsen No. 1 12 requires some 
fine-tuning and finesse to operate. Once 
you get that worked out, the tool handles 
unruly wood well and will spare a lot of 
burned thumbs on big scraping jobs. Con
sidering what an original Stanley No. 1 12  
fetches a t  tool auctions these days, the Lie
Nielsen's $ 195 price tag is a bargain. For 
more information, contact Lie-Nielsen at 
(800) 327-2520. -Michael Pekovich 

Big scraping plane from Lie-Nielsen. The 

No. 112 scraping plane weighs 4 Ibs. and 

comes with a 27/s-in.-wide blade. 

Photos, this page, Lon Schleining (left); Michael Pekovich (right) 



Call today for our 
FREE Fall Sale Flyer! 

the ULTIMATE 
FINISH KIT 

With over 4,000 of the 
finest woodworking tools in 
the world, Woodcraft can 
help you work more efficiently 
and skillfully than ever. 
Call for your Free copy today. 

1-800-542-9115 
W@DCRAFf' �-

We Manufacture 
& Service 

SHAPER KNIVES 
MOULDER KNIVES 

Williams & Hussey 

We now distribute Profile Knives 

FREEBORN FOLEY BELSAW ' MOULDER HEADS 
Cutters RBI & WOODMASfER KNIVES 

. -

• • • • 

LOCK EDGE COLLARS 
ROSETTE C lJITERS 

CUSTOM ROlJfERS & 
CUSTOM ClJITERS 

Quick Turnaround Time 
Top Quality Product. 

W. Moore Prof"tles LID. at Competitive Prices 

MF AC22 
Twin "HUSH" Series™ 
2 HP Air Compressor 
MF 1 853A 
5/8"-2" 1 8  Ga. Brad Tool 
Also includes: 
• 3/8 x 50 Ft. Hose with Fittings 
• 1 000 Pcs_1 " 1 8  Ga. Brads 
• 1 000 Pcs.1-1/2" 1 8  Ga. Brads 
• 1 000 Pcs. 2" 1 8  Ga. Brads 

c:mntlWI?tttI" MQ,atm.,@w www.woodcraft.com 

210 Wood Cou 
PO Box 1686, 

I Commercial Drive, 
P.O. Box 752, Flo,id., NY 10921 1-800-228-8151 www.wmooreprofile.com 
Seruing the Industry {or over 10 Years - Fax (914) 651-1097:1: 

for the Dealer nearest you: � �6�!!�,t���!!NERS 1-800-900-2212 ' Bus: 1-323-261-4191 • Fax: 1 -323-261-2542 
READER SERVICE NO. 109 READER SERVICE NO. 153 

The Bridgewoodworkers' 
Edge Begins With 

The Right Tools 
Bridgewoodworkers take pride in their work. They know 
the value of having the right tools for the job. Wilke 
Machinery Company offers a full line of professional wood
working machines and power tools that are designed for any 
job. Bridgewoodworkers also know that one of the most 
important purchase decisions is from whom you buy. The 
Wilke sales staff pays special attention to customer support 
while offering competitive prices. The Service Department 
ensures your continued satisfaction with in-stock parts and 
technical know-how. 

BRIDGEWOODe 
PROFESSIONAL 
The woodworker's edge 

WILKE machinery company 
3230 Susquehanna Trail, York, PA 1 7402 

READER SERVICE NO. 192 

BW-8J 8" Jointer-

PBS-540 
Bandsaw-
14" ClIt deptlt, 
21" ClIt wldtlt, 
19-1/2" x 28" 
table that tilts 
to 45 degrees, 
heavy duty, 
foot brake 

BW-002A Dust 
Collection System
Portable, compact, 
self-colltained 43.5-gallon 
capacity, hoo 4" hose inlets 
BW-20PV Planer-

Bri�:.:!'=:Z" 
LEASE PLANS 

Call today for our FREE catalog. 1 -800-235-21 00 
internet: www.wilkemach.com email: info@wilkemach.com 

66" table surface grolllld for 
perfect aligllment, heavy duty, 
fence tilts inward and outward to 
45 degrees. 4-knife clltterhead with 
jackscrew adjustment 20" x 7" capacity, variable speed feed, bed roll height 

adjustment lever, 3-knife cutterhead with jackscrew adjustment 

BRIDGEWOOD • PLANERS • LATHES • BANDSAWS • BORING MACHINES 
• PIN ROUTERS • WIDE BELT SANDERS • RIP SAWS • SCROLL SAWS 
• PANEL SAWS • GRINDING PRODUCTS • CUnlNG BLADES • ACCESSORIES . RRIDGU"U'J,l 

READER SERVICE NO. 88 
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To 0 I s & M at e r i a  I S ( c o n t i n u e d )  

J a cobs  PowerC o l i et fo r 
ro uters h a s  a few b u gs 

If any machine in a woodworking shop 
could use a quick release for cutters, it's 
the router. Jacobs PowerCollet is now 
available as an accessory to fit many 1/2-in. 
routers, but don't get too excited, yet. 

I outfitted a new Porter-Cable 690 router 
with a PowerCollet. The new, bulky unit 
replaces the stock collet and nut and adds 
2 in. to the tool's length, which means the 
baseplate has to be repositioned. Jacobs 
supplies 1 1/4-in.-long aluminum spacers 
and bolts for remounting the router's plas
tic baseplate away from the base casting. It 
works, but it's not the most elegant design, 
like dressing your router in platform shoes. 

Replacement router collet works without 

wrenches. Because of the PowerCollet's 

large size, spacers must be used between the 

router and the baseplate. 

The PowerCollet requires considerable 
force, about 50 Ibs. of pressure, to snap in
to the locked position. The release is easi
er, needing about 20 Ibs. Bits seem to be 
held in place securely by the mechanism. 

The PowerCollet seems fine when used 
with short bits, such as molding cutters, 
half rounds and bevels. But when I 
chucked a 1 1/2-in.-long, 3fs-in.-dia. spiral 
cutter, I couldn't get a chatter-free cut. The 
tool vibrated excessively. I switched back 
to the stock collet, and the problem disap
peared. Until Jacobs improves the overall 
performance of the PowerCollet, I'll hold 
onto my wrenches. The PowerCollet retails 
for about $50. For information, call (800) 
866-5753. -john White 
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C u t  m o l d i n gs o n  yo u r  ta b l esaw 

LRH Enterprises, Inc., recently introduced 
the Magic Molder: a bright purple tablesaw 
molding cutter with 70 cutter profiles 
available. Each profile consists of two car
bide cutters welded to 13f4-in. discs. The 
cutter discs are locked below their center
lines, by means of a cog and an Allen 
screw, into a 57/s-in. round head tl1at fits on 
the tablesaw arbor. Locking the smaller 
discs witl1in the head makes for fail-safe at
tachment; there's no way one of the cutters 
can fly out of the head when traveling at 
tablesaw speed. 

I ran oak, pine and medium-density 
fiberboard (MDF) through the Magic 
Molder, and the quality of cut was consis
tent; the molding came out as smooth as a 
baby's cheek. 0 sanding was necessary. 
The saw never bogged down, no matter 
how fast I fed tl1e stock. The Magic Molder 
emits a low, powerful-sounding hum; it is 

Magic Molder 

for table saws. 

Up to 70 cutter 

profiles are 

available, as 

well as blanks 

for making cus

tom cutters. 

quieter than most tablesaw blades and cer
tainly quieter than any router. 

The Magic Molder head sells for $ 185, 
and a pair of carbide cutter discs sells for 
$95. Blank cutters for making your own 
profiles cost $35 a pair. LRH sells different 
combination sets of cutters. The company 
offers a 155 auxiliary fence, although you 
could certainly make your own from 
wood and clamp it to your saw's existing 
rip fence. For more information, call (800) 
423-2544. -jefferson Kolle 

A p reci s i o n  too l  fo r m a k i n g  e l l i pses 

Anyone who has ever had to  construct an 
ellipse, whether a section of arched casing 
or a tabletop, knows the difficulty of the 
task. I've freehanded the shape and sand
ed to a line. There's also the nail-and-string 
trick or shopmade jigs. All of these meth
ods produce less-than-satisfactory results. 

The Ellipse Master changes that. The tool 
consists of a cross-shaped base and a 
beam arm on which you mount a plunge 
router (any brand of router is easily 
mounted). Two adjustable slider blocks on 
the beam fit into dovetailed tracks in the 
base. As tl1e router is moved in a circular 

Master guide. The Ellipse Master accurately 

guides a router for cutting ellipses. 

motion, the slider blocks move within the 
tracks, keeping the router confined to a 
specific elliptical pattern. The Ellipse Mas
ter can also be set up to cut circles. 

Right out of the box, it was easy to cut ac
curate ellipses repeatedly, without math 
and with very little setup. Because of the 
speed at which you can cut ellipses using 
this tool, which isn't cheap, it could pay for 
itself after just a couple of jobs. 

The Ellipse Master won't cut an ellipse 
smaller than 21  in. by 27 in. As supplied, 
the tool will cut a maximum ellipse of 
54 in. by 60 in., but optional extensions 
can increase the size as needed. The El
lipse Master is available from MBK Enter
prises (877-355-4773) for $595. It comes 
with a lifetime warranty. -Niall Barrett 

Ch ristopher Baumann is editorial assis
tant at Fine Woodworking; A natole Bur
kin is a se nior editor of Fine Wood
working; Lon S chle ining works wood in 
Long Beach, Calif.; M ichael Pekovich is as
sociate art dire ctor of Fine Woodworking; 
joh n White works wood in Ne wtown, 
Conn.; jefferson Kolle is managing editor 
afFine Woodworking; N iall Barrett builds 
custom furniture in Narrowsburg, NY 

Photos, this page: Michael Pekovich (left); courtesy of LRH Enterprises, Inc. (lOp right); Niall Barren (bottom) 



SHAKER CHAIR KITS 
Discover the beautiful proportions and 

classic simplicity of Shaker furniture. 

Our catalog features reproduction 

dining chairs and tables, rockers, bar 

stools, candle stands, small tables, 

clocks, oval boxes, baskets, peg board 
and Shaker chair tape. Furniture 
available as precisely fashioned kits for 
easy finishing or custom finished. 

FREE Catalog 
SHAKER WORKSHOPS 

Box 8001-FWO, Ashburnam, MA 01430 
1-800-840-912 1 

READER SERVICE O .  228 

1851 Enterprise Blvd . . W. Sacramento, CA 95691 · Phone 916-375-3190 
Fax 916-375-3194 . Toll free 800-572-0061 . http://felderusa.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 51 

COUNTRY 
DESIGNS 

COLLECfION OF COMPLETE BUILDlNG PlANS 
WORKSHOPS, GARAGES, S1UDIOS, 

BARNS AND SHEDS 
SEND $8.00 FOR CATALOG TO: 

COlIl'.'TRY DESIGNS, BOX 774 FW .. ES.<;EX, CT ()6426 

SHAPERAND 
MOULDER 
KNIFES 

with the new VIEL 
PROFILE COPYING 

GRINOING MACHINE 

VHS (credited 
VIDEO !��;;�e $9 fl5 purchase) 

READER SERVICE NO. 203 

WHY Bul ld a Gui tar? 

Fing('rooJrd 
ami ros('tI(" 
detail: Rob 
Girrlis gllildrs 

To satisfy: 
• Strong uTge co bend wood 
• Desire co engage in fine joinery 
• Need co inlay 
• UTge to work in thousandths 
• Quest to work with the finest and most 

beautiful woods 

More reasons: 
• Minimal cools and shop sp,lce required 
• Broaden portfolio 
• Finished product is portable 
• Finished product can make music 

• Impress your friends 

Teachers note: 
• Excite students 
• Many disciplines brought cogether 

For information: 

�t t h i e r s  Me rca n t i l e  internat iona l  

P .O. Box 774 • Healdsburg, CA 95448 
Tel .  800-477-443 7 / 707-433-1 823 

http://Imi i .colll Fax 707433-8802 

READER SERVICE NO. 77 
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I I With th  is  fo u r-pa rt 

constructi o n  syste m ,  

yo u ca n d es i gn 

a n d  b u i l d 

i n  a ny sty le  

B Y  W I L L  N E P T U N E  

I t is all too easy to sketch something 
that looks good, only to discover that 
you have no reasonable way to build 

it. You either develop overly complex con
struction methods or sacrifice the design 
you really want because it's too difficult to 
build. The solution is to strike a balance be
tween design complexity and construction 
simplicity. It helps to start by thinking of a 
piece in its most basic form, then develop a 
single construction system that can accom
modate a wide range of design options. 

I like to tell my students at North Bennet 
Street School that a sideboard is little more 
than a box with legs attached. Though it 
sounds oversimplified, this approach puts 
tl1ings in familiar terms-everyone knows 
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Top is screwed to case from u nderneath. 

Drawer frames 
are set i nto 
stopped 
dadoes. 

Stopped dadoes and  
stu b  tenons hold 
partitions i n  p lace.  

Th ick  case 
ends serve 
as k ickers 
for i nterior 

Legs and 
case ends 
are made 
fro m a s  i ng l  e -IF=t:tz-:"""7""'::" 
piece of 
8/4 stock. 

Th ick case --.t--.J.J�"i: 
ends provide 
a la rge glue 
su rface for 
the legs. 

Stub tenons jo in  
legs to  case. 

C A S E  S W E L L S  A N D  S H R I N K S AS O N E  

By bu i ld ing what is 
essentia l ly  a box turned on 
i ts s ide,  a doveta i led design 
a l lows you to a l ign wood so 
that a l l  gra i n  runs in the 
same d i rection ,  e l im i nating 
problems with wood 
movement. 

Coarse V doveta i ls hold 
case together. 

Legs are 
doveta i led 
i nto top 
of case. 

) 

how to build a box. It becomes a question 
of how to build the better box. Historically, 
sideboards were built using post-and-rail 
or frame-and-panel construction, but I pre
fer this method, which calls for a dove
tailed box turned on its side. My alternative 
approach is less familiar, but when you 
start counting the joints necessary to build 
a frame-and-panel sideboard, you under
stand the logic of a dovetailed design. With 
this method, there are fewer joints to cut, 
and the ones you do cut aren't seen, so 
there's no need to be overly meticulous. 

This construction system is based on a 
few rules concerning joinery: If a case part 
joins another at a corner, dovetail it; if one 
part meets along another's length, use mul
tiple tenons. Dovetails and tenons are both 
strong joints that allow for wood move
ment and resist racking. Because all of the 
structural parts of the case have grain run
ning in the same direction, the case ex
pands and contracts together. Put simply, 
the case is still just a long, dovetailed box 
with legs attached. 

Sideboards built using this approach may 
vary in size, line and style, but they retain a 
family resemblance based on the construc
tion system. The mocked-up sideboard 
shown on these pages is the most basic 
variation of this system, but it lays a foun
dation that can be used on more complex 
designs. Once you understand the con
struction system, you can focus on design 
and build in styles ranging from Federal to 
Arts and Crafts (see the story on p. 47). 

Basic sideboard design 
A sideboard is typically a tall case piece 
that's often 40 in. high and taller, a conve
nient working height for a standing person. 
The height of a sideboard makes anything 
displayed on its top more visible because it 
isn't overpowered by the forest of chairs 
surrounding a dining-room table. A side
board is also strongly horizontal because 
the tall legs hold the mass of the case off 
the floor and because the case length ex
ceeds the height. The open space below 
the case keeps the sideboard from appear-
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1 .  B U I LT- U P  E N D S  

U S I N G  T H E  G R A I N  T O  M A K E  I N V I S I B L E  J O I N T S  

By carefully planning the cuts, a single 8/4 board can b e  laid out to form leg-and-end assemblies that appear to b e  a 
single, solid board. The legs are cut from the straight-grained edge of the board, and the ends are book-matched and 
laminated from resawn stock. When the legs join the ends, you're left with virtual ly invisible gluellnes. 

o 
Legs and end
stock for both 
assem bl ies is la id  
out on a si ngle 
board. 

8/4 stock 

� ����---- � ....... � ....... ""�:;,::::;;�-- -

A A "'-..a 

1. Proper left 
front leg 

2 .  Proper right 
front leg 

3. Proper left 
rear leg 

4. Proper right 
rea r leg 

5. Left end blank 

6. R ight end blank 

X. Ma rks top ends 
of pieces 

Once the ends have been lami nated, legs and ends are 
pla ned at the same t ime to ensure u n iform thickness. 

o 
Leftover stock 
is sized and 
laminated so 
that the ends 
can be b u i lt u p  
t o  t h e  same 
th ickness as 
the legs. 

5 

Rear leg (3) 

lored ru les 

5b 

View of end gra i n  
a t  section A A  ;\ Pa rts 5a and 5b a re "'---- resawn, m i l led and 

book-matched at th is  
edge to form the outer 
side of the ends. 

ing too massive, an effect you get with 
many large case pieces. With lengths of 4 ft. 
and 5 ft. being common, the facade can be 
divided using a combination of drawers 
and doors (see the drawings on p. 49), 

In designing the mocked-up poplar side

board seen on these pages, I wanted a sim
ple piece with a country feel. In form, it 
refers to the Federal period but avoids the 
use of veneers, inlay and hardware seen in 
period, high-style examples. To simplify 
construction, I decided on a small, four-
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legged version without the curved facade 
often seen in Federal examples. Country 
furniture makers made similar design 
choices in earlier times, using the grain and 
figure of local woods or even painted fin

ishes to give a piece visual interest. These 
designs rely on proportion and line to cre
ate a sense of balance and harmony. 

The construction system 
One key feature of this construction system 
is the use of built-up ends, which are thick-

Leftover stock 

Straight gra i n  
on legs meets 
straight gra i n  
on each end,  
d isgu is ing the 
gl ue l ine  and 
leav ing an  
assembly that 
appears to be a 
s ingle, sol id  
p iece of  wood. 

nessed to the same dimension as the legs. 
The thicknesses of the ends provide large 
glue surfaces for the legs. In addition, the 
top and bottom join the legs and ends 
without having to be notched around the 
legs. This structural solution creates a lined 
interior for the cupboard areas. 

The partitions that divide the facade are 
not only design variables, but they are also 
structural elements. The multiple stub 
tenons tying the long top and bottom to
gether eliminate sagging almost complete-

Drawings: Bob La Pointe 



ly. All of the drawers run on frames let into 
stopped dadoes. 

In a real project, if saving primary wood 
is important, all of the case parts other than 
the legs can be made of a secondary 
species and faced or edged with your pri
mary wood. Using a less dense secondary 
species also saves weight. 

Using built-up ends-Even though this 
entire mock-up is made of poplar, I lami
nated the ends the same way I might for a 
sideboard built in cherry or mahogany. By 
resawing a piece of 8/4 stock, you're able 
to show a book-matched pattern on the 

ends. The inner part of each end is glued 
up from the leftover pieces of the 8/4 
stock. This is a nice way to keep the legs 
from appearing as though they were stuck 
on as an afterthought. This effect is en
hanced by good grain matches on the legs 
and ends, which make each assembly look 
like one solid piece (see the drawings on 
the facing page). This is particularly effec
tive if you can choose an 8/4 board that is 
flatsawn and wide enough for the edges to 
have growth rings running at about 45° (as 
seen on the end grain). This gives you 
straight grain on the legs, which helps dis
guise the glueline. As a bonus, the adjacent 
faces of the legs also match each other. 

In the mock-up, I resawed the 8/4 stock 
thin, trying to avoid the green heartwood, 
but the thickness of the layers doesn't mat
ter. The object is to calculate the width of 
each end so that little wood is lost between 
the ends and the legs, which would disturb 
the grain match. Also, you must start thick 
with both layers to allow for later milling. 
Once the inner and outer layers have been 
edge-glued, skim them with a handplane 
before gluing them together. 

Alignment is much easier if you leave tlle 
parts long at this stage. The extra length al
lows you to nail the parts together in the 
waste areas when you clamp them up. The 
laminated parts should be given several 
days to move and reach equilibrium. After 
they are done moving, both the leg blanks 
and the ends can be flattened and thick
nessed at the same time. When you trim 
the ends to finished length and width, re
member to keep the book-match line cen
tered and parallel to the edges. 

Dovetailing the case-The top and bot
tom of the case are milled and glued up 
like any large panels, then cut to final size. 

T H E  B A S I C  

C A S E  

A simple dovetai led 
box is modified to 
accom modate the 
legs. Doveta i ls can 
be cut coa rse (with 
wide pins and tai ls) 
because the top w i l l  
later cover them. 
Narrow ta i ls  at the 
front and back of 
the top and stu b  
tenons a t  t h e  case 
bottom a re later fit 
to the legs. 

o . 
T H R O U G H · 

T E N O N S 

R E S I S T 

S A G G I N G 

The partitions are set 
into stopped dadoes 
cut into the top and 
bottom of the case. 
Through-tenons on 
the partitions a re 
housed in mortises 
cut i nto the case. 

2 .  D O V ETA i l E D  B O X 

Narrow 
doveta i l  
accepts 
top of leg. 

Coa rse dovetai ls 
are later covered 
by the top. 

Stu b  tenon holds �eg in place. 

3 .  P A R T I T I O N S  
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4 .  D O V ETA I L E D  L E G S  

y- Primary wood 

� Secondary wood or Doveta i l  fits 

J/ leftover stock I i nto leg. 

L E G S  S L I D E  

I N T O  P L A C E  

By housing each leg 
i n  a narrow dovetai l  
at t h e  top o f  t h e  case 
and a stub tenon at 
the bottom, the leg 
can be s l i pped i nto 
p lace from under
neath after the basic 
case has been 
assembled. Stopped 
dadoes are cut to 
accept the d rawer 
frames. Cutting the 
dadoes with ends 
and legs c lamped u p  
before assembly 
ensures perfect 
a l ignment. The 
exposed top is 
screwed to the top 
of the case from 
underneath. 

The dovetails that hold the case together 
are fairly easy to cut, either by hand or ma
chine, but remember that the layout is dif
ferent at each corner where a leg joins the 
case (see the top photos on p. 45). The top 
rear dovetails are cut narrow to make room 
for the back boards where the leg will be 
rabbeted. The case bottom has stub tenons 
that will be housed into the legs. These 
tenons are shouldered so that any later 
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Narrow 
dovetai l  

� Leg 

Stopped 
dado 
accepts 
d rawer 
frame. 

Upper 
h inge 
mortise 

Drawer 
---r-frame 

Lower 
h i nge 
mortise 

Leg to be 
___ .,-- glued to 

case end. 

�_.;...- Mortise 

sanding won't change the fit of the joints. 
Once the piece is finished, none of the 
joinery will be visible, so the dovetails can 
be coarse (with wide pins and tails). 

Filling out the facade-The partition 
joints are somewhat fussy to cut, but they 
add considerable strength to the case (see 
the bottom photos on p. 45). Shallow 

stopped dadoes are used to locate the par-

titions. Tenons are positioned on the parti
tion ends so that there is extra holding 
power at the edges with enough tenons 
across the middle to help the top and bot
tom resist sagging. The partitions are held 
in line by the dadoes, which makes fitting 
the thickness of the partitions to the da
does careful work. Partitions should be cut 
a bit longer than the ends to leave some 
extra tenon length for final flushing. 

Because the partitions are fully housed in 
the dadoes, there are only small shoulders 
at the front. It is very important that when 
clamped, the tenon shoulders bottom out 
in the dadoes, keeping both the top and 
bottom of the case parallel. Router planes 
can be fussy, but because the depth should 
be consistent, I took the time to run one 
through the dadoes of the mock-up. 

To gauge the front shoulders, work in 
from both ends with a cutting gauge at the 
front until what's left between the lines 
equals the distance between the base of 
the pins cut on the case ends. Then add the 
depth of the dado and mark the space be
tween the tenons. The trick is to get the 
small front shoulder to close at the same 
time that the end grain between the tenons 
bottoms out in the dado. This ensures that 
the top and bottom will remain parallel. 

Once the tenons have been cut, locate 
the mortises in the dadoes. Line up the 
fronts of the partitions with the front of the 
case and mark around the tenons to estab
lish your mortises. There is no need to run 
the tenons through, but it does add 
strength and keeps you from having to 
clean the bottoms of the mortises. When 
the partitions fit squarely into place, you've 
finished framing the basic case. 

Attaching the legs to the case-The legs 
are mortised to accept the stub tenons cut 
into the bottom board (see the photos at 
left). Because these tenons and the top 
dovetails share the same shoulder line, the 
legs should register flush to the case ends. 
Once the top dovetails are let into the legs, 
you can't trim any more wood off the legs 
and ends, so make sure this joint is accu
rate before you cut it. This method puts 
one serious requirement on the legs. They 
can be sawn to shape, turned or carved, 
but the solid glue surfaces must meet the 
case ends. 

To guarantee alignment, it's best to cut 
the dadoes for the drawer dividers using a 
router with the case ends and legs clamped 



Federal 

By adding a n  in la id  a pron and  carefu l ly choosing 
the leg style, a simple design turns i nto a 
Federal showpiece. 

Stickley 

Typical of the Arts-and-Crafts movement, this 
design uses heft and  h a rdware to create a sol id 
sideboard with a medieval i nspiration .  

Greene and Greene 

Ebony spl ines and  detai ls, rou nded corners and  
carefully recessed legs can be used to  bu i ld  i n  a 
softer Arts-and-Crafts style. 

With the construction system Illustrated In this article, proportion and detail can 

be used to lend a sideboard a period feel. Working out a new design gives you a 

chance to try some of these possibil ities and find a good fit for the design and 

style Ideas of the piece you want to build. The size, shape and proportions of a 

piece, along with the choice of materials, finish, hardware and any embellish

ments, work together for an overall effect. 

The mocked-up sideboard was designed only as a model for construction, but 

the size and proportions, along with the tapered legs, give It a country, Shaker 

feeling. This same design could be made of maple or cherry with a simple molding 

for the doors. I made the storage capacity as large as possible without losing 

the horizontal effect of the case. The central bay of drawers Is wider than the 

side bays, partly to allow for some larger drawers but also because the narrow side 

bays keep the doors from looking too square. The resulting side bays have a verti

cal effect that frames and balances the strongly horizontal case. 

Federal-perlod sideboards typically rely on large veneered surfaces for 

decoration. But a simpler, solid-wood construction Inspired by the period could 

be built easily using this construction system (see the top drawing at left). 

Touches of Inlay and the use of simple stringing (Inlaid veneer strips) echo the 

effect of the more complex examples. I would use legs that are either tapered and 

Inlaid or turned below the case bottom. Turned legs could be embellished by reed

Ing the long tapers. The square top section of the legs could have a rectangular 

panel defined by holly stringing. To maintain the flat appearance of Federal 

veneered doors, two options come to mind: 1) a solid-wood frame-and-panel 

door with the panel rabbeted to be flush to the frame or 2) a mitered solid-wood 

frame with a veneered panel for contrast. A small, curved apron below the bottom 

edge of the case would soften the shape of the case. The long, slender legs and 

small case section give the piece a delicate appearance. 

Where the Federal piece exhibits delicacy and two-dImensional patterns, a 

Stlckley-influenced, Arts-and-Crafts sideboard should be heavier looking to empha

size Its medieval Inspiration (see the middle drawing). To support this Idea, I would 

use oak, fumed or stained to look old. Unlike the other examples, the legs could 

be thicker to stand proud of the case. The case ends as well as the front framing 

members would be set back 1;. In. to make the construction distinct. The divisions 

of the front space enhance the overall effect: The doors are square and severe, 

eliminating any sense of vertical 11ft. The large drawer at the bottom has a slabllke 

appearance. The entire piece looks solid and heavy. 

Also under the umbrella of the Arts-and-Crafts movement Is the Greene-and

Greene sideboard at left, which Is based on a "Hall Cabinet" built for the Blacker 

House In 1907. The furniture and architecture of Greene and Greene are a bit more 

refined and softer than Stickley's, with more gentle curves. The piece at left Is 

strongly horlzontal--even the doors are wider than they are tall. You can Incorpo

rate these and other details typical of Greene-and-Greene designs: carved door 

panels or stepped cloud-ilft door ralls, ebony splines and details, and bordering 

surfaces enhanced by setbacks and rounded corners. The overall effect should bal

ance explicit construction with softness In detail. 

The designs Included here should show the endless variety of styles that can be 

built using this construction method. Feel free to Incorporate Ideas from any tradi

tional form or to Invent your own to achieve a design that better suits your tastes. 
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S I D E B O A R D  B A C K  

B A C K  R I D E S 

I N  R A B B E T E D  C L E A T S  

Rabbeted c leats are screwed to the rear 
top and bottom of the case. Three panels of 
'/o-i n .  plywood s l ide easily i nto place. 

up. Once the stopped dadoes have been 
cut, the case construction becomes fairly 
ordinary. Mortise-and-tenon frames that 
separate the drawers are glued in the front 
3 in. or so but not at the back. Leaving 
space at the back ensures that when the 
case shrinks the frames don't push against 
the back of the case. Both the frame-and
panel doors and the dovetailed drawers 
are built using the usual methods, but I put 
small vertical stops behind the doors. 

The rear legs and the bottom are rabbet
ed to accept the back. The back on the 
mock-up is a series of '/4-in. panels held by 
rabbeted cleats that are attached with 
screws. The top is ripped even with the 
bottom of the back rabbets so that the back 
boards run up to the exposed top. (This is 
not critical, but it does make it easier to fit 
the back.) A more elegant solution would 
be to resaw thin shiplap boards and run 
them vertically across the back. The top 

can be cut to allow some overhang, then 
molded and screwed down from below. 

Alternative constructions 
There are a number of places where con
struction can be altered to save wood or to 
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produce a slightly different effect. People 
are often surprised by the use of a full
board top and bottom. While it does use 
extra wood, it also adds strength to the 
case, resists cupping at the ends and pro
vides built-in kickers for the top drawers. 

As a substitute, you could use two wide 
rails, with gussets or without. If your design 
has no cupboard space, you could use sim
ilar rails at the bottom. To allow for wood 
shrinkage, remember to fit any kickers 
with gaps at the shoulders and leave the 
rear tenons unglued. 

The case ends could also be thinner than 
the legs, creating either a reveal where the 
ends join the legs or a recessed nook inside 
the case. Because of the added complexity 
of the case dovetails and drawer frames in 
the latter option, I would use it only if sav
ing weight or wood is an issue. 

It's easy to add decorative aprons be
tween t11e legs (see the bottom drawing at 
right). At the lamination stage of making 
the case encls, glue on the outer layer long 
at the bottom. This creates a large lap for 
the dovetails, which, as before, are cut 
flush on the inner layer of t11e end. The out
er layer hangs down and can be sawn to 
shape. To add an apron across the front, 
the bottom can be cut back and an apron 
piece glued onto the edge of the bottom. If 
the apron is wide at the center, it can be 
braced from behind. If it is wide at the leg, 
it should be tenoned into the leg to prevent 
racking and twisting. 

The most common change to the case is 
to have t11e bottom step up in the middle. 
This introduces movement, breaks up t11e 
strongly horizontal case and allows differ
ent ways of arranging the doors and draw
ers. This type of case construction is more 
complex, but it uses the same joints as be
fore (see the top drawing at right). Just re
member how this system works: If a case 
part joins anotl1er at a corner, dovetail it; if 
a part meets along another's length, use 
multiple tenons. When you add a step up 
in the center of the case, only the fitting se
quence changes. 

First cut and fit the multiple stub-tenon 
joints between the inner verticals and cen
ter bottom panel. All of the stub tenons can 
be cut at the same time, but put off dado
ing the top until the center panel is in 
place. The important thing here is to keep 
the inner verticals parallel. If the center 
panel clamps up shorter than planned, it's 
easier to move the dadoes in the top board 

C O N S T R U C T I O N  B A S I C S  

R E M A I N  U N C H A N G E D  

No matter how you cha nge the deSign, the 
ru les of construction a re s imple-dovetai l  
joi nery is used a t  a l l  corners, and mu lt ip le 
through-tenons a re used where a board joins 
another a long its length. 

M u ltiple through-te nons 

D E C O R AT I V E  A P R O N  

A D D S  T O  D E S I G N  

With the primary wood cut long and glued o nto 
the secondary wood, a n  apron is formed and 
can be accented with scrollwork in lay. Cutti ng 
the secondary wood shorter a l lows you to 
employ the simple construction methods used 
on the basic case of the mock-Up. 

Secondary ( in ner) wood 

Primary (outer) wood 
is left long to form 
decorative apron .  



(and make the center section smaller) than 
it is to live with verticals that aren't perpen
dicular to the case. 

Now fit the dovetails of the ends to the 
top. While cutting the outer bottom panels, 
you can make any necessary adjustments. 
The most important thing is to keep the 
verticals parallel. Many things can creep in 
to change the exact locations of the verti
cals, but the top now tells you the actual 
distance between the inside faces of the 
verticals, a measurement that is more im
portant than the overall length of the bot
tom pieces. So if the bottom location 
changed or you cut the bottom a bit short, 
adjust the gauge line for the dovetails until 
the distance between them is the amount 
required. The slight change of length in the 
tails is absorbed in the lap of the pin piece. 
As before, the space below the raised cen
ter section can be filled with decorative 
apron pieces. 

Proportions and style 
In designing a sideboard, it's important to 
consider the visual effect that the propor
tions and construction methods will have, 

then choose ones that help express the in
tent of the design. Before considering any 
decorative effects, sketch a few cases of 
different sizes and proportions (see the 
story above). Then use tracing paper to t1y 
out a variety of partition locations and to 
vary the door and drawer sizes. This exer
cise gives you a sense of how changes in 
proportion alter the effect. You may find 
yourself discarding all of these sketches, 
preferring to develop a second set using 
your eye to judge correctness. 

The methods used on the mocked-up 
sideboard should provide the basics of 
construction. Most of the alternatives dis
cussed don't really change the construc
tion methods much. They are additions to 
the basic case dlat either save wood or pro
vide surfaces for design options. More 
complex cases are possible, but d1ey are all 
offshoots of this basic method. You can 
choose details to design a sideboard with a 
refined period look, or opt for something 
more contemporary. 0 

Will Neptune teaches woodworking at North 

Bennet Street School in Boston. 
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The 
Rudiments 

of Rustic 
Furniture 

B Y  P A U L  R U H L M A N N  

I magine you are invited to teach woodworking to a group 
of enthusiastic ninth-graders-but there are some restric
tions. You can't use power tools because there simply is 

no electricity. In fact, there is no shop. Workbenches are also 
lacking, although there are some sturdy picnic tables. The 
lighting is good if you work during the 
day, and it's dlY if you stay under a lean
to during the occasional shower. Materi
als, however, are plentiful. Where are 
you? In the middle of the woods on 
Bivouac, a two-week program that stans 
the year for freshmen at the school 
where I teach. 

I accepted this teaching challenge 
eight years ago with a mixture of excite
ment and trepidation. Could I really pull 
it off? Over the years I had grown accus
tomed to teaching woodworking in the 
high school's cozy, well-lit, wood
framed shop. How could I leave all of 
those tools and jigs and teach in the 
wilderness? The answer I arrived at has 
affected my woodworking and my 
teaching ever since: The students and I would make rustic fur
niture in the woods! 

That first year, we drilled mortises with a brace and bit and 
whittled tenons with a carving knife. The students showed a 
great deal of enthusiasm and pride in their work, transforming 
sticks pulled from the brush pile into handsome pieces of furni
ture. Since then I've taught rustic furniture making on Bivouac 
every year, enjoying it a great deal. And back in the cozy shop 
at school, although we don't go the unplugged route, much of 



You can afford to be selective. Digging through a 

pile of saplings to find just the right curve to make 

a chair's back post, for example, is part of the free

dom and fun of rustic woodworking. 

what I produce and some of 
what the students make is root
ed in the rustic style. 

The appeal of bUilding this 
way is enormous: it is fast, intu
itive, inexpensive and requires 
few tools. The results are imme
diate, and creativity seems to 
come easily. It is also quite ver
satile: In this article I describe 
how to build a rustic chair, but 
with the same techniques you 
can make a whole range of pro-

Yes, it's fun, but I also get a 

nickel a stick. A butter knife 

nudged under the bark makes 

quick work of peeling a sapling. 

The author's son, Nicholas, is an 

old pro at the job. 

jects, including tables, benches, 
mirrors, coat racks, garden 
gates, fences and trellises-all 
manner of things. 

Gathering materials 
Great material for rustic furni
ture is all around. Freshly cut 
saplings are ideal. You can cut 
your own, but I find most of 
mine by calling local parks, 
town road crews and tree ser
vices. Once these people know 
what you are using the wood 
for, they are often happy to give 
you as many saplings as you 

could possibly use. Allowing 
the saplings to air-dry for three 
months or more will make them 
easier to work. When you store 
the saplings for drying, be sure 
to allow for adequate air circu
lation so that the wood does not 
discolor or mold. I try to use al
most all of the wood I gather. I 
use wood up to 2 in. dia. and 
save sticks as small as % in. dia. 
These smaller pieces can be 
whittled for drawer pulls and 
salad servers. Maple is my fa
vorite wood for rustic work, but 
any hardwood will  do. Some 
great woods to use include ash, 
beech, birch and gum. 

I harvest wood in the spring 
and early summer because I like 
to use peeled sticks for my fur
niture, and here in New Eng
land the bark peels best from 
May to early July. If, like many 
rustic makers, you prefer to 
leave the bark on, you can har
vest from midsummer through 
early spring. I usually peel the 

saplings with a butter knife. Just 
nudge the knife under the bark 
at one end and pull. Sometimes 
the bark of an entire sapling will 
peel off in one or two pieces. 
Saplings peel especially easily 
when they are harvested after a 
heavy rain and peeled within 
a few days. After peeling a sap
ling, wipe any surface moisture 
from it with a dry cotton towel. 
Coat the ends of thicker pieces 
with end-grain sealer to keep 
them from checking. 

Marking out and mortising 
By its nature, rustic furniture re
quires flexibility in design. Be
cause the materials are not 
uniform, it is not necessary to 
do finely detailed drawings
there will always be discrepan
cies between your concept of a 
piece and the final product. To 

Marking for mortises. Work

ing from rudimentary drawings, 

the author lays out centerlines 

for stretcher mortises. Because 

the materials in rustic work are 

unpredictable, the design of a 

piece changes along the way. So 

there is little value in precisely 

detailed drawings. 
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Don't try this on a tablesaw. A 

handsaw is the best and safest 

tool for crosscutting the irregularly 

shaped saplings. A Japanese dozu

ki saw, with its thin blade and fine 

teeth, is excellent for the job. 

build a chair, all I need is a 
sketch that gives a rough idea of 
how I want it to look and shows 
the chair's major dimensions. 

I begin a chair by selecting 
and cutting the upright pieces. I 
choose saplings for the rear 
posts first, looking for a smooth 
curve in the wood that will be 
comfortable on a sitter's back. 
One of the pleasures of rustic 
work is finding sticks with just 
the right natural curve-for the 
legs of a chair or the arched top 
of a mirror, perhaps. But if you 
can't find the curve you want, 
don't worry. When the wood is 
green, you can bend it gently 
and clamp it, and it will harden 
in place as it dries. You can also 
steam-bend saplings to obtain 
more radical bends or com
pound curves. (For information 
on steam-bending, see FWW 
#64, pp. 62-67.) 

When you have selected sap
lings for the posts, cut them to 
length. I use a Japanese dozuki 
saw for its accuracy and its fast, 

52 F I  I E  W O O D W O R K I N G  

Flat clamp tames a wild work

piece. To make a curved chair leg 

fit for safe, accurate mortising on 

the drill press, attach a hand

screw clamp to one end. The 

clamp holds the leg in register and 

provides a flat surface to mate 

with the table. To get mortises of 

the same depth, use the index 

on the collar of the drill-press arm. 

clean cut, but any sharp hand
saw will do. Cut the posts an 
inch overlong on the bottom 
and wrap the extra inch with 
tape. When the chair is com
plete, this extra inch gives you 
latitude for leveling the legs and 
adjusting the pitch of the chair 
for comfort. The tape keeps you 
from inadvertently including 
the extra inch when you're 
measuring out the mortises. 

Once the posts have been cut, 
I mark both ends with arrows 
pointing toward the front of the 
chair to keep myself oriented 
during the building process. 
Then I mark off centerlines for 
the back-stretcher mortises and 

get set to cut them. In rustic 
work, with its irregularly 
shaped parts, the main chal
lenge in mortising is to drill all 
of the mortises in the same 
plane. To solve this problem, I 
use a large hand-screw clamp 

to hold the workpiece. When I 
am in the shop, I cut tl1e mortis
es on the drill press. Use the ar-

Dowel sighting. When cutting mortises with a hand drill, you can en

sure that the holes are in the same plane by filling them with dry-fit dow

els as you go and then Sighting along the drill bit and the dowels. 

rows on the ends of the post to 
help align it properly as you se
cure it in the clamp. The hand
screw clamp provides a flat 
reference surface that can be 
shifted along the drill-press 
table as you cut the mortises. 

Mortises can also be cut with a 
handheld drill. Use tl1e hand
screw-clamp method to refer
ence the workpiece on a flat 

What's In the middle doesn't 

matter. Only the tenons on both 

ends of an irregular workpiece 

must be aligned for the joints to 

fit. That alignment starts with a 

level held to the stretcher. 

table or workbench. After 
drilling the first mortise, put a 
dowel in the mortise and use 
the dowel as a sighting guide to 
ensure that subsequent mortis
es are drilled in the same plane. 

Cutting tenons 
Tenons come next. I cut them 
with a %-in. Veritas power 
tenon cutter, available from Lee 
Valley (800-871-8158), mounted 
in an electric drill. The cutter's 
curved blade is set in a bugle
shaped mouth that centers even 
crooked work pieces and will 
cut a tenon on sticks as large as 
13/4 in. dia. (I take particular sat
isfaction in the prowess of this 
tool because I invented it!) The 
tenon cutter has an integral spir
it level to help keep the tool 
horizontal. To adjust the drill left 
or right, I simply place a 
straightedge against the square 
shoulder of the tenon cutter's 
front opening and then pivot 
the cutter so that the straight
edge is parallel to the stick. 

Phmos, except where noted:Jonathan Binzen 



Like peeling an 

apple. It's not un

common to pro

duce a beautiful 

spiral shaving. The 

tenon cutter 

makes a tenon 

with a curved 

shoulder, which is 

appropriate for 

rustic work, where 

a square shoulder 

would be more dif

ficult to fit. 

On a rustic chair, the only 
stretchers that need to be even 
vaguely straight are the ones for 
the seat. But when tenoning, 
you need to be sure that the 
stretcher is horizontal. Fit the 
stretcher in a vise, hold a long 
spirit level so that it rests on 
both ends of the stretcher and 
adjust the stretcher until you get 
a level reading (see the bottom 
photo on the facing page). If 
both tenons are cut on the same 
horizontal plane, it doesn't mat
ter how curvy the wood be
tween them is. 

Now comes the fun part. 
While holding the tenon cutter 
steady and leaning into the drill, 
switch it on at a moderate 
speed. Crisp, clean shavings 
should come out (see the photo 
above). A tenon takes about 10 
seconds to cut. Sometimes you 

get wonderfully long, apple
peel-like shavings that seem to 
go on forever. If the cutter 
squeaks while cutting a tenon, 
you can rub a small amount of 
Slipit or paste wax on the cut
ting chamber. Be careful not to 
touch the blade, because it is 
very sharp. If YOLl are cutting 
tenons on green saplings, you 
can account for shrinkage by 
adjusting the tenon cutter to 
make the tenons a few thou
sandths of an inch oversized. 

Assembling the front 
and rear panels of the chair 
When you have the first batch 
of mortises and tenons cut, dry
assemble the rear posts and 
stretchers as a panel that looks 
like a ladder. Do the same with 
the front legs and front stretch
ers. Because the chair is wider 

Evo l ut i on  
o f  a too l  
When I first taught rustic furni

ture making, the students and I 

whittled tenons with a knife. 

Besides being hard to fit, the 

tenons took a long time to cut. I 

felt there had to be an easier 

way. Wasn't there a tool to do 

this? Because troops of high 

school kids would be using it, 

the tool would not only have to be simple and work well, but it 

also would have to be nearly indestructible. 

Failing to find anything that fit the bill, I decided to make 

one myself. I used a block of wood for the body of the cutter 

and attached a metal shank to it. Ron Hock helped me 

by making a curved blade. 

The students thought that 

first tool worked fairly 

well-it was certainly a great 

improvement over whittling

and several asked if I could 

make them one. I tinkered 

with the design a bit, and in 

1996 I took it to Leonard Lee 

at Lee Valley Tools. He and his designers made a few changes 

and put the tool into production. The next year, they came out 

with the current aluminum-body tool. Simple, efficient and 

nearly indestructible (in the photo above, from left to right: my 

prototype, the first production model and the current model). 

For angled mortises, tilt the frame, 

not the drill. To establish the angle for 

the side-stretcher mortises, tilt the 

chair's front frame forward (left). To 

help measure the tilt, use a framing 

square held upright in a kerfed block of 

wood. The author uses shopmade 

clamping blocks lined with leather to 

hold the work without marring it. 

Now drill on the horizontal. With the 

proper angle found, tighten the clamps 

and drill the mortises (right). A spirit lev

el in the drill helps the author drill the 

mortises accurately. 



at the front, the mortises for the 
side stretchers must be drilled at 
an angle. With the panels dry
assembled, finding the angle 
and doing the drilling is rela

tively simple. 
I clamp a panel near the front 

of the workbench with quick
release clamps and leather
lined clamping blocks I made 
(see the bottom left photo on 
p. 53). Then I tilt the panel ei
ther forward or backward to 
get the correct drilling angle. In 
the chair I made for this article, 
the front is 3 in. wider than the 
back. So if I tilt the panel 1 1/2 in. 
off vertical, I get the correct an
gle. To make measuring easier, I 
kerf a block to hold a framing 
square upright. I turn the square 
perpendicular to the frame to 
provide a vertical reference 
point from which to gauge the 
tilt. Then I tighten the clamps 
and drill the mortises with the 
drill held horizontally. When 
drilling the mortises in the front 
legs, the panel should be tilted 
forward; for the back legs, it 
should be tilted backward. I've 
been known to screw up a mor
tise now and then, but it's not a 

Putting the squeeze on. Final as

sembly begins with the front and 

rear panels. The author uses a 

slow-setting epoxy and pulls the 

joints home with his bench's tail 

vise and some extra long bench

dogs (above). Elbow grease and a 

rubber mallet are used to drive the 

tenons of the side rungs and arm

rests home. Then band clamps 

hold them in place and a bag of 

sand across the seat rungs keeps 

the chair from twisting (right). 

big deal because there is plenty 
of wood in the pile. 

Adding armrests 
Armrests can be made from 
saplings, but I like flat armrests, 
so I split them from thicker 
pieces of wood. Here I used 
walnut as a contrast to the light
colored maple saplings. I'll take 
a straight-grained walnut limb 
about 6 in. dia. and split it into 
quarters. Then I saw or split out 

an armrest about 2 1/2 in. wide 
and 3f4 in. thick. To make a 
tenon on the back end of the 
armrest, first saw a tongue ap
proximately 3f4 in. by 3f4 in. by 
1 in. Then use the tenon cutter 
to make the tongue into a round 
tenon. Milled lumber could also 
be used for the armrests. 

Sanding and assembly 
After all of the pieces have been 
cut to length and the mortises 

and tenons cut, shape any areas 
that are rough or that you feel 
need work. For peeled-stick fur
niture, sand any areas that are 
especially rough. This can be 
done by hand or with a flap 
sander such as Sand-O-Flex. If 
you are leaving the bark on, re
move surface dirt by scrubbing 
the pieces with a Scotch-Brite 
pad and a solution of Citrasolv 
and water. 

Glue-up begins with the front 



and rear panels (see the photos 
on the facing page). Brush a 
slow-setting epoxy in the mor
tises and use padded clamps 
to pull each panel together. 
Padded bar clamps work fine, 
but I often use my tail vise and 

some extralong wooden bench
dogs covered with bicycle inner 
tube to avoid denting the chair 
parts. Once the front and rear 
panels have been pulled to
gether, I glue in the side stretch-

Mother Nature's tenon pins. 

Thorns harvested from the 

hawthorn tree are excellent 

for pinning tenons. No ma-

chining is needed; just drill 

and drive. 

ers and pull them home with 
padded bar clamps. Then I re

move the bar clamps and put 
band clamps around the chair 
to keep the joints from shifting 
as the glue dries. Just after the 
band clamps go on, I stand the 
chair on a flat surface and twist 
out any minor racking before 
the glue sets. 

After the glue has dried, pin 
the joints. For pins I use the 
thorns from hawthorn trees (see 
the photo above). They are very 
hard and dense, and when dri
ven in and flushed off, the 
thorns reveal a decorative bull's 
eye on the end. The thorns I 
gather are about l/S in. dia. and 
3 in. long. I drill holes for them 
about 1/64 in. undersized. I put a 
drop of glue in the hole and 
drive the thorn in with a ham-

mer. Once it's in, I flush it off 

with a fine-toothed saw. 

Finishing the wood 
and weaving the seat 
I put finish on a piece before 
weaving the seat. I like to use 
Arm-R-Seal, a wipe-on urethane 
made by General Finishes. Just 
follow the directions on the can. 

Weave the seat using I-in. cot
ton Shaker tape. You can get the 
tape from Shaker Workshops 
(800-840-9121) in a range of sol
id colors and a few striped pat
terns. Instructions for chair 
weaving are free with a tape or
der, and I found them easy to 
follow. To keep the seat from 
sagging over time, place a pad 
of l -in.-thick, high-density foam 
between the top and bottom 
layers of weaving. 

Leveling off 
and taking a seat 
To level the finished chair, stand 
it on a flat surface and put spac
ers under the chair's legs until 
you have the seat level across 
the front and back. Also, the 
seat should slope from front to 
back at an angle that will be 
comfortable. Scribe each leg at 
the height of the highest stack 
of spacers and cut the legs at the 
scribe lines. Then test the chair 
for comfort. Does the seat feel 
too high? Put a scrap of %-in. 

One last thing. With the chair on 

a flat table, place shims beneath 

the chair's legs until it is stable 

and level; then mark the legs at 

one height and trim them. 

Photo, facing page (right): Courtesy of Buckingham, Browne & Nichols School 

plywood under your feet as you 
sit, and you'll know what it 
would feel like if you took an
other % in. off each leg. Does 
the chair lean forward? Place a 
scrap of plywood under the 
front legs to see how much to 
change the pitch. When you 
have made these final adjust

ments, you can sit down and 
enjoy the chair. 

My early attempts at making 
rustic furniture brought back 
memories of the joy and won
der I felt as a child building with 
simple materials: Sticks and 

nails and glue and string were 
transformed into pieces of art 
and function. It seemed like 

magic at the time. It's easy to be 
distracted from the simple de
light of those earlier times when 
surrounded by tablesaws and 
routers and the like. The rustic 
furniture I make now may be 
more refined than the early 
pieces I made in the woods, but 
the work still brings joy and 
wonder and a feeling of deep 
connection to nature. As I walk 
through the woods behind my 
home in Concord, Mass. ,  I am 
reminded of Thoreau's admoni
tion: Simplify. 0 

Paul Ruhlmann is a woodworking 

teacher at Buckingham, Browne & 
Nichols School in Cambridge, Mass. 
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A Jig for Cutting 
Curved and Tapered Reeds 
A ro ute r, a lathe 

a n d  a s i m p l e  patte rn 

a l l ow fo r va r ia b l e  d e pth 

B Y  J O H N  V A N B U R E N  

Reeding a turned, tapered, 

Sheraton-style leg starts with 

a wheel. After the author turns 

his leg blanks, he leaves them on 

the lathe. A plywood wheel at

tached to the lathe's outboard 

faceplate keeps track of the 

stops every 300 for each of the 

12 reeds. 

I 've never been satisfied with any of the methods I've seen for 
cutting reeds on a turned and tapered leg. The problem is that 
the variable depth of the reed cannot be adjusted with preci

sion. Obviously, for the reed to stay properly proportioned in the 
lower, narrower sections of the turning, the router bit must make 
a shallower cut so that the size of the reed diminishes with the size 
of the leg. This can be done with a ladle and two simple shopmade 
jigs: a horizontal router sled and a pattern made of '/4-in. plywood. 

A sled for the router 
The sled holds dle router bit in a horizontal position and has two 
bearing surfaces cut out of one piece of wood screwed to the ver

tical face of the sled. The top bearing surface-just below and even 
with dle outer edge of the bit-rides against tile surface of the turn
ing and limits dle maximum depth of the reeding cut. The bottom 
bearing surface rides against tile edge of the pattern and controls 
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router bit must 
be exactly the 
sa me ==c::s> -1----+----+---,j 
height as 
the center of 
the tu rned leg. 

Jig base on lathe bed 

the depth of cut when maximum depth is 
not desired-for example, at the narrow end of the leg. I 
use a 3/'6-in. radius (# 10.24.01) point-cutting roundover 
bit from Highland Hardware (800-241-6748). 

The pattern guides the sled 
After turning the leg blanks but before cutting the pattern, 
clamp or bolt a jig base to the lathe bed. The base is a 
piece of 3/4-in. plywood with a smooth surface for the 
router sled to ride on and broad enough to hold the pat
tern and the sled. Mine is 16 in. by 42 in. The height of the jig 
base is adjusted with shims so that the tip of the router bit in the 
sled is exactly the same height as the lathe centers. 

The pattern is simply a piece of '/4-in. plywood cut in the same 
profile as the turned leg. To prepare it, set tile leg between centers 
on a lathe, and drop a perpendicular repeatedly from the turning 

Pharos, facing page (boltom righl): Author; all mhers: Jonathan Binzen 



Move router 

right to left. 

First, drop a line, but 

make sure it is true. Using 

a square, drop a perpendicu

lar repeatedly from the turn

ing to the pattern blank. 

Connect the points and 

bandsaw carefully so that 

the pattern profile is the 

same as the turned leg. 

Router i n  fl 
s h o p made s l ed � 

(using a try square) and mark it on the plywood. This line mimics 
the outline of tlle piece to be reeded. Bandsaw tlle pattern care
fully-right at tlle line-tllen file it smooth. Next, you have to make 
a decision about where you want less or more cutter depth. Filing 
away the pattern edge allows deeper cutter penetration. In the 
case of a uniform taper, you only need to slide the pattern toward 
the sled at the narrow end of the leg to move the cutter away 
from the piece for the shallower cut. Clamp the pattern in place on 
the jig base. Lateral stops for the router sled are clamped to the jig 
base to limit the length of the reed. 

Make a plywood "protractor" for indexing each reed location 
and fix it to the outboard faceplate. To reed a Sheraton-style leg 

Drawing: Vince Babak 

Next, check and clamp 

the pattern. After the 

bandsawn pattern has been 

filed smooth, clamp it ex

actly under the leg. To 

make shallower reeds at 

the bottom of the leg, 

move the end of the 

pattern slightly toward you. 

Two guides; one piece of wood. The sled is 

made of offcuts. A single piece of wood with 

two bearing surfaces is attached to the front 

of the sled. The bottom bearing surface rides 

along the pattern; the top bearing surface 

rides against the surface of the turning and 

limits the maximum depth of cut. 

Cut it "backwards." Un

like normal routing, these 

reeds are cut moving 

the sled right to left so 

that the bit rotation does 

not lift the bit and the 

sled off the table. 

with 12 reeds, rotate tlle turning and fix it at 30° intervals for the 
reeding cuts. 

One last tip, usual routing routine would suggest tllat you move 
tlle router from left to right. In this case, such movement 
might cause the bit to ride up and ruin tlle adjacent reed. 
Instead, move the bit from right to left, because the 

rotation of the horizontal bit tends to hold the cutter 
down. This method can also be used to cut flutes or 
facets rather than reeds. All tllat's left in any case is some 
hand-sanding. 0 

John Van Buren is a retired neurosurgeon in Herndon, Va. 
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Petnbroke 
Table 

Drop- l eaf ru le jo i nts and wood-h i nged leaf su pports 
a re fussy but fu n 

B Y  J E F F E R S O N  K O L L E  

D ivorce is a nasty thing. Aside from the obvious casualty of the 
demise of my family, I regret the fact that Eddie will no longer be 
my father-in-law. Over the course of nearly 20 years, he has be

come one of my best friends. He always admired a Pembroke table I'd 
made years ago, and in fact, he commented on it almost evelY time he came 
to our house. In appreciation for all that I've learned from him-he'd been 
more than a surrogate father since my dad died-I wanted to make another 
one of the tables for him. 

Pembroke tables have been around for centuries. Small and graceful, they 
have been made in forms simple to elaborate. The one I made is on the sim
ple side-the only adornments being the tapered legs and the curved top. 

What makes the table fun to build are the moving parts: the hinged drop 
leaves with their attendant rule joints and the short, wood-hinged arms that 
support the leaves. In the drawings, I've included the dimensions for my 
table, which is 343/4 in. long at the center of the top. You can adjust the di
mensions of the table to suit your needs. Most often, Pembroke tables are 



small side tables, but they were built in all sizes. I once measured 
an antique Pembroke table with a 48-in.-Iong top. 

dia. steel rod. Cut two lengths of 4 1/z-in.-wide stock 6 in. longer 
than the finished length of the aprons. You'll need the extra length 
to account for the tenons and the wood you waste when making 
the hinge. Two-piece jig is used to taper legs on the tablesaw 

I can't claim ever to have had an original thought, and I certainly 
can't claim to have invented anything as far as woodworking is 
concerned. The tapering jig I used for the table's legs is no excep
tion. I borrowed the idea from Charles Grivas of West Cornwall, 
Conn. I 'm not sure he invented it, either, but it sure works well. 
(For a look at Grivas' work, see FWW #131, pp. 40-44.) 

Mark five knuckles of the same size across the apron's width. 
Crosscut the apron stock through the five knuckle lines and then 
make a mark % in. from each end of the cut. In 3/4-in. stock, a %-in.
long knuckle works well. Anything longer and the hinge will bind 
when it's glued to the secondary-wood subapron. The swinging 
leaf support has two knuckles, and the stationary apron piece has 

The tapered legs are cut from 19/16-in. square billets, 
29% in. long (see the photos at right). The taper starts 
6 in. down from the top of each leg. The legs taper on 
all sides to 7/s in. at the floor. It's a good idea to cut the 
mortises in the legs before you start tapering. 

Set your tablesaw fence for about 5 in. and rip two 
35-in.-Iong medium-density fiberboard (MDF) or ply
wood scraps. After ripping, don't touch that tablesaw. 
You're going to taper the billets by setting them proud 
of the edge of the ripped strips and sending them 
through the tablesaw at the same fence setting, once 
for each tapered leg side, for a total of four cuts. 

Lay out a 7/s-in. square centered on the bottom end 
of one of the billets and square a·round the billet 6 in. 
down from the top. Set the billet atop one of the MDF 
strips with the 6-in. square line and the outside edge 
of the 7/s-in. square flush with the edge of the MDF. 

Trace the billet onto the MDF and then, using a 
bandsaw or j igsaw, remove the outline of the billet. 
After you've made the cut in the MDF, pressure-fit the 
billet into the cutout and then send the MDF through 
the tablesaw. 

Hold the one-taper billet to the edge of the second 
MDF strip, just as you did before. One edge of the 
7/s-in. leg-bottom square will have been removed by 
the first cut. Line up the 6-in. square line again and the 
edge of the 7/s-in. square opposite the side that was re
moved with the first cut. Trace the one-taper leg onto 
the second strip of MDF and remove the leg outline as 
you did before. To distinguish the two MDF sU"ips, and 
thus to avoid cutting the wrong tapers on the wrong 
sides-I've been know to make mistakes in my life-I 
made a red mark on the first-taper strip and a green 
mark on the other. Then I marked the end of the bil
lets: red for the first cuts and green for the second cuts. 

When you have made the cutouts on both MDF 
strips, you're ready to taper. Fit a billet into the first
taper strip and taper the first side. Then turn the billet 
and taper a side perpendicular to the first. Fit the bil
let into the second MDF strip and taper the two re
maining perpendicular sides. 

Swinging leaf support pivots on a wood hinge 
The table's short leaves are supported by flipperlike 
arms that swing out of the side aprons on wood 
hinges and fold flush into the aprons when the leaves 
are down. The five-knuckle wood hinge is pinned at 
the centerline of the side apron with a length of I/s-in.-

Photos: Michael Pekovich; drawings: Bob La Pointe 

TA P E R E D  L E G S  

Leg tapering jig is made from two strips 

of MDF ripped to the same width. The 

edge of a 7/s-in. square marked on the bot
tom of a leg billet hangs over the edge of the 

MDF strip. The billet, held to the outside 

edge of the smaller square, is traced on the 

MDF and cut away to make a pattern for 

the first two cuts on the four-taper legs. Leg 

billets are pressure-fit into the cutouts in the 

MDF and ripped on the tablesaw. 

Color coding can counter confusion. The 

author marked two perpendicular sides of 

each billet end with a red pen for the first 

cuts and a green pen for the second cuts. 

The jigs are coded the same way. (The first 

cuts in the billet in the photo have already 

been sawn away.) 

Rip the first two tapers 

on one jig. The part of the 

billet that sits proud of 

the MDF strip is ripped 

away when the MDF strip 

is sent through the saw at 

the same setting at which 

the strips were ripped. 
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The drop-leaf supports swing 

on a wood hinge. Hinge knuck

les-two on the support and 

three on the stationary piece

are % in. long. The width of each 

knuckle is determined by the 

width of the apron stock divided 

into five parts. A cyma curve on 

the end of each support adds a 

decorative touch. 

Knuckle relief. The back of the wood hinge 

knuckles are cut away at an angle so that 

the hinge can swing freely. If the knuckles 

were left square, their front sides would 

pinch one another as they swung. 

Fit to be drilled. Once the 

wood hinges have been 

pared to fit, clamp the 

pieces together against a 

backer board and drill a 

%-in.-dia. hole through the 

hinge. A %-in.-dia. steel rod 

is used as a hinge pin. 

Fingerhold is cut with a gouge. 

The swinging leaf support, cut on 

the end with a gentle cyma curve, 

nests against the apron end, which 
gets cut with a slightly more exag

gerated curve. The back of the sup

port is relieved with a gouge to pro

vide a fingerhold for opening the 

support. 

three knuckles. Butt the two marked pieces end to end and mark 
waste lines on each piece (see the left photo above). 

Cutting the wood hinges is exacting. To look good, the knuckles 
must fit tightly but should not be so tight that the hinge won't 
swing. Prepare to do a lot of test fitting. The back side of the hinges 
must be relieved at about a 45° angle so that the knuckles on one 
piece can swing past the knuckles on the other (see the photo, 
second from left, above). 

Once the knuckles fit together, clamp the two pieces to a backer 
board and drill a l/s-in.-dia. hole through the center of all of the 
knuckles (see the photo, second from 
right, above). Push a long piece of l/s-in.
dia. steel rod through the hinge and test 
the action. Unless you're a real ace, you'll 
have to pare away at the knuckles to get 
the hinge to swing smoothly. Using a 
piece of long rod for the test fitting makes 
it easy to pull out the pin when you have 
to adjust the knuckles. 

Each swinging leaf support has a gentle 
cyma curve cut into the end, and it folds 
flat against another, slightly more exag
gerated curve cut into the apron end. se 

a gouge to relieve part of the back of the 
leaf support to provide a fingerhold (see 
the right photo above). 

When you are convinced that the leaf 
support works smoothly and you're 
pleased with the fairness of the curves cut 
on the supports and apron ends, glue the 
stationary part of the hinge and the apron 
end to a 41/2-in.-wide subapron made of a 
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secondary wood (poplar in this table). Because the primary apron 
is broken by the swinging leaf support, the subapron gives 
strength to the assembly. Gluing the apron pieces together makes 
it easy to cut the tenons (see the photo below). 

Rule joints add decorative touch 
The hinged leaves on some unadorned drop-leaf tables simply 
butt to the tops when folded up. Rule joints-a combination of two 
moldings, cove and roundover-add a decorative and a structural 
element to a drop-leaf table. When a table leaf is folded down and 

� I 

hangs vertically from the tabletop, you 
see a decorative, molded roundover 
along the edge of the top. And when the 
leaf is folded up, the cove in the leaf rests 
on and is supported by the roundover, 
giving strength to the joint when the 
table is loaded. 

For the first Pembroke table I made, I 
borrowed rule-joint planes from Mike 
Dunbar, and in fact, the inspiration for 
this table came from his Taunton Press 

book, Federal Fumiture (1986). Cutting 



6 i n .  

Legs, c u t  from 
1%6- in .  square 
b i l lets, are 
stra ight for 6 i n . ,  then taper 
on all sides to 
% i n .  at the 
bottom.  

r-- 27 i n .  ----1 
L,-/ T 

Al l  tenons, % i n .  
wide b y  2% i n .  h igh 
by 1 i n .  long 

r-16% in .-1 

29% i n .  

1 

Top is attached to 
base with screws 
through L-sha ped 
wood buttons. 

Poplar subapron ,  
13116 i n .  thick 

H i nge p i n ,  
%-i n .-d ia .  rod, 
peened on 
one end 

Stationary 
a pron piece 

MAH OGANY P E M B ROK E  TAB L E  

Leaves, 
11 i n .  
wide, 
max imum 

Shal low mortises 
accom modate 
h inge kn uckles.  

� 

Apron end 

Traditionally, Pembroke tables have a wide top and shal low leaves. With 

the leaves open ,  th is table's top appears a l most circu lar with spurs 

making four  corners. When the leaves are folded down, the spurs l i ne  

up with the outside edges of  the tapered legs. The leaves are  he ld  open 

with swinging leaf supports. 
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the joint with molding planes wasn't easy; using a router table with 
a 1/2-in. cove bit and a 1/2-in. roundover bit was a piece of cake. 

I don't think it matters whether you first cut the cove in the leaves 
or the roundover in the top. What's impot1ant is that you have a 
perfectly jointed edge between leaves and top before you cut the 
moldings. It's also important that the fillets-the flat, vertical sec
tion of each molding-above the roundover and the cove be the 
same dimension. If they aren't, the top and the leaves won't sit 
flush in the opened position. I used 3f16-in. fillets on my table. 

Trust me on this: It's a good idea to run extra lengths of scrap 

with the cove and roundovers run into the edges. Table-leaf hinges 
are a different breed of (swinging) cat, and it's a good idea to 
mount a pair to some scraps before you attack the real top. And 
later, the scraps can come in handy for nming up the rule joints. 

Hinge installation is exacting 
A table-leaf hinge is unusual for several reasons: one leaf is longer 
than the other; the leaves are countersunk opposite the barrel; and 
in operation, the hinge folds away from the barrel rather than 
around it as it does on a regular butt hinge. The longer side of the 
hinge gets screwed to the table leaf. 

R U L E J O I N T A N D TA B L E - L E A F  H I N G E  

Pivot point of table-leaf h inge �: 
%s-i n .  f i l let 

T 

Ta ble-leaf h inge 

� 
, 1 

f-- % i n .� 

Rule-jointed table leaves pivot not from the tabletop's widest 
point but rather from a point in line with the fillet on the 
roundover (see the drawing below). The exacting part of setting a 
tabletop hinge comes in setting the hinge barrel (and thus the 
pivot point) in line with the fillet. If you set the pivot point a little 
too far forward or too far back, the rule joint will bind as it swings 
or the leaf will hang too low, revealing the hinge mortise. Neither 
case is the end of the world, and both can be remedied with a 
little fiddling. 

Mounting a table hinge requires that the hinge barrel get mor
tised deep into the tabletop and the hinge body get mortised flush 
with both the tabletop and the leaves. Transcribe the fillet line-
1/2 in. back from the edge of the roundover-to the underside of 
the top. Use a l/4-in. chisel to knock out a rough mortise for the bar
rel, centering the hinge pin on the line you've transcribed. eat
ness doesn't count here because the hinge body will cover the 
barrel mortise. Once the barrel has been mortised and the hinge 
body rests flush with the underside of the top and leaf, you can 
mark around the hinge and then cut the mot1ise for the hinge body 
into the top and the leaves. Drill holes for one screw in each of the 
hinge leaves and attach the leaves to the top. 

Set the top and leaves on the edge of your 
bench so that one of the leaves hangs over the 
side and test the action of the hinges and the 
rule joint. It's likely that you'll have to fuss with 
the joints to get them just right. If the leaf hangs 
too low on either side or both, such that you see 
the hinge mortise on the underside of the table
top, you'll have to deepen the hinge-barrel mor
tise on the tabletop. Don't deepen the end of 
the mortise on the edge of the roundover, just 
the barrel mortise and that area of the hinge leaf 
toward the center of the tabletop; you're trying 
to sink the hinge deeper into the tabletop and 
thus raise the height of the attached leaf. 

If the leaf binds as it swings open-you'll hear 
an annoying squeaking, scraping noise-the 
easiest thing to do is get out the sandpaper. I 
used spray adhesive to attach a strip of sandpa
per to one of the test scraps I made when cut
ting the rule joint. Use the scrap with the cove 
cut into it to sand the roundover and vice versa. 

When both leaves swing well, drill and drive in 
the rest of the screws. 

Trammels lay out the top 

Hinge pivots at the 

roundover fillet line. Tran

scribe a line on the under

side of the tabletop equal to 

the setback of the vertical 

fillet on the rule jOint. 

Mortise the barrel first. Then 

scribe around the hinge leaves 

and mortise them flush with 

the tabletop. 

Looks like a butt hinge, 

but it ain't. A table-leaf 

hinge has leaves of different 

lengths, and the screw holes 

are countersunk on the sides 

opposite the barrel. 

When viewed from above, the top of table 
looks like a circle with squared-off spurs at each 
corner. In fact, the edges of the table ends and 
the leaves are sections of a circumference each 
with a different center point. To my eye, one of 
the cool things about the table is the way the 
spurs on the leaves hang even with the outside 
edges of the legs. 

With the hinges mounted and the rule joints 
nl11ed, flip the top over on your bench and find 
the center of the top. Mark two long axis lines 
through the center point, one line perpendicu-
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lar to the rule joint and one parallel to it. Tem
porarily set the table base upside down on the 
top, clamp the leaves against the legs and mark 
lines on the underside of the tabletop along the 
outside of the four legs (see the drawing at 
right). It's a good idea to make witness lines so 
that you can align the table base and the top 
the same way in the future. 

On each table-leg line, mark a point 7 in. 
from the rule joint. This point will become the 

end of the spur. Traditionally, Pembroke tables 
have short leaves, and although the 7-in. point 
is arbiu'ary, it's a good size for the leaves. 

From that 7-in. point, mark a 1 1/2-in.-long line 
perpendicular to the table-leg line, and then 
mark a point 1 1/2 in. back toward the rule joint 
on the table-leg line. These 1 1/2-in. squared cor
ners will become the four spurs. Now you'll 
draw sections of circles between the spurs. 

I made a trammel out of a pencil and a strip 
of wood with a drywall screw through one end 
(see the photo at right). The radii you mark on 

Two trammels swing different arcs. By 

using different center points, trammels of 

different lengths and a compass, it's possi

ble to lay out a gracefully curving tabletop 
of any dimension. The curves break at each 

corner spur, and the spurs are aligned with 

the table's legs. 

Rough ta bletop outl ine  

Tra m mel  
for  table-leaf a rc 

Swing 
table-leaf 
arc from 
line % in. 
in from 
table-leg 
line. 

the top will vary based on the size of the table 
base you've made and the rough width and 
length of your tabletop and leaves. To lay out 

Perpendlcular-t rUIe-jt: l ine 

the curve on the table ends, use the parallel-
to-the-rule-joint axis line you made through 
the top's center point. To lay out the curves for 
the leaves, use the perpendicular line. 

First the table ends: Moving the drywall 
screw point along the parallel line adjusts the 
radius of the circle you swing from the tips of 
the spurs. Setting the screw point closer to the 
center of the table will make a tighter circle, 
and if you move it fartiler away, you will make 
a wider circle. 

Hold the trammel so that the drywall screw 
sticks in the parallel line and the other end rests 
on one of the spurs. Swing the pencil end of 
the trammel in an arc to tile spur on the oppo-

Spur 

Outl ine of 
table base 

� 

Compass 

site side of tile table. Move tile screw up and down the parallel line 
and swing arcs with different radii until you find one tilat's pleas
ing to your eye. When you find a radius you like, mark the non
screw end of the trammel and drill a hole in the stick so that you 
can pressure-fit a pencil wough it. With the pencil through the 
stick, draw the circumference from the tip of one spur to tile tip of 
the spur on the opposite side of the tabletop. To swing tile same 

arc on the other end of the table, set the screw point the same dis
tance from the tabletop center point in the other direction. 

For both table leaves, you are going to swing an arc using the 
perpendicular-to-the-rule-joint axis line you drew through the 
center of tile tabletop. And this time, instead of swinging an arc 

from tile tips of one of the spurs, you'll swing the arc from the end 
of the 1 1/2-in. line that's perpendicular to tile table-leg line. 

The last tiling to do in laying out the tabletop is to relieve the cor
ners of the table-end arcs. Relieving the corners adds to the illu
sion ti1at tile top is a UlJe circle. Using a compass, swing a pleasing 
arc from a point on tile table-end arc 1 in. past tile line where the 

ParaJle l-to-rule-joint l i n e  

Ru le jOi nts 

Swing 
table-end 
line from 
point of 
spur. 

leaf meets the top to the point you've marked 1 1/2 in. down the 
table-leg line. 

After cutting out the tabletop with a jigsaw, I planed, scraped and 
sanded it until I was blue in the face. I used 340-grit sandpaper to 
knock tile sharp edges off the tabletop and base, wanting to main
tain the crisp corners. To accommodate tile drop-leaf-hinge bar
rels and to make the tabletop lie flat on the base, I knocked out a 
small mortise on the base under each barrel. To attach the top to 
the base, I used small, L-shaped wood buttons that screw to the 
underside of the top and fit into chiseled slots in the base. 

I was going to use an oil-and-shellac finish on the table, but after 
the first coat of oil, I didn't like the way it looked on tile mahogany, 
so I'll probably scrape it off and go for a straight shellac finish. Hey, 
we all make mistakes; we all change our minds. Look what hap
pened to my marriage. I just hope tilat my ex-father-in-law hasn't 
changed his mind about Pembroke tables. 0 

Jefferson Kolle is the managing editor of Fine Woodworking. 
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B Y  B R I A N  B O G G S  

D rilling is serious business. When I drill a hole for a rung in 
one of my chair legs, the leg I'm drilling is already sand
ed and oiled. The rung is turned to fit. Any mistake now 

would be very expensive, so I'm betting a lot on the performance 
of my drill. But why not? Drilling clean, accurate holes should be a 
simple task. A drill bit spinning in a chuck can be jigged to cut a 

hole in just about any material woodworkers use at just about any 
angle. But with all of the drill bits to choose from in all of the cata

logs overloading our bookshelves, selecting the right bit for the 
task at hand can be pretty complicated. 

While there is a huge variety of bits available, there are three 

things that all bits need to do: (1)  Stay centered; (2) cut the wood 
loose to fOfm a round hole; (3) eject the chips. Bits vary in how 
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they accomplish each of these tasks. Improving performance in 
one area invariably diminishes it in others. No single bit covers all 
of the bases, but it's not likely you'll need every type available. To 
know which bit to use when, I think it's important to understand 
the anatomy of each bit-just how it is designed and how that de
sign affects its performance. Hopefully, this article will steer you 
toward the bits that best cover the range of your drilling needs. 

Twist-drill bits 
The most common bit, the twist drill, is also one of the simplest. It 
covers the widest range of cutting possibilities in wood, sheet 
goods, metals and plastics and is also available in the widest vari
ety of sizes. A twist-drill bit performs adequately Of well in practi-

Photos, excepr where noted: Jonathan Binzen; facing page «(OP and botrom right): Michael Pekovich 



Fl ute 

Shank 

cally all general drilling situations for woodworkers. A cou

ple of exceptions: drilling at angles over 45 ° and drilling per
fectly flat-bottomed holes. A twist drill is excellent for cutting 
holes into end grain, where the cutting action of the bit yields 
the cleanest, fastest and most accurate holes of any of the 
bits. I keep an index of inexpensive twist drills handy for 
general shop use, such as making plywood jigs and forms. 
And a few finely tuned twist drills live on a rack by my drill 
press, ready for more precise work. 

A twist drill's lips work both to center tl1e bit and to cut the 
wood. With most other precision bits, the cutting action is di
vided in two: They'll have cutters that score the perimeter of 
the hole and lips that lift the chips within the perimeter. The 
sharpness of the lips is more critical with twist drills than 
with most bits, especially at the outer corners, where any 
tearout will show in the finished hole. Some tearout is in
evitable with a twist drill in all but end-grain drilling; the on
ly way to reduce or prevent it is to use a relatively slow feed 
rate and a very sharp lip. 

The V-angle at the tip of the bit can vary from 60° to 118° 
for drilling wood. Most bits in the catalogs are ground to 
1 18° ,  which is standard for drilling metals. Twist drills with 
90° V-angles are available (I buy them from Morris Wood 
Tool; 423-586-0110), but for anything more acute, I grind 
them myself. When working in wood, the sharper the V
angie, the better the bit centers and the cleaner entry and 
exit it makes. The longer point that results when the V-angle 
is sharper reduces the usable depth of a hole, however. 

At the very tip of the twist-drill bit, the two lips meet and 
form a chisellike web rather than a true center point. The 
web is more durable than a center pOint, but it can cause the 
bit to wander just as the bit starts to cut. The web doesn't ac
tually cut any wood; it sort of mangles the fibers as it spins, 
making it possible to force the bit into the wood. On larger 
bits a pilot hole is sometimes recommended to accommo
date the large web. The smaller the web, the less force is re
quired, the better the bit centers, and the less it walks at the 
entry. Manufacturers sometimes minimize, or thin, the web 

for this reason. I like to grind the tips to eliminate the web on 
my bits, sacrificing durability for performance. 

A bit's clearance angle also affects its performance. The 
clearance angle is the amount of relief behind the cutting 
edge of the lip. Just as you can't do much chiseling if you 
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Lip clearance is the 
surface be h ind  the l i p  
that is ground away to 
permit the l i p  to cut 
the wood at its 
edge-l ike the end 
of a ch isel-rather 
than the whole 
t ip  contacti ng 
the wood 
at the 
same time. 

Land 

Long-point twist drill takes a 

sweet shaving. Ground to a 90° 
V-angle at the tip and sharpened 

properly, a twist-drill bit should cut 

cone-shaped shavings. 

Margin L ip 

Best bit for end grain. A twist drill, 

which cuts like a ripsaw, bores into end 

grain beautifully. Brad-point and 

Forstner bits, which score the hole at 

the perimeter, act more like crosscut 

saws and perform better than twist 

drills in cross-grain but not as well in 

end grain. 



hold the chisel flat on the workpiece, you would struggle to drill a 
hole if the whole tip of the bit-the cutting edge of the lip and the 
area behind it-contacts the wood at the same time. If there's not 
enough clearance, too much pressure is required to enter the 
wood and the bit gets hot from the friction. Too much clearance, 
and the bit vibrates in the cut for lack of support. When you sharp

en your own bits, these angles 
should be maintained carefully. 

Although it's true that all of the 
cutting takes place at the tip of 
the bit-those sharp-edged spiral 
flutes are merely passive conduc-

Margin tors of chips-the flutes of a twist 
drill are still as important as any 
other aspect of the bit. In ma
chinist's catalogs there are bits 
with a variety of flute (helix) an
gles to more effectively eject 
shavings of difficult materials. 
The bits I've seen in woodwork
ing catalogs have moderate spi
ral flutes, and they work just 
fine in wood as long as they 
are kept clean and rust free. 

Brad-point bits 
A brad-point bit is basically 
a twist drill with a modified 
end. The brad-point design 
addresses two shortcomings 
of the twist-drill bit when 
used in wood: The bit over
comes the tendency to walk 
at the start of a hole, and it 
reduces tearout at the peri
meter of the hole. These 
modifications make brad

point bits better than twist 
drills for precision cutting in 

virtually all cases, with the 
prominent exception of drilling 

into end grain. 
There are two basic types of 

brad-paint bits-those with scor
ing spurs and those without. Brad 

points without spurs-plain brad 
points-have lips that angle down 

and outward from the center, so they 
first contact the wood at the perimeter 

of the hole. A long point in the center 
engages the wood before the lips begin to 

cut. This style still has some tendency to tear the wood at the 
perimeter of the hole, but tea rout can be prevented with a sharp 

bit and a light cut. 
A fairly new variation on this plain brad point is the Vortex-D bit. 

It has lips that are ground at a severe downward angle and a cen
ter point that is ground on only two sides, leaving a flat, chisellike 

web across the center rather than the standard four-sided point of 
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the other brad points. The bit's steeply angled lips perform like 
spurs to cut a clean entry, but the web at the end of the point can 
cause the bit to walk across the surface of the workpiece when 
drilling freehand. In my testing I could not find any situation where 
this type of bit outperformed the other brad points. 

A spurred, or lipped, brad point is far superior to its spurless 
cousin. The spurs are extensions of the margins that score the 
perimeter of the hole, preventing any tearout as the chips are lift
ed by the cutting lips. A spurred brad point is excellent for its clean 
entry, clean walls and for drilling at angles. A spurred brad point 
will even cut a reasonably clean hole after it has dulled slightly, an 
important feature, especially in production situations. 

An interesting variation on the spurred brad point is a double
margin bit made in Austria (available from Woodcraft; 800-225-
1 153). Instead of having spurs at the ends of the lips, they are 
located on their own margins. This allows the lips and the spurs to 
be ground separately, which makes sharpening easier. Perfor
mance is virtually identical to a regular spurred brad point. 

I use plain brad points for all of my pinning, because they are 
easier to sharpen than spurred brad points, especially in tl1e small
er sizes. Were I to work with medium-density fiberboard (MDF) 
and melamine, I would choose these simpler bits over the spurred 
bits because they cut just as well in this application, and I don't 
have to risk dulling and burning the spurs on my good bits. I also 
prefer plain brad points over spurred brad points when drilling 
end grain. Without tl1e spurs, a brad point cuts more like a ripsaw, 
leaving very clean walls, even with an aggressive feed. In general, 
you can think of any bit with a spur or cutting rim to be a cross
cutting bit (like a crosscut saw). Choose spurless bits for end grain. 

A spurred brad point is the bit of choice for the bulk of the join
ery in my chairs because the bit cuts a beautiful hole, even at an 
angle, and I can feed a little faster tl1an with a twist drill or a plain 

Moderate angles are no problem for a brad-point bit. Angles like 

this can be handled by a brad point because the spurs and center point 

are engaged before the lips begin cutting. The Austrian double-margin 

brad point (shown here) has separate margins for its spurs and its lips. 
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D,III bits and 

the bites they 

take. Eight bits 

displaying seven 

different strate

gies for cutting. 

The configuration 

at the tip of the 

bit determines 

the usable depth 

of the hole it 

makes. 

brad pOint. Also, the flutes clear the chips well enough that I can 
plunge to the bottom of a l '/2-in.-deep hole in one pass without 
worrying about clogging. 

Forstner and multispur bits 
Most bits we use are centered as they cut by contacting the work
piece with the center of the bit. A Forstner bit is unique in that it us
es a peripheral rim to keep the cut running true. The rim is so 
effective in guiding the bit that the center point is optional. For cut

ting through very thin stock or anywhere a perfectly flat-bottomed 
hole is critical, a Forstner is the bit of choice. The bit also has the 
ability to cut overlapping holes, 
which is handy in mortising 
and other situations where 
stock removal is most easily 
done on the drill press. (Center
guided bits, such as twist drills 
and brad points, because they 
need to engage wood at the 
center of the cut to run true, 
have trouble with overlapping 
holes.) A Forstner bit is also 
very good for drilling at severe 
angles and for angled partial 
holes, two more operations 
that are very difficult for a 
center-guided bit. All off-angle 
and overlapping holes cut with 
a Forstner bit should be drilled 
on the drill press. 

cause the rim is continuous and stays engaged in the cut, the bit 
won't drift laterally. The rim also keeps the bit from taking a heavy 
cut. This helps prevent tea rout at the beginning of a cut, even 
when drilling into round stock or drilling angled holes, situations 
where the rim can't cut the entire periphery before the lips start 
lifting out chips. 

The multispur, or sawtooth, bit is a variation on the Forstner. The 
multispur bit lacks the finesse and slick cut of a regular Forstner 
in some situations, like overlapping holes, but it cuts more aggres
sively. This is particularly helpful in larger holes. With larger
diameter Forstners, the rim is quite long and heat build-up gets 

to be a problem. The multispur 
design reduces friction and 
provides much faster entry into 
the wood. Most sets of Forst
ners come with solid rim bits 
up to 1 in. dia. and switch to 
the multispur design for the 
larger sizes. 

Most of what a Forstner bit is 
good at requires that the rim be 
extremely sharp, especially at 
the leading edge. The rim 
serves the same function as the 
spurs on a brad pOint-it scores 
the fibers ahead of the cut. Be-

AII·terrain bits. Steep angles, overlapping holes, very thin stock-none of 

these situations poses a problem for the Forstner bit, with its continuous 

rim guiding the bit. Unless the bit is backed out of deep holes every 1A1 in. 

or so, chips become impacted above it and can cause burning. 

For all of its advantages, the 
Forstner has some serious 
drawbacks. First, because of the 
design of the rim, the chip 
chute narrows at the opening, 
which makes chip ejection al
most im possible in holes deep
er than the height of the chute. 
For deeper holes the bit must 
be lifted nearly out of the hole 
every 'Is in. or so to clear chips. 
Having a clogged bit going up 
and down is risky and affects 
the quality of the hole. Also, 
while a new Forstner tracks 
well, with any amount of wear 
the bit starts to drift slightly 
through the cut, especially on 
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end grain. This is probably the worst problem with Forstners, and 

it is compounded by the fact that the bits are a bear to sharpen. 
Because of the way the rim works on both Forsmers and multi

spurs, they are well-suited for cross-grain cutting and perform 
pretty poorly on end grain. A Forsmer cuts well in plywood, but a 
multispur is a better choice for manufactured sheet goods like 
MDF and oriented-strand board (OSB). Both bits make an ugly 

Ch ip  ch ute 

Center 
point 

R i m  

exit if unsupported, so  use a 
backer board. 

There is a new type of multi
spur on the market, a German
made bit called Bormax. Its 
teeth are formed by grinding 
the outside of the rim in a pat
tern that looks like a serrated 
knife. This results in teeth with 
a profile like a typical multi
spur. But the grinding removes 
metal from the outside of the 
cutting rim, which is supposed 
to reduce friction and increase 
the aggressiveness of the cut. 
The Bonnax bits I tried were 
aggressive to a fault. They 
cut quickly, but the holes 
were rougher than the holes 
from a regular Forstner. The 
sides of the holes had a 
sawn appearance, and after 
drilling two holes in a 
scrap of oak with one of 
the Bormax bits, the bit 
was too hot to touch. Still, 
because of the more ag
gressive cut, the Bormax 
doesn't require as much 
feed pressure, and for that 
reason I'd choose it over a 

regular Forsmer for freehand 
drilling. And the cleaner ma

chining in the chute of a Bor
max does improve the chip 

clearance, which is an improve

ment over a regular Forstner. 
Although the Bormax concept 

seems sound, I'm not convinced 

that all of the bugs have been 
worked out. 

Powerbore bits 
For drilling accurate holes with a drill 

press, the three basic types of bits I have 
described pretty well cover the bases. But there are times when 
drilling freehand is the most efficient option. In chair making, in
stalling arms on a rocker is a good example. For this job a Power
bore in a bit extension is hard to beat. The bit's long center point 
is well embedded in the wood before the spur begins to cut, en
suring that the bit does not wander as you start the hole, even on 
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ADVANTAG ES 

• Good for freehand dr i l l i ng, 
especial ly  of angled holes 

• Centers wel l  and  cuts a c lean 
entry 

L I M ITAT I O N S  

• Long center point l i m its usable 
depth of hole 

• Dul ls  qu ickly 

• Can d rift i n  cut 

Handy for freehand drilling. The author uses a Powerbore bit for 

freehand drilling in cross-grain on rounded parts. The long center 
point of the bit holds its place positively, and the single-spur-and-lip 

design permits the user to start slowly, speeding up only when the bit 

is fully engaged in the hole. 

a rounded workpiece. The single lip and single spur allow easier 
enu'y into the wood than most bits, making it easy to start a hole 
with a light cut for a clean entry and pick up the pace once the lip 
is safely below the surface. The downside of the single-spur-and
lip arrangement is that with each revolution you pull only one he
lical chip out rather than two, as with most other bits. This means 
that you are either taking twice as long to get to the bottom of the 

hole or you are taking a coarser cut and leaving a rougher hole. 
While good work can be done with a Powerbore, these bits are 

not manufactured for precision. You definitely want to check your 
hole diameters carefully each time you chuck up a new bit or 
sharpen an old one. Fortunately, the simple design of this bit 
makes it a breeze to sharpen and tune. In fact, I always shorten the 
center point a little because it is too long for my chair work. This is 
a risky refinement, because the long point is needed to keep the 
bit centered. The asymmetrical cutting action of the single spur 
and lip make lateral drift a good possibility with a shortened point, 
so if you do shorten it, watch the shaft as you drill. If it starts to drift 
to one side through the cut, it is time to replace the bit. 

Chip clearance is another weak point with a Powerbore. It is not 
quite as bad as with the Forstner, but holes deeper tl1an the diam
eter of tl1e bit require backing nearly out of tl1e hole several times 
to clear the chips. The bit will continue to cut whether you do tl1is 
or not, but tl1e chips can get so impacted above the cutting action 
that getting the bit back out of the hole becomes a major opera-
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tion. Setting up to drill horizontally will help. Save this bit for what 

it excels at: freehand boring through cross-grain. Unfortunately, 
new Powerbores will be getting harder to find because Stanley has 
recently discontinued the bit style. 

Auger bits 
The auger bit has lost popularity over the years with other bit de
signs improving and fewer people drilling by hand. I used auger 
bits exclusively when I started out in chair making, but as I began 
to focus more on precision, I had less use for them. Antiquated 

though they may be, however, there are reasons to own tl1em. 
The lead screw pulls the bit into the work, requiring virtually no 

feed pressure. This is helpful when drilling with a bit brace be
cause it allows the operator to focus more on sighting the angle 

and less on feed pressure. And because the feed rate is determined 
by a screw, the depth of the hole can be calculated by counting tl1e 
rotations of the brace. For deep holes tl1e auger is a good bit be
cause it clears its chips well and the screw point prevents the bit 
from wandering almost absolutely. 

Most augers you'll see in woodworking catalogs have a tapered 
square end for bit-brace use only. But several suppliers offer the 
bits with round shanks for handheld electric drills. And if neces
sary, the tapered ends can be cut off. An auger should never be 
used in a drill press because tl1e lead screw will continue to pull 
the bit into tl1e workpiece until drill rotation is stopped. 

For chair makers who prefer tl1e quiet pleasure of drilling with a 
bit brace, this is an efficient bit to get to know. And for folks in the 
timber-framing trade, the long, fluted sections of the bit are essen
tial for tl1e deep holes needed for trunnels. But tl1e list of problems 
with the auger is long. None of the new bit-brace augers I have en
countered were machined accurately, and most cut an oversized 
hole. They all require tuning up before they cut very well, and the 
quality of cut of even a well-tuned bit pales in comparison with all 
of the previously mentioned bits. 

Drilling angled holes with tlus bit is sometlung of a trick, too. Be-

ADVA N TAG ES 

• No power cord needed 

• Good for ha nd-dri l l i ng 
moderately c lean holes 

L I M ITAT I O N S  

• Screw point ca n sp l it wood 

• Dri l l i ng a ngled holes is d ifficu lt 

• Won 't dr i l l  through th in  stock 

screw 

The auger's lead screw guides 

the cut. With its threaded lead 

screw pulling the bit into the cut, 

the auger bit requires very little 

feed pressure. The user can concen

trate instead on getting the angle of 

the hole right. 

cause the lead screw regulates 
feed rate, you can't take a light 
cut at the entry to the hole. Be
cause the spur can't score the 
entire hole before the lips en
gage, you can get a pretty nasty 
tear at the opening. Starting the 
hole perpendicular to the work 
to score the hole first and then 
restarting at the desired angle 
can prevent this, but this opera
tion is less than ideal. 

Another downside of this bit is 
that on the larger sizes ('Is in. 
and up) the lead screw is big 
enough to start a split in the 
wood. I've had such splits go 
unnoticed until a chair rung is 
driven into its hole. A most dis
appointing sight in an other
wise fine chair. 

Spoon bits 
The spoon bit is one of the old
est styles of bits still used and 
has recently seen a burst of 
popularity among Windsor 
chair makers. A surprising de
gree of dexterity is offered with 
this bit and even a certain de
gree of precision. A spoon bit is 
unlike any other in several 
ways. Probably the most impor
tant is that it requires far more 
skill to use. ot only does the 
bit need to be powered with 
a bit brace, but it  also requires 
quite a lot of practice to get it to 
drill a hole exactly where you 
want. (Wharton Valley Chair 

ADVA NTAG ES 

• The l i n k  to yesteryear 

• Fa i rly c lean holes with a n  
u n usual  bit 

L I M I TAT I O N S  

• Centering t h e  b i t  is a n  
acq u i red sk i l l  

• Hole is somewhat oval 

Hol low 
serves as 
ch ip  ch ute. 

You can cut wood with a 

spoon? A spoon bit makes fair

ly clean holes, but it takes a lit

tle time to master. The bit won't 

drill exactly where you start it, 

but you can learn the bit's ec

centricities and even come to 

enjoy them. 

Works makes excellent spoon bits; 607-965-8420.) 
The spoon bit's cutting action is similar to that of a twist drill. But 

it lacks the symmetrical balance that helps hold a twist drill cen
tered, so a spoon bit pulls itself off center at the beginning of the 
cut. Tlus sounds awful, but it is quite predictable, and with prac
tice you learn where and how to begin your cut so that the hole 

ends where you want it to. And because the feed rate is deter
mined by pressure, you can take a light cut for a clean entry. Once 
the bit is in the hole, it follows itself. But more than with any other 
bit, the quality of the result depends on the skill of the user. 

Because of tl1e initial skill development required to use tl1is bit 
well, and the fact that it has no advantages over the twist drill, I 
can't recommend it as a practical requirement in your drilling ar
senal. But for those of us who enjoy the challenges of mastering 
traditional woodworking techniques for benefits we can't take to 
the bank, me spoon bit is definitely a kick. D 

Brian Boggs builds chairs in Berea, Ky. 
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Federal-Style 
Oval Inlays 

Fo r effi c i e n cy a n d accu ra cy w h e re it cou nts ,  ta ke adva nta ge 

of two m a rq u etry m ethods:  sta ck c utt i ng a n d  beve l c utti ng 

Woodworkers who specialize 
in 18th-century reproductions 
tend to be an obsessive bunch. 

Whether they're turners, carvers or uphol
sterers, they find a niche and focus-I 
mean really focus-on it. For me, it's inlay 
and marquetry. I could cut all day and 
every day and still not get enough. 

Federal-style furniture originating from 
the Chesapeake Bay area is full of wonder
ful details. Late 18th-centlllY Baltimore card 
tables are a particular favorite of mine. I 
love their graceful lines, rich bandings and 
intricate oval inlays. 

Oval inlays tell a lot about a piece of fur
niture. Just as the styling of ball-and-claw 
feet suggests a city of origin, inlay patterns 
also provide clues to a piece's history. The 
leaf-and-thistle oval shown on the facing 
page is from a card table made in Balti
more in the early 1800s. Although I 've seen 

S T A C K C U T T I N G  

B Y  S T E V E  L A T T A  

this oval on some pieces from Charleston, 
S.c., only Baltimore cabinetmakers used 
the style of lower banding around the legs 
and aprons of this table. This oval appears 
on numerous tables from the region. I've 
also seen it adorning the top of a Baltimore 
sofa, too. 

Most cabinetmakers in the 19th century 
did not make their own ovals. They were 
purchased from local "stringing" shops or 
imported from England. Rural shops, with
out access to manufactured inlays, made 
their own. These ovals were usually a little 
more crude in their styling and execution, 
but they lent their own personality to a 
piece as well. 

The leaf-and-thistle oval pictured here 
was copied from a card table containing 
four ovals in all. One of the ovals was ex
ceptional in design and execution while 
the other three were comparatively crude. 

C U T T I N G  M ET H O D S 

In tl1e context of tl1e whole table, however, 
they look great. When making ovals, don't 
fret over every little gap, broken curve, ir
regularity and chip. Ovals are accents to a 
piece, not tl1e primary focus. 

Patterns may be hard to find, 
but veneers are readily available 
Finding accurate patterns of classic ovals 
can be difficult. One of my favorite source 
books for photos is Southern Furniture: 
1680 - 1830, Colon ial Williamsburg Col
lec tion by Ronald Hurst and Jonathan 
Prown (Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, 
1998, second printing; ISBN 0-8109-4175-
9). I also have a friend in the restoration 
business, and I check with him regularly to 
see whether something particularly stun
ning has come through his shop. 

Holly and satinwood are the traditional 
veneers used in ovals, and they are readily 

B E V E L  C U T T I N G  

Layers of veneer are piled atop one another and sandwiched 

between two-ply veneer to prevent tearout. 

Only matching pairs of stacked parts can be cut at once. 

Several layers 
of ven eer may 

'J when cutt ing 
r-. ( be added 

m u lt ip les. 
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Stack cutti ng results i n  a gap 
between elements the 
th ickness of the sawblade. 

The sawblade 
(or saw table) 
is kept at a 130 
angle when 
cutting. � 

There is v i rtua l ly  no gap 
with this method. 

Drawings: Vince Babak 



Both stack cutting and bevel cutting are used to produce this leaf-and-thistle design. 

STEP 1 

Parts 1 to 5 are stack-cut to 

form the thistle and folded 

Veneer sandwich. Holly, sat

inwood and green-dyed holly 
are placed between two-ply 

veneer to prevent tearout. 

STEP 2 

The leaves, parts 6 to 8, 

are bevel-cut. Each leaf is 

then bevel-cut into the 

background as a unit. 

Look alive. Leaves are ori
ented 45° to the veins for a 

more lifelike look, and sand

shading adds depth. 

STEP 3 

The base (9) is bevel-cut into 

the background, the finished 

piece is cut into an oval, and 

the stringing (10) is applied. 

5. Top of bud 

(satinwood) 

4. Bud (holly) 

3. Stem (holly) 

2. Folded leaf 

(satinwood) 

6. Vein (holly) 

7. Leaf (holly) 

f;.il10�>J-l==:��===- 8. Leaf (holly) 

10. Stringing 

(holly) 

Background 

(green-dyed holly) 

,..-------SOURCES OF SUPPLY ------, 

CONSTANTINE'S (800) 223-8087 Sells veneering and 

marquetry supplies. 

DOVER INLAY (301) 223-8620 Source for marquetry, stringing 

and veneers. On-line catalog: www.doverinlay.com. 

WOODCRAR (800) 225-1153 Supplier of fretsaws and blades. 
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Stack-cut the th istle and folded leaves 

In stack cutting, the veneers are sandwiched between two pieces of two

ply veneer to prevent tearout. 

Remove cutouts 

before proceeding 

to the next ele

ment. Although 

only one oval is be

ing cut in this photo, 

you can stack 

enough veneers to 

cut several ovals 

at once. 

Using hide glue, tack the stack-cut parts 

onto white paper. The gaps left by the 

blade's kerf will be filled later with dark wax, 

which creates a sharp, thin outline. 

Gluing and clamping. After gluing a piece of 

onion-skin or tracing paper to the face of the 

partially completed oval, clamp it between 

blocks of wood. Veneers come in many thick

nesses. To even out the pressure when clamp

ing mixed stock, use strips of newspaper. 
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available. For the background veneer I use 
dyed holly, which can be difficult to find. 
Some mail-order catalogs offer dyed and 
nondyed veneers (see Sources of Supply 
on p. 71). Burls, crotches and other figured 
woods make wonderful backgrounds as 
well, and they are readily available. 

Two methods are used 
to cut this style of oval 
Although cutting ovals is fun, it can be a lit
tle nerve-racking. You have to maintain a 
smooth, fluid motion. To establish that 

rhythm, trace some lines onto scrap stock 
using a small French curve, then make 
practice cuts using hand and power saws. 

I use two classic marquetry techniques to 
make this style of oval: stack cutting and 
bevel cutting (see the drawings on p. 70). 
In stack cutting, all of the veneers used in 
the oval are layered one atop another. The 
upper parts of the oval-flower, stem and 
folded leaves-are stack-cut. For reasons of 
economy, most of the original 18th-century 
ovals were made this way. Layers could be 
piled upon each other, allowing the cutter 
to produce 10 to 15 ovals at a time. But this 
method produces a gap between elements 
the width of the sawblade. 

Bevel cutting eliminates gaps. Parts fit to
gether like a tapered plug going into a 
cone-shaped hole. Grain orientation is 

much easier to control when bevel cutting, 
and that makes for a more dynamic oval. In 
this oval, for example, the grain of the large 
leaves is oriented 45° to the straight
grained, skinny center stems. On the 
downside, however, bevel cutting doesn't 
lend itself to mass production. Ovals are 
made one at a time. 

Stack cutting goes quickly 
but leaves gaps 
Before beginning an inlay, select the ve
neer stock, sandwich it between a couple 
of layers of medium-density fiberboard 
(MDF) and preshrink it. I place the bundle 
behind the stove or radiator and let the 
heat shrink the wood for a few days. Mois
ture from the hide glue used in assembly 
will swell the wood back to its original size 
and reduce gaps between the cutouts. If 
you don't preshrink the veneers, they'll still 
swell from the glue but creep back later. 

The stack that includes parts 1 to 5 (see 
the drawing on p. 71)  as well as that por
tion of the background is made up of small 
rectangles, about 3 in. by 4 in. Place the 
green background on the bottom and the 
satinwood, which makes up many small , 
delicate pieces that are most likely to 
break, in the middle. The holly goes on 
top. To make multiple ovals, use a separate 
piece of veneer for each, keeping like 
species together. Sandwich the stack be
tween two-ply veneer, which will prevent 
chipping during cutting. To make the two
ply, glue up pieces of veneer with the grain 
oriented at 90° to each other. 

Next, glue a full-sized photocopy of the 
pattern to the top of the stack using a spray 
adhesive such as 3M's Spray Mount. Out
side the borders of the oval, tack the stack 
together with small brads. Predrill the 
holes for the brads before nailing. Rigid 
foam or rigid cardboard make a good nail
ing backer block. Finally, snip off the 
points and file or grind the stubs smooth. 

To cut the stack I use an old Delta scroll 
saw that I picked up at an auction for $85. 
It is a beautiful machine that doesn't vi
brate. The cutting action is straight up and 
down. Many scroll saws operate with an 
orbital motion, which cuts quicker but not 
as smoothly. I use an electric foot switch, 
which allows me to keep both hands on 
the stock while cutting. 

In stack cutting, the elements in the fore
ground are cut first (see the top photo at 
left). The opposite is true for bevel cuts. 



Drill a small hole in the middle of the 
leafy section of the oval and thread a 
No, 2/0 Eberle or Olson blade through it. 
This hole will be cut away later when the 
large leaves are cut in, Cut out pieces 1 to 5 
(see the drawing on p, 71) .  The hairiest 
parts to cut out are the little ones, such 
as the stem, If the blade binds and drib
bles the stack like a basketball, there 
will be lots of broken pieces that aren't 
easily repaired, It's easy to get frustrated, 
so take your time, and don't worry if you 
stray a bit from the lines, 

After pieces 1 to 5 have been cut, push 
the nails out of the stack with an awl and 
free up the background, Dry-fit the parts to 
the background, Then sand-shade the ap
propriate parts (for more on sand shading, 
see the story on p, 75), Place a drop of glue 
(I use hide glue for marquetry) on the back 
side of each piece and tack the assembly 
down to a sheet of white paper (see the 
middle photo on the facing page). Glue a 
layer of thinner paper, such as o'nion-skin 
or tracing paper, over the top or face side 
of the pans, Place several layers of news
paper over the onion-skin or tracing paper 
to even out the pressure, and clamp every
thing between two blocks of wood (see 
the bottom photo on the faCing page). A 
sheet of waxed paper placed between the 
oval and the newspaper will keep things 
from sticking, At this point, the oval has a 
flower, a stem and a pair of folded leaves 
set into the green background, 

The more difficult sections 
are bevel-cut 
For the next phase, work from the back of 
the oval and cut all of the parts at a 13° an
gle (see the photos at right). When using a 
scroll saw, simply tilt the table at the prop
er angle, When using a fretsaw, support the 
work with a piece of scrap plywood with a 
bird's mouth (a slot and a hole) cutout. 
Bevel back both sides of the slot so that 
you can hold the saw at about 13° ,  

To mark the parts from the back side, 
copy the original drawing using tracing pa
per. Then flip this tracing over and transfer 
it to the stock using a piece of carbon pa
per and a sharpened dowel as a stylus, I 
use carbon paper with a white backing, 
which makes it easier to see the pattern, 

Veneer is also stacked in bevel cutting, 
but the stack consists only of mating pairs 
of individual components and a piece of 
backer material. Bevel cutting produces a 

Photos: Ana[ole BUfkin 

Bevel-cut the large leaf elements 

Bevel cutting is more time-consuming because only matching pairs of 

parts are cut simultaneously. 

Using clear tape, attach a vein to one half of a leaf. Tilt the scroll saw's table to 

about 13°. Cut the first half of the leaf's vein. Bevel cutting will produce a very snug 

joint between parts. 

Tape the second leaf half over the vein. Veneer tape is used on the face side (not shown) to 

join the first two pieces together. All cutting and temporary taping is done on the back side 

(shown). The pencil lines denote grain orientation. 

good fit between parts because the angle 
of the blade results in the top piece being 
slightly bigger than the bottom one. When 
the parts are fitted together, they fall into 
place without a gap, I angle the bevel in 
such a way that when the oval is assem
bled, the inner parts are all wedged in 
place. That provides a mechanical fit to re
inforce the glue bond, 

The leaves are the hardest parts to cut be
cause they have sharp, fragile points along 
the outer edge. Additionally, a vein runs 
up the middle of each leaf. Begin by cut
ting rough stock for the leaves. Orient the 
grain of the leaves 45 ° to their central vein 
to make the leaves more lifelike. 

The veins and matching inner edges of 
the leaves are cut first. Take the left half of 
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Bevel-cut the leaves into the background 

Make a tracing and flip It over. 

Slip a leaf assembly into position. 

Using carbon paper, transfer the pat· 

tern of the leaves onto the veneer. 

Cut carefully. Keep the fretsaw 

blade angled at about 13° and cut 

slowly and steadily, turning the stock 

as needed. Note the plywood support 

with a bird's·mouth cutout. 

Leaves fall into place. Once the first leaf has been completed, place it in the background and 

secure it with veneer tape. Return to the pattern, align the second leaf and repeat the steps. 

a leaf and place it atop a straight-grained 
piece for the center vein. Be sure to leave 
enough overlap (about I/Z in.) on the other 

side for the other half of the vein. Tape the 
two pieces using ordinary clear tape. Flip 

the tracing of the pattern to reveal the back 
side, then lay it on top of the veneer into 
proper position so that the vein pattern is 
centered over the matching piece of ve-
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neer. Slip a piece of carbon paper between 
the tracing and veneer and transfer the line 
marking the left half of the vein. Cut one 
side of the vein. Remember to place a 
piece of scrap veneer between the stock 
and saw table to reduce tearout. 

When done, remove the waste that's 
taped to one half of the leaf. The leaf and 
vein should mate snugly. Sand-shade the 

inner portion of the leaf, then attach it  to 
the vein using veneer tape. Repeat the 
process for the other leaf half and vein. All 
veined leaves are done in this manner. 

Next, cut out the leaves (see the photos at 
left). First, peel and scrape the paper 
backer tacked onto the back of the oval. 
Align the tracing, being sure to work from 
the back side, over the partially completed 
oval. Then insert a leaf section and align 
it. Remember, in bevel cutting, the back
ground elements are cut first. Hold the leaf 
in place with clear tape. Using carbon pa
per, trace the outline of the leaf. If neces
sary, touch up the lines with a pencil. 

Now comes the hard part. The thistle 
leaves have lots of little points, which tend 
to break off when power sawing. At this 
point I switch to a fretsaw with a 1 2-in. 
throat and a No. 2/0 blade. Because sharp 
turns are needed when cutting points, I 
grind the teeth off the bottom inch of the 
blade using a Dremel tool. I grind the blade 
nearly round so that I can easily pivot the 
stock about the axis of the blade without 
catching a tooth. 

Drill a small hole at the leaf's base, thread 
the blade and, using the wooden support 
with the bird's mouth, cut in the leaf. Keep 
the blade tilted at about 13° .  Align the saw 
so that the top is at 1 o'clock and the bulk 
of the leaf is to the left, and cut counter
clockwise. Swivel the leaf-not the saw-to 
maintain a continuous bevel around the 
perimeter. The direction of feed is critical. 
Go the other direction, and you end up 
with big gaps between parts. 

When cutting the first leaf, cut a big arc 
around the region where the two leaves 
overlap, and leave material behind. Never 
cut a section twice; the result will be un
sightly gaps. After the first leaf has been 
completed, tape it into place on the oval 
with veneer tape. Go back to the pattern, 
align the second leaf and repeat the previ
ous steps. Lastly, cut out the base (part 9). 

A slightly different way 
of mounting the oval 
At this point the oval is still a rectangle. Tra
ditionally, the next step would be to border 
the design with an oval made from string
ing, then inlay the finished piece and, final
ly, remove the paper to see the result. I 
prefer to see the face side of an oval before 
committing it to a piece of furniture. So I 
glue my assembly to a piece of scrap ve
neer first, then scrape off the paper face 



Size and band the oval 

Mark the oval using a Plexiglas template. 

After cutting the oval, file the edges fair. 

and examine it. Barring complications, the 
oval is ready to size and border. 

Trace an outline onto the assembly. For 
this I made a Plexiglas oval template (see 
the left photo above). I cut it out using a 
scroll saw, then filed the edges fair. 

Slice a piece of stringing from a sheet of 
holly veneer. To help prevent the holly 
from breaking while bending it into shape, 
use a thin feeler gauge and a soldering iron 
with a heat regulator. Place the stringing on 
the tip of the iron (don't use too much heat 
or it will scorch) and wrap the feeler gauge 
around the wood to hold the bend (see the 
middle photo above). When the tight 
curves are set, wrap the oval and join the 

Bend the stringing using a soldering iron 

set on low. A feeler gauge helps nudge the 

stringing into shape. The author modified 

his soldering iron's tip by adding different

diameter brass tubes slid inside each other. 

ends in a miter, made with a chisel (see the 
right photo above). Apply glue to the edge 
of the oval, wrap the stringing around it 
and clamp it with clear tape. 

If you've made it this far, setting the oval 
into solid stock will seem like child's play. 
Place the oval in the correct position and 
mark its location with a sharp knife. Use a 
router to remove the bulk of the waste, 
then finish up using gouges and chisels. 

Finishing involves some detail work 
Finishing inlaid pieces can be a bit tricky. I 
have had some nice work ruined by finish
ers who improperly prepared the work. It 
tears my heart out when that happens. Al-

Wrap the oval with the holly. Cut the miter 

joint using a chisel held vertically. After apply

ing glue, hold the stringing in place with tape. 

though different pieces may require slight
ly different procedures, here's one that 
works well. Give the entire piece a wash
coat with a Ub. cut of shellac. Then, using 
a 2 1/z-lb. cut, paint the ovals and the lower 
stringings. With a small brush, lightly stain 
the leg, avoiding the ovals, banding and 
stringing. Once a rhythm is established, it 
goes fairly quickly. Follow up with a cou
ple of coats of orange shellac topped off 
with a dark wax. The dark wax fills gaps in 
the oval and, like a fine-point pen, high
lights the borders between elements. 0 

Steve Latta is an instructor at the Thaddeus 

Stevens College of Technology in Lancaster, Pa. 

Very fine sand makes the best shading medium 
I discovered the world-renowned, fine, white-sand beaches of Sies

ta Key, Fla., when I visited my parents there several years ago. The 

sand is very different from what you find on most beaches. Siesta 

Key sand is as fine as granulated sugar, the best kind for sand

shading veneer. Before leaving the Keys I filled two plastic bags 

with the fine white powder, loaded them in my suitcase and prayed 

I wouldn't have to explain my

self to airport security. 

The sand passed through 

without questions, and I have 

enough to last many years. If 

you can't Justify a trip to Florida 

for this mission, check out feed 

and grain stores, flower shops 

or pet shops for fine sand. Avoid 

large, coarse sand, which will 

make it difficult to sand-shade 

small parts without burning. 

Controlled heat. Heat the sand 

in an iron skillet atop a hot plate. 

Spread the sand in uneven piles 

across the skillet. 

Sand shading takes a little practice. I use an electric hot plate 

and a cast-iron skillet, which provide controlled, even heat. Spread 

the sand In uneven piles across the skillet, as shown In the left 

photo below. The shallow piles will scorch veneer quicker than the 

taller ones. Mold the sand into the shape of the part to be shaded 

(see the right photo below). Shade smaller pieces by dipping them 

Mound, then dip. Mold the sand 

into the shape of the piece. Dip 

the part for a few seconds at a 

time, checking it frequently. 

in a spoonful of hot sand. If a 

small part falls into the spoon, 

you will be able to retrieve it 

without burning yourself and the 

part. I've burned many a piece in

to oblivion after losing it in a 

deep pile of sand. 

After scorching, sand the area 

lightly with 220-grlt paper. This 

will provide a more accurate pic

ture of what the burn will look 

like after finishing. 
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Arched Top 

B Y  B I L L  E W I N G  

In woodworking, as in architecture, 
arches can be both decorative and 
functional. Positioned below the main 

structure, an arch adds sU'ength without the 
visual weight of heftier underpinnings. 
Placed higher up, such as in the upper rail 
of a bookcase, an arch lends a bit of ele
gance. Adding an arch to the upper rail of a 
cabinet door is also an easy way to refine 
the sometimes boxy look of frame-and
panel construction. 

I wanted to find a quick way to cut 
arched doors so that I could offer this de
sign option to my clients. After a little plan
ning and experimentation, and in one 
quick afternoon, I was able to make an ad
justable jig that allows me to cut arched 
raised-panel doors of almost any size. The 
few hours spent building the j ig proved 
worth the time; over the last four years I've 
used it to make countless doors for the 
kitchen cabinets that are the mainstay of 
my business. 

The only way to get uniformly fair arches 
is to work from two accurate templates
one for the rail and one for the panel. Each 
door width also requires a different set of 
templates. sing the two-piece jig shown 
here, I can quickly and efficiently cut a set 
of panel and rail templates to fit a wide 
range of cabinet-door sizes. By using these 
templates in conjunction with rail- and 
stile-cutting bits, you can cut tile door parts 
for a whole set of kitchen cabinets in a day. 
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Make a rched ra ised-pa ne l  doors 
T H E  R A D I U S  A R M  
The rad ius a rm 
consists of a p iece of 
hardwood, a wooden 
c i rcle and a p iece of 
Mason ite. S lots in the 
arm, which accept the 
adjusta ble p ivot pOi nt, 
are cut on a router 
table. A tenon at the 
end of the arm fits i nto 
a mortise in the 
wooden c i rcle.  Stick-on 
measur ing tape 
measures the d ista nce 
between the pivot poi nt 
and  the router bit. The 
Mason ite backing adds 
strength and provides a 
base for the router. 

Hardwood, % i n .  
by 3 i n .  

"'-- Mason ite backi ng, 
% i n .  th ick 

Hardwood stop, % in .  by 1 i n .  �/ Plywood, ,;' i n .  by I 3% i n .  by 18 i n .  

T H E  BASE 
The main body of the j ig  base is made of 
%-in .  plywood with routed slots that 
house the s l id ing pivot point.  The 4-i n . 
w ide recessed template wel l  is as  

, I- Plywood, % i n .  by 
12 i n .  by 29% i n .  

0' I 

deep as the template materia l  is 
th ick-% i n .  on this j ig. Ra i l  
templates butt the top of  the wel l ;  
pane l  templates butt the  bottom. 
The bottom of the base is 
covered with Mason ite. 

Butt panel template 

here when cutting. 

Butt rail template here 

when cu tting. 

The key to this jig is tllat it can be adjust

ed in two different ways. The radius arm of 
the jig (tile top piece in the drawing above) 
allows you to make arcs of different radii. 
The sliding pivot point in the base (the bot
tom piece) allows you to move tile center 
point of the arc's radius to accommodate 
varying widtlls of door rails. Anotller great 
tiling about tllis jig is that it can be adjusted 

while tile router is in place. To cut out the 

o o o 

\ 
Mason ite backi ng, '/4 i n .  th ick 

panel and rail  templates, I always use a 
plunge router with a 1/4-in. straight bit. 

A I-in.  arch 
looks best on cabinet doors 
Before making panel and rail templates, 
you have to establish a few design parame
ters: tile deptll of the arch and the width of 
the rail. After some experimentation, I've 
found that a I-in. arch looks best on most 

Drawings: Jim Richey 



Cabinet Doors 
of a ny s ize with a n  adj usta b le  j ig a nd a route r 

Measuring tape 

S L I D I N G P IVOT P O I NTS 
The s l id ing  pivot pOi nts in the 
base and the radius arm m ust fit 
snugly i nto their  correspond ing 
s lots. The a uthor puts a s/32-i n .  
brass rod i n  the rad ius arm's  
pivot pOint and a mating brass 
tube in the base's pivot poi nt. 
The rod and tube provide a 
smooth, precise connection 
between the rad ius arm and the 
j ig base. Rod and tubing can be 
fo und at most hobby shops. 

Pivot point in  rad ius arm 

Pivot point in  jig base 

��=� 

o 

A 
Drywa l l  screw � 

cabinet doors. An arch of less than 1 in. 
leaves the rail too meaty and the arch too 
subtle. Making an arch with a depth of 
more than 1 in. cuts down on rail width so 
much that it appears weakened. 

For both aesthetics and uniformity, I 
always use 2% in. for my rail and stile 
widths. I maintain this 2%-in. dimension at 
the midpoint of the arc and increase this 
measurement by 1 in. at each end of the 

Photos: Manhew Teague 

Captive nut 

Radius a rm �® 
Side view 

rail. These measurements re
main constant regardless of the 
rail length. 

Templates are easy to make 
Once the jig is up and running, you're 
ready to make templates. While it's possi
ble to determine the measurements by trial 
and error each time you set out to make a 

template, I refer to a graph (see p. 78) that 

J I G S  C U T  T E M P L AT E S  

T H AT H E L P  B U I L D  D O O R S  

To bui ld  arched ra ised-pa nel doors, 

you must have two templates-one 

for the panel  and one for the ra i l .  The 

a uthor's j ig adj usts so that you ca n 

cut a match i ng set of tem plates. The 

tem plates a re used to cut fa i r  and 

compleme nta ry cu rves on a doo r's 

panel  and ra i l .  
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Making the rail template. With brads secur

ing the template blank in place, a router out

fitted with a %-in. straight bit cuts a smooth 

arch in the rail template. 

ROUT I NG  THE  TEMPLATES 

A slight adjustment. To cut the panel tem

plate, increase the radius on the jig's arm 

� in. to allow for the bit diameter and the 

panel tongue. 

Finding the perfect curve 
When you have to handle 

d ifferent-sized arches i n  a 

single piece of furn iture or in  

a set of cabinets, it's 

i m perative that the height of 

the arches be uniform. Even 

small  irregularities in the arches can be 

seen at a glance. 

It's possible to use trial and error to 

determine the measurements each time 

you make a template of different rail 

lengths, but I plotted points on a graph 

(right) that al low me to see quickly what 

the radius of the arc needs to be. These 

measurements wil l  give you a height of 

1 in . ,  a suitable arch for most cabinets. 

RAD I I  FOR C O M M O N  R A I L  L E N GTHS 

Rai l  length Radius 

6 in .  5 in .  

7 in .  6.625 in.  

S in.  S.5 i n .  

9 in .  10.625 in.  

10 i n .  1 3  in .  

11 in .  15.625 in.  

12 i n .  1 S . 5  i n .  

1 3  i n .  21.625 in.  

14 i n .  25 in .  

15 i n .  2S.625 in.  

16 in .  32.5 i n .  
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A matching pair. Once the radius has been 

adjusted, tack a Masonite blank onto the jig's 

well. Cut the panel template with the router in 

a single pass. 

FO R M U LA FOR S UCCESS 

I once had to bui ld doors that requ i red an 

arch with a radi us longer than my j ig could 

handle. I found the rad ius through trial and 

error-not my favorite method. Since then, 

I 've avoided the tr ial  of al l  of these errors 

using a simple algebra formula my son-in

law (an engineer) derived: 

R2 � (R_X)2 + L/2)2, 
Where R � arc radius, 

L - cord (the d istance between the 

ends of the arc), 

X - height at the midpoint of the arc. 

Don't panic-the formula reduces to a 

more manageable size when you substitute 

the height of the door arch (in this case, 

1 in . )  for X. It  becomes: 

R - % + L2/S. 

For exa mple, if your rail length is S in. :  

R � % + S2/S, 

R z % + 64/S, 

R � 8% in .  

For arch heights other than 1 in . ,  such as in  

the top face frame of a d isplay cabinet, 

just su bstitute the desired height for X. I've 

crunched the numbers for 2-in . ,  3-in. and 

4-in.  heights. 

2 in.: R = 1 + L2/16; 

3 i n . :  R - % = L2/24; 

4 in.: R = 2 + L2/32. 



tells the radius and pivot-point measure
ments needed to cut templates for various 
rail lengths. If I need to cut an arch with a 
depth of other than 1 in., I use the simple 
formula shown on the facing page to 
gauge the radius. 

To make a rail template, first install a 
1/4-in. Masonite template blank-3 1/2 in. 
wide and 2 in. longer than the rail length
against the hardwood stop in the recessed 

well on the jig's base. Set the brass rod in 
the radius-arm pivot point into the brass 
tube in the base's pivot point. The pivot 
point on the radius arm slides and is se
cured with a machine screw on the side of 
the arm. Loosen the screw, and move the 
pivot point to the correct rail length, then 
retighten it. Then loosen the adjustment 
screw on the pivot point in the base and 
retighten it slightly shy of its final position. 
Measure the distance between the ends of 
the arc and keep adjusting the pivot point 
on the jig's base until this end-to-end mea
surement equals the desired rail length. 
Now you're ready to rout the arch (see the 
left photo on the facing page). 

Once the rail template has been cut, 
move on to the panel template. The arc for 
the panel template will have to be slightly 
larger than that of the rail template. As you 
move from making the rail template to 
making the panel template, you must in
crease the length of the radius to accom
modate the bit diameter because the router 
is cutting on the opposite side of the bit. 
You also have to lengthen the radius arm to 
create a tongue on the panel. 

Lengthen tlle radius arm by 1/2 in. to com
pensate for tlle 1/4-in. bit diameter and 1/4-in. 
panel tongue (see the middle photo on the 
facing page). Start with a template blank 
mat is 3 in. wide and me same lengm as tlle 
rail template. Butt it against the rear stop 
and attach it  with brads. Once the pivot 
point has been adjusted, simply rout the 
arc (see the right photo on the facing 
page). After cutting me templates, you can 
start building doors. 

Build doors oversized 
and trim them to fit 
Somewhere, perhaps in a parallel universe, 
frame-and-panel doors always glue up 
square, and me stile ends are always even 
with the rails. But in my shop, reality 
reigns. To correct minor imperfections in 
assembly, I build my doors 1/4 in. long
adding lis in. to the width of both the top 

S H A P I N G  T H E R A i l  

and bottom rails-and trim them to size 
wim a crosscut sled on my tablesaw. 

Using tlle tablesaw, cut stock for me up
per and lower rail 31/2 in. and 2'12 in. wide, 
respectively, and leave mem 1/2 in. longer 
man me finished lengm. Because each stile 
is 2% in. wide and you lose % in. of each 
edge when you cut the inner edge profile, 

tlle rail length is 4 in. less man me overall 
door widm. Cut the stiles 2% in. wide and 
1/4 in. longer than the finished door height. 

Rai l-cutting sequence is key 
It is important to follow a particular se
quence when shaping the rails and stiles, 
because you could end up trying to shape 
tlle upper rail ends without a straight edge 
to rest against the router table's miter 
gauge, or you could encounter serious 
chipout problems when me stile-cutting bit 
exits me arch in the upper rail. 

Roughing out the rai'. Shape 

one end of the rail on the router 

table, then cut away the excess 

material on the bandsaw. 

Cut the profile and curve in 

one pass. With the template 

tacked into place, use a rail

cutting bit to shape the profile 

and fair the edge. 

, ) 
Workpiece 

Place the rail template on me back of me 
upper rail and align the end of the arch 
with the left (when viewed from the front) 
end of the rail and draw the arc. Wim a rail
cutting bit in your router table, shape the 
left end of me upper rail and me right end 
of the bottom rail. 

Remove me waste material on a bandsaw 
(see the top photo above), tack the tem
plate into position and shape tlle rail's arch 
on the router table using the stile-cutting 
bit with a pilot bearing on top. This is a 
small piece to cut on a router table, so use 
a hold-down jig (see the bottom photo 
above). While the bit is still in place, go 
ahead and shape the inside edges of the 
stiles and lower rail, as well as a scrap 
piece of the same stock to be used in dry
fitting me panel. Finally, cut me upper rail 
and lower rail to length on a tablesaw or 
miter box. The only thing left is to replace 
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Cut the panel to rough shape. Trace the arc 

from the template onto the panel and trim the 

waste material away on the bandsaw. 

the stile-cutting bit with the rail-cutting bit 
and shape the remaining rail ends. 

A dry run avoids headaches 
Dry-fitting the frame allows you to take ex
act measurements for the panel. Be sure to 
allow for a 1/4-in. tongue on all four edges. 
Rip the panel to exact width so that the 
arch of the panel will match up with that of 
the rail. Leave the length of the panel about 
1 in. long so that the arch doesn't have to 
be cut to the very edge of the panel. 

Using a framing square, draw a line 
across the back of the panel, approximate
ly 1 1/2 in. from the top. Use the square to 
align the arch of the panel template with 

Trim the panel flush. Tack the template in 

place and trim the panel flush on the router 

table using a straight bit with a pilot bearing. 

Straight bit 

� 

Template 

the line you've just drawn, making sure 
that it meets each edge of the panel, and 
draw the arc. Rough-cut the panel's arch 
on the bandsaw (see the left photo above) 
and tack the template back into place. To 
ensure a nice, smooth edge, clean up the 
cut with a bearing-driven straight bit on 
your router table, and trim the panel to fin
ished length (see the middle photo above). 

Now you can shape the panel using a 
panel-raising bit with a top-mounted pilot 
bearing. Use the fence in the normal fash
ion for the sU'aight edges. As you shape the 
curved edge, register the panel against 
both the fence and the pilot bearing (see 
the right photo above). This is safe, provid-

Arched grain for arched doors 

Raise the panel. When turning a flat panel 

into a raised one, you can make a safer cut by 

using both the fence and the pilot bearing. 

Workpiece 

ed the panel is large enough to grip firmly 
and you don't try to hog off too much ma
terial in a single pass. Use a scrap piece of 
stile stock to check that you raise the panel 
to the correct depth. 

All that remains is to cut the back rabbet 
in the panel so that it fits the groove in the 
rails and stiles. Once everything falls into 
place, some glue and a couple of clamps 
bring everything together. Measure the 
door's exact length off the cabinet and trim 
the door to length. When you hang the 
door, the elegant arch serves as a subtle re
minder that it was designed with care. 0 

Bill Ewing is a cabinetmaker in Girard, Ohio. 

When you build custom arched doors, you have the opportunity to 

use grain that accentuates the design. My general guidelines are 

simple-straight grain for the frames and more striking grain pat

terns for the panels. 

For the upper rai l  of an arched door, look for grain with a slight 

curve that follows the curve of the arch. Don't expect a perfect 

match, but any slight curve in the grain will help. 

Good grain, bad grain. Whenever possi

ble, the grain patterns should echo the arch 

(above) rather than fight it (below). 

Laying out the grain pattern for a door panel Is more complex. 

In general, look for a grain pattern that arches upward so that it 

draws your eye to the arch in the door. This grain pattern is com

mon in most flatsawn lumber. 
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Stripping 
Finishes 
the Right Way 

Ch oose t h e  c h e m i ca l  

best s u  ited fo r t h e  f i  n i s h  

yo u wa nt to re m ove 

B Y  J E F F  J E W I T T  

S tripping furniture is not one of the more pleasant tasks in 
finishing. But the lure of finding spectacular wood buried 
under layers of finish remains strong, so some folks jump 

right into it, only to find more work than they imagined. As a re
sult, the project often gets postponed or taken to a pro to finish 
the job. I'm not going to tell you that sU'ipping a finish is fun or 
easy, but the process can be made bearable and efficient. To strip 
furniture effectively, after you determine the type of finish that 
you have to take off, it helps to know which stripper will work 
best for the finish you want to remove. 

Evaluate the finish 
A simple series of tests with solvents will help you identify a 
clear finish by a process of elimination. Keep in mind that furni
ture that was painted was also often topcoated with shellac or 
varnish. Start by placing a small puddle of denatured alcohol on 
a horizontal surface and wait a couple of minutes. Then dab a 
piece of facial tissue into the puddle (see the top photo on p. 82). 
If the tissue sticks, the finish is shellac (which can be removed 



easily with almost any stripper). If the tis
sue doesn't stick, repeat the same test us
ing lacquer thinner. If the tissue sticks, the 
finish is probably nitrocellulose lacquer. If 
neither alcohol nor lacquer thinner softens 
the finish enough for the tissue to stick to 
it, chances are the finish is a varnish. 

Match the stripper to the job at hand 
The strippers available on the retail market 
can be divided into five categories, based 
on the chemicals they contain. Manufactur
ers must list chemical components that are 
hazardous, so consumers can know exact
ly what they are buying. As a general rule, 
the level of hazard to you is an indicator of 
how efficient the stripper is, meaning how 
quickly it will work to remove a finish. And 
if you have to strip the finish from vertical 
surfaces, a paste or gel will stay put longer 
than a runny liquid will. 

Methylene chloride-Methylene chlo
ride (see the photo at right) has been the 
main ingredient in strippers for decades. It 
is the fastest and most efficient stripper at 
removing all types of finishes. Two big ad
vantages are that methylene chloride is 
nonflammable and works from the bottom 
up, meaning that it penetrates and swells 
the finish until it breaks free at the surface 
of the wood and comes off easily (see the 

bottom photo on p.  85). However, there is 
a downside: Methylene chloride is a sus-
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pected carcinogen, and it evaporates very 
quickly, causing a rapid buildup of the va
pors that affect the body's supply of oxy
gen. For that reason, people with heart 
problems are especially sensitive to such 
exposures and should not use methylene
chloride strippers. 

A typical methylene-chloride stripper 
contains about 75% methylene chloride. 
The rest of the solution contains methyl al-

Methylene chloride 

cohol to help the methylene chloride pen
etrate faster; detergents to wet the surface 
of the finish; and paraffin wax dissolved in 
toluene to prevent the other solvents from 
evaporating too quickly. Other than masks 
that supply air from an outside source, no 
standard respirators are rated to handle 
methylene-chloride fumes. So the best 

The tissue test. You 

can easily identify an 

unknown clear finish 

by dabbing it with dif· 

ferent solvents and 

testing each patch 

with a piece of tissue 

to see if it sticks. 

place to use the stripper is outdoors or in a 

well-ventilated area. 

Methanol, acetone, toluene (MAT)

These strippers are often sold as "refinish
ers" and are effective only on lacquer and 
shellac finishes. MAT strippers (see the top 
photo on p.  84) work from the top down 
by dissolving the fmish layer by layer, and 
they work best when used with steel wool. 
MAT strippers will not work very well on 
paint, and they have hardly any effect on 
varnishes. Because they evaporate quickly, 
you must keep the surface saturated, or the 
stripper will evaporate, and the finish will 
reharden on the wood. Sometimes MAT 
strippers contain a small amount of meth
ylene chloride to give them some added 
kick. The downside of these strippers is 
that they are extremely flammable, so you 
must use them in a well-ventilated area and 
take the appropriate precautions. A stan
dard cartridge-style respirator will proper
ly filter the vapors, except for strippers 
containing any methylene chloride. 

N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP)-This rel
ative newcomer (see the top left photo on 
p.  85) provides a safer alternative to strip
pers containing methylene chloride. MP 
is toxic, but the vapors don't build up as 
much as methylene chloride because the 
solution evaporates more slowly. This 
makes the stripper safer and keeps the sur-

Photos: William Duckworth 



Head to head, the results varied 
I put four different kinds of chemical 

strippers to the test on an old, painted 

piano bench. Using the tissue test, I 

found the top finish to be lacquer, but the 

tests for the paint underneath were in

conclusive, so I assumed it to be an oil

based paint. 

On one half of the benchtop, I applied two of the old stand

bys-a standard, methylene-chloride stripper (Klean-Strip KS-3 

Premium Stripper) and a liquid methanol, acetone, toluene 

(MAT) stripper (Minwax Furniture Refinisher). On the other 

half, I applied an n-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) stripper (Peel 

Away 7) and a dibasic ester (DBE) stripper (3M's Safest Strip

per). All of the strippers were applied according to the instruc

tions on the cans. At four different intervals-after 30 minutes, 

one hour, three hours and six hours-I checked how well each 

stripper removed the finish. 

Before and after. The 

author tested four cate

gories and brands of 

commonly available 

strippers. He checked 

and compared the re

sults after 30 minutes, 

one hour, three hours 

and six hours. 

• The methylene-chloride stripper was the fastest acting of 

the bunch. It blistered the finish almost immediately and got 

most of the finish off before any of the other solutions did, but 

it was Ineffective at removing all of the paint from the open 

pores of the wood the first time around. I had to apply another 

layer and scrub the surface aggressively with a brass-bristled 

brush. Even after a good scrubbing, some paint was still visible 

in  the pores . 

• The MAT stripper removed the top layer of lacquer soon 

after application but only by scrubbing the surface vigorously 

with coarse steel wool. After that, the stripper removed only 

some of the paint with very hard scrubbing. After about an 

hour, the finish rehardened. 

• The NMP stripper worked the best, but It took six hours. 

When I removed the paper covering (which is supplied with 

the stripper), the paint was completely liquefied, and it came 

out of the pores easily wIth a light scrub using a brass

bristled brush_ At $65 per gallon, this 

was the most expensive of the strippers 

I tested. But If your time Is worth 

money, the labor savings may well 

Justify using It • 

• The DBE stripper removed the top 

layer of lacquer In 30 minutes, but after 

six hours It still hadn't even softened the 

palnt_ To be fair, I should point out that 

the manufacturer suggests allowing 10 to 

12 hours for multilayered finishes. 
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Methanol, acetone, toluene (MAT) 

face wet-and active-longer. NMP is ex
pensive to manufacture, so makers often 
add other chemicals, such as d-limonene 
(billed on the label as a "citrus scent"), bu
tyrolactone and dibasic esters (discussed 
next). NMP strippers work on oil-based 
and latex paints, polyurethane, shellac and 
varnishes, and they're sometimes double 
or triple the cost of other strippers. 

Dibasic esters (DBE)-The name may 
sound intimidating, but DBE is a generic 

name for some of the same chemicals of
ten found in hand cleaners (dimethyl ad i
pate, dimethyl glutarate and dimethyl 
succinate are the most common ones). 
DBE strippers (see the middle photo on 
the facing page) work very slowly-slower 
than all of the other kinds of strippers-but 
they will remove just about any finish if 
given enough soaking time. 

The only stripper I know of in which the 
main active ingredient is DBE is 3M's Safest 
Stripper. This stripper also contains water, 

Tips for better stripping resu lts 

so the manufacturer warns not to leave it 
on veneered surfaces for too long. 

Lye (sodium hydroxide)-Lye (see the 
right photo on the facing page) will effec
tively remove multiple layers of oil and ca
sein (milk) paint. It's the main ingredient 
used in the large dip tanks of commercial 
refinishing shops. Unfortunately, lye will 
discolor any tannin-rich wood (such as 
oak), and it will swell the fibers, resulting in 
a stringy surface if it's left on too long. It's 

The most common problem with strippers emerges when you buy one that doesn't work with the fin ish you're 

DO ALL OF YOUR REPAIR 

WORK BEFORE STR IPPING 

This Includes regluing 

joints, replacing broken 

pieces of wood and regluing 

veneer. Methylene-chloride 

strippers contain  wax, 

which can make regluing af

ter stripping difficult. Also, 

the slowly evaporating sol

vents In dlbasic ester (DBE) 

and n-methyl pyrrolldone 

(NMP) strippers may pre

vent glue from curing. 
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CARVINGS AND TURNINGS 

HAVE TIGHT SPOTS 

Gather together a bucket of 

planer shavings. Smear 

these shavings onto a wet 

coat of stripper to help re

move a finish from the re

cessed nooks and crannies 

In irregularly shaped sur

faces (see the photo at 

right). Use a dental pick or a 

sharpened piece of wood to 

get Into tight spaces (see 

the photo at far right). A 

piece of twine will work on 

turned details. 



N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) 

cheap, and it's a good sU'ipper to use on ar
chitectural millwork that will be repainted. 
Sodium and ammonium hydroxide (lye 
and ammonia) are sometimes added to 
methylene-chloride strippers to make 
them more effective on paint. The discol
oration caused by the reaction with tannins 
can be difficult to remove, so I would nev
er recommend these strippers-except as a 
last resort-on wood that will get a clear 
finish. And with lye in particular, you en
counter a number of safety concerns. 

Treat these chemicals with respect 
All strippers should be treated as haz
ardous, but some are more dangerous than 
others. Regarding the buildup of fumes, 
you can safely use NMP, DBE and lye-

• 

-

Dibasic ester (DBE) 

based strippers indoors, bur methylene
chloride and MAT sU'ippers should be ap
plied only outdoors or in a well-ventilated 
room. Goggles and gloves are a must with 
any stripper. Any chemical-resistant glove 
is suitable for use with strippers except 
methylene chloride. There are only a few 
kinds of gloves that will provide protection 
against a methylene-chloride stripper for 
more than 30 minutes, so it's best to avoid 
direct contact with it, and use a putty knife 
to scrape off the finish. Also, a good vapor 
respirator will work with any stripper ex
cept methylene chloride. As I mentioned 
before, MAT strippers are extremely flam
mable, so take care to avoid using these 
near sparks or open flames. 

Of all the chemical ingredients in all of 

Lye (sodium hydroxide) 

the strippers listed here, sodium hydrox
ide, or lye, is by far the most dangerous. It 
looks benign as a clear, watery fluid with 
no discernible smell. But the 30% to 40% 
concentration needed to strip paint is 
enough to blind you or eat the skin off 
your hand. When working with lye, you 
need to wear heavy-duty rubber gloves, an 
apron and a full-face shield. 

And remember, any paint in the waste 
sludge that you remove may contain lead. 
You need to check your local hazardous
waste codes to find out how to dispose of 
any stripping waste properly. D 

Jeff Jewitt is a frequent contributor to Fi ne 

Woodworki ng and the author of two books on 

finishing published by the Taunton Press. 

trying to remove. With that h u rdle  overcome, here a re some tips that wi l l  help you achieve good results. 

SOME WOODS DISCOLOR 

Some woods may darken 

slightly when used with 

alkali-fortified, or lye-based 

strippers. If this happens, a 

wash with the "B" compo

nent of a two-part wood 

bleach-a strong hydrogen

peroxide solution-should 

remove the discoloration .  If 

it does not, wash the wood 

with clean water and then 

apply a solution of oxalic 

acid dissolved in water. 

PAINT CAN FOOL YOU 

Except for that which has been applied 

over a lacquer or shellac finish, paint is 

the most difficult of all finishes to remove. 

Scrape away a bit of the paint to see if 

there's any shiny, clear finish underneath. 

If there is, both methylene-chloride and 

NMP strippers will work fine, and the 

wood will strip cleanly. If there's not clear 

finish under the paint, you'll have a prob

lem with paint stuck in the pores. If 

there's paint still left in the pores after 

stripping the bulk of it, reapply the strip

per and let it sit. Then use a brass-bristled 

brush on the wood, scrubbing with the 

grain to remove the last bits of paint. 

LEARN TO WAIT 

However long it takes, let the 

stripper do the work. Patience is a 

virtue with the slower strippers 

l ike DBE and NMP, and you can 

cover these with wax paper or 

plastic sheets to make them work 

more efficiently. Methylene

chloride strippers will blister the 

finish when they've broken it, so 

wait until you see the telltale 

bubbles (see the photo at left) be

fore you start to scrape off the 

gunk. Methanol, acetone, toluene 

(MAT) strippers need to be kept 

wet to be effective. 
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Bench Dog $415 

CMT $259 

Craftsman $95 

. . 

Eagle America $360 
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A Survey of 
Router Tables 

T h e  best ta b l es s i m p l ify th e j o b  

of m o u nti ng a ro ute r a n d c o m e  w ith 

a cc u rate , so l i d ly m a d e  fe n ces 

B Y  J O H N  W H I T E  

F or the small shop, a table-mounted 
router can do all that a shaper can 
and maybe more. Raised panels, 

box jOints, dovetails, mortises, tenons and 
moldings are but some of the operations 
possible with a router. 

It's not too difficult to cobble together a 
workabJe shopmade router table. But it 
may lack some features available from a 
commercially made table. There are many 
tables to choose from,  everything from 
basic units costing about $50 to setups 
costing $500 or more, depending on the 
options. I looked at 15 tables for this article. 

All router tables operate on the same ba
sic concept. A router is mounted upside 
down, usually on a removable baseplate, 
although a few mount directly to the table
top. For many operations, the router table 
is used in conjunction with a fence. 

Most router tables are mounted to a 
stand, either a short one for bench top use 
or a table-height one for freestanding units . 

.. �' ... -. 
If} 

Freud $299 

Shown with optional $99 on/off switch. 

Some router tables can be attached direct
ly to the extension wing of a tablesaw. A 
benchtop model is good for its portability 
and small footprint. But the best of the free
standing units have larger tabletops and 
provide a more stable work surface. 

Baseplates simplify router-bit changes 
It's easier to change a router bit if you can 
lay the machine on its side. That's why 
somebody developed the removable base
plate. Without this removable baseplate, 
you'd have to change the bit from under 
the router table in an awkward position. 
That's true with many benchtop models. 
But some of the newer benchtop models
as well as all of the freestanding tables
come with removable baseplates. For an 
extra charge, many manufacturers offer 
predrilled baseplates to fit your router (see 
the top right photo on the faCing page). It's 
not hard to drill your own from a blank, 
but you probably won't end up with the 

Hart Design $239 



M O U N T I N G  A R O U T E R  N E E D N ' T B E  A S T R U G G L E 
To use template-guide bushings with a table-mounted router, the router needs to be perfectly centered in the baseplate hole. 

The Verltas router table comes with an alignment pin for centering the 

router In the baseplate hole. The unique clamping system doesn't require the 

user to drill any holes or to remove the router's subbase to mount the tool. 

router perfectly centered over the hole. 
The Veritas table is an exception. Al

though it doesn't have a baseplate, the 
modest-sized tabletop can be lifted clear of 
the stand and flipped over to provide ac
cess to the router. (You can also prop it up 
at an angle like a car hood on the stand's 
hinged support anns.) The router mount
ing system is also the best I've seen. A pair 
of clamps and brackets will hold any mod
el of router in place. Additionally, it comes 
with a pin that centers the router in the 
baseplate hole (see the left photo above). 

Rockier's aluminum baseplate and Nu
craft's optional steel unit are very stiff and 

Nucraft $310 (for table only) 

Optional cast-iron leg set costs $151. 

Photos: Michael Pekovich 

flat. Among the plastic baseplates, the 
Woodhaven, Bench Dog and Woodpecker 
models are very flat and have adjustment 
screws so you can level the baseplates 
flush to the tabletop. 

The baseplates of the Craftsman and 
Porter-Cable benchtop tables are pre
drilled to fit their respective line of ma
chines. The optional steel baseplate on the 
Nucraft table has radial grooves that ac
commodate the bases of most routers but 
not the asymmetrical bases found on most 
plunge routers. For a plunge router, you'd 
have to drill new mounting holes in the 
baseplate. The underside of the Rousseau 

Porter-Cable $149 

For a good fit, order 

a predrllled base

plate. Many manu

facturers offer this 

option for a few dol

lars more. 

Rousseau's concen

tric rings help align 

a router prior to 

drilling mounting 

holes. Getting a 

router perfectly cen

tered is possible, 

but you must have a 

good eye. 

baseplate has concentric rings molded in
to it to assist with router alignment, but you 
must drill your own holes (see the bottom 
right photo above). 

I nsert rings 
decrease the throat opening 
Many baseplates come with a set of insert 
rings. Depending on the diameter of the 
bit, select a ring that clears the cutter and 
provides maximum support for the stock. 
Most insert rings are attached to the base
plate with three or four small screws that 
are easy to lose in a pile of sawdust. 

My favorite insert-ring designs are found 

\ 
I 

Rockier $250 
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Vermont American $100 

on the Woodhaven and Veritas tables. The 
Woodhaven's rings are cleanly machined 
and are retained by a snap ring; they're 
easy to remove and replace, even with a 
router bit in place. Veritas manufactures its 
insert rings with an eccentric shoulder. 
They are locked in place with a special pin 
wrench that you must make (instructions 
are supplied; it doesn't take long). I also 

Verltas $269 

like the design of the insert rings manufac
tured by Woodpecker and the optional 
steel set made by Nucraft because these 
rings can be adjusted to bring them flush to 
the tables. 

The clear plastic baseplates made by 
CMT, Bench Dog and Nucraft do not have 

inserts; the drop-in baseplate for each unit 
has a 2-in. hole. If you need a larger hole 

A D J U S T B A S E P L AT E S  F O R S M O O T H  R O U T I N G  
To feed stock smoothly. a baseplate should be perfectly fl ush with the tabletop. 

Woodhaven uses thumbscrew levelers. These levelers are adjusted from below the table. They 

can be purchased separately to retrofit most MDF-core tables. 

The view from below. CMT's table has 12 lev

eling screws. accessible from below. The 

Bench Dog router table has a similar setup. 
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Levelers are built into the Eagle America 

baseplate. Six Allen screws are easily adjust

ed from above. 

Rousseau $400 

for panel bits or one sized for guide bush
ings, you must order a second plate. 

Tabletop flatness 
can affect the accuracy of joints 
Router tabletops are made of cast iron, 
steel, laminated medium-density fiber
board (MDF), aluminum or laminated par
ticleboard. They come in a range of sizes. 
A tabletop ought to be fairly flat. I like one 
that isn't out of flat by more than a few 
thousandths of an inch (across its length) if 
I'm cutting parts that have to mate to one 
another. For cutting moldings, this degree 
of flatness is unnecessary as long as the 
area around the cutter is flat or slightly 
crowned. Overall, the flatness measure
ments ranged from a few thousandths of 
an inch to a few hundredths of an inch. 
FlatrTess is also affected by how well a table 
is fastened to its stand. The flattest and 
best-mounted tables received the highest 
ratings (see the chart on pp. 90-91). 

The Veritas table has a very slight crown, 
which the company claims will flatten out 
once you mount a router. I found that a 
slight crown remained, even after mount
ing a hefty 3'/z-hp router. But once I 
clamped the Veritas fence to the table, it 
flattened right out. In general, a slight 
crown in the region of the cutter is prefer
able to a dished table. That's because stock 
will remain at a consistent height to the bit 
provided downward pressure is main
tained near the cutter. 

Nucraft's cast-iron table also stands out in 
a crowd. At 70 lbs. it's by far the heaviest of 
the bunch. It's about the shape and size of 
a tablesaw extension wing and can be 
mounted as such. For benchtop use, u
craft offers a set of optional cast-iron legs. 

Most router tables are made of laminated 
MDF. The Rockier table is made of laminat
ed particleboard. Unless it is properly sup
ported, MDF or particleboard will likely 



Woodhaven $375 

sag under its own weight. The materials al
so are subject to stresses close to any ma
jor cutouts. Many manufacturers machine a 
channel into the tabletop for a miter gauge. 
And it's here that most of the tables take a 
slight dip. 

All of the MDF tables moved slightly as 
the humidity changed. One day a table 
would be flat; the next day it would have a 
slight warp. This movement affected the fit 
of the baseplate. As a table swells from in
creased humidity, the baseplate requires 
readjustment for a flush fit. The metal ta
bles, obviously, don't get bent out of shape 
due to weather changes. 

The Bench Dog, Freud and Woodpecker 
tables seemed to stay flattest because they 
are solidly attached to their stands. Bench 
Dog and Woodpecker stands have cross 
braces that add support to the tabletops. 

A sturdy stand keeps the tabletop flat 
A stand has to fulfill several functions be
yond the obvious goal of getting the router 
table off the shop floor. A good stand 
keeps d1e tabletop flat, can be adjusted for 
floor irregularities and provides stability. 

It's a rare shop d1at enjoys a perfectly flat 
floor. I expected most stands would come 
with leg levelers, but that's not the case. 
Only the Eagle America, Woodpecker and 
Rousseau stands come so equipped. 

The Rousseau stand, with its heavy, weld
ed steel construction, is clearly a standout 
(Rousseau also offers a sturdy folding 
stand). The company supplies four screws 
for attaching the tabletop to the stand. 
Adding four more screws would keep d1e 
top flatter. Among the enclosed stands, the 
Bench Dog is the best. Because the router 
is totally enclosed, the unit is less noisy. Al
so, you can add dust collection from below 
the router as well as at the fence. But the 
stand bears direcdy on the floor, and it did 
not take long before d1e melamine edge 

Woodpecker $339 

began to chip. Levelers or glides would 
solve d1e problem. 

Few fences are perfectly flat and square 
Fences found on full-sized tables are of 
similar design. They consist of an alu
minum extrusion or casting with an ad
justable two-piece facing made of wood, 
plywood or MDF. Like insert rings, facings 
allow you to close gaps around d1e bit for 
better stock support. 

A fence not only needs to be flat and 
square, but it also needs to be strong, sta
ble and practical to use. Many of the fences 
are weak in one or more of d1ese areas. 

The best fences-those rated excellent in 
the chart-are out of flat by only a few 
thousandths of an inch when measured 
across their lengths. The least-accurate 
models are off by 10 times as much. I also 
measured how square d1e fences were to 
their tables. Most were off a bit. Depending 
on what you use a router table for, these 
measurements may or may not be impor
tant. Close tolerances are important if 
you're using a fence to make tight-fitting 
joints. But if you're simply running mold
ing, it's not that big a deal. 

Not surprisingly, the thickest fences are 
the stiffest. As I learned from manufactur
ers, aluminum extrusions and castings 
don't necessarily come out of the foundry 
flat and square. You can tune a fence by 
adding some tape or paper shims either 
under the fence to help square it or be
tween the facings and fence to flatten d1em 
out. But the best-rated fences are machined 
by d1e manufacturer. The fences with solid 
wood facings are generally less accurate 
because wood has that nasty habit of warp
ing. The fences that rate better have birch 
plywood or MDF facings. 

Besides accuracy, ease of use is impor
tant when judging a fence. Wid1 clamps on 
both ends, movable and offset facings, 

f , 

Woodstock $188 

guards and hold-downs, a router-table 
fence has a lot of adjustments. A fence re
ceived a higher rating if its hardware 
worked smoothly, if it had T-slots for at
taching other options and if it did not re
quire additional tools to make adjustments. 

The Bench Dog model o. AF 400 fence 
is a thick aluminum extrusion d1at has been 
machined flat and square. Its clamps and 
face adjustments slide like silk and are 
tightened via large, easy-to-grasp knobs 
(see the top photo on p. 90). The same is 

Tabletops come in a choice of materials. 

The most common material is laminated MDF 

(left). One manufacturer offers a cast-iron 

model (top). Several portable models have 

aluminum tops. 

true for the CMT bench top fence, which is 
manufactured by Bench Dog. I also like the 
Rousseau fence because of its substantial, 
accurately machined aluminum casting. 
The Hart Design fence is also nicely fin
ished, ald10ugh not quite as accurate as the 
CMT and Rousseau. 

At first glance, I liked the beefy Veritas 
extrusion, with its T-slots for attaching 
hold-downs and stop blocks, but d1e unit is 
cumbersome to adjust, requiring a Phillips

head screwdriver, a slotted screwdriver 
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and a straightedge. The locking levers are 
also too close to the stand. 

The Woodstock and Porter-Cable fences 
are very time-consuming to set up. Each 
half of each fence must be realigned with 
the other half every time the fence is 
moved (see the bottom photo below). In 
their favor, this kind of design allows you 
to perform operations-such as jointing or 

The Bench Dog has aluminum rods for 

shimming the outfeed fence. One face has 

been machined to square it up. Also, large 

knobs are used for all adjustments. 

A fence should be square to the table and 

easy to adjust. A split fence, which is found 

on many bench top models, such as the Wood

stock Rebel, must be realigned each time it is 

moved, a time-consuming process. 

making moldings-that require an offset 
fence on the outfeed side for support. 

Dust collection takes place at the 

fence-Most fences are designed with a 
vacuum-hose hookup at their midsection. 
Rousseau provides a blank fiberboard pan
el that must be drilled out to accommodate 
a hose. The connector port on the Eagle 
America fence is slightly undersized, and 
most hoses in the shop wouldn't fit. The 
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Freud fence has a nonstandard 2-in. fitting. 
The design of the Veritas dust pickup is 

unique and adds greatly to its utility. The 
heavy plastic hose fitting attaches to the 
steel table with strong magnets. It can even 
be attached to the underside of the top to 
pick up dust from dado-type cuts that force 
the shavings down. 

Woodpecker has an optional router en
closure that mounts under the tabletop. 
The enclosure has a door mounted on its 
side. For small and midsized routers, this 
works fine. When I mounted a 3'/z-hp 
router, I was unable to reach all of the con
trols through the door. 

Choose a table 
based on the type of work you do 
If you use a router table only to run mold
ings or to waste out a joint before finishing 
up with hand tools, then most of the lower
priced router tables ought to suit you just 
fine. If, however, you intend to create joints 
that fit tight right off the machine, spend a 
few more bucks. 

The CMT benchtop router table, which is 
manufactured by Bench Dog, is a top
notch portable. The CMT has a sturdy, ac
curate fence, which makes it suitable for a 
shop as well. The Veritas table is another 
excellent small unit. Although it's expen
sive, the ucraft table makes sense if you 
prefer to mount a router table to your 
tablesaw and use its fence for routing. 

Among the full-sized tables, the Bench 
Dog and Rousseau offer the best combina
tion of accuracy, ease of use and sturdi
ness. For a good value, consider the Hart 
Design router table. 

Or better yet, mix and match compo
nents to create a dream router table. My 
dream table would consist of the Rousseau 
LS 3310 leg set ($ 191).  For a top, I would 
buy Woodpecker's jumbo model No. 928 
($129). To help keep it stiff, I'd add a cou
ple of angle-iron cross braces underneath. 
Next, I'd purchase Woodhaven's large phe
nolic baseplate, model No. 147 ($50), and 
the plate levelers, model o. 130 ($15). The 
Woodhaven plate is an exact fit in the 
Woodpecker table cutout. Next, I 'd order 
Bench Dog's AF 400 fence ($ 135). A final 
addition to the perfect table would be 
Freud's BF 3700 on/off switch ($99). This 
combination would cost $619. 0 

John White maintains the Fine Woodworking 

shop and also is a cabinetmaker. 

Bench Dog 
(800) 786-8902 
Model No. RT 400 table 
Model No. AF  400 fence 
Model No. CB 400 base 

CMT 
(888) 268-2487 
Model No. 999.402.00 

Craftsman 
(800) 377-7414 
Model No.  25483 

Eagle America 
(800) 872-2511 
Model No. 415-0024 

Freud 
(800) 472-7307 
Model No. BF3 

Hart Design 
(800) 345-2396 
Model No. Hart 1 

Nucraft 
(800) 971-5050 
M odel  No. NU 105 table 
Model No.  NU 200 leg set 
Model No. N U  1020 steel insert 

Porter-Cable 
(800) 487-8665 
M odel  No. 698 

Rockier 
(800) 279-4441 
Model No.  81267 

Rousseau 
(800) 635-3416 
Model No. RM 3508 tab le  
M odel  No. R M  3301 fence 
Model No. RM 3509 baseplate 
Model No.  LS 3310 leg set 

Verltas 
(800) 871-8158 
Model N o. 05J2022 

Vermont American 
(800) 626-2834 
Model No. 23463 

Woodhaven 
(800) 344-6657 
Model No. 172SHOM ta ble 
Model No.  202 OF fence 
Model No. 301 leg set 

Woodpecker( Oistributed by 
Woodworker's Choice) 
(800) 892-4866 
Model No. 928 table with 
leg set and insert r ings 
Model No. 931 fence 

Woodstock Rebel 
(800) 840-8420 

$ 130 
$ 135 
$ 150 

$259 

$95 

$360 

$299 

$239 

$310 
$ 151 
$200 

$ 149 

$250 

$91 
$79 
$39 

$ 191 

$269 

$ 100 

$ 160 
$ 105 
$ 110 

$219 
$ 120 

$ 188 



R O U T E R  TA B L E S  A N D  F E N C E S 

TAB L E  S IZE/ MAT E R I A L  

2 4  i n .  b y  32 i n ./ 
laminated M D F  

153/4 i n .  b y  22 i n '; 
laminated M D F  

1 4  i n .  b y  40% i n .  ( i nc lud ing 
wings)/die-cast a l u m i n u m  

and  stamped steel 

24 i n .  by 32 i n '; 
lam inated M D F  

19% i n .  b y  2 6 %  i n '; 
laminated M D F  

2 3 %  i n .  by 31';, i n ./ 
laminated MDF 

18 i n .  by  27 i n ./ 
cast i ron 

17 in. by 20 i n '; 
d ie-cast a l u m i n u m  

2 4  i n .  b y  31% i n ./ 
melamine 

24 i n .  by 32 i n '; 
laminated MDF 

16 in .  by  24 i n '; 
steel plate 

14 i n .  by 40';' i n .  ( i nc lud ing 
wings}/die-cast a l u m i n u m  

and  stamped steel 

24 i n .  by 32 i n ./ 
laminated MDF 

24 i n .  by  32 i n '; 
laminated M D F  

1 8  i n .  b y  2 4  i n '; 
cast a l u m i n u m  

TAB L E  F LATN ESS 

Excel lent 

Excel lent 

Fa i r  

Good 

Excel lent 

Good 

Excel lent 

Fa i r  

Fa i r  

Good 

Good 

Fa i r  

Fa i r  

Excel lent 

Good 

BAS E P LATE 

Acryl ic b lank  (predr i l led plates 
ava i lab le) 

Acry l ic  blank (pred r i l led plates 
ava i l a ble) 

Not appl icable (router mou nts to 
underside of table) 

Sheet phenol ic  b lank  

G lass-f i l led plastic b lank  

Molded pheno l i c  b lank  

Acryl ic b lank  (optional  steel 
base plate with pred r i l led holes 

and insert ri ngs ava i la ble)  

Not a ppl icable (router mounts to 
underside of table; predr i l led for 

Porter-Cable routers) 

Mach ined a l u m i n u m  b lank  
(predri l led avai lab le)  

Molded phenol ic  b lank 
(has marked r ings to help a l ign 

ro ute r base) 

Not a ppl icable (router mou nts 
to u n ique c lamp system 

under  table) 

Not app l icable (router mou nts 
to steel b lank  under table; 

d r i l l i ng templates a re i nc luded) 

Sheet phenol ic blank (dri l l i ng  
templates ava i lab le) 

Sheet phenol ic  b lank  
(predri l led p lates ava i la b le) 

A l u m i n u m  b lank  

F E N C E  QUALITY 

Excel le nt 

Excel lent 

Good 

Good 

Fai r  

Good 

Not a ppl icable 

Fa i r  

Fa i r  

Excel lent 

Good 

Poor 

Fa i r  

Good 

Fa i r  

C O M M E NTS 

A rugged, well-designed system.  The 
fence is especia l ly wel l  made and easy to 
adjust. 

Made by Bench Dog and every bit as good 
as its big brother. 

The Craftsma n is an  acceptable portable 
u n it. Among the lower-cost u n its, its fence 
is better tha n average. 

A p la in  va n i l la table and  fence on a n icely 
made wooden base. 

The u n it comes with a smal ler-than-
average baseplate and fence. But the 
stand  is very sturdy, and the optiona l  
($99)  on/off switch is a good idea. 

A good-q ual ity table for the price, with a 
s im ply designed, sturdy fence. 

You'd be ha rd-pressed to wear this table 
out. It 's best used as a tablesaw 
extension wing. The user m ust supply a 
fence. 

R ugged, com pact table. But resetting the 
fence is t ime-consu m i ng. 

The top needs more support from 
u nderneath to prevent sagging. The fence 
is prone to flexing when c lamped. 

This u n it has a heavy-duty welded sta nd .  
The top cou ld  be kept flatter by  add ing 
more mount ing screws from u nderneath. 
The fence is among the best. 

The Veritas is the best solution to 
mount ing a router. Resetting the fence, 
however, i s  t ime-consu mi ng. 

The l ight-duty fence is prone to flexi ng. 

The top needs better attachments to keep 
it flat. The baseplate insert ri ngs a re well 
made. 

The top is the thickest of al l  of the M D F  
tab les a n d  stays qu ite flat. T h e  baseplate 
is a lso n icely made. But the fence c lamps 
a re awkward to use. 

I nsert r ings a re n't flush with the 
underside of the baseplate and can 
i nterfere with mount ing the router. 
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Your Best Work 
Starts With Us ... 
With over 7,000 of the 

finest woodworking tools 

in the world, Woodcraft can 

help you work more efficiently 

and ski l lfu l ly than ever. 

Call for your Free copy today. 

1·800·542·9115 
www.woodcraft.com eWCIDDCRAFT" 

Helping You Make Wood Work " 

Visit one of our stores located nationwide! Gall us for the store nearest you. 

Proud sponsor of "The 
1�""",I<:C'1American Woodshop" 

hosted by Scott Phillips 
on PBS. 

READER SERVICE NO. 152 

210 Wood County Ind. Park, 
Dept. 99WW09Q, 

PO Box 1686, 
Parkersburg, WV 

26102·1686 

NEW TITLES AT DISCOUNT PRICES 

Classic Hand Tools (Hack) $28. 
Timberframe (Benson) $32. 
Routing for Beginners (Baily) $2l . 
The Scroll Saw, 20 Projects (Everett) $15 
The Fine Art o f  Small Scale Wood turing (Duce) $17 
The Book o f  American Windsor Furniture (Kassey) $46 
Classic Arts and Crafts Furniture (Schultz) $22 

Call or e-mail for Our 
New Book, Video and Plans Catalog 

e-mail: purchasi iwebworks.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 32 
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• HIgh AI:Eur-u 
• AutamIII:k .... 

· 1 and 3 ..... AVlIIIIII'* 

· Made for Y __ fill 
Trouble Free II!!nIat 

· [rafted with PrIdII 
In the UIA 

READER SERVICE NO. 124 



" 
BN125 18 gao bradnailer kit 5/8' - 1 1/4' . .  86 
BN200 1 8  gao brad nailer kit 314' - 2' .... 124 
C0A250 bammer cdls 1 5  ga 2 112' fin nailr .. 259 
CFl400 1 hp pancake compressor ........ 192 
CF24oo2 hp side stack compressor. ... . . . . 308 
CFN250 bammer cdls 16 ga 1-2 112' fin nailer . . . .  2n 
OA250 15 gao angle fin naler kit 1 114' - 2 112' .. 189 
0A250A 15 gao ang fin nailer kit 1 114' - 2 112' 208 
FN250A 16 gao finish nailer kit 314' - 2 112' . .  1 69 
NSloo I' narrow crown stapler kit. 112·1' cap . .  89 
NS150 narrow crown stapler kit 112' - 1 1/2' 1 29 
330 speed block finishing sander ........ 69 
332 Ouiksand 5' rndm orb wlstikit pad .... 60 
333 Ouiksand w/hook & loop. dustls .. 64 
333VS 5' var. speed Ouiksand ros. dstls 84 
333VSK 333VS wlsanding pad & paper cleaner 90 
347K 7 114' framers saw wlrt blade & case .. 126 
9352VS 352VS with carrying case ... . . . . . . .  178 
360 3' x 24' bell sander wldust bag 222 
360VS 3' x 24' be� sander. vs with bag . .  234 
362 4' x 24' sander wldusl bag & FREE case .. 222 
362VS 4' x 24' vs dustless belt sander 236 
556 bisc joiner wlcase & tilt fence .... 1 34 
557 plate joiner kit wll 000 biscuits .. 204 
690 1 1/2 hp router .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 38 
9690 690 router with carrying case . . . .  152 
9690K 690. case. deluxe edge guide & 

template guide set ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 99 
691 1 1/2 hp 'd" handle router . . . . . . . . . .  168 
691 K 691 .  deluxe edge guide. template 

guide set .................................... 215 
693PK 1 112 hp plunge router kit wlFREE guide .. 1 94 
693PKO 693PK wID. fixed & plunge bases .. 248 
693PKOX 693PKD w/deluxe edge guide 

& template guide set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  272 
693PKX 693PK w/deluxe edge guide 

697 
698 
6931 
7116 
7116K 
7335 
7336 
7518 
7529 

& template guide set ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  217 
router table with 1 112 h P motor . .  232 
router table only . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .  1 39 
plunge router base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  82 
new 24" omnijig . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  318 
24' omnijig wnt20 & 7123 templates . .  424 
5' random orbit vs sander .. . . . . . . . .  1 42 
6' random orbit var. speed sander 145 
3 1/4 hp fixed base router-5 sp .. 292 
2 hp vs plunge router wlFREE 
template guide sel ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  214 

7539 3 114 hp plunge router-5 speed .. 299 
7800 drywall sander ............................ 348 
7800K drywall sander. vac & FREE 

1/4 sheet sander ........................ 614 
7810 weVdry vacuum. 20 gallon .......... 266 
9125 3 1/4' power plane kit. 6.0 ampsl44 
9444VS var. speed profile sander kit ...... 1 1 4 
9543 Ouik-Change bayonet saw kit .... 156 
9737 VS tiger saw kit with case ... .... ... 1 64  
9862 12v cordless kit wl2 batteries. case .. I48 
9862F 12v kit wl2 batt. charger & flashlite .. 1 54 
9872 14.4v crdls drill kit wl2 batt. & case .. 169 
9731 1 NEW deluxe laminate trim kit .... 212 
97529 2 hp router kit wltemplate guide set 242 

li1lP36' clamp 'n tool guide .. ___ ..... 31 .95 
CT50C 50" clamp 'n tool guide .......... 35.95 
BB1 8C 18" bench clamp .................... 32.95 
BB50C 50" bench clamp .................. ..49.95 
FT2TS 30' Pro-Ft'r clamping str. edge45.95 
FT8TS 99' Pro-Ftr clamping str. edge99.95 

Ja.; .... • .. 3·
,;;

X 
... 

2 .. 1 ··· belt sander . . . . . . . � .. . 169 
3' x 24" vs dustless belt sander 213 
4' x 24" vs dustless be� sander 228 
compact be� sander kiL. ........... 128 

2950H 5' random orbit sander ................ 82 
584AVSK clic barrel handle jig saw. vs wlcase 149 
587 AVSK·50 50th anniv. jig saw kit ..... . 1 56 
587AVSK top handle jig saw. var sp wlcase 149 
613EVS2 hp var sp plunge router .... ........ I 96 
617 1 314 hp router . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 58 
617EVS2 hp electronic var. speed router 1 79 
618 1 314 hp D-handle router ........... . 169 
640 Fine Cut Power Handsaw . . . . . . .... 1 1 8  
640VSK Fine Cut Power handsaw kit . . . .  208 

5' random orbit sander with case 1 14 13294E:VSiin line grip jig saw ........................ 122 
12v crdls t handle wl2 bat. cs & chrg 158 
14.4v cdls drill kit wl2 batteries . .  178 
14.4v cd Is Handle kit wl2 bat . .  199 
1 4.4V cdls back handle kit wl2 bat .... 1 

1't7·'�r'vc:c;' dustless vs random orbit sander . .  1 
dustless vs random orbit sander .. 1 

ISV cdls kit wl2 NMH batteries . 

Panasonic .'T.a EY6100ECKW 12V cdls drill kit 2 batts ....... ... 174 
EY6230FCKW 15.6v cordless kit .. ............... ... 206 
EY6407NCKW 112' cdls kit wl2 NMH bat. 12V .. 184 
EY6431NCKW 112' cdls kitwl2 NMH bat, IS.6V .. 199 
EYC132 15.6V metal combo kit . . . . . . . . . . . . 399 
EYC133 15.6V wood combo kit ... . . .. . . .. 374 

m ()IliI:OP 
Multimasler sander. . . .  1 7 2  
Random orbit sander 489 

18  gao brad tacker. 518'-1 318' . . . .  . .  
IS  gao brad tacker. 1 3116'-2' cap . . . . . . .  169 

1 5  gao finish nailer. 1 114'-2 112·cap. 268 
gao finish stapler. 112'-1 3IS' cap . . . .  132 

Framing stick nailer. 2"-3 112" cap. 369 
Utility coil nailer. 1 1 /2"-3 1 /4" ...... 329 
Coil roofing nailer. 314'-1 314' ... . . .  369 
Flooring stapler. 1 1/2·-2 1/2· .... . . . . 539 

HITACHI ' � 

1 1 00 cfm dust collector ......... . .... 299 
1 hp dust collector ...................... 214 
16 112' drill press ......... .. ............. 449 
6' enclosed stand jointer ............ 499 
benchtop mortiser ...... . .... . ........ . . 239 

JWp·15CS 15' enc. stand planer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 199 
JWBS·14CS 14' enc.bandsaw ... ................ .... . 579 
JTAS·l0X650-1 3 hp cabinet saw/accys .......... 1399 
JWTS-1OCW2LF cast iron contractors saw ........ 649 
JPM·13 1 3' planer moulder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  795 
JSG·60CK 6" belVl 2' disc sander . . . . . . . .  668 
JWBS·18 18" bandsaw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 049 
JWS18HO 1 112' hp shaper 1/2' & 314'spindls . .  524 
JML·l014 mini lathe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  329 

5 compoun 
JSloo biscuit joiner .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  96 
JS102 biscuit joiner wlvar. angle fence 1 1 8  
FT2000E 3 h p  plunge router .... ......... . 184 
F41 0 10" x 40t quiet blade . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  48 
F810 1 0" x 80t quiet blade . . . . . . . . . . . . .  73 
LM72M010l0' x 24t flat top rip blade ...... 36 
LU82M010 10'x 60t crosscuVrip blade . . . .  34 
LU84M010 1 O' x 50T red combo blade .. 40 
LU85R010 10" x 80T red crosscut blade 58 
LU92M010 10" x 60 teeth TCH laminate 59 
LU98R010 10' x SO teeth TCH lam & wood .. 67 
S0208 8' Pro Dado. 24T ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  85 
S0308 8' safety dado with case . . . . . .  1 1 6  
S0508 new 8' super dado set . . . . . . . .  167 
TK206 1 0' x 24T thin kerf blade . . . . . . . .  28 
TK406 10" x 60 teeth thin kerf blade 36 
TK806 1 0" x 80 teeth thin kerf blade 47 
TK906 1 0' x 50 teeth thin kerf blade 34 

BOX 
OF 6 

i/tf·vn?t'J � 5007NBK7 1/4" eirc saw wlcs & blade .... 128 
60950WE 9.6v cdls drill kit wl2 batt ........ 129 
B05010 5' random orbit sander ... . . . . . . . . . . .  69 
LS1013 1 0' slide dual camp miter saw 558 
N1900B 3 1 14' planer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  146 

super torpedo level . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 9.95 
24640 24' journeyman level . . . . . . . . . .  29.95 
24670 48" journeyman level . . . . . . . . . . 59.95 Mit & 
0236-75 anniv. 1/2" drill wlcase .. . . . . . . . . . .  138 
6490-6 1 0' miter saw .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  279 
6496-6 new 10' slide compound miter saw .. 545 
6497·6 10" slide ccmpound saw wlaccs 619 �nnlversary super sawzall 178 

� 
SKS narrow crown stapler . . .  
SLP20 brad nailer w/cse 5/8'-1 518' cap 1 98 
SFN40 finish nailer 1 1 14'-2 1 12' cap .... 338 

.·.CELTA 
1 1 ·990 12' drill press . .... . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . ... l 88  
1 4-650 hollow chisel mortiser . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  239 
1 7·900 1 6  1/2' drill press . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  328 
17·924 mortising attchmt wl4 bits . . . . . . . . . .  68 
22·560 1 2" portable planer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  328 
23·710 sharpening center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  149 
31·280 sanding center after rebate ...... 739 
31-460 4' belV6' disc sander ................ 1 1 8  
31·780 oscillating spindle sander ... ..... 1 93 
36·545 10" bench saw with stand ........ 1 79 
36·821 Unisaw wISO" Biesemeyer fence .. 1 599 
36-865 versa feeder stock feeder . . . . . . . .  248 
37-{)70 6' jointer. var. speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  249 
37·190 6' jointer wlstand after rebate .. 389 
40·540 1 6' vs scroll saw .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  159 
40·650 0-3 scroll saw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  419 
50·840 1 hp dust collector. 650 cfm . . . .  228 
50·850 1 112 hp dust collector. 1200cfm 284 
50-860 room air cleaner. 850 cfm ... . . . . .  234 

(!f:!� 
drum sander . .  :.899 

Pro 22" pro drum sander .... 1 799 

OW, .. , ". " •• '"w, ,.;p �' 
hammr drill and lighl .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  559 

OW321 K top handle jig saw kit ... .. . ..... . . .  1 58 
OW378G 7 1/4" framers saw ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 59 
OW420 5" random orbit sander. psa . . . . . .  62 
OW421 5' dstls rndm orb sander. velcro 67 
OW423 5' vs dustls random orbit sander 79 
OW431 3" x 21 ' dstls belt sander var sp 185 
OW610 1 1/2 hp router. 9 amp . . . . . . . . . . . .  144 
OW621 2 hp vs dstls plunge router . . . . . .  198 
OW6nK 3 114 hp planer kL ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . 149 
OW682K biscuit joiner kit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 59 
0W705 12' miter saw wlcarb blade .... 338 
OW708 sliding camp. miter saw ......... . 644 
OW733 12 1/2" portable planer .. . . . . . . . . . . 435 
OW744 10" portable table saw . . . . . . . . . . . .  499 
OW788 20' var. speed scrollsaw . . . . . . . . . . 448 
OW911 job site radiolcharger .... . . . . . . . . . . 1 39 
OW965K 12v right angle drill kit ............ 1 89 
OW972K2 12v crdls kiVw battery & cs .. 179 
OW991 K2 DW991 K  with two batteries .. 199 
OW991 KS2 14.4V cdls drill & eirc saw kit 338 
OW995K2 ISV 112' drill wl2 batt. chrgr & cs 269 
OW995KS2 1 8V drill & saw combo kit .. 3n 
OW997K2 ISV hammer drill kit. wl2 batteries . . . .  279 
OW997KC2 ISV hammer drill & recip saw kit 41 5 
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Rules of Thumb B Y  M I K E D U N B A R  

Th ree bench p l a nes 

Last month, I pulled into a hardwood 
dealer's lot and parked next to a wood
worker's van. On the van, above the 
guy's name, was his logo: the silhouette 
of a bench plane. I wasn't being catty, 
but I wondered if he knew how to 
use a handplane. The reality is 
that most woodworkers do not 
know how to use one. That's too 
bad, for these are the most useful and 
versatile tools in the shop. 

Bench planes are so impol1ant to woodworking that Mr. Wood
worker-in-the-parking-Iot is hardly the only one to have it as a lo
go. The silhouette of a bench plane is used everywhere. umerous 
catalogs and other woodworking companies use it. The bench 
plane implies craftsmanship nO.t only to woodworkers but also 
to customers. 

Ironically, most woodworkers do own a plane even if they can't 
use it. Around here, we joke about the "requisite plane" that is 
found in nearly every shop because woodworkers know intu
itively that they should own one. For my chair-making classes, I 
give students a list of tools to bring. The list includes a handplane. 
So we get to see examples of these requisite planes every two 
weeks. Usually they are not tuned and are covered with dust. Their 
blades are dull, sometimes rusty, and often upside down. Many are 
still in their original boxes. 

Some woodworkers are self-conscious about their lack of 
knowledge about handplanes and feel they should be able to in
corporate planes into their work. Well, they should. The hand
plane is the king of woodworking tools. It can do more jobs than 
any other tool I can tl1ink of. Any shop that is not mass-producing 
and does not use planes is doing 
many jobs in ways that are com
plicated, clumsy, noisy, dusty 
and inefficient. 

Leonard Bailey about the time of the Civil 
War. Later, Stanley Rule and Level acquired Bailey's patterns and 
displayed the name Bailey prominently on its planes. 

Planes a re sharpened according to their use 
The cutting edge of a plane is sharpened based on the job the 
plane is intended to do. The cutting edge of a new cutter is ground 
square to the sides. This shape is intended for the edges of boards, 
such as when jointing. However, this shape will not work on a sur
face that is wider than the cutter. The square corners will dig into 
the wood, creating an ugly track with a square ridge on both sides. 
The plane may also choke when face-planing. A cutting edge in
tended for use on the surface of a board has to be crested-how 
much depends on function. A curved edge will cut a chip that is 
thicker in tl1e middle and tapers out to nothing on the edges. You 
can see this clearly if you unroll the chip and hold it up to a light. 

N u mbers tell the plane story 
Bench planes are divided into three types: smooth, jack and jOint
er. Stanley developed a system of numbers to identify its various 

planes, a system that is still 
sometimes used today. In this 
system, the numbers increase 
with the size of the plane: For 
example, a No. 4 is larger than a 
No. 1. During some years of 
manufacture, the plane number 
was cast into the iron body of 
the plane. 

Just as the name implies, 
bench planes are most frequent
ly used for bench work. (The 
smaller block plane is, possibly, 
handy enough that it warrants 
its own discussion in a future 
column.) Bench planes were 
originally made of wood, and 
some-mostly European-still 
are. Although wood planes are 
excellent tools, cast-iron ones 
are far more common, and tl1ey 
are easier to learn to use. The 
plane we all recognize-the one 
commonly used as an advertis
ing logo-was developed by 
an American inventor named 

After the Jack, use the smooth. A smooth plane is used for the final 

dressing of the face of a board. The plane is especially handy for remov
ing the marks left by jointers and thickness planers. 

The smooth planes were des
ignated Nos. 1 through 4. Nos. 1 
and 2 do not have much utility 
and are best left to collectors. 
The most useful smooth planes 
are the Nos. 3 and 4. Makers of 
new planes only offer a size that 
corresponds to the No. 4, al
though I saw a No. 3 in a recent 
Garrett Wade catalog. 

As you might suspect, a 
smooth plane is used primarily 
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You get m o re of w h a t  it ta kes to get t h e  

j o b  d o n e ;  m o re power, m o re featu res, a n d  m o re 

o u t r i g h t  d u ra b i l ity. O u r  g o a l  is s i m p l e, d es i g n  a n d  

b u i l d  benchtop a n d j o bsite tools  t h a t  g ive o u r  

custo m e rs t h e  best v a l u e .  

Pro-Tech's Contractor Series presents some o f  the 

f i n est jobsite power tools made anywhere, at a ny price. 

and you ' l l  understa nd why Pro-Tech tools a re becom ing 

the woodworker's  choi ce for  benchtop a n d  the 

contractor's choice for j obsite. 

Pro-Tech is su pported by a network of over 240 

a uthorized service centers nationwide for q u ick and 

efficient service and a l l  of  our  tools carry a 30-day 

custo mer satisfact i o n  g u ara ntee. Ca l l  o r  ema i l  us 

today for the locat ion of t h e  

Pro-Tech d e a l e r  nea rest y o u .  

1 -800-888-6603 

We've b u i lt the same dependable 

qua l ity into each of our va lue packed 

DIY tools and backed them with a 

l i m ited 2-year warranty. Take a close 

look, compare us to other brands, Building On Valuen• services@protechpower.com 

1 0 "  Miter Saw 1 4" Cut Off Saw 1 0" Bench Saw 1 6" Variable Speed Scroll Saw 9" Band Saw 1 0 "  Compound Miter Saw 
READER SERVICE NO. 134 



R u I e  S 0 f Th U ill h (co n t i n u e d )  

Face-planing starts with a jack plane. A jack plane, sharpened with 

a slight crest in the iron, makes quick work of dressing a roughsawn 

board. The telltale scalloped surface is a sure indication of handwork. 

for smoothing wide surfaces. Before thickness planers and jOint
ers became affordable for even small hobby shops, woodworkers 
started with roughsawn lumber that they first leveled with a jack 
plane. ( Contrary to what might seem intuitive, the process of face
planing a board is started with a larger plane and finished with a 
smaller one.) 

A smooth plane cleans up after the jack plane, leaving a surface 
that needs very little sanding or scraping. Today, a smooth plane is 
most commonly used for removing the milling marks left in lum
ber that has been passed through a thickness planer or jointer (see 
the photo on p. 94). The cutting edge of a smooth plane should be 
slightly crested so that it takes a wide shaving that is just a bit thick
er in the middle. The resulting track is very subtle and best seen in 
a raking light. It creates the true handplaned finish that, curiously, 
many woodworkers go to great lengths trying to simulate rather 
than learning to make the real thing. 

Jack planes are designated by the os. 5 and 6. Today's manu
facturers produce only a No. 5. The jack plane is a workhorse, de
signed for fast stock removal. Before the development of the 
thickness planer, all lumber was first surfaced with a jack plane. It 
was the only means for thicknessing wood and, with its strongly 
crested cutter, could remove a thick chip that got the woodwork
er where he needed to be in little time (see the photo above). To
day, regardless of whether you have a thickness planer or a jointer, 
a jack plane is still a fast way to thickness parts and small boards. 

The Nos. 7 and 8 are jointer planes. Today, plane manufacturers 
make only the o. 7. A jointer plane creates square edges either 
when dressing boards or preparing them to be glued (see the top 
photo at right). To create a square edge, the cutting edge must be 
straight and square to the sides. 

Planes a re versatile tools 
Although the various planes are designated for certain jobs, wood
working is not that cut and dried. For special jobs you can substi
tute a plane that is typically used in a different way. For example, I 
maintain a No. 5 for use on my shooting boards. Shooting is a fast 
and sure technique for jointing and squaring small parts and trim-
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ming miters. A plane used for shooting has to have a cutter that is 
straight, like that on a jointer. 

When making a Windsor chair, I glue small blocks to bent arm 
rails to create a wider hand. I jOint the edges of the rail and the ap
plied block on a No. 7 held upside down in a vise. In other words, 
I push the work over the plane, rather than the other way around 
(see the bottom photo below). I am always amazed at students 
who worry about their fingertips, knowing that at home the same 
people would do this work by passing their hands over a cutter
head spinning at several thousand rpm. 

Obviously, being a versatile woodworker requires more than just 
the requisite planes. These tools are like rabbits. Buy two, and you 
will end up with a lot more. I own and use almost two dozen 
bench planes that I keep on a wide shelf under my bench. 

New or used, buy a good plane 
If you buy a new plane, buy the best quality. You will seldom find 
a good plane in a hardware store. Buy from a tool catalog, and 
make sure you recognize the brand. 

Up until World War II most bench planes were of velY high qual
ity. Fortunately, these prewar planes were made in such large 
numbers that they are still plentiful. Buying an older plane has two 
attractive benefits-you get very good quality at a lower price. The 
drawback is that you cannot pull out a credit card, call an 800 num
ber and order one. You have to go out and look for them or con
tact antique tool dealers who will sell via mail. 

Jointer plane for straight 

edges. The longest of the 

steel-body planes, a jointer 

plane, with its 22-in.-/ong 

sole, cuts straight edges 

on long boards (above). 

Clamped upside down in 

a vise (left), a jointer plane 

works well for planing 

small or odd-shaped pieces 

of wood. 



W
hen you buy a machine you also buy the company 

selling the machine. Torben Helshoj , President of 

Laguna Tools understands the American Wood

worker, because he is one. Torben knows firsthand 

the hard work that goes into every piece of furniture. Having the 

best tools makes a difference. 

TAKE FOR EXAMPLE the Robland X3 1 combination machine, the 

# 1  selling machine of its kind in the world! Powered by three sepa

rate 3HP German motors, the Robland X3 1 gives you a 1 0 "  table saw, 

50" of cross cut capacity, a 38" rip capacity, 1 2 "  jointer, 1 2 "  x 9" 
thickness planer, reversible shaper and a horizontal mortiser. 

Just Like You, 
We Build to Last 

HALF A CENTURY OF ITALlAN ENGINEERING has evolved into 

the LM41 0  combination machine. This 1 600 Ib sleek looking piece of 

ingenuity will give you more than you ever dreamed of, such as a 1 2 "  table saw, 4-speed shaper and a 1 6 "  jointer/planer. 

OUR N EWEST ADDITION to our combination machine line is 

the Laguna Tools Signature Series. Manufactured in Austria, these 

incredible machines are designed for the discriminating hobbyist 

or professional shop. Built with quality in mind, not price, each 

machine is made to order. 

OR, IF YOU WANT TO cut wood like butter, 

our line of Bandsaws will make it that easy 

Awarded "Editors Choice Award" by American Woodworker magazine, our LT 1 6HD is designed 

like a tank and performs on the toughest wood like a Ferrari on a mountain road. 

CALL TODAY to order your FREE demonstration video or brochure and see how much 

YOU and Laguna Tools have in common - 800 234-1976. 

LAGU\IA TOO' 5 
You Build With Wood, We Build With Trust. 

(800) 234- 1976 
2265 Laguna Canyon Road 
Laguna Beach, CA 9265 1 

(949) 494-7006 
FAX (949) 497-1346 

(800) 234- 1976 
1 00 Central Avenue, #40E 
South Kearny, J 07032 

(973) 49 1 -0 1 02 
FAX (973) 49 1 -059 1 

E-Mail: lagunatools@earthlink.net Web: www. lagunatools.com 
READER SERVICE NO. 173 
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Profit on wheels! 
Our molder 

will make 
YOUI' 

custom 
work . . .  

. . .  customarily profitable! 
For over 40 years the USA made W&H \older has been a wise 

investment for woodshop owners. Find out more about this 

quality machine! 

PO Box 1 1 49 • Wilton. NH 03086 
1 -800-258- 1 380(USA) 

603-654-6828 fax: 603-654-5446 
Visit us on-line at: williamsnhussey.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 218 

THE CONOVER LATHE 

hinking of moving up? Need a 
machine with greater length, 
more horsepower and greater 
rigidity? Most of our customers 

have exceeded the capacity of smaller 
machines. 

Heavy cast iron construction, precisely 
machined, produces a lathe with 1 6 "  
swing. With user supplied 2 "x6" timbers, 
this lathe can be sized to fit your work
shop or project. Excellent for faceplate or 
spindle work. Guaranteed to please and 
compliment the craft of even the most 
discerning of craftsmen. 

The Conover Lathe. A long tradition of 
pride in American-made quality. 

CONOVER 
(440) 350-4545 • (800) 433-5221 =o!!!#'1>-........ --

www.conover-lathe.com 

po. Box 4 1 8 ,  Mentor, OH 44061 

READER SERVICE NO. 10 
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.•• INTO $$$! 

Cabinet Kits: Premium quality, European-style cabinetry, 
easily assembled using a few common household tools. 

Designed for new construction, remodeling or do·it·yourself home improve· 
ment projects. Each kit, complete with hardware and assembly instructions, 
is individually packaged and shipped directly to you from the factory. Call, 

fax or write to tiS for more information. We Make Cabinets EASY! 

7 1 6 s  Arrowest Road, Grand Junction, Colorado 8 1 505 

I mA 1 1-1 www.cabifletkits.co11l 

PHO NE 970.241 .6608 FAX 970.241 .6606 
READER SERVICE O. 86 

Quality 
Exotic 
Wood 

))TURNERS« 
Thick Planks for Bowls/Squares 

))CABINET MAKERS« 
Individually Selected Lumber 

for 
Furniture / Boxes / Inlays 

Over 70Species 
All Inquiries Welcome ... Call or Write 

!. ®@U'@(IDI}{j(IDU'@]\If.Y7@@@l@Co. 
1 25 Jacqueline Drive · Berea, Ohio 440 1 7  
P 440-243-4452 F 440-234-7958 

READER SERVICE NO. 52 

Pernambuco 
Mac. Ebony 
E.I. Rosewood 
Bocote 
Curly Maple 
Quilted Maple 
African Ebony 
Zebrano 
Lacewood 
Lignum Vitae 
Osage 
Tulipwood 
Blackwood 
Mahogany 
Jelutong 
Holly 
Wenge 
Goncalo Alves 
Many More ...  

"It's a matter of 
pride for both of us" 

For book and video discounts, 
join TauntonPlus FREE! 

Log on to 
www.tauntonplus.com 

Our Index Is 
Now Online! 

• Every issue, every article and tip since issue #1 
• Easily searchable, continually updated 
• Links to all tables of contents for every issue 
• Cross referenced to Fine Woodworking books 

Log on and start searching today! 



BOSCH 
1613EVS 2HP Plunge 
Router . . . . . . .  5194.00 
1615EVS 3-1I4 HP 
Plunge Router 5297.00 
NEW! 1617EVS 2HP 
EVS Router . . . . . . . . . . . .  S178.00 
NEW! 1618 1 -3/4 HP D-Handle 
Router . . . . . . . . . .  . 
12760VS 4x24 Variable Speed 
Belt Sander . . . . . .  5225.00 
3315K 12V Cordless Drill Kit wi 
Case & 2 Batteries . . . . . . .  $1 57.90 
3615KI4.4V Cordless Drill Kit w/ 2 
batteries. ","se & charger . .  5173.90 
31070VS 5" H.D. RIO Sander-
Polisher . . . .  S94.60 
37250VS 5" H.D. RIO Sander-
Polisher . . .$1 38.90 
3915 10" Slide Compound Miter 
Saw . . . .  . . .  .$497.00 
NEW! 12950H 5" Swift Sand RIO 
Palm Sander . . . . .  582.00 
NEW! 1587AVSPJigsaw Kit w/ 9 
assorted blades & case . .  SI58.90 

! 
Brad Nailer ,,,I,,,.se S9II.9O 
NEW! 920001N5I8 - 2" 
Brad Nailer w/""se . . . . . . .  SI34.50 
NEW! 900001NII2 - I"  (1/4" crown) 
Stapler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  SI08.9O 
NEW! 950001N 112 - I  '." (1/4" crown) 
Stapler . .  SI38.9O 
SLP20 Brad Nailer . . . . . . .  SI93.50 
SFNI + 1-2" Fin Nailer w/""se 5269.00 
SFN401-2'," Finish Gun w/""se$348.9O 

401 Radio City Dr . • Rt. 29 To ORDER CALL TOLL FREE: 
N. Pekin, IL  61 554 

FREE SHIPPING! 1 -800-260-2647 
(On orders over S75 in  Cant. U.S.) 24 Hr. Fax Orders (309) 382-1420 jViSAjllll WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD 

ON MOST ITEMS! 
PORTER+[ABLE 

All kits include case 
NEWI COA250 15G Cordless 
Angle Finish Nailer . 
BN125 18G '.-1 '"" Brad 
BN200 18G Brad Nailer Kit .5122.90 
0A250A 15G 1'.-2';'" Finish . .$209.90 
FN 250A 16G ',,"·2"" Finish . .$181.50 
NS150 laG ',I', '." Crown Stapler 
FC350 Clipped Head 2"-3'. 
Framing Nailer Kit . .  
FR350 Full Round Head 

New! ."DELTA New! 
NEWI 36-920 Grand Ed .  WhIte Uno-Saw . .  
NEWI 36-945 Platinum Unisaw $1599.00· 
NEW! 36-475 Platinum Cont.'s Saw S785.00· 
NEWI 28-255 Platinum Edition Band Saw 
Includes Enclosed Stand, 18" Rip Fence, Mobile 
Base and high quality blade. . .S788.00· 

Uol·Saws With Biesemeyer or Uoi-fence 
36·8303H.P. w/30" Uni-fence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .$1399.00' 

36-831 3H.P. w/30" Biesemeyer T-Square FenceSI399.00· 

36·8203H.P. w/52" Uni·fence (Special Edition) .. . 51499.00· 
36·821 3H.P. w/50" Biesemeyer 52" T-Square Fence 51499.00· 

34-182Tenoning Jig . . . . . . . . .  589.90 
1 1 ·990 SSP Drill Press . . . . . . . . .  $192.00 
1 7·905 Mortising Attachment with case . . . . . . . . 522.00 . ,  . I · . .. . • . 
14-s50PII2 H.P. Hollow Chisel Mortiser SUPER 
BONUS: with 2 Free Quality DELTA Mortise Chisels & 
Bits, 114" and 112" ($94.70 Value) . . .  . . . . .  .$257.80 

50-840P 1 HP 650 CFM Dust Collector 
Includes Over S27.00 Value Free 
-FREE I -Delta 4" x 10' Dust Hose 
-FREE I ·Delta Alum. Blast Gates 
'FREE 2·Delta 4" Hose Clamps 

TOTAL PACKAGE ONLY $229.90 
50·850PI-112 HP 1200 CFM Dust Collector 

Includes Over 542.00 Value Free 
-FREE I ·Delta 4" x 10' Dust Hose 
-FREE 2·Delta Alum. Blast Gates 
'FREE 4·Delta 4" Hose Clamps 
TOTAL PACKAGE ONLY $298.90 

NEWI 50-820 Portable Dust Collector 
50-851 2 HP 1 200 CFM Dust Collector 
50-860 850 CFM Air Cleaner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5238.00 
22-675Y I S" Planer with FREE 50-655 stand (a $260.55 
value) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1058.00' 
28-275 14" Open Band-Saw . . . .  5497.90' 

31-780POS Sander Super Bonus Buy: Free Delta 31 -781 
Sanding Spindle Set (a S69.00 value) . . .$219.00 

36-235 12" Compound Miter Saw . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5299.90 
40-650 0-3 18" Scroll Saw . . . . . . .  5398.90 
37-1906" Deluxe Jointer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5379.00· 

NEWI 37-1956" Pro Jointer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5447.90· 
NEW! 37·195·P6" Pro Jointer w/extra set knives $489.00· 

NEW! 37-3808" Pro Jointer with stand . . . . . .  51,085.00 
37-350A 8" Jointer with stand . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1297.90· 
43·420 Platinum Edition Shaper . . . . . . . . . . .  $1 ,399.00· 
43·505 RouterlShaper . .$297.90 

I .;;:;;.;.:;;;:;:;:::!..;;::.::..;;;;:;;;,:..::::.:..::::..:::::� 31-280 Sanding Center . . . . . . . . . . .  $728.00· 

,.., 36-865 Versa-Feeder . . . . .  $239.00 

SKSMed. Duty Stapler . . . .  S247.00 �;:;':;";�::;:::::;';;:i ::::..:::..:::::=�;;;� NEW! PRO'WFraming Nailer . .  $362.90 330 Speed Block Sander SCN40R Roofing Nailer . . .  .$387.90 3325" OS Palm Sander . SN60 Full Rnd Hd Nailer w/=$388.9O 3335" OS RIO Dst Sdr H&L . S63.9O 
PC0701 A9 Palm Nailer . . .  SI59.00 333VS VS RIO Palm Sander . .$83.00 

12" Cmpnd Miler Saw . .$617.00 
3901 Plate Joiner w/l00Biscuits SI66.00 
3612C 3HP Pig. Router wi Brake $246.90 9820-2 Blade Sharpener . . . . . .  .$229.90 
GE0600 Die Grinder . .  . .  $89.90 
62130WAEI2V Cordless Drill KitS1SS.9O 
62330WAEI4.4Crls DriIl Kit . .  Sln.OO 
OK101618V DriIL'Saw Kit . . . . . .  $388.90 

FEIN 

334 5" OS RIO Dustless Sdr 564.90 
352VS VS Belt Sander . . .$173.00 
9352VS V5 Belt Sander wi case SI88.oo 
7335 5" VS RIO Sander . .  .$139.00 
973555" VS RIO Sander with Dust 
Collection & Case . . . . . . . . .  5149.00 
552 Prod. Pocket Cutter . . .  S609.00 
7800 Drywall Sander . . . .  S3SS.00 
382 4x24 Ben Sander wi Bag 5229.00 
362VS4 x 24 VS Ben Sander & 
360 3x24 Belt Sander wi Bag $216.90 
360VS3x24 VS Ben Sander & BagS229.oo 
3471<7-114 Circular Saw w/""se S128.9O 
743KLIH 7·114 Circular Saw wi ",,""$128.90 

ACTORY RECONDITION TOOLS 
Full One Year Warranty! 

352VSR VS Belt Sander . .  5139.90 
9444R Profile Sander Kit . .  579.90 
9872R 14.4V Cordless Kit . .  5147.90 
9862R 12V Cordless Kit . . 51 1 9.00 
9737R 9.6A VS Tiger Saw Kit 5136.90 
340R 114 Sheet Fin Sander . .  $38.90 

0W73312-1/2"Planer wI exira set of knives & dust chuteS397.90 
0W788 Scroll Saw with FREE stand (a $79 value) . . . .  5449.00 
OW 70812" Compound Sliding Mher Saw wi free dust bag . S642.00 
OW 744 10" Table Saw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5497.00 
DW882KBiscuhJoinerlWh FREE 100Bisa.its ('8 value) .$157.90 
OW421 Sander . . . .$69.95 
DW 423 5" EVS RIO Sander w/H&L & Dust 
Collector . . . . . . . . . .  582.50 
OW991KS-2 1 4.4V Combo Drill, Saw Kit with FREE DeWalt 
Leather Holster (a S29.OO value) . . . . . . .  .$312.95 
OW 364 7-114 Circular Saw whh Brake . . . . . . . . . . . .  S149.9O 
OW-4K 4 Piece Fat Boy Combo Kit. Includes: Recp. Saw, eirc. 
saw, hammer dnlVdnver, flex flashlight, charger & ""sa $529.95 

OW625 VS Electronic 3HP Plunge Router BONUS: Free Fine 
Depth Adj. (a 525.00 value) . . . . . S275.00 

W821 2H V Plunge Router ree ine Depth Adj. 
A S20.00 value . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .$188.90 

. . .  $359.00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  SI62.00 

. . . . . .  S174.95 
. .  SI94.9O 

. . . . . . . . . . .  S257.9O 

NEW! JOS 750 750 CFM Filtration System $255.00 IF..�"";"" JOS 8-12 1570 CFM Filtration System . . .$488.00 

L.i:lt.i:lI\.l11J & Shop Onl ine at: ai-supply. com 
READER SERVICE NO. 234 

Optional sliding table 

& scoring unit 

priced separately. 

KPS 30* 
Five operation 

combination 

machine with 

three 3 hp motors 

FSN 300 • 
3 hp Tilting 

Spindle Shapero 

Optional sliding 

table priced separately. 

VDA 3 1 6  B * 
3 hp Slot 

Mortising 

Machine 

MSP 3 1 5  

3 hp 1 2" 
Planer! Jointer. 

Optional mortise 

attachment priced 

separately. 

1\1 
TECH MARK,INC 

790 I Industry Drive ' North Little Rock,AR 72 1 1 7  

www.tech-mark.com · (50 1 )  945-9393 o r  1 -800-787-6747 

READER SERVICE NO. 54 
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Q &A 
Drop-leaf table 
with splayed legs 
I'm designing a drop-leaf table based on 

an old Shaker design. I want the legs to 

be both tapered and splayed outward. At 

what angle are legs of this style typically 

set, and what is the best way to splay the 

legs? -Daniel Tanguis, Monroe, La. 

Christian Becksvoort replies: The easiest 
way to introduce splay into the legs of a 
table is through the rails. Instead of 
cutting the rail ends off at 90° , cut all four 
rails (all eight ends) 2°  out of square at 
88° .  Just remember that the angles have 
to be cut in opposite directions, so that 
the top edge of the rail is shorter, and the 
bottom edge is longer. 

As for the angle of splay, I find 2° to be 
a good compromise. A tablesaw with the 
miter gauge set at 88° makes it easy to 
establish the tenon shoulders. Cut one 
shoulder of the rail with the miter gauge 
on one side of the blade, then move 
the miter gauge to the other side of the 
blade to cut the tenon on the rail's other 

TH E PROPER ANGLE FOR SPLAYED LEGS 

1\ 
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\ 
Rai l  shou lders 
are cut at 88°. 

face. Trim the tenons and dry-assemble 
the entire base. 

You'll notice that the base is now 
splayed at 2° in all directions. To get the 
tabletop to sit flat, the tops of the rails 
need to be beveled outward at 2° .  This is 
easily done on the jointer. The tops of the 
legs need to be trimmed on the tablesaw. 
This is a compound cut because they 
splay out 2° in two different directions. 
Mark the outer two edges of the legs 
carefully, then tilt the sawblade 2° and the 
miter gauge 2° .  Placement of the leg on 
the saw is determined by the tilt direction 
of the blade and miter gauge. 

If the table is a drop leaf, it helps to 
draw a full-sized cross section when 
determining the proper overhang for the 
top. Remember that with a hinged rule 
jOint, the leaves hang mostly under the 
top. Because the legs are splayed 
outward, the overhang is dependent on 
the width of the leaves. You have to make 
sure that the table has enough overhang 
so that the leaves hang plumb and don't 
rest against the legs. Add an additional 

v 
Tops of rai ls and 
legs m ust be angled 
to accommodate 
ta ble's splay. 

� O."h.og of "blotop 
m ust a l low leaves to 
hang p l u m b  without 
rest ing aga inst the 
legs. 

1/2 in. per side if you're building in the 
summer and expecting the top to shrink. 
[Christian Becksvoort builds furniture in 
New Gloucester, Maine.] 

Altering hide glue with add itives 
Hot hide glue is a great glue, but 

sometimes it sets up too fast during long 

glue-ups. Can I slow down hide glue's 

setting speed to give me more working 

time? -Ben Finowski, Parma, Ohio 

William Tandy Young replies: There are 
several good ways to slow down the 
setting speed, or gel rate, of hot hide glue. 
One is to use glue that has a lower gram 
strength. The lower the gram strength, the 
longer the glue takes to set up. Try using 
a glue with a gram strength of 192 or 164 
instead of the more common 251. Glue 
with a lower gram strength is especially 
useful in winter because hide glue sets up 
more quickly in a colder shop. 

You can extend hide glue's working 
time by warming your work with a heat 
gun or a clothes iron before gluing. Don't 
overheat the glue itself (beyond 140°F) to 
gain working time, though, or you'll 
break down its molecular structure, and it 
will produce weaker bonds. 

Another way to retard hide glue's 
setting speed is to add a gel depressant, 
sllch as urea crystals or table salt. I prefer 
urea, which is sold at pharmacies and 
garden centers. Urea is added by weight 
relative to the weight of the dry glue 
granules. Weigh the glue granules and 
urea, make the glue, then add the urea. 
Start with a ratio of 10% urea, and increase 
the percentage if you need more working 
time (the most I ever add is 30%). Glue 
that contains 40% or more urea will 
remain fluid at room temperature but will 
produce weaker bonds. 

You can also buy a ready-to-use gel
depressed hide glue, such as Franklin's 
Liquid Hide Glue. Although not as strong 
as hide glue, it makes a handy setting 
retarder if you're feeling lazy or are in a 
hurry. Just add a squirt to the batch of hot 
hide glue you're currently using. 
[William Tandy Young is a frequent 
contributor to Fine Woodworking] 

Arts-a nd-Crafts faceted pegs 
What is the best way to make and seat 

faceted pegs such as those seen in some 

Drawings: Vince Babak 



More General Machinery 
0 15" Band Saw (#490-1) 1 HP. ........ .. . ........ S 1 ,099 
0 12' Lathe (#160-2) lHP. ..... . ... . ................. Sl,175 
0 12' HD Lathe (#260-VD) ......................... . S2,399 
o 8" Jointer (#480-1) ........... $ 1 ,499 
o 6" Jointer (#1 180-1) 1 HP. ................ ...... S 799 
0 1 5' Drill Press (#34-01 ) ........................... $ 699 
0 14' Planer (#130-1) 3 HP. ........................ $2,399 
• 20" HD ... t� . . $2,599 

2625 Beaver Avenue, Des Moines, IA 50310 

1 ·800·835·5084 
http://www.augusthome.com 

Sandin 

RFO 
PRODUCTS CORPORATION. A JET EQUIPMENT & TOOLS AFFIUATE 

Call 800-334-491 0  for the dealer nearest you 

Add 32" wide sanding 
capacity to your shop 
and we'll throw in 
a dust collector at a 

great price. 

The PERFORMAX 16-3� PLUS 
drum sander will surface, 
dimension, and finish sand. 

i= 

• -..;;:; -

The JET 650 cfm 
dust collector with 
a 5 micron bag will 
pick up even the 

smallest 
particles. 

l' 
! -� 

or visit our website at www. PerformaxProducts.com 

OFFER EXPIRES 1 2131/99 

- 16-32 PLUS shown with optional IN FEED & OUTFEED TABLES, METALSTAND and CASTERS. 
READER SERVICE O. 171 

The Keller 
Dovetail System . . .  
The only dovetail system 
that is simple, fast 
and accurate. 
Fast setup. No test cuts. Precision 
jOinery. Unlimited widths. Classic 
and variable spacing. Compound, 
acute and obtuse angles. Curved 
dovetails. Box joints. Made in USA 
since 1976. 2D-yr. warranty. 3D-day 
money-back guarantee. 

VIDEO: $8_95 + $2 P / H  

To find out more, contact your Dealer or 

KELLER & CO. Dept. F99 
1327 I Street, Petaluma, CA 94952 
(800) 995-2456 (707) 763-9336 

READER SERVICE NO. 40 

S E P T E M B E R / O C T O B E R  1 9 9 9  10 1 



Q & A ( c o nt i n u e d )  

examples o f  Arts-and-Crafts furniture? 

-Gary Bridgeman, Memphis, Tenn. 

Garrett Hack replies: Using a square peg 
to pin a jOint, especially when it's made of 
a contrasting wood, is as intriguing a 
detail as it is practical. Its square corners 
bite into the wood and lock the peg in 
place. It's an old idea used to help secure 
everything from wood heels on shoes to 
massive timber frames. 

Choose a peg wood that is hard and 
has long grain fibers, such as ash, oak 

MAKING AND INSTALLING A FACETED PEG 

Square peg is 
rou nded on one end 
";0' 

J
' "0 ;1,. 

Hole is d ri l led 
through leg and  
into ra i l  tenon.  
A smal l  ch isel is  
used to sq ua re 
up the first %6 i n .  
o f  t h e  hole.  

Tri m med peg is 
sha ped using a 
ch isel with the 
bevel side down. 
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and rosewood. Ideally, the peg wood 
should be harder than the wood it will be 
driven into. Cut strips for the pegs first, 
then choose a drill-bit size just a trifle 
under the width of the pegs. Burnishing 
down a small square of masking tape 
prevents any fiber tearout when drilling 
the holes. Then square up the holes about 
3/16 in. deep with a small chisel. 

Using a small knife, shape the pegs to 
the same shape as the holes: square at the 
top and tapered to a round end. The 
harder the wood or longer the pegs, the 
closer the fit you should aim for. If a peg 
fits too tightly, you risk snapping off the 
peg or being unable to drive it home. 
Make some u'ial holes and pegs to get an 
idea of the best fit. Place a small crescent 
wrench on the square end of each peg to 
help hold and position the peg as you 
sink it with a hammer. 

Saw the pegs off slightly proud of the 
surface, guiding a small backsaw against a 
thin scrap so that you get a consistent 
height. Now shape tl1e top of the pegs. 
The trick to this is to use a chisel with the 
bevel side down, tap it lightly with a 
mallet and lower your angle of attack as 
the cut progresses. Work from all four 
sides to level the pegs flush or, if you 
prefer a faceted look, shape them into 
flattened pyramids. 
[Garrett Hack is an author and furniture 
maker in Thetford Center, Vt.] 

Finishing without fresh a i r  
During the winter it is too cold to finish 

anything in my unheated shop, so I either 

have to wait until spring or finish in my 

kitchen. I seem to have more luck with 

hand-rubbed finishes, and I especially 

like oils. Can you suggest a finish that is 

safe to use indoors? Without ventilation? 

-Dave Johnson, Stockbridge, Mass. 

Chris Minick replies: Ten years ago the 
choice of finishes that could be applied 
witl10ut ventilating the room was severely 
limited. Not so today. Finish manufac
turers have developed low-odor, 
nonflammable water-based finishes and 
stains tl13t rival tl1eir solvent-based 
counterpatts in protective quality and 
ease of application. 

Most water-based finishes are designed 
for brush or spray application but can be 
wiped on with a slight change in wiping 

technique. The normal technique of 
flooding the wood with oil, waiting 
15 minutes and then wiping off me 
excess finish doesn't work witl1 water
based finishes because they dry much 
faster than traditional wiped-on oil-based 
finishes. A better metl10d is to wipe on a 
coat of water-based finish with a lint-free 
rag, men immediately wipe off me excess 
before the finish statts to dry. Multiple 
coats are needed to form a significant 
finish film, but the rapid drying time 
a'iows six or eight coats to be applied in 
one day. Several brands of water-based 
finishes are available, but I've found 
General Finishes EF line of finishes and 
stains works best for wipe-on application. 
These products can be purchased by mail 
from Rockier Woodworking and 
Hardware (800-279-4441). 
[Chris Minick is a contributing editor to 
Fine Woodworking.] 

G l u ing u p  bent l a m i nations 
I have formed 16 birch bentwood 

laminations using urea formaldehyde. 

The radius of the curve was 14 in., and 

the thickness of each ply was 3A6 in. I 

made full-sized male/female forms and 

clamped them together for 24 hours. 

About 25% of these delaminated on one 

ply (generally the outside ply). What 

would cause them to delaminate, and 

what should I have done differently? Is 

there a nondestructive test that I can use 

to determine if they can be used in a 

piece of furniture? 

-Arnold Nelson, Redlands, Calif. 

Lon Schleining replies: Having bent a 
hundred or so laminated handrails for 
circular staircases using this technique, 
I can safely say that there are a lot of 
ways to get into trouble. The good news 
is tl1at these pieces failed before you built 
them into some beautiful piece of 
furniture. The bad news is that I'm 
afraid your carefully made parts must 
go into the scrap bin. If one glue joint 
failed, all are suspect. In the long run, 
you'll sleep better knowing that you 
fixed me problem and didn't just cross 
your fingers. 

One possible cause of the delamination 
is mat the plies you used were too mick. I 
would suggest using plies much tl1inner 
than 3/16 in. for a 14-in. radius. The minner 



r------------------------------------------------,  
No Splintering, No Tearout, 

Life-Long Performance. 
Now That's Precious Metal. 

A quarter of a million satisfied woodworkers 
agree: the Forrest Woodworker II blade is worth its 
weight in gold. Maybe more. And it doesn't take 
a jeweler to see why. It rips through thick 
hardwoods with no scratches or tearouts. 
Miters and cross-cuts with flawless precision. It 
makes short work of one-sided laminates and 
splintery oak plywoods . . .  flawlessly. In short 
there are sawblades . . .  and there are Forrest 
blades. 

Here'S why. The hardness of C-4 carbide, 

FORREST WOODWORKER II: 6"-14" dia. avail. 
AlI-purpose-tablesaws and portable circular saws. 
Special 10% Discountl Take 20% off second blade of your choice. 

Sale 1 0% Off 20% Off 
Price First Blade Second Blade 

1 4" x 40 T x 1 ' .$.W! $1 34 $ 1 1 9  
1 4" x 30 T x 1 "  $+S9' $1 25 $1 1 1  
1 2" x 40 T x  1 "  $-t2'!f $1 1 6  $ 1 03 
1 2" x 30 T x 1 "  .$*1'9 $1 07 $ 95 
1 0" x 40 T X '/," or 'I,,"� � $1 07 $ 95 
1 0" x 30 T x 'la"� or '/,2' ...$99 $ 89 $ 79 
9" x 40 T � $ 98 $ 87 
9" x 30 T ..$9!' $ 89 $ 79 
*8 '/: x 40 T x '/:1'/ ...$99" $ 89 $ 79 
8" x 40 T '/,,' ....$9§ $ 89 $ 79 
8' x 30 T ,/,,' � $ 80 $ 71 
7 '/: x 30 T '/32' � $ 62 $ 55 
'*6" x 40 T '/,2' ,....$8! $ 80 $ 71 
*NEW for Sears & Makita Tables Saws **NEW for Saw Boss 
BLADE STIFFENER 
Make all your blades cut better and quieter with a blade stiffener! 

4" ... $21 

o 
5" ... $24 

o 
6" .. . $25 

o 
FORREST DADO-KING: 6"-12" 
Unmatched Precision on Every Dado Cut! 
The Forrest Dado-King gives you Oat-bottomed grooves and no splin
lering--e\Oen when crosscutting oak plys and melamine. This award
winning set comes with six 4-tooth chippers (including 3/32" chipper). 
two 24-tooth outside blades plus shims. Cuts 1/8" to 29/32"grooves. 

Free $21 value 10% Off 1 5% Off 
10" BLADE RUNNER Sale First Second 
CARRYING CASE! Price Dado Dado 

Protects and holds lip to 6" set � $242 $229 
\0 blades. Shipped with 8" set $289" $260 $245 6", 8" or 10" Dado Sets. 

1 0" set $a49" $31 4  $297 

NEW "EASY-FEED" STANDARD DADO 
For solid hard and soft woods only! (No plys, no melamine!) 8" D, with posi
tive hook 24 tooth blades & 2 tooth chlppers and shUns. Cuts '/." to 'YI6" wide 

LIST SALE 10% 1 5% 
$249 $21 8 $196 $1 85 

DURALINE m A,lT: 71J4"-16" dia. avail. 
Cuts melamine PERFECTLY. Our best PLYWOOD blade. 220 mm & 300 mm available. 
For absolute splillter controlf! Sale 10% Off 20% Off 
8", 7 '/." & others available Price First Blade Second Blade 

1 0" x 80 T ('/a" or '/32" K) $.:tS9'" $143 $1 27 
1 2" x 80 T (1 " hole, '/a' K) $'t1I"f" $163 $145 
1 4' x 80 T (1 ' hole) � $1 77 $158 
1 4' x 1 00 T(1'  hole) $22S" $203 $181 
1 6' x 1 00 T (1 ' hole) $243'" $21 9  $1 94 t...nP-l!PII!!RR!!!!I!oo!!!!lIllll!!l!!��sll!"I'" ���TURlNG rv � COMPANY, INC. 

combined with the low breaking point, of C-2 carbide, 
creates a tooth that's as permanently tough as it is 

sharp. Once that tooth is hand-brazed to the plate, 
the blade is hand-straightened to a perfect flat
ness-and an astonishing ±.001 " runout for peak 
performance. 

Sawing is believing. Prove it  to yourself
completely without risk! Call (800) 733-71 1 1  

today for your chance to try a premium 
Woodworker II  blade or any other Forrest blade in 

your own shop. 

CHOP MASTER BLADE: 61J2"-15" dia. avail. 
Specially designed for sliding compound miter saws. New specs. 5' neg. pts. & flat. 
runs out less than .001/.002 for perfect. tight. smooth. splinter-free miter joints! 

Sale 10% Off 20% Off 
Price First Blade Second Blade 

6 '/,' x 40 T x 5/8' .$-'99' $ 89 $ 79 
8 '/." x 60 T x 5/8" � $ 98 $ 87 
8 '/,' x 60 T x 5/8" � $ 1 07 $ 95 
9" x 80 T x 5/8" � $ 1 1 6  $ 1 03 
1 0" x 80T x 5/8" � $ 1 25 $ 1 1 1  
1 2" x 80 T x 5/8" � $ 1 34 $ 1 1 9  
1 4" x 1 00 T x 5/8" .$11J9' $ 1 70 $ 1 51 
1 5" x 1 00 T x 5/8" .$1-99' $ 1 79 $ 1 59 

WOODWORKER I: 7 1/4"-14" dia. avail. 
Designed for radial arm or tablesaws-fme crosscut. 

Sale 1 0% Off 20% Off 
Price First Blade Second Blade 

8". 8 '/ .... 7 '/ ... x 60 Tooth � $ 98 $ 87 
1 0" x 60 Tooth � $ 1 1 6  $ 1 03 
1 2" x 60 Tooth $:1.a9' $ 1 25 $ 1 1 1  

EXTRA BONUS! 9 AT $5 EACH! ����,��:��ucfa�� ) 
Buy a blade or dado and get $45 worth of sharpening discount coupons 
from Forrest. good on any make blade or dado set you own. The first 100 
customers will receive a FREE Picnic Table Plan &, Router Poster. 

For Info, Tech Help, or to Order, CaU: 
1 -800-733-7 1 1 1  Sh;PP��icJ:$�Bndling 

dado $8 973-473-5236 • Fax 973-471 -3333 stiffener $2 

You must mention you saw this ad 

in Fine Woodworking magazine. 
when ordering. 
Hurry! This special offer is 

limited while supplies last 

on orders placed by ..... _�.....; 

Unconditional Money-Back Guarantee 
Use any of these blades for a month. If you are not completely 

satisfied, return the blade for a complete refund. No other 
blade company will make that kind of guarantee-because 

there's no other blade like a Forrest blade ! 

457 River Road , Clifton, NJ 07014 • Phone 800/733-71 1 1  • In NJ, Call 973/473-5236 • Fax 973/471-3333 2-4 Days Sharpening 
ON ALL MAKES OF CARBIDE BLADES WESTERN CANADA: Call European Sharpening 403/287-0850 • Fax: 403/287-1622 

L _ ���� � ...9�R..:.. R� .s0!e:::..3����ru:. �.,.!ar. City'!fl..!822� ��e��::9.:!8!! :.!!! �7��.!?:" _ _ _ _ _ _ .J 
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Q & A ( c o n t i n u e d )  

the plies, the less stress on the glue joints. 
The surface preparation of the plies is 

also critical to proper bonding-if the 
surface is not porous enough or is dusty, 
d1e glue will not penetrate properly. 
Clean d1e surfaces wid1 eimer a vacuum 
or compressed air. Try to make sure that 
your planer is sharp and doesn't glaze d1e 
surface of d1e pieces. To test me porosity 
of a ply, place a drop of water on the 
surface, then watch to make sure it soaks 
in promptly. 

One dung to remember is mat urea 
glue, a good choice for d1is project, has a 
limited shelf life once opened. In powder 
form, urea should smell very sU'ongly like 
liquid Pine Sol cleaner. If tl1e smell 
doesn't bother you when you open the 
container, me glue may be too old. Get a 
fresh batch just in case, then mix it to the 
consistency of d1in syrup. If the mixture is 
lumpy, su'ain it mrough a nylon stocking. 

If your materials are not d1e problem, 
what's left is technique. When I glue up a 
bent lamination, I apply the glue with a 
roller and go like a house on fire. If it 

5,000 Fasteners 
Online 

Fasteners 
Epoxies 
Adhesives 
Hardware 
Sandpaper 
And more free cataloLJ 
Woodworking and Boatbuilding 

Supplies to the 
Crafts and Tradesmen 

800-423-0030 
www.jamestowndistributors.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 158 
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takes just a little too long to get the pieces 
clamped up, or if the glue skins over even 
slightly, the bond will be weak. 

It's essential that the pieces come into 
contact while me glue is still liquid. If you 
can lightly touch me glue surface after it is 
spread wid10ut transferring glue to your 
finger, the glue has formed a skin, and 
you may as well call it a day. Once the 
glue is spread, especially in a warm 
environment, this skinning over can 
happen very quickly. About the only 
d1ing to do if d1is happens is clean off me 
glue, remill everything and start over. 
Apply glue to both surfaces, making sure 
you get complete coverage on both, and 
always bend all of the layers at one time. 

One sure way to improve your speed 
and technique is to clamp the bundle of 
plies onto your form without glue. This 
dry run will give you a chance to test 
your clamping system and make sure 
everything you need is at hand. 

I would consider doing away with me 
female part of your bending mold. 
Bending me bundle around the male 

portion and men clamping as you go 
ensures even clamping pressure. As long 
as your gluing environment is within the 
temperature range recommended by 
me glue manufacturer, the 24 hours of 
clamping time should be plenty. 

Lastly, there is no substitute for 
destructive testing where glue is 
concerned. I routinely glue up sample 
pieces then strain them to the breaking 
point. Noming reinforces my confidence 
in my glue joints like seeing me sample 
break I/Z in. away from the joint. 
[Lon Schieining builds custom stairs in 
Long Beach, Calif.] 

Repa i ri ng b l ushed rings 
on a kitchen table 
My Danish teak dining-room table is 

finished in oil and has a white ghost ring 

from a hot pad that was damp. How can I 

remove the blush? 

-Natalie Stevens, Alamogordo, N.M. 

Jeff Jewitt replies: If it's a commercially 
made teak table, the finish is probably 

NORTHSTATE 
15" PLANERS LENEAVE QUALITY-SINCE 1957 NORTHSTATE 

NORTH STATE 
OUST COllECTORS 

• Model 315: S889 
• Same features as 

the Model 310 plus: 
• Table extension 

• Model 310 Planer. $8S9 
• Powerfu13 hp motor 
• Cast iron construction 
• Magnetic switch 
- l year warranty 
• Dust hood 
• Anti-kickback 
• Stand included 
• 2 speeds 

RAISED PANEL 
ODOR MACHINES 

UNIQUE: Machine aU five 
components with only one 
operator 

Prices Subject to Change 
Enors Subject to Corntcaon 

NORTHSTATE PLANERS NORTH STATE r CABINET MOULDERS WIDE BELT SANDER 

• 20', 5 hp: $I.39S 

• 24', V Speed S2.!195 
• 5 hp & 7-1/2 hp * * * * * * * * * * * * * NORTHSTATE * * BANDSAWS * 

: • 14', 1 hp, $425 : 
* • 18', 2 hp, $795 * * • 20', $1.495 * 
: • 24', $2.465 : 
* * * * * * * * * * 
PORTER 

SHOP JOINTER 

· 8' jointer • Heavy cast iron const. 
• 2 hp. single phase 
• Dual tilt fence 
• Magnetic conttols 
• SALE: $795 
• 6" jointer. $395 12" iointer:87" bed 
• 16" joirrter: Ill- bed 
• Delta r jointer: CAUl 

CABLE 
complete line available 

330: Sander: $66 5116: Dmnijig: $268 
33Z: Orbital Sander: $75 7116: Omnijig: 1293 
333: Orbital Sander: $83 7334: Orbital Sander: $121 
351: Sander: S164 7335: Orb. Sander: $135 
360: Sander: $213 7519: Router: 1248 

361: Sander: $203 7538: Router: $248 
36Z: Sander: $218 7539: Router: $278 
363: Sander: $213 7549: VS jigsaw: $134 
505: Sander 1132 9118: Plane Kit: 1228 
555: Plate Jointer: $138 9627: Rec. Saw: $147 
630: Router: $135 97310: lam. Trim Kit: $198 
690: Router. $143 9853: Cordless drill: 1163 
9444: Pro Sdr Kit $124 NEW! 9352: VS Sander KitSI68 

STRAIGHT-LINE 
RIP SAWS 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * WOODMASTER * 
: DRUM SANDERS : * * * * * * * * * * * 

• Four ,nd FMr Head rnodeb 
• Variable speed 
• 2-1/4'xli capacity models 
• 6'x 9" capacity Model 
• 5" x 8'  capacity Models 
• Designed to make high 

quality moulding at the 
lowest possible cost * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

: WIWAMS & HUSSEY : 
* MOULDER I PLANERS * * * * * * * * * * * * 

SALE! 
NORTH STATE CABINET 
SHOP 

• 2 & 3 hp/1 5 hp/3 ph 
· Z speed·reversible 
• Z spindles: 314". 1-1/4' 
• lIT. I' available 
• Router collets avail. 
• Cast iron table 
• Spring hold down & 

miter gauge 
• Extra heavy duty 
· ' ye8r warranty 
• FROM S650. 11m 
• Tilt spindle mod,1 avail. 
• Sliding T.bl, mod,1 .v.il. 
.- FREEBORN -

HITACHI . 10- through 20- * !h.!e�c: -= .� a;. �ab1' * • l In. hpll phase. * SCMI I MINI MAX * 
7 In. hp/3 phase * MACHINERY * • Saw Head Rolls on 8 Heavy * 

ADJUSTABLE 
* 

Duty Seated Ball Bearings * 
CLAMPS • Cross cut capacity up to 4Z- : * * * * * * * * : 

• Best buy in the industryl 
• Variable speed 
• Platen head 
• Dual motors 
• Heavy cast iron & steel 
• Plate construction 
• 25' Ust S9050 
• SALE: S63OO. 15 hp 
• 3r list $13.300 
• SALE: $9100. 20 hp 
• 43" SALE: $13.000. 25 hp 
· 'S" mod,l .v.ilabl, 
• Ph." convert., .v.il. 

EMGLO 

SALE PRICES 
• 2 hp. 2 bag: S295 
·3 hp. 4 bag: $415 

1·1/2 HP c:ompr,uor"H"'CAU 

I SENCO Pneumatic Nailers . . . . . . Calli 
POW&I'tW1C I ••• 

tv'OOel 66  -AJI nuJels AV<lilabie. Call for I'Iorro Pricing. 
Model 66 Sam Model t515" PIaer 
Model III 8" Joi1ter Model 54 6" Joirrter 
Model till 18" PIaer Model 64 10" A<tisa1 'iiaN 
Model n 14" T� Model 44 14" BaIisaw 

IJi.IJi.IJi. [J e L TA 
til" Unisaws · All models Availoblo, Call fur Promo Pricing 
37·!iJ8" jJin1erw/ sillrd 211-2111 14" Bardsaw 
17-!Dl 161>" Drill Press G-Jl5� 
46-541 LatI-e l3-9!Il10" Pa:iaJ AIm Saw 
«HBJ 18" 03 Scroll Saw 

••• COMPLETE LINES AVAILABLE ••• 

• BIESEMEYER 
• VEGA 
• EXCALIBUR 

NORTHSTATE 
10". 12". 14' CABINET 
SHOP SAWS 

• 3. 5,7·1/2 hp mOlors 
• Magnetic conuois 
• Cast iron top 
• VERY HIGH DUALITY 

• Starting at '995 
• UNIFENCE We try not to be undersold, 
fences available tell us our competitors' prices 

ClfH SIde Comp.5aw CAlL 
CB7Sf 1Io'band-saw. CAlL 
TR-I2: PI. Router:S1B7 
MI2V:31/4hp,vsrouter:S11B 
rss·ms W' sfide cc:mp. 
sawS468 LENEAVE MACHINERY & SUPPLY COMPANY 

305 West Morehead St., Charlotte. NC 28202 800-442-2302 (704) 376·7421; FAX: 704-333-1017 
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Fine 
WqqQWorking 

Great ideas ... 
Great talk ... 
GREAT SITE! 
Fine Woodworking is building an online 

community of active woodworkers. Come 

join us and . . .  

• Find information from recent issues on 

tools, techniques, materials, and 

projects . 

• Swap ideas, information, questions, and 

opinions with fellow woodworkers. 

• Browse our book and video collection. 

• Join TauntonPlus FREE and save 20% off 

every book and video, everyday! 

• Check out back issues and search past 

articles with our comprehensive index . 

And, back at the home page, you can 

take a look at Fine Homebuilding, Fine 
Cooking, Kitchen Gardener, Threads, and 

Fine Gardening. 

Log on and join in! 

finewoodworking.com 



Q & A ( c o n t i n u e d )  

lacquer, not oil. Either way, the white ring 
can be removed by one of two ways. 

Using 0000 steel wool, rub the area with 
baby oil or a wax thinned with mineral 
spirits. Go lightly, and if this works, you 
may need to rub down the whole table to 
even out the sheen. 

If that doesn't work, spritz a bit of 
alcohol (any type is fine) on a clean rag. It 
should not be wet but should feel damp, 
like the tip of a dog's nose. Wipe the 
white area with the rag-lightly and 
quickly-in a pendulum-like motion. The 
white should disappear without too much 
work. Again, if the sheen changes, you 
can blend it in by rubbing the table with 
0000 steel wool and wax. 

If neither works-and I'm sure one of 
them will-the damage is severe, and 
you'll have to strip and refinish. 
Ueff Jewitt repairs and restores furniture 
in Cleveland, Ohio.) 

. 

Refi n is h i ng a ntique chairs 
I really enjoyed Mike Dunbar's article on 

milk paint (FWW #136, pp. 64-67). I have 

a set of eight mahogany dining chairs 

that are family antiques (130 to 150 

years old, I think) as well as a younger 

mahogany desk. All of these are a 

dark maroon color, similar to the 

"rocker" in the article. Is this a mixed 

color or layers of different colors? It 

seems to me that this dark color was 

very much used on older furniture, and I 

always wondered what kind of a finish it 

is. Now it is obvious to me that it is milk 

paint, and I like it. What about refinishing 

these surfaces? Do they need to be 

taken down to bare wood again and 

refinished from scratch? 

-Ron Lattner, Banks, Ore. 

Mike Dunbar replies: It is hard to 
determine what a finish is without seeing 
it. Even then, it can be difficult. You could 
be looking at any one of a number of 
possibilities. However, I doubt that what 
you describe is milk paint, as this finish 
was not usually applied to mahogany. 

If your estimate of the age of your 
mahogany dining chairs is accurate, tl1ey 

were made during the Colonial revival 
period. This revival was sparked by 
enthusiasm for the country's centennial 
celebration in 1876, when things 
"colonial" became fashionable. Your 
chairs would have been made in a 
furniture factory, and you could probably 
strip them without worry. 

However, if your chairs are handmade 
and from one of the periods preceding 
tl1e Industrial Revolution, they could be 
quite valuable. There are lots of cases 
where someone has lost tens of 
thousands of dollars of value (and an 
immeasurable amount of history) by 
stripping antique furniture. Because of 
the chance that your chairs are older and 
far more valuable than you might have 
imagined, I plead with you to have them 
examined by an expert before you begin 
to strip them. You should be able to find 
an antique appraiser in the phone book. 
Or contact the curator of furniture at a 
nearby art museum. 
[Mike Dunbar is a contributing editor to 
Fine Woodworking.) 

Let's Clear the Air. • • 
Introducing The New Model 750 

Simply The Best! 
• Variable Speed Control 
(200 CFM to 750 CFM 
Filtered Air) 

• Two Speed On/Off 
Pull Chain 

• Ultra Quiet 

• 95% ASHRAE Tested 
Main Filter 

• Lifetime Warranty 

• 30 Day Money 
Back Guaranty 

The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) 
recommends limiting wood dust exposures. The JOS Air-Tech 2000 will 

dramatically improve the quality of the air you breathe. Our new model 750 
variable speed allows you to dial in your desired air flow, from a whisper quiet 200 
cfrn to an ultra performance 750 cfrn. This will clean the air in a 30'x30'x8' shop 
ten times per hour. For larger areas our models 8-12 and 10-16 
are available. The JOS systems will remove 99010 of particles as $259 00 
small as five microns and 80% of particles as small as one • 
micron. For the removal of odors, fumes and smoke, our Model 750 

"Better Homes and Gardens" 
WOOD· Magazine (Nov. '95) 

optional charcoal filter is available. To place an order or ..I ..... � 
for the dealer nearest Another quality product from � 
you call us toll-free. Manufactured in the U.SA. C O M  PA N V 

.IDS AIR-TECH 2000'" 1-800-382-2637 
READER SERVICE NO. 214 
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System®[j[@· Modular Truck Equipment 
Awarded 16 U.S. Patents 

• Extruded Aluminum Alloy 
• Recessed T-Slots 
• Ratchet Tie-Downs 
• Inserts in 66 Colors 

3 Systems In One 
" Carrl .. Overhead Cargo on Rubber Wear StrIps 
" Secures Interior Carlo with Sliding Cargo Anchors 
" Organizes Equipment using Over 30 Accessories 

Call For Free Brochure 1-800-627-9783 P.o. Box 248 Pennington, NJ 08534 

READER SERVICE NO. 149 

At the center of the Leigh Router Jig System is the amazing 24" D4 Dovetail Jig. 

Create through, half-blind and sliding dovetails with infinite adjustment of 
joint spacing and tightness of fit in wood up to 1 'Ii' thick. 

Add the F1 Finger Joint Template for an incredible range of square or unique 
rounded finger joints from \12" down to a tiny '116". All infinitely adjustable for 
fit with the Leigh Variable Guidebush System (VGS) . 

With the Multiple Mortise and Tenon Attachment you'll rout perfectly 
snug rows of multiple mortises and tenons, in vi mtally any layout you can 
imagine, and in material from ;/)6" to l'lz" in thickness. 

And finally, the world's first organically-shaped interlocking joints are easy 
to cut \vith our Isoloc™ Templates. Three different Isoloc templates create six 
unprecedented joints that are impossible to cut by hand. And again, you have 
complete control of joint tightness \vith the VGS. 

Precision, strength and beauty are the hallmarks of every Leigh joint. Create 
them all, from the dovetail and beyond \vith the world's best router jig system. 

Call For Your Free 32-Page Catalog Now! 

1·800·663·8932 
Create 6 Isoloc Joints 

with the 11 Joint Templates 

Leigh Industries Ltd., PO Box 357, Port Coquitlam, BC, Canada 
V3C 4K6 Tel. 604 464·2700 Fax 604 464·7404 Joining Tradition With Today 

WOODWORKERS! 
FREE Catalog! 
The world's finest selection of: 
Woods • Veneers • Inlays • Carvings 

Finishes, Glues, Hardware 
and MORE! 

� CONSTANTI N E  
Dept. 37909. 2050 Eastchester Rd .. Bronx. NY 1 0461 

• d I = i :4$ W:r'I,fU§:r'J:fA 
READER SERVICE O. 71 

Panasonic Special 
New Panasonic Drills w/3.0 Ni-Mn Batteries Improved Power-to-Weight RaM & Longer Run Time 

EY643 1NQKW 1 5.6v, 3ah- List $372- Sale $209. 

EY643 1 FQKW 1 5 .6v, 2ah- List $342.- Sale $1 89. 

EY6407NQKW 1 2v, 3ah- List $338.- Sale $188. 

EY6406FQKW 1 2v, 2ah- List $306.- Sale $169. 

We specialize in the highest quality power hand tools and 

accessories: Lamella. Metabo, Fein, Panasonic, Stabl/a. 

LaserMark. Laser Jamb. Gross Stabil & other quality lines. 

Stoller Tool Company 
12573 Frick Rd., Sterling, OH 44276 

1 (800) 8 1 1 -7842 Fax (330) 939-1 1 1 1  

www.stoUertool.com 
READER SERVICE NO. 75 

formerly 
Groff &- Hearne Lumber, Inc. 
Exceptionally Fine 

Furniture & Instrument 
Grade Woods 

PREMIUM WALNUT, CHERRY, CURLY CHERRY, 
BIRDSEYE AND TIGER MAPLE 

Sawmill Direct · Slabs to 40" Wide 
75+ Unusual Native & Imported Species 

Matching Flitches · Burls & Turning Blocks 
Order 75 Domestic and Imported Species 4/4·1 6/4 

No Order Too Large or Too Small 
8 5 8  Scotland Road, Quarryvi l le , PA 1 7566 

1-800-342-0001 
(71 7) 284·0001 • Fax (71 7) 284·2400 

::E .. 
National & International Shipping 

READER SERVICE NO. 19 

SAND PRO 
Affordable Downdraft Sanding 
that really work! 
• Efficient dust removal at 

the source. 
• Unique peg top allows 

use of jigs for sanding 
and assembly. 
• Optional-add 1 /8' thick 

PSA backed felt strips to 
top for superior performance. 

• Breathing sanding dust is neither fun 
nor healthy, and no longer necessary. 
• Model #4836 now wfT.E.F.C. Motor . . .  $950 + S&H 

Give your lungs a break-call. . .  � �ND·MAN P roducts 
800-265-2008 

;) (219) 674-5737 • Fax (219) 674-5758 
58335 Beehler Rd . • Osceola, IN 46561 

READER SERVICE NO. 127 
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" ... Remarkably simple to set up and use ... " 
--Fine Woodworking, Jan/Feb 1999 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER! $249.99 

plus s&h 

Phone : 

317-881-8601 

Or website: 

461·BF 463·BF 

FREE catalog and pricing at 
www.tablelegs.com 
or call 800-843-7405 
CLASSIC DESIGNS 
h-v MATTHEW BURAK 
P.O. BOX 329, ST. JOHNSBURY, vr 05819 FAX 802-748-4350 

READER SERVICE NO. 232 

Work smarter in  your shop. 
The Glue Book 
by William Tandy Young 
A highly practical shop manual, The Glue Book covers a 

broad range of topics from how to prepare wood to 

selecting the right adhesives for the job. Woodworkers 

will find this book a great resource guide. 

SOFTCOVER, 176 PAGES, 1 44 PHOTOS, 12 DRAWINGS, ISBN: 1 -561 58-222-0, 
PROO # 070351 $19.95 

Water-Based Finishes 
by Andy Charron 
This informative book is the only thorough treatment of 

water-based finishes. It will help woodworkers achieve 

superb finishes safely and quickly. 

SOFTCOVER, 1 60 PAGES, 1 1 0 PHOTOS, 13 DRAWINGS, ISBN: 1 -561 58-236-0, 
PROD # 070363 $19.95 

• Cut logs lip to 28" D. x 9' L. 

• Extra bed sections permit longer lengths. 

• Easily transportable. $2 
Wood-Mizer" � 5.t.{fu.0g 

3M™ AS-200 
$499 

• 8 HR Rechargable battery 
• Continuous flow of hltered air • Accomodates glasses and beards 

with pivollng 
impact reslslant visor. • Battery charger included with 
each unit. New HEPA approved filter 

Excellent for woodworking jobs which create dust. 

Visit our web site! www.mid-web.com/airware 

Call for FREE i nfo 1 -800-328-1 792 
Includes AIRWARE AMERICA 
FREE 

shipping 21 8-685-4457 
Box 975, Elbow Lake, MN 56531 -0975 

3M Authorized Distributor Credit Cards Accepted 
READER SERVICE NO. 35 

Taunton Direct, Inc., 63 S. Main Street, 
P.O. Box 5507, Newtown, CT 06470-5507 

To order, ca l l 1 -800-888-8286 ope rator W784, or order on our web site at www.tau nton plus.com 
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ORDER 1 -800-328-0457 MAIL ORDER HOURS M-F 7:00-5 :30 C.S.T. SAT 8 :00- 1 :00 
DELTA TOOLS 

Model Description ......................... List Sale 

31 -750 NEW Bench Random Orbit Sander 
............................................ 88Ie 199 

28-150 NEW 9� Bench Band Saw •. Sale 155 
50-860 850 CFM AIr Cleaner .......... Sale 239 

31 -695 6" BeIV9" Disc Sander ..•...... 441 299 
23-710 Sharpening Center .............. 217 149 

31 -460 4" Belt/Disc Sander •.....•...... 198 1 1 9  
40-560 1 6 "  2 speed Scroll Saw .....•.. 230 129 

40-540 16" varlspd Scroll Saw ......... 249 159 
1 1 -990 12" Bench Drill Press ........•.. 255 184 
1 1 -090 32" Radial Bench Drill Press 405 279 

43-505 1/2" Bench Router/Shaper •.. 398 299 
22-540 12" Bench Top Planer ......... Sale 259 

22-560 12·1/2" Planer wI extra knives .. 329 
36-865 Versa Feeder Stock Feeder.. 249 

36-220 10" Compound Mitre Saw .... 294 199 

MAKITA TOOLS 
Model Description ..................... List Sale 
5090DW 3-3/8" Saw Kit 9.6 voll ....... 280 
OA391 D 318 angle Drill 9.6V ........... 166 
DA391DW 318" angle Ori11 Kit 9.6V ... 341 

37-070 6" vlspd Bench Jointer. ........ 351 265 I�������:.:��.:;:::.:::..:���IIJ:: 14-650 Hollow Chisel Mortiser with 
.. 

chisels and bits .................... 380 249 9900B 3-x2'" Belt Sander wlbag .. 347 
17-900 16-'/2" Floor Drill Press .••..• 490 329 99240B 3-x24" Belt Sander wlbag .. 360 

1 7-924 Mortise Chisel Kit ............... Sale 65 
N1900B 3-1/4- Planer with case •..•.. 263 

36-285 8-1/4" Builders Saw wI standSale 275 �����B ::36��:�����;·4:6·���·::::��: 
34-555 Sliding Table ........................ 487 315 DA3000R3I8- Angle Orill ................... 355 
36-250 10- Slide Compound Saw .... 825 455 2708W 8-1/4- Table Saw ................ 637 
31-780 Oscillating Spindle Sander . 253 194 6405 318- Orill Rev. 0-2100 rpm .. 1 1 5  
46-700 1 2 "  Wood Lathe ................... 575 479 6013BR 1/2" Drill Rev. 6 amp .......... 270 

40-650 Q3 18" Scroll Saw ............... Sale 389 ���;
NBK

�:
1�4

���
i
�:�::n:

l
e� :s:�

.
���� 

36-905 30- Unifence ........................ 346 259 
LS1011 10· Slide Compound Saw .• 995 �:!�: �: ����r::�;�·;:�b

l
�·
S
��

·
:·
S
:� :!: LS1211 12- Slide Compound Saw 1620 

33-830 10· Radial Arm Saw ............ 851 729 �:��C �I�� ������ K�
�

�t��:::::::::::
!�� 

37-285 NEW 6" Jointer wI stand ...... 424 345 LS1 040 10" Compound Miter Saw .. 460 
37-380 NEW 8" Professional Jointer1500 1 129 LS1013 10" Dual Compound Slide 

Single Stage Oust Collectors Miter Saw ......................... 1088 599 
50-850 1-112 HP. 1200 CFM ........... Sale 285 B05010 S" Random Orbit Sander ... 142 69 

50-851 2 HP, l Soo CFM ................. Sale 489 LS1 220 12" Compound Miter Saw..  379 

.-_____________ ..... 1 9227C 7/9" Polisher ...................... 350 195 
SJ401 '6" Bench Scroll Saw ........ 300 175 The following tools have a $50.00 rebate! 

Price shown Is before rebate. 

36-475 10" Platinum Edition Contractors 
Saw wI 30· unifence. cast iron I 
table board & carbide blade Sale 

22-675 OC3S0 15" Planer ............... Sale 

28·275 14" Band Saw 314 HP ......... Sale 

28-280 14" Band Saw 1 HP motor with 
enclosed stand ................... Sale 

14" Platinum Edition Band Saw 
wI mobile base, 18" rip fence, & 
blade ................................... Sale 

Sanding Center wI stand .... Sale 

6" Deluxe Jointer ................. 603 
6M Professional Jointer ......... 625 

MILWAUKEE TOOLS 

6527-6 Sawzall with case ................ 343 169 
6537-226527 wlquick 10k blade change224 179 

0407-2212V Drill w/kyls chuck&2 batt380 175 
0224-1 3ISM Drill 4.5 amp magnum .. 236 136 
0234-6 112" Drill 4.SA mag 0-S50 rpm255 134 

0235-6 1/2" Drill w/keyless chuck .... 255 139 
0244-1 1/2" Drill 4.5A mag 0-600 rpm255 139 

0222-1 318" Drill 3.5 amp 0-1 000 rpm213 128 

0228�6 318" Drill 3.5 amp 0-1 000 rpm207 124 

0375�6 3/8" close quarter Drill ......... 255 148 
0379-1 1/2" close quarter Drill ......... 288 168 

2702 8-1/4" Table Saw .............. Sale 299 
2703 10" Table Saw .................. Sale 309 

SENCO AIR NAILERS 
SFN1 + Finishing Nailer 1 - 2" wI cs448 299 
SNS45 Stapler 7/16" crown, 1" - 2" 

SLP20 
SKS 
SN70 
SN65 
SN600 
SFN40 

.......................................•...• 540 365 
Pinner wlcs 5/8 -, ·518- ........ 422 
Stapler 518 - 1 -1/2· ............. 390 
Framing -Clip Hd 2 - 3-1/2- .. 725 
Framing -Full Hd 2 - 3-1/2" .. 709 
NEW Framing 2 - 3-1/2" .... 699 
Finish Nailer 1-1/4 - 2-1/2 .... 569 

205 
269 
449 
369 
369 
349 

BOSTITCH AIR NAILERS 
Model Description ...................... List Sale 
N80S-1 Stick Nailer ...................... Sale 325 
RN45 Coil Roof Nailer 314 - 1-3/4 845 349 
N60FN-2K Finishing Nailer wI case .. 557 269 
BT35-2K Brad Tacker 518· - 1 -318· with case, 

oil, & brads ......................... 279 125 
MIIIFS Flooring Stapler 1 5  gauge .902 539 
S32SX-1 K Finish Stapler-1/2" - 1 -3/8" with 

case & oil ........................... 269 135 

JORGENSEN ADJUSTABLE HANDSCREWS 
Jaw Opening Box 

Item# Length Capacity List Sale of 6 
#0 8" 4-1/2" 20.35 12.50 69.95 
#1 10" 6" 23.30 13.50 73.95 
#2 12" 8_1/2n 26.75 15.75 88.95 
#3 14· 10" 33.85 1 9.35 1 09.95 

PONY CLAMP FIXTURES Lots 
Model Description List Sale of 12 
50 3/4" Black Pipe 15.45 8.50 94.00 

***************** 

We are one 
of the last 
mail  order 

compan ies 
to provide 

FREE 
FREIGHT ! 
Order with 
confidence 

from 
Tools On 

Sale™. 

There are 
no hidden 
charges. 

6546-6 Screwdriver 200 & 4 00  rpm . 150 89 
6547-6 6546·6 w/bits,l/4" chuck & cs185 1 1 2  

5399 1/2- O-hdle Hammer Drill Kit 356 225 

5397-6 3.S" vI spd Hammer Drill Kit 275 145 
5371-6 1/2" vI spd Hammer Drill Kit 360 194 
6142 4-1/2- Grinder wIese & ace .• 224 132 

52 1/2" Black Pipe 1 2.65 6.95 79.00 ***************** 
6494-6 1 0· Compound Mitre Saw .... 585 319 

6266-6 Top Handle Jig Saw ............. 315 159 

FREUD CARBIDE TIPPED SAW BLADES 

518" Bore - Industrial Grade 

Item Description Teeth List Sale 

LU72M010 Gen Pur. A.T.B.l 0 6 40 69 42 

LU82M010 Cut-off 10" 60 93 32 

LU84M011 Comb 10" 50 78 45 
LU85R010 Super Cut-offl 0" 80 1 1 5  68 
LM72M010 Ripping 10· 24 69 39 

LU73M010 Cut off 10· 60 84 49 
LU87R010 Thin Kerf 10" 24 72 48 
LU88R010 Thin Kerf 10" 60 88 49 
LU98R010 Ultimate 10· 80 128 75 
LU91 M010 Compnd Mitre 10" 60 88 54 
F410 Quiet Blade 10" 40 95 54 
SD308 8· Dado - Carbide 230 1 1 9  
SD508 8" carbide wlcase & shims 344 172 

FB100 16 piece Forstner Bit Set 338 194 

94-100 5 pc. Router Bit Door System 320 169 

FT2000E Plunge Router .................. Sale 185 

HITACHI TOOLS 
C8FB2 8-112" Slide Compound Saw1169 449 
Cl0FS 10" Slide Compound Saw .. 1 627 579 
C15FB 15· Mitre Saw .................... 1 346 645 
Cl0FCO NEW 10· dual bevel Compound 

Mitre Saw ............................. 550 
NV45AB Coil Roofing Nailer ............. 935 
NT50AE NEW Pinner 3/4" - 2" ........ Sale 

PANASONIC CORDLESS 
EV6431 NQKW NEW 1/2" 1S.6V drill kit with 

two 3 amp-hr Ni-Mh batteries, 45 
minute charger, & case ...... 369 205 

EV6431FQKW NEW 1/2" 1 5.6V drill kit with 
two 2 amp·hr Ni-Cad batteries, 30 
minute charger, & case ...... 339 189 

EV6407NQKW NEW 1/2" 12V drill kit with 
two 3 amp-hr Ni-Mh batteries, 45 
minute charger, & case ...... 339 189 

EV6406FQKW NEW 3/S" 12V drill kit with 
two 2 amp-hr Ni-Cad batteries, 30 
minute charger, & case .....• 305 169 

EV3503FQWKW 5-318" 12V Wood Cutting 
Circular Saw Kit ................. 500 259 

BIESEMEYER FENCES 
B-50 SOn Cammer. Saw .... 443 
T-SQUARE 52 52" Homeshop ......... 360 
T-SQUARE 40 40· Homeshop ......... 335 
T-SQUARE 28 2S6 Homeshop ......... 325 

AIRY AIR NAILERS 
Model Description ...................... List Sale 
0241SK Brad Nailer 3IS- - 1 -9/16" ... 180 98 
0626SK 1/4" Crown Stapler 318" - 1 "194 89 

Above nailers come wlcase, 
fasteners, all & wrenches 

STABILA LEVELS 
25010 10" die cast Torpedo Level S81e19.95 
24640 24· Level wI hand holes ... 62.20 47 
24670 4S" Level wI hand holes ... 79.70 59 
24632 NEW "Jambor Set" designed for 

door Includes 78" I I 

READER SERVICE NO. 235 

DEWALT TOOLS 
Model Description ....................... List Sale 
OW124K 1/2" right angle Orill ............ 590 329 
OW321 K Top Handle Jigsaw Kit ........ 300 164 
DW364 7-1/4" Circ. Saw wlbrake ..... 294 155 
DW610 1-1/2 HP 2 handle Router .. 266 149 
OW41 1 K l /4 sheet Palm Sander wI cse88 58 
OW682KBiscuit Joiner with case ....... 448 169 
OW705 12" Compound Mitre Saw ... 734 359 
OW621 2 HP Plunge Router ........... 400 199 
OW675K 3-1/S" Planer with case ...... 292 164 
OW431 3 x 21 v/spd Belt Sander ..... 338 188 
OW421 5· Palm Ran. Orb Sander ... 144 74 
OW423 Palmgrip Random Orbit Sander · 

variable speed .................... 170 89 
DW421 & DW423 come with Free DW4317 cese I 

OW272 Drywall Gun, 0-4000, 6.3 amp160 95 
OW276 Drywall Gun, 0-2500, 6.5 amp160 95 

DEWALT CORDLESS DRILLS 
OW972K-2 3I8"variable speed wI two 12V 

XR batteries ..................... 362 184 
OW991 K·2 318·variable speed wI two 1 4AV 

XR batteries ..................... 415 209 
Above drill kits come wI charger & steel 

case I 
OW991 KS-2 OW991 K drill, OW935 trim saw, 

2 XA batteries & case . Sale 345 
OW911 NEW jobsite Radio & Charger 

....................................... Sale 149 

DEWALT 1 8  VOLT CORDLESS TOOLS 
DW933K Jigsaw Kit ......................... 468 269 
DW938K Recipro Saw KiL .............. 520 269 
OW995K�2 1/2" Drill Kit w/ 2 baH_ ... Sale 259 

JDS AIRTECH AIR CLEANERS 
Model Description .. . ..................... List Sale 
750 12"x24"x28" 1/4 hp 

200 CFM - 750 CFM .......... Sale 249 
8·12 20"x24"x44" 1/3 hp 

800 & 1200 CFM ............... Sale 479 

RYOBI SPECIALS 
RE600 3 HP Plunge Router v/spd .. 500 239 
WOS1600 1 6" x 32" Drum Sander .... 980 569 

Above sander comes with stand 
JM80K Plate Jointer with case ....... 218 105 

JET TOOLS 
JJ60S 6" Jointer - open stand Sale 429 
JJ6C5XW 6u Jointer - closed stand and 

JJ8CS 
extra knives ................. Sale 499 
8" Jointer - closed stand ..... 
.................................... Sale1 189 

JWBS140S 1 4" Band Saw 3/4 HP - open 
stand ........................... Sale 479 

JWBS14CSW 14" Band Saw 1 HP - closed 
stand with rip fence and mitre 
gauge .......................... Sale 579 

JWTS10CW2JF 10" Contractor Table Saw 
with 30" Jet fence and cast iron 
wings ........................... Sale 649 

JWTS10CWPF 10" Contractor Table Saw 
with 30" Exacta fence 1-1/2 HP 
.................................... 5ale 769 

JTAS10X501 10" Tilting Arbor 3 HP Table 
Saw with 50" Exacta fence, 
table, and legs ............. Sale 1399 

JOP17MFW 1 6-1/2" Drill Press 3/4 HP -
16 speed with bits and mortise 
attachment ........ .......... Sale 419 

OW997K 1/2· OrilllHammer Drill Kit.454 249 DC-650 Dust Collector, 1 HP. 650 CFM 
OW936K 5-3IS" Saw Kit ................... 458 249 
DW995KS-2 DW995K Drill, OW936 Saw 

and case ......................... Sale 385 
OW995KC·2 OW99SK lSV drill kit, OW93S 

18V reeipro saw, & case ......... 395 

DEWALT BENCH TOP TOOLS 
DW708 12" Slide Mitre Saw ........ Sale 649 
OW788 20" Scroll Saw ...... .......... Sale 469 
DW733 12" Planer wI extra bladesSale 399 
0W744 10" Portable Table Saw .. Sale 499 
0W756 6" Bench Grinder .............. 1 64 75 
DW758 8" Bench Grinder .............. 184 1 1 5  

DAVID WHITE INSTRUMENTS 
Model Description ..................... List Sale 
LP6-20A Sight Level package-20x .. 329 239 
LP6-20XLA LP6-20A with 9056 tripod and 

7620 rod ........................... 409 269 
LT8-300 Level Transit - 26x ............ 739 539 
LT8-300P above Level with optical plum 

•..•••.•...•..•••..••..••..•..•••.••• 319 199 
DC1100 1-1/2 HP. 1 1 00 CFM Dust 

Collector ....................... 425 299 

PORTER CABLE 
9444VSVarlspd Profile Sander Kit .... 207 1 1 9  
690 1 - 1 /2 HP Router 8 amp ........ 278 149 
6931 Plunge Router Base ............. 139 85 
693PK 690 and 6931 plus case ...... Sale 199 
9690 690 Router with case ........... Sale 159 
691 1-112 HP Router O-handle .... 303 168 
693 1 -1/2 HP Plunge Router Base338 188 
697 1-1/2 HP RouterIShaper ....... 418 235 
698 Heavy Duty Shaper Table ..... 238 135 
352VS 3x21 vIs Belt Sander wlbag .. 321 175 
9352VSAbove sander with case ...... Sale 189 
360 3"x24" Belt Sander wI bag .... 397 214 
360VS 360 Sander wI variable speed429 229 
362 4"x24" Belt Sander wI bag .... 412 225 
362VS 362 Sander wI variable speed446 239 
9125 3-1/4" Planer Kit wI case ...... 250 145 

......................................... 869 629 505 1/2 sheet Pad Sander ........... 249 139 
LT6-900 Level Transit - 20x ............ 419 299 330 Speed Block Sander 1/4 sheet120 69 

LTP6-900 Above Level with tripod and 556 Biscuit joiner wI 5556 fence. Sale 135 
rod .................................... 615 

ALT6-900 Automatic Level - Transit - 1 Sx 
395 557 Plate Jointer with tilt fence. Includes 

2" & 4" blades for use with standard .......••.•••.•....••.........••..•..••.• 666 479 & face frame plates ............... 400 205 

ALTP6-900above Level with tripod & rod 5563 Face frame plates for 557 ........... 7.99 .•....................••.....••.•••..•.•• 799 549 7529 NEW 2 HP variable speed 
AL8-22S Automatic Level - 22x ....... 583 
ALP8-22 Above level with tripod & rod 

289 Plunge Router ...................... 415 215 
97529 Above router with guide, dust 

....................................... Sale 349 collection, and case .............. 480 249 
AL8-265 Automatic Level - 26x ....... 854 
ALP8-26 Above level with tripod & rod 

325 7519 3-1/4 HP Router 2 Handle .... 469 268 
7518 3-1/4 HP 5 speed Router ...... 534 295 

....................................... Sale 389 7539 3-114 HP vlsp Plunge Router 534 289 ______________ 7310 5.6 amp Laminate Trimmer ... 176 104 

BOSCH 97310 Laminate Trimmer Kit camp .. 336 194 
Model Description ........................ List Sale 97311 Laminate Trimmer Kit with 
1 587VS Top Handle "CLlC"Jig Saw .. 292 139 underscribe base .................. 390 205 

5" Random Orbit Sander ...... 254 139 
7335 wI case & dust pick-up. 274 149 
6" Random Orbit Sander ...... 259 145 I L.. _____ ..;;... ________ JI 97366 7336 wI case & dust pick-up. 284 159 

1 584VS or 1 587V5 
with steel case and 30 Bosch blades 

Sale 175 

332 Palm Grip Rndm Orb Sander 133 59 
333 above sander with dust bag .. 148 65 
333VS Random Orbit Sander - variable 

speed .................................... 150 88 
334 333 Sander with PSA pad .... 148 65 
335 Palmgrip Random Orbit Sander with 

dual flip pad ......................... Sale 85 
310 

1 2950H 5· Random Orb Palm Sndr .. 145 89 347K 
1274DV5 3"x2 ' ·  v/spd Belt Sander .301 175 
1 278VSKI - 1 /2"x12� Belt Sander ....... 218 129 743K 

Production Lam. Trimmer ..... 270 154 
7-1/4" "Framers" Circ Saw with 
plastic case ........................... 250 129 
7-1/46 "Framers" Circ Saw with 

12750VS 3"x24" vIs Belt Sndr .......... 379 219 case - lett hand version ........ 250 129 

1 2760VS 4"x24" vIs Belt Sndr .......... 408 229 9737 Tiger Recipro Saw ................ 307 159 
NEW Top Handle Jig Saw .... 300 165 
NEW SOS Rotary Hammer Drill 

1 1 94VSRK 1/2" vI spd Drill wI case .. 303 159 9543 

1613EVS 2HP vIs Plunge Router ...... 369 199 97765 
1 634VSK Recip Saw 10.5 amp ......... 335 185 
3315K 1 2 V T-handle Drill Kit .......... 345 159 
3615K 14.4V Drill Kit, ...................... 354 174 
31 07DVS 5" Random Orbit Sander ... 165 98 
31 070VSK 31 070VS with case ........ 195 1 1 8  
3725DVS 5 ·  Random Orbit Sander . . 256 145 
37270VS 6" Random Orbit Sander .. 266 149 
3915 , 0" Slide Compound Saw .. 1 050 499 
3912 NEW 12" Cmpnd Mitre Saw ... 638 299 
1 1224VSR 7/8" SOS Rotary Drill ...... 404 229 
1 703AEVS 5� Grinder - 8.5 amp ....... 245 145 
1347AK 4-1/2· Grinder with case . ... .  159 92 
1 638K Drywall Cut-out Unit ........... 165 105 
1617 1 -3/4 HP Router - 2 handleSale 159 
161 7EVS2 HP Router wI variable speed - 2 

handle .............................. Sale 189 
1 -314 HP Router - "D· handle 
......................................... Sale 179 

NEW Power Tenon Saw ..... 200 129 

1640VSK NEW Power Tenon Saw Kit370 229 

3850 18V cordless Drill Kit ...... Sale 269 

............................................. 380 199 
9862 12V Drill Kit wI 2 batteries ...... 382 149 
9862F 9862 Drill Kit with flashlight . .  Sale 159 
9872 1 4.4V Drill Kit w/2 batteries ... 424 185 
COA250Angie Finish Nailer 1-1/4" to 2-1/2" ............................................... 500 279 
CFN250Finish Nailer 1·  to 2-1/2" ......... 500 279 

Porter Cable Pneumatic Nailers 
BN125 Brad Nailer -1S gao Sl8M_ 1-114"144 89 
BN200 Brad Nailer -18 gao 3/4"-2" ...... 238 128 
FN250A Finish Nailer -'6 gao 3/4"-2-112"362 185 
0A250A Nailer -15 gao '-114·-2-112· ... 412 215 
FC350 Framing Nailer · clipped head 558 285 
FA350 Framing Nailer - round head ... 558 285 
RN175 Roofing Coil Nailer ................ 504 259 

Porter Cable Compressors 
CF1400 1 HP, 4 gal. Pancake ........... Sale 1 99 
CF1 540 ' -1/2 HP, 4 gallon Side StackSale 305 
CF2400 2 HP, 4 gal. Side Stack ........ Sale 329 
CF2020 2 HP, 20 gallon wheeled ...... Sale 425 
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Woodworking 
Books for LESS! 

$29 $17 
�Over 400 books, videos, plans 

�Discounts up to 20% 
� Free same-day shipping (3 or more ilems) 

Call us to order! 

Woodworkers' DIscount Books 
800-378-4060 

4460 Tierra Rojo Dr., Colorado Springs, C O  80926 
Inquiries 7 1 9-579-8330, Fax 7 1 9-579-8287 

e-mail: orders@discount-books.com 

WWW Catalog: www.discount-books.com 

Free Catalog 
READER SERVICE O. 216 

HEARNE HARDWOODS, INC. 
Specializing in 

Pennsylvania Cherry 
Plain & Figured Cherry from 4/4 to 16/4 

Also: Premium Walnut, Figured Maple, wide 

planks & a large variety of exceptionally fine 

domestic & imported woods including free form 

slabs, turning blanks, burls, & instrument lumber. 
NatWnal & /Iltemational Shipping 

200 Whiteside Dr., Oxford, PA 19363 Z ph 610-932-7400 fax 610-932-3130 II 
email hearnehardwoods@chesco.com 

Toll Free 1-888-814-0007 
READER SERVICE NO. 61 

� GYOKUCHO i 111 Traditional Japanese _ 
Pull Saws - C'I'OKUCHO (blade is replaceable) 

,ll =,_=,}II;:s37=0�
H==Do
�
ZU�ki =. ��"'�� . 610 Ryoba 

I 405 Prolon 

W.J>l $� PRICE REDUCED $8800 
I'ree Ifida Dowel Cutting Saw with your paid order. (Includes S&'H 48 states F'ree) 
Send for a free brochure of all lines of RAZOR SAWS. 

Tool Catalog $4. Wholesale available. 
HIDA TOOL, INC./GYOKUCHO JAPAN 
1333 San Pablo Ave., Berkeley, CA 94702 1 ·800-443-5512 

READER SERVICE NO. S3 
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GENERAL PRECISION WOODWO:g�"t� Y E S T E R M O R R O W  
I EXCEPTIONAL 

PRICING 
SERVICE & 
VALUE 

DESIGN/BuILD SCHOOL 
COU:<SES r=OR NOVlC::;S ¢ P-<OF::;SS O'-A<.S 

GENERAL MACHINERY 
The only High Quality, Heavy Duty 
Line or Woodworking Equipment 
Tablesaws, Jointers, Mortisers, 
Lathes, Drill Presses and accessories 
including Modulus· Scoring Saw Attachment 

Made III Callada 

www.woodworktools.com 
ASHMAN TECHNICAL LTD. 

CIfoS"-S R\JN 
2 OA� 
,0 
, 'iJE"-� 

Cabinetry 
Woodturning 351 Nash Rd, N. Hamilton, Ontario, CANAOA L8H 7P4 Phone 905-560-2400 • FAX: 905-560-2404 

1 -800-668-572 1 
Woodworking WWW.YESTERMORROW.ORG 

Furniture Design / Build WARREN, VERMONT 

READER SERVICE NO. 207 READER SERVICE NO. 74 

Perfect Line of Quality Woodworking Machines with A Small Investment. �-:-., � 
Not Only Reduce the investment but Also The Production cost�1 

THE OUALITY AND SERVICE ARE MDRE THAN WHAT YDU HAVE PAID FDR 

WIDE BELT SANDER 
I S" X S4" CA- I SS4 
2S" X 60" WS-A92S 

37" X 60" WS-A937 

6" x 1 32" Edge Sander 
9" OScillating Edge Sander 

PLANER 
I S" WP-OO I S  

20" WP-0020 
20" IND. WP-1 1 20 

BAND SAW 
I S" BS-0 1 8 1  
20" BS-0202 

24" BS-0242 
32" BS-SOO 

JOINTER 
6" JT-2206 
S" JT- I OOS 

1 2" JT-001 2 
1 6" JT-00 1 6  24" IND. WP- I I 24 SHAPER 

RIP SAW 
Sliding Rip #TRS-OO 1 2  
Multi Rip #TRS- I 0 1 4  

AUTO COPY SHAPER 
2S" Basic #CS0028 
2S" Auto Feeding #CS28DS 

40" 2Head #CS4002 
1 00" 2 head #CS I 0002 

20" Band law 
32" Band Saw 
3·lide Ihaper 
I 1 /4" I d Ih , 

TABLE SAW 
1 2" HTS-OO 1 2  
1 0" IND. TS- I O I O  
1 2" IND. TS- 1 2 1 2  

1 4" IND. TS- 1 4 1 4  

BORING SYSTEM 
Hor. I Drill #BR-2S 

Ver. I Drill #BR-722 
72" Hor. Multi #BR-S4 

Un!. 21 Drill #BR-2 1 32 

3 HP Dust (ollect 
(hisel Motiser 
I HP P f d 

3/4" SP-3400 
I "  SP-30 
1 - 1/4" SP- I O I  
1 - 1 /4" TILT. SP-20 I T  

3 SIDE I "  SP-6003 

9" x 6" FOUR SIDE MOULDER 
SM-423E 4 Spindle 
SM-S23E S Spindle 

SM-623E 6 Spindle 

PANEL, BEAM SAW 
1 2' Auto Hor. #TS-P 1 2S 

1 0' Hor. Sliding #TP-P3200S 

1 0' Ver. Scoring #TS-P32 1 6  

1 2" flow (oater 
14" Radial Arm law 

r----------�---�-----------�-----------------------------------------I LOBO MA(HINE (oRP. 9034 Bermudez 51. Pi co Rivero, (A 90660 Tel 562-949-3747 Fox 562-948-41 7 1 ! On-line http://www.lobomachine_com E-Mail info@lobomachine.com . --------------- - ----
READER SERVICE NO. IS7 



The most complete selection 

of woodworking tools & supplies. 

Pfeil Swiss Made'" 
Carving Tools -
SimpLy the best 

carving tools 
ill the world. 

Vlrnia Workbellches 
- The fillest ill 

European design 
alld craftsmallship. 

Woodcraft 
ROllter Bits

Quality at all 
affordable price. 

They thought you wanted Chuck's Nova, 

when this is what you really needed. 

It's understandable why some folks might be thinking about used cars, 

when asked about a Nova Chuck. Finding someone who can supply you 

with a Nova Chuck and show you how to create exciting new turning 
projects with it, needn't be as difficult as it seems. For over 70 years, 

Woodcraft has been providing exactly that kind of special service. 

With over 8,000 of the finest quality tools and supplies and a 

highly skilled staff of woodworkers, Woodcraft i s  committed to 

Helping You Make Wood Work . • W@DCRAFT' • Stores Nationwide 

• FREE Catalog 

• www.woodcraft.com Helping You Make Wood Work " 

For the store nearest you or for a free catalog ca l l : 1-800-542-9115 
Proud sponsor of "The American Woodshop" hosted by Scott Phillips on PBS. 

READER SERVICE NO. 178 

Dept. #99WW09CP 
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M aster Cl ass 
The she l l ga me  Ti ps fo r ca rvi ng  a c lass i c  Newpo rt she l l 

B Y  A L L A N  B R E E D  

Carving can be intimidating. The idea of 
creating lifelike three-dimensional images 
from a block of unmarked wood using a 
confusing array of expensive gouges and 
chisels is enough to make a Shaker out of 
many woodworkers. But give even an 
avowed noncarver a taste of the satisfac
tions of producing a convincing carving, 
and you may have a hard time wresting the 
tool roll away from him. 

Cabinetmaking and carving are separate 
trades by tradition. While the cabinetmak
er showcases the beautiful properties of 
his wood, the carver is the alchemist, 
transforming wood into shells, ribbons 
and foliage. When you reproduce a piece 
of fine period furniture, you are likely to 
be copying carvings done by someone 
who did nothing but carve every day for 
decades. Studying these original carvings 
can be exceedingly helpful to a carver at 
any level of accomplishment. Such work 
might look magically good, but a hand 
lens and a little patient observation can 
help demystify it, uncovering the tools and 
sequence of cuts the carver employed. 

Carving on period furniture was a finely 
calibrated status symbol, an indicator of 

1 12 F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G  

FOUN DATION O F  A F I N E  SH ELL: LAYI N G  O UT A N D  R O U G H I N G  I N  

Precise work at the start pays off at the end. The initial work guides a l l  later cuts 

and determines the eventual proportions of the piece. 

Two saws start things off. 

The author uses a bandsaw 

to make shallow kerfs that 

mark the transitions, or fil
lets, between concave and 

convex lobes. He follows up 

with a handsaw to carry the 

kerfs across the top of the 

shell. The deeper bandsaw 

kerfs are relief cuts at the 

ends of the concave lobes. I Volute I 1<:<0---------- 4% i n .  -----�> 

5'/8 i n .  

4 % in .  f-

Rounding the rim. Starting in the center, the author uses bench chisels to turn down the perime

ter of the shell (left). The shape he aims for is not an arc but a section of an ellipse: The curve be

gins gently and then accelerates. At both sides of the shell (right), he chops downward instead of 

slicing through side grain. A few strips of double-sided carpet tape secure the blank to a sacrifi
cial backer board during carving. 

A gentle ramp. After 

defining the perimeter of 

the rosette at the center 

of the shell with '/16-in.

deep chops with a gouge, 

the author wields a 

straight chisel bevel 

side down to create a 

ramp, a slight rise from 

the rosette toward the 

perimeter. 

Photos: Jonathan Binzen; drawings: Erika Marks 



� RiPSAW)] 
The Portabl wmi l l .  
The 'affordable portable' 
one man band sawmill. 
Weighs only 45 Ibs . Cuts 
20' diameter logs into 
lumber. Minimum l /S' to 
maximum 9' thickness. 
Maximum width, 14'. 
Start-up video available . 

Better Built 
C O R P O R A T I O N  

789 Woburn Street, Dept. FW 
Wilmington, MA 01 887 
Website:www.ripsaw.oom 
e-mail: info@ ripsaw.oom 

CEl _ 
(978) 657-5636 

fax (978) 658-0444 
Gall or write for free brochure 

READER SERVICE NO. 14 

-.S hop BQ't..! 
The WorkShop RoBot 

Traditional Japanese Tansu 
&: Cabinet Hardware 

Fine selection of handmade Japanese paper 
- for Shoji Screens and Lamp Shades 

·JL'-7J.' -

In addition we offer the absolute finest. custom-made 
Japanese tools for the sophisticated woodworker. 

For information, call or fAX Kayoko! 

For FREE brochure, write to: 
MISUGI DESIGNS 

2233 5th 5t., Berkeley, CA 9 4 7 1 0 -www.misugidesigns.com 

Tel : (5 10) 549-0805 Fax: (5 10) 549-0828 
READER SERVICE NO. 98 

Enjoy the benefits of HVLP with a SUPER System! 

• High transfer efficiency • Soft, easy to control spray • Compact and portable 

Our SUPER model offers you the 

most powerful 3-stage turbine motor 

made by Ametek-Lamb (Ohio). 

"Quality o( atomization rated 9.8 out 

o( 10... This system includes an excel

lent three-stage turbine ... the gun atom

izes beauti(ully and hos a (ull range o( 

(eatures." 

- Americon Woodworker Magozine 

6S Martin Ross Ave. #5.Toronto, On",rio. Canada M3J 2L6 1 -800-650-0930 Fax: (416) 663-6238 

READER SERVICE O. 131 

Enter the New Millenniwn with 
Biesemeyer . .  __ . _____ 

:::: 

Time-honored, quality w cxxiworking accessories-renowned 
for simplicity, accuracy, functionality, and durability. Our 
distinctive products have set industry standards for 
decades, and will continue in y ears ahead. 

That's always been our pledge and will continue to be in 
the next cen tury. 

Biesemeyer, the n ame w cx::x:iworkers have trusted in the 
20th Century will m ean  even more in the 2 1st Century. 

Contact us or visit our web site for the ncnne 
of our distributor nearest you. 

BIESEMEYER® 
A 

A Subsidiary of AA C E LTA 
WOODWORKING MACHINERY 

216 S. Alma School Road • Suite 3 • Mesa, AZ 85210 • Fax (480) 834-8515 

1-800-782-1831 
Web Site: www.biesemeyer.com • E-Mail: mail@biesemeyer.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 199 
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M a s  t e r e I a s s  ( c o n t i n u e d )  

the wealth o f  the patron who commis
sioned it. Remove the carved and applied 
ornament from a Chippendale chest or 
secretary, for example, and a simple box 
on legs remains. To burnish his status in 
the community, a wealthy patron might re
quest that the box be dressed up with 
ball-and-claw feet, a fancy base molding, 
carved drops, quarter columns, blocked 
or carved drawer fronts, flame finials, pan
eled doors with pilasters, an elaborate car
tollche on top or even statues of political 
or allegorical figures. 

The shell I carved for this article repro
duces one found capping the panels on 
the upper doors of a famous Newport, R.I., 
secretary built in the 1760s and attributed 
to John Goddard. Similar shells are found 
on Connecticut and Rhode Island clocks, 
desks, tables and chests. Compared with 
the often elaborate carving . from other 
Colonial cities such as Boston and Phila
delphia, this shell is relatively austere. 

Although period makers occasionally 
carved shells right into solid drawer fronts 
or desk lids, most shells were carved sepa-

Austere shells. The six shells on the author's 

reproduction of John Goddard's 91/:z-ft.-tall 

secretary are typical of the powerful and ele

gant but relatively simple carvings found on 

Newport furniture in the 18th century. 

1 14 F I  I E  W O O D W O R K I N G  

DEFI N I N G  THE FILLETS 

Fi l lets form the transitions between the shell's concave and convex lobes; carve the fillets 

carefully, and good lobes wil l  follow. 

V·grooves start the fillets. After redrawing the fillet 

lines in the ramped area, a parting tool is used to es

tablish each fillet with a V-shaped groove. The groove, 

centered on the line nearest to the convex lobe, 

should be about Va in. deep at the rosette and deeper 
as it reaches the perimeter, where it should just 

erase the shallow bandsaw kerf. 

_ __ _ _ -_ � f . =-- "":. v 
To s l ice clea nly through 
changing gra i n ,  the 
a uthor grinds back his 
parting tool ,  producing 
a shearing cut. 

--=..-= � --- ---
-"""":-�- - . -� - �-.. 

Open up the V.groove. A second pass with the part

ing tool flattens the V-groove on one side and estab

lishes the fillet surface. The author rolls the parting 

tool toward the concave lobe and cuts that side of the 

V-groove so that it is at 20° or 30° rather than at 45°. 

, . \ -

�- -- -- . -- � - -
-=-- ..=i- :: -- -

Finishing the fillet. With di

viders or a compass set at 

%2 in., the author scribes the 

width of the fillet from backer 

board to rosette (left). One leg 

of the dividers rides in the bot

tom of the V-groove, the other 

on the concave-lobe side of the 

V-groove. With the parting tool, 

he makes a shallow cut to the 

concave-lobe side of the line 

(below left). This cut both de

fines the fillet and starts the 

wall of the concave lobe. 

� �-___ _ � II- --":'::-__ .. -- - - .-- - .-- --- � ---:-.o?"_ -=-� -=-�_ --= i � =.:: - -----=----- -- - -----::=: �- :=::- -- - ---



You've arrived at that moment. 
The design, the joinery, every surface 
on the piece is just the way you'd envi
sioned. Now it's time to bring it to life. 
Make it look as good as it did in your 
mind. Protect it for years to come. 

right there on the line with yours, at 
this moment of truth. 

When you 
open that can, 
it's reassuring 
to know that 
you're not alone. 
That our 
reputation is 

Olympic® Interior Products 
are a group of profes��MP�C 

. OlYMPT( � 
. ,mm' 

" a R I O R � • , Antique 

sional quality stains and 
finishes that give you 
more control during that 
final step in the process. 
We've engineered these 
stains with our exclusive 
Absorption Control'M for
mula, so you won't have 
to contend with 

i Po. l�'r�'th � OlYMPl'C Oil Finish 
�e � 1 � _ N T E R I O R  

!!� 
Oil B.",d [-=-===:J 

�"i.=- . Wood Stain 
. \ c=J .� 

READER SERVICE NO. 116 

blotching or streaking or lap marks. 
Top off your work with Olympic® 

Antique Oil Finish or your choice of Oil 
or Water Based Polyurethane, engi
neered with our Smooth FlOW™ formula 
and you've created a piece that begs to 
be touched. 

Call 1 -800-441 -9695 , 
for a retailer near you. II 

OlYMPTc. 
I T E R I O R  P R O D U C T S  

Visit us at www.olympic.com. 



M a s  t e r e I a s s  ( c o n t i n u e d )  

rately and then applied to the piece of fur
niture. This enabled the maker to use thin
ner stock and to avoid the danger (when 
carving in the solid) of a tool's slipping 
and damaging the area around the shell. 

For this shell, I used some very coopera
tive mahogany-the kind of stock a friend 
of mine calls ego wood, for how good it 
makes you look when you work it. I some
times choose wood with figure for shell 
carvings, but the difficulty increases with 
every little flip and turn of the grain. 

With this ewport shell, as in all carving, 
the basic shaping of the blank is extreme
ly important. This initial shaping is to 
the final product much like preliminary 
sketching is to drawing the human figure: 
The basic proportions must be correct for 
the final figure to be convincing. Even 
carving great details later on will not save a 
hurried and lumpy roughing out. I try to be 
patient and treat the initial shaping as if it 
were an end in itself. 

One question- What tool do I need to 
create the shape I want?-should be in 
mind always. It is worthwhile to take some 
time to practice with your tools and learn 
what shapes they leave as they pass 
through the wood. Carving that looks ten
tative and worried-over can be very dis
tracting. Ideally, the carving will flow in a 
seamless and spontaneous rhythm. 

I try to use the largest tool possible for 
the job and use it for as many operations as 
possible before I put it down, thus saving 
time switching back and forth from tool to 
tool. Some students of mine raised their 
eyebrows recently when I used a 2-in. 
socket chisel to true up the lobes on a 
shell. I needed to achieve a long, straight, 
cylindrical shape, so I chose a tool with a 
long, straight edge. It can be that simple. 
Of course, I'm not recommending you do 
the whole shell with a 2-in. chisel. There 
are hundreds of different shapes available 
in carving tools, and the closer the tool is 
to the shape you want to carve, the better 
off you'll be. 

As you wield your tools, you'll get 
smoother results if you maintain at least 
two points of contact with the work-the 
tip of the tool and some part of your hand 
or arm. I also find dlat teaching yourself to 
be ambidextrous as a carver provides a 
great advantage. With all of the grain 
changes you encounter in deep relief carv
ing, you constantly need to change your 
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T H E  H EART O F  TH E MATTER:  CARVING THE LOBES 

The lobes would seem to be the hardest part of the shel l  to carve, but if the prel iminary 

work has been done wel l ,  the lobes usually flow fai rly easily. 

Concave comes first. 

Starting about a third of the 

way out from the rosette, 

the author cuts outward 

with a gouge of slightly 

smaller sweep than the 

widest point of the lobe. He 

takes increasingly deep cuts 

until the final pass cuts 

across the entire lobe, right 

up to the fillets. He cuts the 

center third with a smaller 

gouge, feathering its cuts in

to the larger ones. The last 

cut is made back toward the 

center, and a downward 

chop with a chisel relieves 

the waste. 

Giving convex lobes their 

curves. Convex lobes are 

shaped with gouges used 

bevel side up. A small back

bent gouge is useful for the 

section near the rosette and 

for areas of tricky grain. 

The ins and outs of lobes. 

Grain orientation on all but 

the center lobes will usually 

necessitate cutting toward 

the rosette on one side 

of the lobe and away from it 

on the other. 



Protect Your Back Issues 
SLIPCASES FOR YOUR BACK 
ISSUES. Bound in blue and 
embossed in gold, each case 
holds at least 6 issues of Fine 
Woodworkil1g (a year's worth), 
and costs $8.95 ($24.95 for 3, 
·45.95 for 6). Add $ 1 .50 per 
case for postage and handling. 
Outside the U.S., add $3.50 
each ( U.S. funds only). PA 
residents add 7% sales tax. Send 
your order and payment to the 

address below, or call toll free, 1 -800-825-6690, and use 
your credit card (min. S IS). Let us know if your order 
is for issues 1 - 1 16 or 1 17 and later. Jesse Jones Ind., 
Dept. 95 FWW, 499 E. Erie Ave., Philadelphia, PA 
19 134 (No P.O. boxes, please). 

BRAD NAILER &. STAPLER 
COMBINATION KIT 

MODEL 024 I S(Brad Nailer) 
Rated·· I O··by Wood Magazine 

MODEL 0626S(Stapler) 
Rated"Excellent"· by Wood Magazine 

() Use standard 1 8  ga brads 3/8"to 1 9/16" 

() Use standard 1 8  ga staples 3/8"to 1 "  

<i) Exclusive n o  mar safety system 

() Easy depth adjustment 

() Lightweight and powerful 

Contractor kit sho wn below 

;:l FOR NEAREST DEALER CALL , M 
888 -TEL-AIRY 

. 

888-835-2479 

READER SERVICE NO. 50 

N�ARE 
"�-::.: RIP FENCE 

lock an Accu.quare It STAYS 

mO[f) 
O F  T H E  N O R T H  

LOWEST PRICES ON TOOLS! 
GUARANTEED! • 

• Check prices and order on-line. 
Over 4,000 products! e-business 

www.toolcribofthenorth.com 
To receive your SOlo discount from our website. please enter 

code 70-099 during the order process. (Step 3) 
• Call for your Cuaranteed * lowest price! 

1 -800-358-3096 
Must mention code 70-099 to receive your SOlo discount 

• Call for your FREE 1 24 page catalog 

1 -800-582-6704 
'We want your business! Compare our 

pricing to that in any other mail order 

catalog on products we stock. If you 

happen to find a lower price (including 

shipping charges and taxes, excluding 

closeouts) we will match that price, 

plus beat it by 10% of the difference . 

• Some restrictions may apply. 
5% not applicable on generators. 

READER SERVICE NO. 21 1 
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angle o f  approach t o  the work; having the 
flexibility to carve from left or right is a 
tremendous benefit. 

There are certain spots in the shell that 
will be difficult to carve without splinter
ing out, especially where the bottom lobes 
curl in toward the center motif. If you 
reach a point where you'd just as soon 
open paint cans or chip ice off the steps 
with your carving tools, switch to anything 
that works. I grind scrapers from hacksaw 
blades, use saw files, tapered square 
auger-bit files and rasps to get into those 
nasty spots, especially in figured woods. 
You may even want to grind certain tools 
(such as small skews and gouges) in dupli
cate pairs for left and right use. 

As I work I often pause to feel the carv
ing for flats and bumps, comparing one 
side to the other for symmetry. But the fi
nal test of a carving's quality is the eye. If it 
looks good, that's all that matters. 0 one 
is ever going to pull out calipers and check 
your work. In fact, enormous discrepan
cies in proportion will often go unnoticed. 
So assess the work by eye. If something 
looks wobbly or out of proportion, go 
back and work on it until it looks better. If 
it looks believable, leave it. 

atural light raking across the work or a 
low-angled floodlight will make it easier to 
check for imperfections. A light directly 
overhead will do no good at all. It will not 
cast shadows, effectively flattening out the 
carving. Even a little bit of daylight angling 
through a window or a low-wattage bulb 
shining across the work will provide far 
better carving light than a much brighter 
ceiling light. 

When you work with good, oblique 
light, you realize that it doesn't take a very 
deep cut to create a desired shadow. Err on 
the shallow side in cutting-you 
can define shapes more 
deeply later if 
need be. 
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T H E  MOTIF I N  T H E  M I DDLE 

The much smaller a n d  shal lower carving o f  t h e  rosette goes relatively quickly after t h e  harder 

work of the lobes. 

Shape and shave the rosette field. Using a gouge with a shallow sweep, the author defines the 

narrow, curving rib at the rim of the rosette. Then, after he chops in the volutes, he uses a wide 
chisel to angle the whole field of the rosette, ramping it downward from the rim toward a line be

tween the volutes drawn 3116 in. below the high point. 

V·grooves stop at the bar. Parting-tool cuts 

define the petals of the rosette, starting at the 

rim and ending at a %-in.-wide bar at the base 

of the ramp. 

One last bit of gouging. 

A large gouge scoops out 

the petals, dishing them 

out deeply at the tops and 

letting the cut feather out 

lightly at the base. 

Chop the tops. After defining the tops of the 

petals using a gouge with a tight sweep, the 

author uses a shallower gouge to remove 

the triangular chip between petals. 



To PIN . . .  
. . .  or NOT to PIN? 

WE HAVE THE ANSWER! 
TWO-WAY MOISTURE METER 

. . .  PIN-TYPE OR P I N LESS 

INSTANT PUSHBUTTON SELECTION 

WIDE RANGE 0% - 99% DIGITAL 

WOOD SPECIES COMPENSATION 

NEW DUAL-MODE MODEL CMT-908 

. . .  ASK FOR FREE CATALOG OF 
ALL OUR MOISTURE METERS 

END WOOD WARPING NIGHTMARES 
PIN-TYPE & PINLESS MOISTURE METERS FROM $69 

www.odyssey.on.ca/-electro h sics 

Electrophysics f��J;:\f�f;��; B 
1 -800-244-9908 Canada N6A 5K2 

IMPORTED and 
DOMESTIC LUMBER 

widths to 1 8", lengths to 1 6' 

·Architectural Plywood 
·Veneers .Mouldings 
·Turnings .Trims 
·Custom Millwork 

m.L. conoon 
COIIIIPANV ..... c_ 

248 Ferris Ave ' White Plains NY 10603 
Call 914-946-41 1 1 • FAX 914-946-3779 
Call for a FREE price quote! 

READER SERVlCE NO. 21 

Convert any Table or Bench Saw into an incredibly accurate 

wood machining center. Now you can dimension, shape, mold, 

edge joint, make dovetails & box jOints - all with just one fence! 

Saw Trains come in  4ft, 6ft or 8ft systems. 

www.jointech_com 

READER SERVlCE NO. 106 

Wide Belt 
Performance 
. . . At About 1 /3 The Cost! 

5-Year 
- ,  Warranty 

Free 30-
Day Trial! 

Made in 
U.S.A. 

Cabinet shop owners across the u_s_ call 
Woodmaster's 26" and 38" drum sanders "the 
best kept secret ill woodworkillg_ " These 
commercial-duty sanders fil l  the niche 
between slow hand methods and expensive 
wide belt sanders. And there's no sacrifice in 
quality_ But don't take our word for it _ _ _  call 
today for free information and the names of 
Wood master owners nearest you_ This way, 
you can find out first-hand how a Woodmaster 
sander might be just the machine you've been 
looking for_ Call Today For FREE FACTS! 
1 -800-821 -6651 

Ask for extension 0567 
Woodmaster Tools, Inc_ 

1431 N. Topping Ave. Dept 0567 
Kansas City, MO 64120 

www.woodmastertools.com 

READER SERVICE NO. 43 
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� PENNSYLVANIA IRI2gMi.���ER HARDWOODS * 
� WIDE & MATCHED LUMBER 
* TIGER MAPLE -Widths to 18 in.+ 
* WALNUT -Eastern and Claro -Widths to 24 in.+ 
• CHERRY/FIGURED CHERRY -Widths to 22 in.+ 
MAHOGANY - Furniture Grade Widths to 40in.+ 

Large inventory 4/4 ·16/4+ ' Plank Flooring 

P.O. Box 954, Wellsboro, PA 16901 
570·724· 1 895 FAX 570·724- 1 14 1 

AFRICAN EXOTIC HARDWOODS 
• BEST PRICES · DIRECT FROM SOURC."E.....,;;;;;=!!!l!!S!; • CLEAR GRADES � • LARGE OR SMALL ORDERS WELCOME 

• SHIPPED PROMPTLY NATIONWIDE 

WE WANT YOUR BUS I N ESS TODAY AND TOMORROW 

CONTACT JIM OR JAMES TODAY AT (828) 254·7244 
CITI Z E N S  HARDWOODS 
84 1 A MERRIMON AVENUE, ASHEVILLE, NC 28804 

Good Hope Hardwoods. Inc. 
Fine Lumber · Personal Serviee 

Ti.ger .lV.Iap1.e 
4/4 - 16/4 RWL & Matched Sets 

Figured Cherry 
Highly Figured Claro Walnut 

Quarter Sawn White Oak 
Plain Cherry and Walnut 

Plank Fooring 
(610) 274·8842 

1627 New wlldoll Road 
Lalldellberg, PA 19350 

www.routerbits.com 

Turn A Profit! 
Make Elegant Pencrafting Projects In Minutes 

Your source for: • 24 kt. Pencroking Kits • Mini lathes and accessories • Dust Collectors • Dust C yelones 

1 20 F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G  

p h u mfrey@aol.com www.excal·tools.com 

EXAKTOR PRECISION WOODWORKING TOOLS INC. 

ROUTER BITS 
High Quality ... Lowest Prices Guaranteed 

Click or Call for your F R E E  Catalog! 
1 ·888·288·2487 

S L7�R �T' . ( a ose, \l�C. 1Ll.,.tJ�!� �-f7 .,;J/J 
world's lill·gest supplier of doel, parts and tools. 

On:Ier your FREE catalog, #W2, today! 
Po.Box 21208 • Greensl,,)[o, N.C. 27-120 

For assistance: Send E-mail to: 
Phone (336) 62 1 · 1 936 S LAROSE@worldne!.al!.nel 

AQUA ' COTE is the first 

If! water-based finish that sprays 
• �\- � and polishes like a 

l a � high grade lacquer! 
-,- • Available in Top Coats, Stains, 

Black & White, Toners, 
Glazes, Floor Finish. 

• Can be brushed. wiped, sprayed or 
applied by automated machines. 

• New GeI·Cote & GeI·Stain. 

Atlantic Finishing Supply Co. 
265 Center Grove Road, Randolph, NJ 07869 

ph 800--439·2172, 973·361·2172 fax 973·366·6274 
Man ufactured by Cash Coatings 

phone 888·729·1591 fax 608·222·8733 

Huge selection 
of hand forged 
woodca rv i n g 
and bench 
ch i se l s Since 1858 

See ad index on page 128 for reader service number. 

DOWELS - PLUGS - PEGS 
MANUFACTURER DIRECT 

Largest & finest selection Oak, Walnut, Hickory, 
Maple, Cherry, Mahogany, Teak, even Treated Dowels. 

Shaker pegs, spindles, plugs & toy parts. 
Quantity discounts · Longer lengths available 

MIDWEST DOWEL WORKS 
4631 HUlchinson Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45248 

(513) 574·8488 
Catalog on requests 

BANDROLLERS ARE A 
NEW ALL BALL BEARING 
GUIDE THAT EASILY 

REPLACES YOUR OLD 
METAL BLOCK GUIDES 
WITHOUT EXPENSIVE 
CONVERSION KITS. 

� .::� '; . . �: 

1 4" BAND SAW OWNERS 
• USES MICRO PRECISION BALL BEARINGS 
• IMPROVES BLADE LIFE & ACCURACY 

WE CARRY OTHER BAND SAW ACCESSORIES AND LENOX 
PRO MASTER BAND SAW BlADES. CALL FOR CATALOG 

1 ·888·722·7078 ITURRA design 

PROTECT YOUR FINISHED WORK 
with 

NEW MOVERS BLANKETS 
Heavily quilted with polyester binding. Size 72" x 80" 

• S 1 19.00 per dozen 

• Quality discounts available 

• Rapid shipments via RPS 

• Free brochure available 

KARDAE SUPPLY CO. 
31 Cedar Lane ' Hillsdale, NJ 07642 

Ph: (20 1 )  664·1787 • Fax (20 1 )  664· 1429 

THE CATALOGUE OF ANTIQUE TOOLS 1999 Edition! 
• More Than 5000 Tools PRICED A 'D AVAILABLE FOR SALE 
• A Lasting Reference: 220 Pages of Photos & Commentary 

• The First Choice for Woodworkers and Collectors 
• Ail ilems Pholographed in Full Color & Carefully Described 
• A Unique Publication: Nothing Else Even Comes Close! 
• Still Only 523.9j (Includes Shipping by 2·Day Priority Mail) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

BEST ANTIQUE TOOL WEB SITE: wWl/!,lIIjdtoo/S,COIII 
• PholO I l lustrated Lists Every Tuesday & Thursday at 1 :00 p.m 
• Free Automated E·Mail Notice of New Lists by Request 
• Visit Our Expanding Book Gallery on the Web 

Free Cntalog of Books Abollt Tools & Traditional Crnfts 
MARTIN J. DONNELLY ANTIQUE TOOLS 
PO Box 281 Bath, NY 14810 • (800) 869·0695 • VISA/MC 

YOUR # 1 SOURCE 
FOR THE COMPLETE L INE 
OF M AKITA TOOLS, 
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Mi.1;1;erIlle er 
http://lI'wlI'.Frank Mitlerrneierlnc.com/ 
GET THE EDGE! ... 

Choose Dastra 
Wood Screw Brand 

Professional Carving Tools 

DRY YOUR OWN LUMBER 
Ebac's user friendly dry kilns 200BF - 4O,000BF 
Mix species in same load. Great 3 year warranty! 

Over 7,000 systems worldwide! Ebac Lumber Dryers Call Today! 800-433-901 1 
Manufactured by craftsmen in Williamsburg, VA. 

The Wood Buff 
Easy, inexpensive, three-step 

wood polishing system produces astonishing results on bare or oiled Wood . Perfect for turnings. 
For information call or write: Dept. FW 

THE BEALL TOOL CO. 
541 SWans Road .. N.E . • _ Ohio 43055 '1011 Free 1-11(J().331-4718 
Fax 1·74Q.345-5880 • See OU" Web Page at. www.bealltool.com 

IronWood De.ign •• P.O. Box 13838. S8n Lui. Obi.po. CA 93406 
(805) 5<12·9219 phone & fax • See www.bloxygen.com 

Apply Now for the 2000 
ACC Craft Season 

The American Craft Council's 2000 season of ACC 
Craft Markets and Shows features juried events 
ranging from small retail shows in carefully selected 
locales to some of the largest and most heavily 
attended wholesale/retail markets in the country. 

Applications are now available for ACC events in 
Baltimore, Atlanta, SI. Paul, Chicago, West Springfield, 
Massachusetts, and San Francisco. 

GIVE US YOUR BEST SHOTS 
Call 800/836-3470 

for an application package 

P.O. BOX 51 8 
MT. AUKUM 
CA 95656 

1 -800-241 -7871 
30 NOTE, 50 NOTE, 72 NOTE & DISC MOVEMENTS 

"THE ARCADIAN STOOL" 
(Country) 

PLAN, KITS, COMPLETE STOOLS 
SEND: $9.95 for Plan (drawings, patterns, procedures, materials) 
MAIL TO: CZECKERED PAST PRODUCTIONS 

811 S. 8th Street - Kingfisher, OK 73750 
405-375-6812 (OTHER PROJECT PLANS AVAiLABLE ON REQUEST) 

See ad index on page 128 for reader service number. 

bcwoodshows.com 
WINNIPEG - MANITOBA 

September 1 7· 19, 1999 KAMLOOPS - B.C. 
October 1 5· 17, 1999 VANCOUVER (SURREY) B.C. 
October 22·24, 1999 

Cryder man Productions Inc. 51�151·8344 Fill{: 519-)51 ·8145 

Bargain Books I America's biggest selection. Save 30% on I 
I current books. up to 80% on overstocks. I Woodworking. Arts & Crafts. Hlstory--Qver 60 
I subJect areas. Hundreds of new arrivals monthly. I Free Catalog: 1 -800-677-3483 ��ilto'!.!.o�o� F� 1!!!a2!:, '2l.0�1�O� 

Lathes By JET, One Way & Sherline 
Tools by Henry Taylor, Sorby, Lie ielsen, Jamieson, 
FlexCut, Glaser, Stewart, Kelton, One Way & More! 

Power Carving & Wood Burning Tools 

7 1 23 SouthWest Fwy 
Houston TX 77074 
713/ 981 -9228 

www.lakeoneusa.com 
Refinishing and Restoration Products 

from France 
Distributed by Eurosource, Inc. 

Call (800) 326-6894 
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WOODWORKER'S MART 

• Timbers from Protected Forests · 
• Quantity Discounts · 

• Prompt Shi p' ping Arranged Worldwide · 
• Custom Mi ll ing-Lumber Cut to Size · 
• All Inqui ries Welcome · Call or Write for a Free Catalog 
• Satisfaction Guaranteed · 

Visit us on the World Wide' Web www.woodworkerssource.com 
for Specials, Current Prices & Complete Wood Descriptions 

e·mail:wood@woodworkerssource.com 

I�'}. ��:�. :� •. �.� 
DOES YOUR 
DISTRIBUTOR 
GIVE You 
TECHNICAL 
SUPPORT? 

Specializing in refinishing with 
Tech support for all our products 

• Touch up powders • Burn-in sticks • Pratt & Lambert • Behlens 
• Adjustable Clomp 
· M.l. Campbell • SheH;eld • Aniline Dyes 

Phone: 1800) 856·4441 
Merit Industries ��me\����?t;,;;5c�; 

A Woodworker's Dream 
Experience a one week workshop where 

you learn to build Shaker-inspired 
furniture with one of our finest craftsmen. 
One-<:>n-<Jne instruction in a superb shop 
located in a restored Shaker village. See 
Fine Woodworking, May '93 for profile. 
Call for details. 

DANA ROBES 
WOOD CRAFTSMEN 

Lower Shaker Village, PO Box 707-HF 1 
Enfield, NH 03748 80o. 722-5036 

122 F I  E W O O D W O R K I N G  

urnishings 
SHOW 

A P P R E N TI C ES H I P  P R O G RA M  
Looking for a new apprentice or want to become one? Need to 
know more about starting your own apprenticeship program? 
Visit lhe Apprenticeship Forum at www.pflshow.com. 
Congratulations to Jeffry Lohr. winner of the 1999 Cohn Family 
Trust Apprenticeship Award. Next year"s show: May 12-14, 2000. 
To apply. call 215.440.0718 or e-mail pffshow@erols.com. 

HARDWOOD ADVANTAGE PACKS! 
25bf 30 60 L 4 1 0 W S2S 10 1 3/16 clear 1 face 
Cherry $87 RedOak or Maple $84 Poplar $63 

> CALL 800-724-0132 
We pay most UPS shipping Catalog S 1 (free �'lIlh order) 

SHORT PACKS TOO www bustolvalley com 

j ,. ,  •• , 
" . ,. " . ,. ' j 

When Only The 
Finest Veneer 
Will Do ... 
Custom woodworkers, furniture designers and architects rel!l 
7 

PRoFESSIONAL 
WOODWORKERS ONLY! 
Significant savings over retail prices. 
Mountain Lumber offers the best in 
reclaimed wood; stock up now on our 
rough-sawn cabinet-ready material. 

Call today for details! 
800-445-2671 

MOUNTAIN LUMBER COMPANY 
Where every noor has a story to tell. ™ 

www.mounta in lumber .com 
P.o. Box 289 • Ruckersville, Virginia 22968 

See ad index on page 128 for reader service number. 

NORTHEND�HARDWOODS 
Cabinet Hardwood Lumber and Plywood 

Rough or Milled 
Custom Millwork · Custom Doors 

Flooring • Stair Parts 
ALL MADE TO ORDER 

We Ship Any Amount · Anywhere 
Lyndonville, Vermont 
1-800-626-3275 

for a full-color catalog, and receive 
a 5.00 credit \'oucher toward your 
first purchase. 

MURRAY CLOCK CRAFT 
512 �1c�icoIl A\t� .. Willo\\dale. Onl. \12H lEI 
Tel, (416) 499·4;3 1 .  Fa" (416) 499·3686 
E-mail: clod .. @intt.rlog.com 

www.murrayclock.com-----

THE ST. JAMES BAY TOOL Co . 
orris Style Planes 

Finished or Castings 
� 

Antique Tools 
Bought & Sold 

122 E. Main St. Mesa, AZ 85201 
800,574,2589 480.835·1477 

"'- Classic Cabinet Hardware 
Quality, Value & Same Day Shipping 

I Premier Source for 
CabinetMakers & Restorers 

76 Page Catalog $4.00 

1 -800-241-9741 
www.paX1011hardware.COll1 

PAXTON IlwWAQE, LID 
PO Box 256, Dept FWll, Uppe. Falls, MD 21156 

OLD GROWTH Quartersawn White & Red Oak: 
Wide Quartersawn & Curly Sycamore 
Precision sawn figured lumber and bookmatched flitches 

61 0-775-0400 

� PECK TOOL since 1929 
r 

RDIIJ, Bcx3268 
Mohnton. PA 19541).9339 

'ASA/1IiosIaCR 

Fine German & Japanese Hand Tools 

for the Discerning Woodworker U 0 0 0 u o  

Please call for a FREE CATALOG! 

1 . 303. 440.5480 
PO Box 4744 • Boulder, Colorado * 80306·4744 
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accurate and tear out free 
system/shelf pin holes in 011 moteriols 

with your plunge router professional appearance 
32mm European system or traditional 1" centers 

" 
phone/fax 609-587-7187 
9 John Lenhardt Road 

Hamilton Square. NJ 08690 
www.megproducts.com 

E GW" · HID 
I strength thon modern glues 

• Higher or equo
reot for ontiques 

• Reversible 
-o�d noturol Kremer Pigments Inc. • Eosy to uS�uolity" 228 Elizobeth Sttee! 

• ��Ollur50 Bloo�groms New YOlk NY 1001 2 
-# 63010 500 g bog S 7.S0 (21 2) 2 1 9 2394 

product ' 

Gemini Carving Duplicator 

www.wood-carver.com 
Allred & Associates, Inc_ 

5566 Jordan Road - Elbridge, NY 13060 
E-mail: carvers@dreamscape.com 

Ph: (315) 689-1626 Fax: (315) 689-1438 

STOP! looking any further 
D i scou nted Ref i n i s h i ng S u p p l ies 

GORILLA GLUE [FREEl 
Strongest wood glue available all � 
purpose interior/exterior glue. No 
mixing. Waterproof and solvent 
free. Bonds wood. stone, metal. 
ceramics, plastics. (plus s & h) 

4 1 5-095A 4 oz. sale $5.99 
4 1 5-1 00A 8 oz. sale $1 1 _95 
415-1 05A 1 8  oz. sale $18.95 
41 5-1 1 0A 36 oz. sale $29.95 

E.C.REFINISHER'S WAREHO 
1 3  Amy Elsey Dr.Charleston SC 29407 minimum order $15.00 

E3 CALL 1 -800-636-8555 � 

www. right-tool . com 
CENTER P C I N T  101 • •  0 1 . \, 1 I • •• , \ . 1 
T o e L. B 1 6  Ft. Tape Measure 

Find Center Fast! 
$1 1 .9S .. SeptlOct Only 

DOVETAILED DRAWERS 
Reasonably priced method to distinguish your cabinets. � • Custom-sized width and depth • 1/2- solid maple, assembled and sanded • 2-coat catalyzed finish available • Quick service, shipped UPS 

�3!��tr!!!!��O�!�4�G 
FAX (978) 640-1501 (800) 628-4849 

Fine Furniture Plans Since 1 968 www.furnituredcsigns.com 

English Garden Bench and Table Plans 

#706 -Sft. Garden Bench wi matching Arm Chair $18.50 
#707 - Cocklail Table I End Table $16.50 Get Both Plans Now for one low price $22.50 ppd. 

Catalog Free with Order! 
VISA I MC Call 1 -800-657-7692 TO Order 
FURNITURE DESIGNS, INC., Dept. KG-79 

1827 Elmdale Ave., G lcm'iew, IL 60025 

BRING THE 
OUTDOORS, INDOORS 

M A N U FACT U R E RS O F  Q U ALITY 

C A B I N ET DOORS A N D  DRAWER FRONTS 

S t NCE 1 980 ' C U SO M t Z E D  TO FIT Y O U R  

C U ST O M E R'S LI FESTYLE 

P H O N E :  1 -800-273-8600 
F A X :  1 -800-565-5019 

MASS BAY WOOD PRODUCTS, I NC. 
145 Fisher Street PD_Box 497 • Frankl in,MA 02038 

DUST BOY, INC. ' 
Portable • 1 & 2 HP Dust Collectors 

• Cast Aluminum Blowers 
• High Efficiency 
• Extremely Quiet 
• American Made 
• 5 Year Warranty 

Visit us at our web site 
http://www.dustboy.com 

DUST BOY, INC. 
205 So. Walnut 51. 

P.O. Box 278 
Arcanum, OH 45304 

(937) 692-8838 
""l!III" Fax (937) 692-8266 

- 800-232-3878 

See ad index on page 128 for reader service number. 

3M'" Power Visor $1 5900 Includes Battery Charger 
($5 Freight Charge) 

Airware America 
Box 975, Elbow Lake, MN 56531 -0975 

3M Authorized Dlslribulor 

http://www.mid-web.com/airware 

in'f�
e 1 -800-328-1 792 Ideal (or wood dusl 

• SlUl BUIlDINGS fACIDRY DlRICI • 

SUMMER CLOSEOUT 
SAVE THOUSANDS ON SELECT SIZES 
25x34 • 30x46 

iii " I I I  . ' , ' 
'25 Year Guarantee 
'Build it yourself 
'Maintenance Free 
'100% Usable 

--
SELF-ADHESIVE FE I 'T 70% WOOL L 
TAP E S . ST R I PS . TABS . D OTS 

1 1 800 796 23331 APPROX. 1/16" & 1/8" THICK 
- - - BROWN, GREEN. BLACK 

WHITE, AND SILVER GRAY 

��N 
PRODUCTS DIV_ 

9611 SOUTH COITAGE GROVE AVE. 
CHICAGO, IL 60628 

n3-735-2344 · FAX 773-735-2390 

THE T O OL CH�ST �li���!AN 
... for both the professional and amateur. 

1000'S OF BOOKS COVERING 
• Woodworkmg - All Aspects · Home Remodelmg & Maintenance • Tools & Their Uses · Contracting · Projects For Home & Recreation 

Please send $2 for catalog, refundable with first order. 
THE TOOL CHEST ' 45 Emerson Plaza East · Emerson,NJ 07630 

201-261 -8665 1 -800-61 7-TOOLS FAX: 201 -261 ·3865 
FREE SHIPPING ' ALL BOOK ORDERS OVER S25 

OLD & REGULAR GROWTH QUARTERSAWN 

- WIDTE OAK ' RED OAK '  CHERRY ' SYCAMORE 

CURLY & FIGURED CHERRYIMAPLE 

-VISA 
-

1-800-972-4625 Pisgah A Hardwooos I N C 0 R I' O R " T E D 

800-868-9663 • FAlC21 2-989-1 777 
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WOODWORKER'S MART 

QUILTED MAPLE 
'<i-... tf I1r Domestic Figured Wood 
o � Maple Burl, Birdseye, Curly � Spalted 
;Z -I Maple, Western Walnut � Myrtlewood. 
� � (541) 327-1000 
., /Mn� http://www.nwtimber.com 
Northwest TImber · Lewis Judy, Mgr. � 

"The Woodturners' Source" 
Call Toll Free for Catalog � 

1-800-683-8876 � 
Packard Woodworks 
PO Box 718. Tryon, NC 28782 
Fax 704-859-5551 email: packardww@aol.com 

TRUE HAND-FORGED CHISELS, 
ADZES, SCORPS, SLICKS AND MORE. . .  
"These chisels are a treat to look at, a pleasure to hold, 
but using them is the ultimate woodworking experience. " 
Chris Becksvoort, Contributing Editor, Fine Woodworking �. . � BARR SPECIALTY TOOLS - For catalog 

phone 1 -800-235-4452 fax 208·634-6337 

WEST SVS"T'EJM ® 
BOATBUILDERS SWEAR BY IT, 

and so will you. 
Strong, waterproof WEST SYSTEM· Brand epoxy is 
more than a 2-part adhesive. It's a complete system of 
resin, hardeners, fillers and additives from which you 
can easily create the perfect bonding, coating and 
sealing agents for your wood or composite project. 

For a free copy of the 30-page WEST SYSTEM· 
User Manual & Product Guide, write: 

Gougeon Brothers, Inc. 
Dept. 44, P. O. Box 908 

Bay City, MI 48707 
5 1 7-684-7286 

WOODCRAFTERS' SUPPLY 
Western Pa's source for the most complete selection of woodworking 

supplies, hardware, lumber & tools (over 20,000 items). 
v". on the web@WWW.woodcrafte<ssuppiy.com or e-mail:wdcrftr@aal.com 

VISIT OR CAlL OUR 3 LOCATIONS 

7703 Perry Hwy. (Rt. 1 9N) PITISBURGH, PA 15237 (412) 367-4330 
901 West 12" Street ERIE, PA 16501 (814) 461 -9663 

868 19" SI. & Union Ave. AlTOONA PA 16601 (814) 943·2833 

PANEL SAWS 
AND PANEL ROUTERS 

• Quick change from cross-cui to rip 
• fully assembled and aligned 
• Standard industrial-duty saw motor 
• One-person operation 
• Easy 10 use, quick setup 

Bllild;II.':: pro/esshmal pailI'I saws for Ol'er 35 YI'ffrS 
Safety Speed Cut Mfg. Co., Inc., 

1 3460 Highway 65. Anoka, MN 55304 
1 .800.599.1 647 FAX 1 .6 1 2.755.6080 

WWN. panelsaw. com 

1 24 F I N E  W O O D W O R K I  G 

CUSTOM WAINSCOT PANELS 

Ready to Install - Save TIme - Save Labor 

Thirty-five styles to choose from 

See us at www.ptinet.netl-mcmann 

CREATIVE ACCENTS (406) 862-5877 

The Woodworkers Dream 
Repair, Rebuild, Restore, Patch and Bond Wood. 

QUIKWOOD� Epoxy Stick 
888-4-fixwood • 888-434-9966 ext 2209 

When Fillers or Glue Won't Do! 

NOI ENOUGH FUN? 
The Largest Selection of Hobby Products at 

the Lowest Prices Anywhere 
Historic Wooden Ship Kits · Highest Quality Trains 
Airplane Kits · Pocher Cars · Die-Cast Collectibles 

Celebrating Our 25th Year In Business 

www.modelexpoinc.com 
Put in COOE FW99 for a free gift! (with order only) �� MODEL EXPO, wc. 3850 North 29th Terrace, HoIIywood, Fl33020 

GET A HOBBY! 
HADDON LUMB ERMA KER 

This low cost 4 lb. attachment turns any chain saw into a portable sawmill and 
accurate (utting lool. lets you make good custom (ut lumber from logs··RIGHT 
WHERETHETREE FAllS! Pays for itself with the lumber from this first tree you cut. 
Out-performs other products many times its size and price! (all or write for a free 
brochure. To order call us with your credit card number()(send $79.95 + $6.95 S&H to: 

HADDON TOOL, INC., 1855 N POND LN, LAKE FOREST, IL 60045 
1 -888-705-1911 www.haddontools.com 

See ad index on page 128 for reader service number. 

fROM THE HEART Of 

BI RDJEYE MAPLE 
COUNTRY 

PRIME QUALITY LUMBER AND FLOORING 

RARE�ARTH 1-800-968-0074 �:!'''t'!',¥!,!!,!!,!"u'!!? fax: 1-800-968-0094 
Direct im porters of hardwood flooring 

and lumber worldwide, 
Over 80 species in stock 

�I���r��� Quarterly magazine for the 
user and collector of hand 
tools. Articles on tool his
tory, �Jse. and preservation. 
Auction of hundreds of 

J 0 U R A L hard to find hand tools in 

Fine Tool Journal 
Dept. FWW99 
27 Fickett Rd., 

Pownal, ME 04069 

(800) 248-8 114 

every issue. Tool sales 
twice a year. 

Subscription: $27.00 one 
year or 550.00 for 2 yrs, 

Canada, $33.00 or S62.00US 
Overseas $45.00 or S86.00US 

Sample $5,00 http://www.FineTool1.com 

(SUN-MAR) 
COMPO STING TOI LETS 

ff Many models available. 
• NO Septic 
• NO Odor 
• NO Water � 

UI\.IVE�5AL 
L A S E R  S Y S T E M S  I N C. 

1 6008 N. 8 1 1t 51. ScoMldale, AZ 85260 Phone 800-859-7033 
or 602-483-1214 FAX 602-483-5620 www.ulsinc.cam 



WOODWORKER·S MART See ad index on page 128 for reader service number. 

WIDE SELECTION OF HARDWOODS Kelly Tool Works Smooth Plane 

Turn Pens in 2 Minutes ! 
}{I/Ir Lllthe [,-Pell Tumillg Supply Source 

1-888-966-3974 www.WoodWriteLtd.com 

Quartersawn White  Oak 
Cherry, maple, curly, bird's-eye, 
walnut, oal<, pOP!:lr, Y. to 12/4. 

Fancy Veneers & Plywood 

800-758-0950 
p.o. Box 582. Buffalo, NY 14207 

Plane features dovetail construction, 
rosewood infil/, Norris-type blade 

adjuster, and an adjustable mouth. 

Cal/ or write for details regarding this 
and our other handcrafted, 

English-pattern tools. 

po. Box 1813, Kernville, CA 93238 (760) 376-4804 

Woodworker's Dream! 
Ingenious lightweight sawhorse. as reviewed in 

• Specializing in exotic and burl wood veneer • Flexible paper-backed wood veneer 

Fin� Woodworking #133. pg.46. Supports ISOO Ibs. 
per pair, open and dose with one hand, tucks neady 
away in juSt 2..5�wid(h! Best sawhorse you'll ever use, 
UNCONDITIONAL 30�day money-back GUARANTEE. 
Patent pending, $69.95 a pair plus shipping. 

Quick-Fold"" Sawhorse Company 
· 75 species in stock · Sheet sizes up to 4' x 12' 

CALL FOR FREE SAMPLE!! 
(800) 426-6018 • (248) 542-9979 
3642 W. " MILE, BERKLEY, MI 48072 28 River S[feef, PO BOX 552 • Windsor. vr 05089. 802-674-2554 

CLASSIFIED 
The Classified Text rate is $6 per word, 15 word min. WEB Classifieds avail
able (www.f.tnewoodworking.com) and must reflect print ads. Orders must 
be accompanied by payment, all are non-commissionable. Display Classi
f'ted rates on request. The Wood & Tool Exchange is for private use by indi
viduals only; the rate is $10/1ine. min. 3 lines, maximum 6 lines, limit 2 
insertions per year. Send to: Fine Woodworking Advertising Dept., PO Box 
5506, Newtown, cr 06470-5506. FAX 203-270-675L Deadline for the Novem
berjDecember issue is August 25, 1999. (800) 926-8776, ext. 562. 

Business Oppo rtunities 

SELL YOUR HAND MADE GOODS on 
the Internet-Get in on the E-Commerce 
ExplOSion! Add online ordering and 
credit card authorization to your new or 
existing site. Complete web hosting and 
publishing services available. 8 8 8-283-
2335 or www.handcraftsnet.com 

$ 100. PER HOUR, woodworking from 
your garage, full or part-time. 0 seil
ing! Free brochure: Home Tech 
800-456-4987. 

BROOKLYN WOODWORKERS CO-OP 
seeks new members. Professionals 
sharing fully-equipped shop; private 
space. Greenpoint, Brooklyn, NY. joe 
(7]8) 349-3610. 

Situations Wanted 

GERMAN TRAl ED JOURNEYMAN 
carpenter, furniture and cabinet maker. 
Willing to relocate. john Richard: 
( 850) 926- 8646. (FL) 

Help Wanted 

SMALL, EXPAND! G, HIGH-E D, pro
duction furniture shop requires enthu
siastic help. Experience. Call ( 802) 
623-8400. Whiting, VT. 

WOODWORKl G TEACHER for job 
Training, Cabinetmaking program. 5-
years experience in architectural wood
working, teaching background, 
drawing skills. NESAW, (413) 527-6103. 
East Hampton, MA. 

TIRED OF THE CITY' Seeking experi
enced craftsman for high quality door 
and moulding company. Beautiful rural 
location near Telluride, CO. Fax 970 
327-4459 or call (970) 327-4429. 

Experiellced 
Woodworkers & WA L ., Ii 0 L 0 F liN G E R Fillishers Needed 

Makers of lOp quality custom boardroom 
furniture. We build conference tables -5-ft. 
Lo 45-ft. long, lecterns, credenzas, reception 
desks, wall units, etc. 

Challenging work in the Green Mountains 
of Vernlont. Current benefits include paid 
health and dental insurance for employees 
and families. Short and long term disability 
coverage for employees. Profit-sharing 
bonus plan, 8 paid holidays, paid vacation 
time, donuts on Thursdays. 
Send resume to: 
tims@wall-goldfinger.com 
WalUGoldfinger, Inc. 7 Belknap St., 
Northfield, VT 05663 

Instruction 

APPRENTICESHIP 1 YEAR hands-on 
fine furniture making, designing and 
marketing in rare solid woods. Tuition 
jeffrey Greene. (2]5) 348-5232. (PA) 

DESIGN & CONSTRUCT acoustic gui
tars during a seven week hands-on 
learning experience. Training luthiers 
since 1986. For information: Timeless In
struments, Box 51, Tugaske, SK, CANA
DA SOH 4BO. Toll Free: ]-8 88-884-2753. 

FINE FURNITURE MAKI G in the 
Louisiana French Creole and Acadian 
tradition. 1 year internship, professional 
setting and instruction. Louisiana State 
Certified Craftsman. Greg Arceneaux 
Cabinetmakers, 67230 Industry Lane, 
Covington, LA 70433. (504) 893-8782. 

MAKE A CHAIR FROM A TREE and 
other Greenwoodworking courses. 
John Alexander: (410) 685-4375. 
www.greenwoodworking.com 

Christopher Faulkner 
Listed British Crafts Council 

Learn Fine Furniture Making 
Unique one to one courses at 

Ashridge Workshops. Sbautiful 
part of SW England near coast 
and Elizabethan Market Town. 

Tel. U.K. 01803 862861 or 863736 eves. 
From [he U.S. call, 011 441 803 862861 

The Fine & Creative 
Woodworking Program at 

ROCKL'IGHAM COMM IlTY COLLEGE 
is an internationally recognized associate degree & 

certificate program. Instruction in hand-«)()Is, furniture, 
construction, shop stan-up. operation & much more. 

PO Box 38, Wentworth, NC 27375-0038 
Phone: (336) 342-426 1 ,  ext. 1 78. 

www.rcc.cc.tlc. lIslwoodworklllomepage.h .. nl 
AAEEOC 

CLASSICAL WOODCARVING SCHOOL. 
Handcarving skills for furninlre and ar-
chitecture. Videos available. 
San Francisco. (415) 3 8 ] -9474. 
www.agrellandthorpe.com 

BLUE RJDGE MOUNTAINS, VA. One 
year apprenticeship available to moti
vated individual. Saturated learning en
vironment. Accommodations available, 
tuition. For more information call: 
Michael MaAwell, (540) 5 87-9543. 

18125 Madison Rd,·P.O. Box 679'Parkman, OH «080 wwwco" overworksl!OJ!.s, COIf1 ph. "0-548-3491 lax 440·548-2721 

MAKE A WINDSOR CHAIR 

.. 
with Michael Dunbar 

Week-long Workshops 
Held Year-round 

44 Timber Swamp Road 
Hampton, NH 03842 
603·929·9801 

THE AMERJCAN SCHOOL OF 
LUTHERJE, located in Guitar-(and 
Wine)-town, Healdsburg, California 
presents over 50 of North America's 
finest luthiers teaching what they know 
best. From I-day seminars to 8-day in
tensive "do-it-yourself" courses, every
thing is covered. The roster of teachers 
includes Archtop builders Steven An
dersen, Bob Benedetto, Stephen 
Grimes, Linda Manzer, john Mon
teleone, and Tom Ribbecke; Steel-string 
builders Fred Carlson, Alan Carruth, 
William Cumpiano, Michael DUlm, Kent 
Everett, Harry Fleishman, Charles Fox, 
john Greven, Richard Hoover, Michael 
Hornick, Steve Klein, Grit Laskin, 
Michael Millard, Roy Noble, Kevin 
Ryan, Kirk Sand, Ervin Somogyi, jeff 
Traugott, and David Webber; Classic 
makers Geza Burghardt, Cynthia Bur
ton, Eugene Clark, jeffrey Elliott, john 
Gilbert, Kenny Hill, and Tom 
Humphrey; Repairmen!builders/restor
ers Frank Ford, Bryan Galloup, Hideo 
Kamimoto, and Ivon Schmukler; Elec
tric builders Bill Bartolini, William 
Chapin, Roger Sadowsky, and Rick 
Turner; And many more. For 60-page 
course brochure: ASL, POB 774, Healds
burg, Calif. 9544 8 / 800-477-4437 / 707-
433-]823 / Fax, 707-433-8802 / 
www.lmii.com/asl.htm. Sponsored by 
Luthiers Mercantile International, sup
plier to the stringed instrument industry. 

Hands-on Workshops 
1 -& 2-week Basic & Advanced Courses 

Twelve-week Intensive 
I n  beautiful Maine 

CENTER FOR FURNITURE CRAFTSMANSHIP 
25 Mill Street, Rockport, ME 04856 
207-594-5611 www.woodschool.com 

Peter Korn, Director 

Penland School of Crafts 
A national center for craft education located 

in the Blue Ridge Mountains of North Caralina. 

1-, 2-, & 8-week classes in woodworking and 

other craft media. For complete course informa

tion, v;sit our web site or call for a catalog. 

P.O. Box 37 • Penland, NC 28765 
http://penland.org 828-765-2359 
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CLASSIFIED (continued) 

NEW ENGLAND SCHOOL of Architec
tural Woodworking. 37 week training 
program in architectural woodworking. 
Job assistance. (413) 527-6103. (MA) 
www.nesaw.com 

\tJ 
Philip C. Lowe 

Makers of Fine F urniture 

Full & Pan Time Instruction. 
Learn the craft ofbuiJding 

traditional furniture as featured 
in the Flue Woodworking video Measuring Furniture/or Reproduction. 

116 Water St. 
Beverly, MA 01915 

(978) 922-0615 wwwlshore.nev-turnitur/ 

BAUHAUS APPRENTICESHIP INSTITUTE 
A non-profit institution concerned with education 

in American Art and Craft 
Apprenticeship: Art-Furniture ConstructionIDe. one year-ful/time, hands-on, professional. no tuition / no salary. 
339 Harrison St., Oak Pari<, III 60304, (708) 660-9522 

CONTEMPORARY 

GU ITAR MAKI NG 

Master Class 
Use you woodwOOcing skils 10 oeole 

fine performance-quoflty guitars 

1999 Coooes: Aug. 16-21, Nov. 15-20 
707/431 -7836 

Study Carving in Vermont 
with Thomas Golding 

Week-long Intensives in New and 
Traditional Woodcarving, Year round. 

HCR 33, Box 7, Saxwns River, VT 05154 
Ph/fax 800-710-1872 www.sova.ne<l-canring 

The 
Landing School 
LEARN WOODEN 
BOAT BUILDING & YACHT DESIGN 

Two full-time residentia1 programs that offer 
professional training in a creative but 

disciplined environment. V.A. approved. Accredited 
member, ACCSCT. Financial aid available. 

VIsit our website: 
www.by-the-sea.comlthelandingschooi 
email: iandingschool@cybenours.com 

PboDe (207) 985-7976 Fu (207) 985-7942 
The Landing School 
of Boat Building & Design 
Box 1490. Kennebunkpon. ME 04046 

1 �!b�e�m£����;!!!�m���� m versatile artistry in design and employing tradicional techniques in coostruccion of I I fine custom furnirure. 
Individualized instruccion focused on proo.. 
lem resolution and development of creativicy. 

- SACS accredited. Affordable ruition. � Rooger Haines, InstNClor SOUlhem Union Sl3lt ex:: 1Jl (JJ4) 145-MJ1 1101 WaY"" Ply 1:::±=i Fax, (334) 141·9418 Opelika, AL 36801 
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�r1\[E�K@J� �(i100l or 
l�li1[��[ 

Over 5 0  of the world's finest guitarmakers 
and repair-people teach al the American 
School of Lutherie. Intensive workshops, 
lecture-demonstrations, seminars, and "hands
on". Learn to build, improve skills, learn new 
ones. Held in the �wine country", in the 
charming town of Healdsburg, California. 
Call or write for brochure and schedule. 

800-477-4437 (707-433-1 823), 
E-mail: ASL@lmii.com. 

PO Box 774, Healdsburg, CA 95448 USA. 

Sponsored by Lutherie Mercantile International, Inc. 

AccessoriesjMiscellaneous 

BANDSAW TIRES/ADHESIVE & Installa
tion Manual. Natural rubber tires for all 
makes/models. Excellent wear, perfor
mance and fit. Robert Vaughan's instal
lation manllal FREE with order. 
Luxite-Div. of York Saw & Knife, PO 
Box 733, York, PA 17405. Phone: 800-
654-7297. E-mail: info@yorksaw.com 
Web: www.yorksaw.com 

Quality German Workbenches 

Diefenbach Benches 

1-800-32Bench 

GLASS SOURCE for WOODWORKERS. 
Glass and mirror custom cut, beveled, 
edged, or grooved to your specifica
tion. Shipped direct from our shop to 
yours. Orders and inquiries. Glass 
Source: 1-800-588-7435. (IA) 

Clocks Parts/Plans 

CLOCKMAKl G SUPPLIES. Complete 
source for discount clock movements, 
hands, dials, fit-up inserts, weather in
struments and more. Free Clockmaker 
Component Catalog. 800-421-4445. 
(CA) www.c1ockpans.com 

Glues & Adhesives 

HIDE GLUE, all grades including wood 
sizing and glass chipping. Bjorn Indus
tries, Inc., 551 King Edward Rd., Char
lotte, NC 28211 (704) 364-1186. 

Finishes 

SPRAY-ON SUEDE. Line boxes in sec
onds. New Mini-Flocker. Free brochure. 
DonJer Products. 800-336-6537. (IL) 

Plans & Kits 

AMISH CEDAR CHEST KITS: Jine's 
Country Crafts (www.jine.com) has a 
wide variety of pre-cut and routed kits 
for the craftsman. (703) 528-0481. (IIA) 

SCROLLSAW MARQUETRY KITS. 
Wildlife and mountain sceneries. Free 
brochure. Lynne Buss-FW, Wein
bergsweg 29, 97199 Gossmannsdorf, 
German. ($.60 postage nec.) 
k i  t s @ h a r d w o o d i n l a y s . c o m ,  
www.hardwoodinlays.com 

FORT/SWINGSET PLAN Manufacturer 
offering most popular designs in plan 
form. $39./set. (805) 642-9664. (CA) 
www.swingsetcorral.com 

FULL-SIZE PROFESSIONAL PLANS cata
log $3. Over 200 professionally-de
signed plans for building fine furniture. 
Furniture Designs, Inc., CK-99, 1827 
Elmdale Ave., Glenview, IL 60025. 
1 -847-657-7526. 

Musical Supplies 

WANT TO BUILD A GUITAR? Start with 
the LMI handbook-catalog. 260 pages 
of articles, photos, color plates, tools, 
hardware, 30 species of wood, and in
formation not found in other "how-td' 
books. Shipped in sttlrdy plastic binder. 
$ 19.50 +$3.50 s/h in continental U.S. 
Free 85-page price list/newsletter. 
Luthiers Mercantile International, Inc. 
(LMI), POB 774, Healdsburg, Calif. 
95448 USA 800-477-4437. Fax: 707-433-
8802. Overseas 707-433-1823. Order on
line: www.lmii.com. Sponsor of 
American School of Lutherie and 
Healdsburg Guitar Festival 

BUILD YOUR OWN guitar, violin, or 
dulcimer! Free 108-page catalog featur
ing kits and all the tools, finishing sup
plies and instnlctions you need to build 
your next instrument. Stewart MacDon
ald's Guitar Shop Supply, Box 900F, 
Athens, OH 45701. 800-848-2273. 
www.stewmac.com 

PLANS KITS & SUPPLIES FOR musical 
instruments; harps, dulcimers, psalter
ies, banjos and more. Musicmaker's 
Kits, Dept. FW, PO Box 21 17, Stillwater, 
MN 55082. www.musikits.com 
(651) 439-9120. 

Hardware 
VIEW 1000's OF PRODUcrs ON-LINE. 
Professional Hardware & Supply. For 
i n f o  r m a  t i o  n :  1 - 8 0 0 - 2 4 8 - 1 9 1 9 .  
www.profhdwr.com 

Hand Tools 

INCHMARTlNE TOOL BAZAAR. Inch
martine House, Inchture, Perthshire. 
Scotlands largest dealers in quality an
tique and old woodworking tools. 
Quarterly mail order lists available. 
Phone 149 44 1828 686096. On the net 
at www.toolbazaar.co.uk. 

THE VIRTUAL MUSEUM OF WOOD
WORKING TOOLS Store is pleased to 
offer fine reproductions of classic 
woodworking tools, books on tools, 
and parts and handles for most 
Stanley planes. On the Web at: 
www.toolsforworkingwood.com 

ANTIQUE & USED TOOLS. Hundreds 
of quality handtools. Many Stanley. On 
the Internet at wwwantique-used
tools. com VISA/MC. BOB KAUNE, Dept. 
FW999 511  W. 1 1 th, Port Angeles, WA 
98362. (360) 452-2292. Mail order only. 

TASHIRO'S SHARP JAPANESE TOOLS. 
Established 1885. Free ZETATM saw cata
log. PO Box 3409, Seattle, WA 98114. 
(206) 328-7641. Fax (206) 328-1256. 
www.tashirohardware.com 

VI TAGE PLANES & PARTS, buying 
and selling. Pete Niederberger, Box 887, 
Larkspur, CA 94977. (415) 924-8403 
evenings. E-mail: pneiderbeI@aol.com 

Branding Irons 
Signatures, logos, names. Any sizeJ design "" Optional drill press moun[.� 

'LOWEST CUSTOM PRICE 
Tubular Plywood 

from 1" - 4-1/2" dia.. Manyspecics, many uscs 
BrandNew 

1-800-964-8251 www.brandnew.net 

Power Tools 

LAMELLO BISCUIT JOINERS and Ac
cessories/partsjRepairs. Best prices
most knowledgeable. Call Hank 
1 -800-789-2323. Select Machinery, 
Inc. (NY). 

Blades & Bits 

BAND SAW BLADES. Swedish silicon 
steel: 1/16-in. through 1 1/4-in. Timber 
Wolf bands. FREE catalog. Suffolk 
Machine: 800-234-7297. (NY) 
timberwolf1.com 

Services 

JAPANESE HAND SAW SHARPENING 
service. All types of saws, EW hand
made saws for sale. (317) 255-1059. (lI\1) 
http://home.earthlink.netrnokogiri 

Machinery New/Used 

USED PORTABLE SAWMILLS! Buy/Sell. 
Call Sawmill Exchange 800-459-
2 1 4 8 , 2 0 5 - 6 6 1 - 9 8 2 1 . ( A L )  
http://www.sawmillexchange.com 

POWERMATIC 36-in. BANDSAW mod. 
BW900. Seimac 3 ph motor, 230V, 24.6 
AMP low mileage, excellent condition 
Best-offer over $3,250. FOB. Contact: 
Mike Capalbo at Fine Woodworking 
magaZine. Ph: 1 -800-926-8776 ext. 522 

Financing 

DON'T BUY THAT MACHlNE! New or 
used, Lease it. Preserve capital, improve 
cashflow, for details call Main 
Street Capital, (570) 619 5595 
Info@mainstcap.com 

Videos 

TRICKS OF THE TRADE VIDEO MAGA
ZINE. Call toll free 1 -877-WOODGUY 
for free sample tape, $4.95 S/H 
credited on first order, or visit 
www.woodguy.com 



CLASSIFIED 
Veneer 

EXOTIC & DOMESTIC VENEERS: True 
Brazilian rosewood to domestic white 
oak; export, domestic and special thick
ness'. Global Veneer, (336) 885-5061. E
mail, globalveneer@northstate.net 

Veneer and ���.!!!I Architectural 
Panel Sales 
800-875-7084 
Hailey, Idaho 

Woodturning 

BEAUTIFUL WEST COAST wood turning 
blocks and burls, figured and spalted. 
Fax: 604-795-4058. Bus: (604) 795-3462. 
bowrivercraftoods.com 

Wood 
MESQUITE TURNING BLANKS, 4-in. to 
lO-in. round, to length, large quantity. 
T.W.N. Exporters/Importers, PO Box 
28l. The Bohle 4818, Queensland, 
Australia. 

BAKER MILLING & HARDWOODS 
Highly figured claro walnut, elm slabs 
and dimensional lumber. Also, KID 
English walnut, black acacia, camphor, 
white oak. (408) 847-8433. Gilroy, CA. 
www.bakerhardwoods.com 

TEXAS MESQUITE-SAWMIl.L DIRECT. 
Custom lumber. Leg stock; 4X4, 6x6, 
8X8. All dry. Texas Wood works. 
(915) 357-4774. (TX) 
CHESTNUT LUMBER. All thicknesses. 
Wormy or clear. 10 thousand feet avail
able. Sassafras lumber. Antique oak, 
poplar, pine. (304) 497-2700. 
www.vintagelog.com 

BIRD'S-EYE AND CURlY MAPLE, 4/4 to 
12/4 lumber, flitches, turning squares 
and blocks. Black walnut, cherry/quar
tersawn, and curly oak lumber. Dunlap 
Woodcrafts, Vienna, VA (703) 631-5147. 

QUIl.TED MAPLE, WESTERN WALNUT. 
Myrtlewood, birdseye, curly and burled 
maple. Northwest Timber. (541) 327-
1000. (OR) www.nwtimber.com 

QUALITY OAKS, POPLAR, cherry, wal
nut. Reasonably priced. Buy direct. 
Visa, Master Card. 1.. Forest Products. 
Toll free 1-877-484-4381. (OH) 

MAPLE AND REDWOOD BURL. Highly 
figured, bird's-eye and lace. Specializ
ing in quality materials for carving 
and boxes. (503) 394-3077. (OR) 
www.burlwoodonline.com 

SAWMILL DIRECT Cocobolo SALE! 12-
in. long lumber. $lO/bd. ft, 250 -bd. ft. 
FEQ RWl.. $7.50/bd ft. Select ebony Bil
lets, 3lbs. Quality at a fair price. SASE 
Tropical Exotic Hardwoods, PO Box 
1806, Carlsbad, CA 92018. Tol l  FREE or
ders only 888-434-3031. Questions, 
(760)434-3030. Mitch Talcove. 
www.anexotichardwood.com 

DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED EXOTICS. 
For musical instruments, pool cues, 
knife handles and custom furniture. 
Price list. Exotic Woods, 1 -800-443-
9264. www.exoticwoods.com (ND 

CALIFORNIA'S FINEST QUALITY EXOT
IC figured burlwoods. 30,000 pieces red
wood, maple, buckeye, manzanita, 
madrone, myrtlewood, walnut, other 
burls. Any size/use/guaranteed/direct. 
Established 27 years. VISA/Me. BURL 

T.REE, Bruce Remington. 800-785-BURL. 

CHESTNUT LUMBER, Wormy or clear, 
furninlre grade. Antique woods and an
tique wide board flooring. Oak, pine, 
hemlock. T&G, custom millwork. 
CHESTNUT WOODWORKING (860) 
672-4300, fax 860-672-244l. (CT) 
REDWOOD BURL, RARE EXOTIC burl
wood. Direct from logger. Table and 
clock slabs, turning blocks, box-wood! 
Burl Country: (707) 725-3982. (CA) 

HOMESTEA.D HARDWOODS, Ohio: 
330-889-3770, 1 -800-241-3770. ALVA 
HA.RDWOODS, Florida: (941) 728-2484, 
1 -888-894-6229. 40+ domestic/exotic 
species, comprehensive sizes. 

FIGURED CLARO WALNUT slabs, 
planks, blocks 1 1/4-in.-6-in. thick
ness, suitable for small to very large 
projects. California Walnut Designs. 
(530) 268-0203. www.woodnut.com 

ATTENTION VA/MD AREA WOOD
WORKERS. K/D quartersawn 
sycamore, red & white oak. Cherry, wal
nut, elm, apple, and other domestic 
hardwoods. Herbine Hardwoods, lees
burg, VA. (703) 771 -3067. 

LONGLEAF (H EA.RT) PINE LUMBER. 
Resawn from salvaged timbers. Lumber, 
flooring and tair-tread material. Lee 
Yelton: (706) 541- 1039. (GA) 

HARDWOODS CUT TO ORDER. 120 
species in stock from 1/4-in. to 4-in., 
burls, wood ID kits. Veneers, wood
worker's supplies. Colonial Hard
woods, Springfield, VA. (800) 466-5451. 

WIDE AND MATCHED LUMBER. See 
our ad in this issue's Woodworkers 
Mart, page 120. Irion Lumber. 
(570) 724-1895. (PA) 

TROPICAL EXOTIC HARDWOODS 
OF LATI N AMERICA 

20 YEARS SAWMILL DIRECT 
• LUMBER . SLABS . BOWL STOCK 

SQUARES · LOGS 
Place Tall Free Orders 888·434·303 1 

Questians 760·434·3030 www. a n exo t i c h a rdwood . c om 

"'11CIf HAIIDWooD $PfCIALTlfS 

Select hardwoods 
Price quotes; mOllthly specials 

Providing woodworkers 
w/top quality hardwood 

for their prized creations. 

••.•••... . .•..••. Gift Certificates available. 

www.yallkeehardwood.colII 
OR phone us at 800-646-6929 

Clearance Items Available. MCN 

EISENBRAND EXOTIC HARDWOODS. -
Widest selection anywhere. Domestic 
/imported. Reasonable prices. Quality 
guaranteed. FREE brochure. Info - (310) 
542-3576. Orders - 800-258-2587. (CA) 
www.eisenbran.com 

ART WOOD. Exotic lumber and turning 
stock. Ipe' decking. Brazilian rosewood 
veneer flitches. (504) 813-8297 
/8298. (LA) 

QUALITY NORTHERN APPALACHIAN 
hardwood. Custom milling. Free deliv
ery. Bundled, surfaced. Satisfaction 
guarantee. Niagara Lumber, 800-274-
0397. (NY) www.niagaralumber.com 

GILMER WOOD CO. Quality Domestic & Exotic Lumber • Logs, blanks, squares � 
o Over 50 species in stock 
o Thin woods, Assortments, Books • Musical Instrument woods 

Phone 503-274-1271 
221 1 r-w 51. Helens Rd, Portland O R  9721 0 
Fax 503-274-9839 e-mail:gilmerw0C>d3aol.com 

EXOTIC HARDWOODS of HAWAII 
KOA • MANGO . NORFOLK PINE 

Over 40 Unique Species lumber · Turning Blocks 
TOLL FREE 1 -877-KOA-PLUS 1&', ' . . .. . . WINKLER WOOD PRODUCTS www.interpac.netJ-winkler 
": E-mail: winkler@interpac.net 

PH 808-961-6411 
261-A Kekuanaoa St. Hila Hawaii 96720 

TECH-WOOD, I NCo 
Domestic & Imported Hardwoods 
Holly, Persimmon, Apple, Koa 
+ 50 oth e r  species, 4/4-1 6/4 

Burls, Slabs, Thin Lumber 
7 1 7-933-8989 

Mid-Maine Hardwoods 
Birds-eye, Hard & Soft Maple 

We buy the logs, we saw the logs 
and we dry & finish the pieces to 
your specifications. 

P.O. Box 276, Lincoln, ME 04457 
Phone (207) 794-6277 Fax (207)794-2446 

Oregon Slack Walnut 
Wide lumber - l Is through 1 6/4 0 High Quality 

Figured 0 large Selection 
Web Site www.dnc,nel/users/nwbm/gwp 

GOBI- ::E WAUIUT PRODUCTS UIEWING BY 
5016 ,..,.stint Rd. APPOINTMENT ONLY AibMy. OR 97311 (541) 926-1 079 

WOOD & TOOL EXCHANGE 
Limited to use by individuals only. 

For Saie 

I DUS. PO\XlERMATIC SHA.PER 220V 
IPH, 3HP. fi-in., fl-in. spindles. King Cut
ter raised panel door cutters, fixtures, 
and templates. Like new $ 1800. Days: 
(781) 575-1 140, eves: (781)762-2123. 
(MA) csullivan@learytiziani.com 

Fine Woodworking back issues 1-47 
with slipcases. $ 130. plus shipping. 
(606)277-6427. (KY) 

Fine Woodworking issues 33 to present, 
Woodsmilh #2-53 additional and other 
various magazines. Best offer over 
$350. (732) 840-8181. (N]) 

Fine Woodworking #1- 136. 400. plus 
shipping. Woodsmilh #22-122. $250. 
plus shipping. Take all for $600. plus 
shipping. (864) 268-4630. (SC) 

CURLY ASH quarter sawn 4/4 & 5/4. Up 
to 16-in. wide, 16 ft. long. Clear, no dis
coloration, outstanding! Approx. 1000 
bd/ft. for $ 1 1  per bd/ft. 
(215) 766-9797. (PA) 

ROBLAND X-31 COMBO MACHI E. 
Original owner; 3 by 3 HP, 220V, 1PH. 
12-in. jointer/planer, 3-in. shaper & cut
ters, mortise table & bits. lO-in. saw, 
sharp as new, sliding table. Upgrades 
and jigs. $3750 FOB. Photos available. 
Paul e. (303) 893-1000 days, 
(303) 388-7505 eves. (CO) 

100+ YEARS OLD ANTIQUE wood
workers' workbench; 7-ft by 28-in. with 
two vises, dovetailed and tenoned 
joints and tool well. $2200 plus ship
ping. (914) 679-8108. (NY) 
CABINET MAKERS TOOL BOX 1870, 
very nice. Lie Nielsen planes and Fine 
lfIoodworking Techniques Vol. 1-9 and 
other books. Call (440) 949-5605. (OH) 

EMMERT #1, 7X18 Pattern Makers vise. 
$650. Arco, phase converter Model R, 
15HP. $600. Excel. condition. 
(504) 486-4114. (LA) 

DEWALT RADIAL ARM SAW, 16 by 24, 
model GE., 3PH. $750. FOB. Faye-Egan, 
24-in. mod. 560 planer (no grinder) 
5HP, direct drive, 3PH. $1000. FOB. 
(317) 852-4690. (IN) 

CHESTNUTjWORMY CHESTNUT 8/4 
by 8 from barn rafters. $5 to $20 per 
bd/ft. Western, PA. (724) 368-8640. 

Fine Woodworking 32-134 complete. 
Fine Homebuilding 1-113 (missing 4 & 
15). $500 for both plus shipping. 
(561) 234-4826. (FL) 

ORTHFIELD 20-1 . BANDSAW. Ex
cellent condition. $2200. 3PH convert
er,. $300. Delta HD shaper with LVC, 
Delta 34-994 feeder, cutterheads 
and extras. Excellent condition. 
(301) 762-1725. (MD) 

Wanted to buy 

Fine Woodworking back issues 1 - 100. 
(205) 967-790l. (AL) 

DELTA/MlLWAUKEE 8-in. jointer on cast 
iron base. Paul: (417) 831-1425. (MO) 

INCA 810 RADIAL ARM SAW. Closed 
frame extension arm, good condition. 
Howard: (972) 481-9534. (TX) 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS 
You can post your classified ad 

on our web site. 

www.finewoodworking. com 

For more information 
cal l 800-926-8776, ext. 562. Or 

e-mail us at fwad s @ taunton.com 

CALL NOW FOR DETAILS 
1-800-926-8776 x562 
VISA, MG, AmEx accepted. Deadline 
for our Nov./Dec. issue: August 25. 
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F inis h Line B Y  C H R I S  M I N I C K  

So l ut i o ns to common  f i n i sh p rob l ems 
Putting a finish on wood can be a con
venient way to prove Murphy's Law: 
What can go wrong will go wrong. I 
know-from experience and from 
countless stories I've heard from other 
woodworkers-you can take that truth 
to the bank. 

It's been said that the difference be
tween a good finisher and a great fin
isher is that a great finisher knows 
how to hide his mistakes. With finish

es-wiped on, brushed on or sprayed on-no statement is more 
uue. Here are some tricks, most of them simple, that have pulled 
my fat out of the fire more than once. 

The sta in is too dark 
You stain a piece of furniture, and the color is much darker than 
you anticipated. If you used a dye stain, you're in luck. Dye stains 
are soluble in the same solvent used initially to dissolve them
usually alcohol or water. Wiping the stained wood with a rag 

Wash that dye right out of the 

wood. Dye stains are easily re

versible, but pigment stains may 

require paint stripper. 

soaked in the solvent will re-
move some of the dye from the 
wood and lighten the color. 

If more color must be re
moved, bleach the dyed wood 
with regular household chlo
rine bleach. Woodworking dye 
stains are similar to fabric dyes, 
and chlorine bleach will re
move color from dyed wood 
just as it removes color from 
fabric.  Two or three applica
tions of full-strength bleach 
(typically 5% sodium hypochlo
rite) will remove about 90% of 
the color. After the dyed wood 

has been bleached, it must be thoroughly rinsed with clean water 
to remove the residual hypochlorite crystals so that the topcoat 
finish will bond properly to the wood. 

Unfoffimately, correcting problems with pigment stains is not so 
easy. If the pigment stain has not completely dried, some color can 
be removed by vigorously wiping the stained surface with a rag 
soaked in mineral spirits. Once it has dried, the only way to re
move a pigment stain is with paint stripper. I've found that slow
acting, water-based paint strippers remove pigment stains better 
than solvent-based varieties do. 

Dry, glossy spots a ppea r on some woods 
finished with Danish oi l  
Danish oil-a name often used for a wipe-on finish-is supposed 
to be foolproof. Wipe it on, let it soak, wipe it off and forget it. 
That's the way it works on birch and maple, but it's not quite so 

Photos: William Duckworth 

simple for oak or ash. Woods 
with large, open pores will ooze 
Danish oil for hours after the 
finish has been applied. If this 
excess oil dries on the surface, 
shiny patches of polymerized 
oil along the grain lines will ap
pear. At that point the only fix is 
to sand the entire piece and 
reapply the oil, but you can 
adopt a strategy to keep it from 

Some woods bleed 0;1. Large 
happening again. Apply the fin
ish early in the day and check 
the surface every 30 minutes or 
so, wiping off the excess as it 
appears. Depending on the 

open pores in wood drink in oil 

finishes, then spit some of the oil 

back out, drying as unsightly 

glossy spots. 

saturation level, the oozing should stop after four or five hours. 
Some woodworkers claim that thinning a Danish oil finish about 

20% with VM&P naphtha and adding a few drops of cobalt dryer 
(available at art-supply stores) will minimize the problem. I have 
not tried this fix, so I can't vouch for it. However, I use a home
brew Danish oil finish in my shop and rarely have any bleeding 
problems. My formulation is simple: 1 1/z cups of mineral spirits, 1 
cu p of brushing varnish and 1/4 cu p of boiled linseed oil. 

Craterl i ke defects a ppear on the surface 
of you r  freshly sprayed furniture 
These defects, known as fisheyes, are caused by contamination ei
ther in the finish or on the sprayed surface. The contaminant in the 
center of each crater affects the surface tension of the sprayed fin
ish, causing it to form the small craters. The two most likely caus
es of fisheyes are droplets of oil (from an inadequate or clogged 
compressor filter) or the overspray of a silicone lubricant. Each oil 
or silicone droplet becomes the nucleus of a fisheye. Silicone 
spray lubricants are so pervasive that, used once, they can conta
minate every spray-finishing project in the shop for years. 

You can buy additives to elim
inate fisheyes, but I advise 
against using them. Many of 
these additives are pure silicone 
oil. They work by purposely 
contaminating the finish with 
silicone oil to make it compati
ble with any stray silicone oil or 
other contaminant that may be 
on the wood surface. This ap
proach does work, but the fish-

Flsheyes can be a curse. When 
eye eliminator thoroughly 
contaminates the innards of silicone lubricants contaminate 

spray systems, you can have 

chronic problems with fish eyes 

for a long time. 

your spray gun. Once you begin 
using fisheye eliminator, you'll 
have to add it to everything you 
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spray through that gun from that time forward. A better solution is 
to find the contamination source and eliminate it. 

To salvage an already fish eyed finish, lightly sand it to remove 
the craters. Wipe away the bulk of the silicone or oil contaminants 
using a rag soaked with VM&P naphtha. Then spray on two or 
three light coats of dewaxed shellac. This shellac layer will trap 
any residual contamination and prevent it from causing subse
quent finishing problems. 

Brush marks are easy to fix. 

Varnishes that went on too thick 

Brush marks show 
in your dried va rnish 
Most oil-based varnishes are too 
thick to use as a finish straight 
from the can. They simply don't 
level well at that high viscosiry. 
For furniture finishing, I thin my 
brushing varnish to the consis
tency of whole milk. The var
nish should flow from the brush 
in a smooth, wet sheet as you 
draw the brush across the wood 

can leave brush marks that will but not so thin that it causes ex-
disappear with a little sanding. cessive drips or runs. The rype 

of brush you choose and how 
you use it are important (see FWW #98, pp. 54-56). 

To fix dried-on brush marks, sand the rough varnish coat with 
180-, 220- and 320-grit nonloading sandpaper until the surface is 
level and smooth but scratchy. Then wet-sand with 400-grit wet
or-dry sandpaper using a Danish oil finish as the lubricant. Wipe 
off almost all of the finish and sanding-swarf slurry, leaving just 
enough on the surface to fill the scratches left by the sandpaper. 
Don't worry about adhesion problems: The oil/varnish mixture 
will bond to any other varnish-even polyurethane-providing the 
varnish coat is not more than three or four weeks old. 

White specks appear u nder lacquer 
You stained your project with an oil-based stain and finished it  
with a nitrocellulose lacquer. The finish turned cloudy, and white 
specks appeared in the grain. This problem occurs when uncured 
oil-based stain is topcoated with a nitrocellulose lacquer. Residual, 

White specks are similar to 

blush problems. Often faint (as 

shown above) but sometimes 

prominent, this problem occurs 

when uncured oil is trapped be

neath the finish film. 
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uncured oil from the stain 
forces some of the nitrocellu
lose resin out of solution, form
ing small pockets of crystallized 
lacquer under the clear finish 
film. This phenomenon is close
ly related to lacquer blush, 
which is caused by water in
stead of oil-same mechanism, 
different culprit. (Lacquer blush 
occurs on humid days at the 
outer surface of the finish film, 
while oil-stain-induced cloudi
ness is trapped underneath it.) 

Unfom1l1ately, there is no easy 
and reliably consistent fix for 
this problem short of stripping 

the finish, letting the stain dry thoroughly and starting over. That 
said, there is one quick fix that works aboU[ 20% of the time. It is 
worth tlying, before you resort to paint stripper. Spray the piece 
with a 1 :4 mix of lacquer retarder and lacquer thinner. If the film is 
not too thick, this mixture will sometimes dissolve the crystallized 
nitrocellulose and form a clear finish film when it dries again. In
Cidentally, this same solvent mix will cure lacquer blush, too. 

Runs, drips or sags a ppear on your fu rniture 
Runs, drips and sags are unavoidable with many types of wood 
finishes. It's easiest to deal with these unSightly blemishes while 
the finish is still wet. Wipe off 
or brush out the drip before it 
has a chance to set, then apply 
another thin coat of finish to 
even out the surface. If you 
don't notice a run in the finish 
until after it has dried, slice it off 
with a sharp chisel or a cabinet 
scraper instead of sanding it flat, 
which creates a small halo 
around the drip that is very diffi
cult to repair. 

One neat trick my grandfather 
taught me is to finish cabinet 
doors upside down. Because 
we're not accustomed to seeing 

No runs, no drips, no sags. 

Maybe that's your goal, but it's 

not always what you get. This is a 

mistake that's easily put right. 

drips run uphill, a small run that escapes detection in the finishing 
room becomes almost unnoticeable once the door is installed. 

The sprayed surface feels rough and looks d u l l  
This condition is known as "orange peel" i n  spray-finishing lingo 
because the sprayed surface looks like exactly that. Many things 
can cause orange pee\: The spray gun is held too far from the sur
face (6 in. to 8 in. is the optimum distance); tl1e spray gun moves 
too fast to form a full, wet coat of the finish; the atomization pres
sure at the spray gun is set too low; and by far tl1e most common 
cause of orange peel is not properly thinning the fjnish before 
spraying. The viscosiry of a spray finish must match tl1e require
ments of the air cap and fluid nozzle set up in your gun. The prop
er viscosiry for your gun should 
be listed in the owner's manual. 

Here's a nice trick to salvage 
a lacquer finish that has an 
orange-peel surface already 
dried in place. Spray tl1e surface 
witl1 a full, wet coat of a mixture 
of one part lacquer retarder to 
20 parts lacquer thinner. This 
thinner mixture will usually flat
ten an orange-peeled surface in 
one application, but multiple 
applications may be needed in 
severe cases. Once that's dry, 
spray on another coat of the 
original lacquer finish to com
plete the job. 

orange peel has several caus

es. A full, wet coat of thinner 

mixed with a little retarder thin-

ner and sprayed over the dried 

lacquer will usually correct this 

problem. 





Flipped Lid 

J im Moon keeps making toolboxes. He absolutely 

must-to keep up with his tool collection. So far, 

Moon, a doctor in Charlotte, N.C. ,  who makes peri

od furniture, has made a half dozen toolboxes. This one, 

with its unusual lid, is based on a century-old carpenter's 

toolbox made of chestnut and probably intended for use 

on a job site. Most of Moon's boxes are 

filled with tools he uses, but this one 

stands in his living room and holds special 

tools he's collected. 

The materials in Moon's box are col

lectible, too. The dovetailed case is made 

of walnut from Moon's native South Dakota, where the 

harsh climate, he says, produces walnut that is "harder, 

denser, finer grained and a real pleasure to work." The 

crossbanding between the walnut-burl drawer fronts 

was made in France in the 1920s and intended for the 

Singer sewing-machine company. And the ivory Moon 

inlaid in the ebony drawer pulls and used 

for his initials is also of an unusual age and 

origin. A by-product of gold mining be

low the permafrost in Alaska, the ivory is 

from the tusks of a woolly mammoth and 

is said to be some 50,000 years old. 

Photos, Mark Meachem (top two); Andy Rae (bottom) 


